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This volume in this pamphlet series provides base civil engineers with information and guidance for the execution of contingency response activities. It describes procedures to be used for a rapid transition from routine, day-to-day operations to an emergency response posture. Using the predisaster planning and preparation procedures of Volumes 1 and 2 as its basis, this volume gives definitions; describes duties; lists organization, equipment, and materials; and tells how work is accomplished to ensure recovery and continued operation of the air base during and after a crisis. This pamphlet series supports AFI 10-210, Prime Base Engineer Emergency Force Program and AFI 10-211, Civil Engineer Contingency Response Planning. Send comments and suggested improvements to HQ AFCESA/CEX, 139 Barnes Drive, Tyndall AFB FL 32403-5319.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. References, Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms. Related publications, abbreviations, acronyms, and terms used in this volume are listed in attachment 1.

1.2. Purpose. Volumes 1 and 2 of this pamphlet series discussed various planning actions and preparatory steps that your installation should take prior to experiencing a natural or manmade disaster or base attack. This volume addresses actions and procedures that may be followed after the attack or disaster to bring the base back to operational status. The information contained in this volume, when coupled with that included in volume 4, Rapid Runway Repair, will provide you the foundation for an effective base recovery capability.

1.3. Scope. This volume will first discuss the command and control aspects of base recovery and address some of the more
common emergency procedures. Damage assessment tactics for base facilities and utilities will then follow (figure 1.1) (damage assessment for rapid runway repair (RRR) operations is contained in volume 4). Expedient repair of facility and utility systems and installation of airfield support equipment (barriers and lighting) are presented next followed by comments on fire protection operations and base operations and maintenance in a base recovery context. Rounding out the volume are discussions of explosive ordnance reconnaissance, chemical defense, security operations, and base denial.
Figure 1.1. Damage Assessment Plotting.

1.4. Situation. This volume begins the discussion of the implementation of contingency response procedures. Planning and training are complete. The disaster or attack is upon you now and a swift transition from planning and preparation to implementation is essential if lives are to be saved, property damage reduced, and the base returned to an operational status. Primary concerns for the civil engineer force during this period will be transdisaster/attack actions and postdisaster/attack actions.

1.4.1. The transdisaster or transattack environment will normally be life threatening regardless of the type contingency. Therefore if sheltering is necessary, it is imperative that personnel not be sent out of shelters except to prevent loss of life or to restore services to facilities which are absolutely crucial to base operations. The degree of warning prior to an emergency can be a factor in limiting personnel exposure in the transdisaster or transattack period. Increased warning allows for the accomplishment of certain tasks prior to the disaster. For example, the long-term warning associated with a hurricane allows isolation of utilities, connection of backup power sources, and other actions which might have to be accomplished during the transdisaster phase of an emergency with little or no warning. The civil engineer force operates in the reactionary mode in the transdisaster or transattack period to eliminate immediate hazards.

1.4.2. In the postdisaster or postattack period the civil engineer force begins a more deliberate effort. The environment is still chaotic and there are still many immediate actions that must be taken, but the overwhelming dangers that prevailed during the emergency are past. You can now begin to identify and quantify the damage, assign repair priorities, and determine recovery strategy. The recovery strategy considers such factors as time needed for repairs, resources required, and whether or not augmentees will be required.

1.4.3. The unpredictable nature of disasters will require that the civil engineer unit maintain a great degree of flexibility during both the trans- and postdisaster or attack periods. Although plans developed before the contingency should be followed to ensure a coordinated response, no plan covers all possible situations. Therefore, it is essential that all elements of the civil engineer team retain the capability to adjust to changing circumstances. Engineering knowledge, experience, and common sense are crucial factors if the engineer recovery force is to overcome the effects of future contingencies.
Chapter 2

COMMAND AND CONTROL

There are no bad regiments; there are only bad colonels.

Napoleon

2.1. Introduction. "Command" and "Control" are so often used in the same breath as to blur the distinction between the two - the former cannot work its magic without the functions of the latter; yet control is no substitute for imaginative leadership. Before proceeding with this chapter, take a moment to reflect on the above statement. Then try to relate its deeper meaning to a contingency situation -- any contingency, as long as you consider the exercise of command and control under the most chaotic conditions your mind can visualize. No matter how imaginative, your mental picture will probably reflect only a limited degree of the chaos that prevails when a daily routine suddenly changes into a disaster situation. To stimulate your thinking along those lines, place yourself at the scene of the U.S. Marine Corps compound in Beirut, Lebanon, moments after the horrific terrorist attack in the early 1980's. Now continue with this chapter by projecting its contents against such a mental background.

2.2. Overview. At the outset, this chapter examines command, control, leadership, and management concepts in the context of their application to a contingency situation. The discussion centers on the need for effective command and leadership where controls are used sparingly and where decentralized responsibilities permit independent action and initiatives to deal with chaotic conditions. Applying these considerations to the specifics of the base civil engineer (BCE) command and control requirement, the chapter addresses the topics of unity of objective, knowledge of human and material resources, and chain of command.

2.3. Command and Control Concepts

2.3.1. Command Attitude. Those who have experienced battle or a major disaster identify chaos as their most persistent feature. A "command attitude" will offer some hope for dealing with the expected chaos since, by nature, it is perceptual, conceptual, rational and subject-oriented in focus.

2.3.2. Command Vs Control. In contrast, control is mechanically oriented and has no natural orienting feature except efficiency. Stated another way, efficiency addresses form, while effectiveness suggests substance or total outcome. Effectiveness directs attention to mission accomplishment, keeping airmen alive and using available resources correctly. Effectiveness -- command -- has moral force. Efficiency -- control -- is amoral.

2.3.3. Relationship Between Command and Control.

2.3.3.1. The ideal relationship between the concepts of command and control can be likened to the relationship of a rider to a horse. The commander is the rider and the reins are control. The horse is the organization. If the relationship is harmonious between horse and rider, a simple shift of the rider's weight or a gentle tug on the reins is all that is necessary to change direction. If the horse and rider are not in harmony, the rider has to use the reins vigorously to gain some measure of control, but for how long will the control last? More important, the continued use of control, as a tool, will lose its effect. There comes a point where control no longer can be increased sufficiently to sustain activity. The rider, who uses little or no control, therefore, is the one who stands the best chance of reaching the objective in an effective manner.

2.3.3.2. The same holds true for the application of the concepts of command and control to people and organizations. With civil engineer forces, the period of control effectiveness, particularly in the transattack period, will be of much shorter duration.

2.3.3.3. The foregoing suggests some important relationships between command, control, and desired behavior under stress. There is an inverse relationship between control and the predictability of behavior. If a horse and rider are moving down a narrow corridor, the only problem getting to the objective is to ensure forward movement. There is hardly any need for control. Thus the inverse relationship: the more reliable the behavior of your people, the less the need to resort to control.

2.3.3.4. There is also an inverse relationship between the concepts of command and control themselves. The idea of harmony between horse and rider mentioned earlier suggests a qualitative aspect as well. The greater the amount of behavior understood, the higher the quality of the relationship and the less the rider has to resort to control.

2.3.3.5. Viewed in still another way, command and control are relational concepts. Control serves as a compensating device for command to deal with the unpredictable aspects of a situation. It is a tool to be used only when the perceived limit of effective command is exceeded. Where command is of high quality, control is potentially useful because its use is
truly the exception. When the quality of command is low, the use of control is likely to be very high. Control is exercised routinely in an effort to reduce risk.

2.3.3.6. One might argue that this discussion says nothing about the controls needed for effective operations in a postattack, or disaster recovery environment. In reply, it can be argued that it has everything to do with the issue. Why is there such a tendency to develop complex rather than simple plans? Could it be that belief in quality is driven down because of doubt in ability to deal with risk? Yet, risk is the one factor inherent in all that military professionals must do. Use of control rises although the only real path to mission accomplishment is command exercised through true leadership.

2.3.3.7. The problem with control focus is that it acts to constrain leaders by fixing activity on what is quantifiable--reports, data, etc. The noted military historian S.L.A. Marshall cautioned against reliance on control when he wrote in Men Against Fire (1947):

"Sixty percent of the art of command is the ability to anticipate; forty percent of the art of command is the ability to improvise». 

2.3.3.8. The base civil engineer who has similarly apportioned command ability will be ready to accomplish the mission during any contingency. However, to be optimally effective with people and a unit, there must be a functional component to each of the concepts of command and control. Enter leadership and management.

2.4. Leadership and Management. Leadership, it is generally agreed, denotes some sort of influence process where one person acts to get another to accomplish a task. Leadership suggests interactions between people for specific purposes and is mission related. A section chief does not lead a front-end loader; it is the individual who operates the equipment who must be influenced to perform the task. Management, by contrast, suggests the handling of things for specific purposes which may or may not be mission related.

2.5. Concept Relationships. How do the four concepts, command and control, leadership and management fit together in the context of contingency response? Command and leadership, control and management should be viewed as the real operative relationship within the BCE organization during wartime or contingency operations. Command seeks mission accomplishment and leadership is the primary means to achieve the desired results. Control is an adjunct to command and sound management of people and resources its means. At the senior position in the BCE unit there must be a willingness to decentralize responsibility, reducing the reliance on controls. Leaders at lower levels must have the desire to assume responsibility and make independent decisions when the contingency situation demands immediate response. If both ends of the leadership chain begin this effort together, the result will be unity of command and leadership purpose. The pressure for use of control tools will diminish and individuals will strive to support mission accomplishment through a shared sense of values.

2.6. Unity of Purpose. The unity of purpose should permeate through all levels of command from the command post through the crew leader to the individual member of a recovery crew. Each individual should know how his or her tasking fits into the scheme of base recovery and what the end position of all base recovery efforts is--ensured sortie generation. The desired unity of purpose is not restricted to those in uniform. Many of our civilian personnel are accomplished leaders and can contribute immensely in a crisis situation. It is precisely for that reason that the BCE commander must know the strengths and weaknesses of all personnel.

2.7. Knowledge.
2.7.1. Know Your People. In a world of technical sophistication, man is still the most important resource. To lead others successfully, one must know about people and human nature. Through experience and observation certain people will stand out. You can spot the person who is the resident expert on a certain procedure, the person who works well under pressure, and those who are informal leaders. Make it a point to know who these people are. These are the individuals on whom you can rely to get the job done. Find out who these people are before you have to deploy. You may not have time once you reach your wartime or contingency destination. It is also of particular importance to get to know Prime BEEF personnel who will augment your unit in wartime. If geographic distances prevent relatively frequent contact with these other Prime BEEF personnel, work with your MAJCOM to arrange periodic joint training at the team exercise sites. Most importantly, however, make sure you establish contact with these personnel once they arrive at your location, and immediately work out force integration, command post procedures, team leadership, shift responsibilities, and other similar command and control requirements.

2.7.2. Know Your Capabilities and Limitations. The effective leader knows the capabilities and limitations of the resources available to accomplish the mission. In order to exercise command during a contingency, you must know:
• The type and capabilities of special purpose and construction equipment.
• Quantities and location of materials to be used for recovery.
• Structures and utilities on your installation.
• Skill strengths and shortfalls of your personnel.

2.7.3. **Know Your Base Facilities and Utilities.** You should also be familiar with the type of construction generally used throughout the installation, being aware of any peculiarities and vulnerable areas. All key personnel and team leaders should be made knowledgeable of the construction type and location of priority facilities. Familiarity with the utility systems on base is also a critical aspect of BCE command and responsibility. Each system is different from installation to installation and awareness of their peculiarities, weak points and strong points will pay dividends in a contingency situation. Close attention should be given to the utilities portions of your beddown location’s base or joint support plan, if available, during home station training sessions. Additionally, if time permits after arrival at your beddown location, appropriate personnel should be given a thorough orientation and indoctrination on the host base utility systems.

2.7.4. **Know External Sources of Support.** There may well be a time when you will not have the capability on base to take a particular recovery action. This limitation may arise because you lack material, special equipment, manpower or a combination of all of the above. You must know what resources you can draw upon from local external sources. For example, the crane that you have assigned is not large enough to do a particular task but a local contractor has one large enough for the job and will rent it to you. Contractors, utility companies, supply houses and other government agencies are good external sources of supply from which to draw to augment your resources.

2.7.5. **Know Your Job.** Finally, you must know the job at hand. You must be aware of the total extent of the damage, and its impact on the mission. At the same time, you must know what impact the recovery effort will have on your resources. Knowing your job is probably the key element in effective command and control operations. If you know how you fit in the overall base recovery picture, the better will be your grasp of the situation, the more informed and proper will be your decisions, and the more successful will be the outcome of your actions. Train and learn all you can in peacetime; wartime or immediately after a natural disaster is too late for on-the-job-training (OJT).

2.8. **Strategy and Direction.** You are in a recovery situation. You have assessed the damage in terms of: repair requirements, impact of damage on the mission, and the impact of the effort on resources. A decision is now made on damage repairs, including what is to be repaired, what order of priority or sequence is to be followed, and what type of resources will be used to complete the recovery effort. Once this recovery strategy has been developed, subordinates must be provided direction so that it may be followed. It is essential that the direction provided is clearly understood by the people that must now carry out the strategy. Experience tells us that to be effective we must communicate in a common language and have a willing receiver. Most of the knowledge that you must have concerning the status of resources will be communicated to you either by written message or electronically. The status of resources may change continually. No one person can be expected to keep abreast of all the changes without help. The damage recovery situation will also change continually. A changing recovery situation may require changes in the recovery strategy. It is essential that changes in resources, situations and strategy be communicated up and down the chain of command. For this reason the lines of communication must be simple and clear cut, reliable, and understood by all personnel involved. Alternate systems must be available if telephones and radios are inoperable.

2.9. **Base Recovery Chain of Command.** Without organization, neither the chain of command, nor meaningful lines of communication can be identified. Whether it be recovery from a natural disaster or actual air base attack, a definitized organization must be established to facilitate the command and control function. The organizational structure used in the Air Force for recovery activities centers on a system of interconnected control centers, each having separate and distinct responsibilities yet, at the same time, working together toward a common end position—restoration of base mission capability (figure 2.1). For purposes of our discussion, we will address the organization under base recovery after attack (BRAAT) conditions since this scenario will generally be more demanding and require interface with a greater number of base agencies. A BRAAT-like organizational structure is also used for recovery from major natural disasters where an on-scene disaster response force (DRF) would not be particularly effective due to scope and severity of damages. For further information on DRF organization see volume 1, chapter 5 of this publication series.
2.9.1. **Wing Operations Center.** The top echelon of the organization for base recovery operations is the wing operations center (WOC). The WOC is primarily concerned with continuing the flying operation (or whatever other major base mission) of the base, and the general condition and operations of the base facilities. Typical staffing within the WOC consists of the wing commander and representatives from aircraft operations, aircraft maintenance, logistics support, intelligence, and weather. Other personnel may be added or substituted as the base mission and situation dictate. The wing commander usually directs the integration of all wartime functions from the WOC, with direct links to other command posts such as air defense, maintenance, and the survival recovery center (SRC).

2.9.2. **Survival Recovery Center.** The survival recovery center is established specifically to direct all base operability, survivability, and recovery operations. It is usually located with or near the WOC battle staff area to allow close coordination of the recovery effort and permit the battle staff easy viewing of SRC displays. In the SRC, the support group commander and his staff form the nerve center for base recovery as they collect, analyze, prioritize, display, and report information on the status of the base. Several control centers support the SRC. Among these are the civil engineer damage control center (DCC), security police base defense operations center (BDOC), services control center, and centers for communications and medical support. These centers are responsible for collecting information up and down the command and control chain and providing data to the WOC and SRC to assist in planning and decision-making. Supporting the support group commander are representatives from each of these control centers. Also present in the SRC are an engineer readiness officer who oversees the administration of the SRC, coordinates the activities of the staff, and advises the commander and battle staff on chemical warfare defense matters; an explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) representative, who coordinates the safing of unexploded munitions on the air base; readiness technicians, who plot nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) contamination and control the NBC survey teams; and a personnel representative, who monitors personnel strength. The base civil engineer or a senior designated representative serves as the senior advisor to the SRC commander on engineering matters. From the SRC, the BCE provides direction to the RRR team and other civil engineer recovery forces through the DCC. Also in the SRC is the engineer minimum operating strip, or MOS, selection team, which monitors damage assessment reports, plots airfield damage, and determines possible MOS candidates. The BCE normally oversees the MOS selection process and recommends MOS candidates to the commander. When operating in a postattack
situation, the readiness personnel in the SRC function in what is commonly referred to as the NBC cell. The NBC cell obtains wind data from the base weather officer, receives reports of actual or suspected NBC attacks, plots locations of NBC attacks, predicts areas of probable NBC contamination, advises other bases and units of potential downwind NBC hazards, sends NBC reports to theater command elements, plots areas of NBC hazard after detailed monitoring is conducted, and advises the readiness officer in the SRC. Personnel functioning as NBC cell members must maintain close contact with intelligence personnel in the WOC. The readiness and EOD representatives, although part of the CE organization, report directly to the SRC commander while keeping the BCE apprised.

2.9.3. **Damage Control Center.** Civil engineer strategies and priorities are determined in the SRC; however, most of the actual engineer functions are controlled by the next tier of command and control—the damage control center. The DCC is managed by the chief of operations and predominantly staffed by senior enlisted personnel from the various elements of the operations flight. Engineering (AFS 3E5X1) and sometimes operations (AFS 3E6X1) personnel are usually also part of the staff acting as damage plotters, status keepers, schedulers, resource allocators, and coordinators. Additionally, if the alarm center of the fire department is not in a splinter protected facility, it too will be located in the DCC.

2.9.4. **Recovery Teams.** The next layer in the command and control structure encompasses the senior personnel on the various recovery teams such as RRR, damage assessment and response, utilities and facilities repair, NBC survey, and EOD. These teams, in turn, may be further divided into numerous crews, with each crew member performing a specific function.

2.9.5. **Alternate Command Posts.** Effective command and control normally requires some degree of redundancy to preclude total loss of capability in the event primary command centers are taken out of action. For this reason, the SRC and the DCC have backup locations established during wartime or major contingencies. These alternate command posts are minimally manned during crisis situations. Their functions include monitoring ongoing recovery activities and being prepared to assume command and control for any period of time if a primary command post is lost or forced to relocate.

2.10. **SRC Functions.** The SRC is responsible for determining the scope of the damage and its impact on the base mission. The SRC accounts for personnel and casualties, and monitors material resources. It develops a recovery strategy, directs recovery actions and tracks recovery progress.

2.10.1. **Engineer Data Requirements at the SRC.** The following items are essential to exercise command and control:

2.10.1.1. A current copy of the BCE Contingency Response Plan. Information contained in the annexes must be kept current at all times. A copy of this plan should also be in the DCC. Both plans should be identical.

2.10.1.2. A chart for personnel accounting must show how many people by Air Force specialty (military and civilian) are available, key personnel positions filled, and casualty status (see volume 2 of the AFPAM series for sample chart.).

2.10.1.3. A chart depicting the status of special purpose equipment and generators (see volume 2 for sample). Charts should incorporate the status of equipment acquisition actions. Charts should also permit tracking of generator repairs. The nature of the repair and the estimated downtime is useful information.

2.10.1.4. Easily accessible base layout maps upon which to indicate the locations of unexploded ordnance (UXO), damage, contamination, remote stock piles, dispersed personnel and equipment, minimum operating strips, other operational pavements and recovery teams.

2.10.1.5. MOS selection kit (described in volume 4 of this publication series).

2.10.2. **Senior Engineer Personnel Tasks.** As a member of the SRC staff, the BCE is the command and control link between the SRC and the DCC. From the SRC, the BCE directs the dispatch of damage assessment teams; receives, reviews and evaluates damage assessment reports; and assists the commander in developing and implementing the base recovery strategy. This level of activity will demand that the BCE be totally conversant with civil engineer contingency and wartime operational concepts. He or she must be knowledgeable of RRR procedures and sequencing, damage assessment and response team (DART) procedures, capabilities and limitations of all recovery teams, firefighting operational concepts, and base recovery plans and priorities. Without a solid background in these areas, decisions become more difficult and more prone to error. In turn, command and control suffers and the effectiveness of the unit deteriorates. Such knowledge and information must be gained during peacetime. Due to its complexity and scope, it cannot be assimilated well under conflict conditions. But more importantly, because of its criticality to the success of the base mission, it cannot be left to chance. The readiness officer representative monitors the status of NBC survey teams, controls their dispatch, and ensures areas of NBC contamination and locations of survey teams are plotted on the SRC map. He or she advises the SRC and installation commanders on NBC and conventional warfare effects, alarm status, and protective measures and predicts the effects of NBC contamination on mission capability. Like the BCE, the readiness officer representative must be thoroughly knowledgeable in the necessary wartime tasks and responsibilities. These include, as a minimum, all major facets of NBC defense and SRC operations.

2.11. **BCE Damage Control Center Functions.** From a civil engineer point of view, the responsibilities of the DCC are similar to those of the SRC. The difference lies in the level of responsibility. The DCC is one of many functional control centers activated to deal with contingencies. Its responsibilities as a functional control center are to recall and account for
personnel, receive and disseminate information, report damage and casualty information, and deploy and monitor response teams. Specifically, the DCC monitors and coordinates the civil engineer recovery actions involved in damage assessment, decontamination and damage recovery and repair as directed by the SRC. As stated earlier, the chief of operations is in charge of the DCC and the DCC staff is made up of military members, primarily senior enlisted personnel from the operations flight, operations personnel, and engineering personnel. In a natural disaster response the staff can also include civilian personnel. If available during wartime, civilian personnel can also be used; however, workaround plans must exist that take into account the possibility of non-availability of these civilian employees.

2.11.1. **DCC Data Requirements.** In addition to a current copy of the BCE Contingency Response Plan, the DCC has the following information requirements:

2.11.1.1. Contingency checklists that are comprehensive and complete.

2.11.1.2. Charts to display personnel accounting data (see volume 2 for sample). They should show who is available, and team and shift assignment.

2.11.1.3. Charts to show status of vehicles, special purpose equipment, and generators (see volume 2 for sample).

2.11.1.4. Base maps and drawings to depict the location of damage, UXOs, resources, recovery teams, and contaminated areas.

2.11.1.5. Charts to depict damage recovery progress.

2.12. **Alternate SRC/DCC Data Requirements.** The alternate SRC and DCC must maintain the ability to rapidly assume control of base recovery efforts. The data requirement for both these command posts is therefore identical to their primary counterparts. Personnel assigned to these alternate facilities must strive to maintain accurate, current information at all times. This may require frequent contact via radio, phone, or runner with the primary SRC or control center.

2.13. **Initial Base Recovery Activities.** While in the transdisaster phase, civil engineers will be required to operate emergency power generators and to provide other essential services to keep vital facilities and utilities in operation. During the postdisaster phase, civil engineer efforts center around restoring the installation's mission capability. Initial actions include:

- Search and rescue.
- Damage assessment.
- Explosive ordnance reconnaissance and weapon clearance/safing.
- Debris cleanup.
- Isolation of damaged utilities.
- Firefighting.
- Monitoring for NBC contamination.

2.13.1. **NBC Defense Actions.** NBC survey teams immediately begin NBC chemical agent monitoring. The SRC receives reports from control centers and personnel from across the base on the possible presence of chemical contamination. All information is evaluated by the readiness officer in the SRC, who then recommends an appropriate mission oriented protective posture (MOPP) level. The MOPP decision is extremely important to the effective operation of recovery crews; protection must be maintained at a sufficient level, while too much protection will degrade recovery operations. NBC survey teams continue periodic chemical monitoring, at the direction of the readiness officer. Decontamination operations begin, if necessary, and collective protection procedures are fully implemented. See chapters 3 and 5 for more details in the NBC area.

2.13.2. **Debris Clearance.** The SRC assigns UXO and debris cleanup priorities. Removing debris from operational aircraft pavements and primary streets should be started as soon as possible. Ruptured utility systems should be isolated and downed or tangled power lines cleared.

2.13.3. **Search and Rescue.** Fire Department personnel are used for search and rescue operations. Trained in first aid, they are equipped with first aid kits, litters, blankets and tools. This search and rescue activity, however, must be balanced with critical firefighting requirements. The fire department must not be considered the only agency with search and rescue capabilities on the base. All personnel have a responsibility to perform search and rescue along with buddy care actions.

2.13.4. **Damage Assessment.** Damage assessment teams must be dispatched to investigate, assess, and evaluate damage. Damage assessment team members should be highly experienced (see chapter 6 of this volume and chapter 2 of volume 4 for details on damage assessment). Damage assessment information is evaluated at the DCC and up channeled to the SRC. At the SRC, damage information and contamination status are reviewed and annotated on appropriate charts and maps. The SRC may direct immediate dispatch of recovery crews or elect to await the receipt of more detailed damage information. While damage assessment and other initial recovery actions are taking place, the DCC collects information to assess the status of civil engineer resources. This information is vital for the DCC and the SRC to make sound decisions on recovery. As damage assessment data are compiled and plotted, a comprehensive damage and contamination picture
emerges permitting development of the recovery strategy. Critical utilities must be reestablished or substituted. Electrical power to critical operations must be restored and maintained. Critical facilities and utility systems must be restored or repaired to resume the operational mission. Emergency repairs to eliminate conditions that could cause injury or loss of life, or to protect government property from further damage, may start without prior approval from higher headquarters. The repair strategy is carried out as defined in volume 4 and chapters 7 and 11 of this volume.

2.14. Command and Control Communications. The BCE is responsible for providing radio net communications between the fire department, the DCC, the SRC and the command post (if the latter two are not collocated). Alternate means of communications must be established and practiced. Runners are a viable alternative to radios, but can be impractical if great distances are involved. If field telephones are available, they should be considered as a viable option. If your radio is inoperative due to power failure, try mobile vehicle radio units. If you cannot use your radio due to suspected enemy monitoring, use other means such as runners or field phones. Does your base have radio "dead zones" or areas of high interference? Effects of dead zones can be avoided by message relay techniques, changing location, or moving closer to the control center. Sometimes the effects of dead zones are directional, that is, transmissions are picked up by other radios not in the same direction as the control center. BCE personnel using radios should be familiar with the locations of dead zones and how to minimize their effects. Your installation communications staff officer and the intra-base non-tactical radio personnel (radio maintenance shop) can assist in identifying dead zones. Once identified, it is a good idea to annotate the information on the control center’s base layout map. Make it a practice to advise all new or infrequent radio users of these locations and ways to minimize their effects. Another good communications practice to establish in support of base recovery is maintaining strict control over mobile radio assets. Lost or damaged radios during contingencies or wartime are virtually impossible to quickly replace. Also pay close attention to recharging batteries. Several dead batteries causing partial loss of communications when performing recovery activities can severely reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of repair and damage assessment crews. Needless to say, this immediately impacts the speed at which base mission capabilities are reestablished. The key to effective radio communications is to ensure communications assets are fully serviceable and all personnel exercise radio discipline, use good enunciation and use the "ten code" system (table 2.1).

Table 2.1.  Radio Call Signs--"Ten-Code" System.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-1</td>
<td>Reception Poor (cannot understand)</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>Readiness Standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>Reception Good</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>Crash Alert Standby (emergency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-3</td>
<td>Stop Transmitting</td>
<td>10-14</td>
<td>Arrived at Scene or Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-4</td>
<td>Message Received</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>Finished With Last Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-5</td>
<td>Standby (operator busy)</td>
<td>10-16</td>
<td>Disregard Last Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-6</td>
<td>Station Clear</td>
<td>10-17</td>
<td>Maintain Radio Silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-7</td>
<td>Out of Service Until..... or for.....Minutes</td>
<td>10-18</td>
<td>Involved in Accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-8</td>
<td>In-Service</td>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>Return (or returning) to Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-9</td>
<td>Repeat Last Message</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>What Is Your Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-10</td>
<td>Return to Normal Operations</td>
<td>10-21</td>
<td>Radio Check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>Flightline Patrol</td>
<td>10-22</td>
<td>Standby - Emergency Transmission, All Units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.15. Continuity of Command and Control.

2.15.1. Predesignated Personnel. Provision must be made for the continuity of engineer leadership both in the SRC and the DCC. The establishment of alternate command centers aids in solving part of the problem in terms of facility support. However, the possibility exists that key personnel assigned to serve in either the primary or alternate command centers may become casualties and unable to perform their primary duties. Other engineer personnel must be predesignated to fill in for key personnel casualties. This predesignation must be done in advance of any hostilities and sufficient training and command post familiarization provided so that a smooth transition can be obtained if and when required.

2.15.2. Change-Over Briefings. Continuity of command and control also is influenced by round-the-clock shift operations. In effect, every time there is a shift change continuity is affected. The degree of professionalism and effort put into change-over briefings is directly proportional to the degree of command and control continuity maintained. These briefings must be in sufficient depth and scope so as to make the shift replacement conversant on all major recovery activities underway and those programmed to start during his or her watch. Fancy eyewash slides are not necessary nor worth the time to produce; however, just passing the logbook won’t cut it either. Brief your replacement as you would wish to be briefed yourself.

2.15.3. Recall of Dispersed Personnel/Equipment. Equipment and personnel are dispersed in order to minimize destruction, damage, and injury. Lines of communication must be maintained with dispersed assets and information exchanged on the current status of the assets. Dispersed assets that survived the disaster can be recalled to assist in taking
recovery actions. The commander should consider recalling the assets for recovery actions after assessing the possibility of a threat recurrence. Only those dispersed assets necessary for sustained operation of critical functions should be recalled.

2.16. Summary. This chapter discussed the concepts for command and control during contingencies. It addressed the basic relationships between the concepts of command and leadership, and control and management. In a contingency situation strong leadership, sound knowledge, good strategy and direction, effective communications, and proper organization are essential for success. This chapter then related these features to the chain of command structure used at unit level. The tasks and responsibilities of the wing operations center, survival recovery center, and the damage control center were discussed in detail. Lastly, the duties and responsibilities of key personnel in these control centers were addressed.

Chapter 3
COMMON ACTIONS AND CONCEPTS

"Every soldier must be brought to the state where it can be said of him: You have learned all there is to be learned, take care not to forget it."

Field Marshal Aleksandr Suvorov
1729 - 1800

3.1. Introduction. There are certain basic contingency response actions and concepts that will affect most, if not all, engineer forces and therefore should be part of any individual's overall readiness awareness. Some of these actions and concepts are extensive and are addressed as separate chapters in this document. Others are of a more limited scope are contained in this chapter.

3.2. Overview. Since this chapter begins the discussion of postdisaster procedures, great emphasis will be placed on the transition from planning to implementation in all actions of the civil engineer force. Since appropriate resources will be critical for postdisaster efforts, the chapter begins with a description of dispersal measures to ensure needed resources are in protected locations prior to a catastrophe. Next, shelter radiological monitoring procedures are outlined to improve the survival rate of personnel in the event of a nuclear attack. Since chemical and biological agents may be used during wartime, monitoring measures are described to enhance opportunities for early detection of these toxic substances. Later sections of the chapter will deal with the effective management of available resources. The establishment of personnel accountability procedures guarantees that manpower is allocated to the most essential functions. Finally, the compositions and capabilities of the various emergency crews are discussed to ensure that all potential life threatening and property damaging situations are rectified.

3.3. Dispersal Actions.
3.3.1. Basic Concepts. Dispersal plans, developed before the disaster or attack, identified dispersal resources, locations, and methods. These plans were based upon the planner's best estimate of what would be required and available to accomplish dispersal actions at the time of an emergency. Now that a disaster or attack is imminent, it is time for the BCE to review the dispersal plans and determine how they apply to the current situation.
3.3.1.1. One of the most crucial factors in conducting an effective dispersal operation is time. The greater the warning prior to an emergency, the more attractive dispersal becomes as a resource protection option. Therefore, it is essential that the BCE carefully evaluate all warnings regarding potential disasters or enemy actions and make early decisions regarding the feasibility of dispersal.
3.3.1.2. The BCE's decision as to whether assets should be dispersed depends upon the perceived impact of the threat and estimates regarding the time available for dispersal. A prudent and judicious process of weighing one risk against the other is necessary to determine if the benefits of dispersal outweigh the costs. For example, dispersing resources may increase protection, but the manpower required to transport those assets may seriously undermine personnel strengths. To further illustrate, dispersing personnel and equipment to high ground across a river may protect these assets from the effects of a flood; but if the flood washes out the connecting bridge, these assets are lost to the recovery effort. If the BCE or wing commander anticipates regrouping at another location following the emergency, this could be a strong motivating factor for dispersing some of those assets during the pre-disaster or attack phase. The best dispersal plan is only effective if it is tempered by the conditions existing at the time of an emergency.
3.3.2. **Specific Activities.** If, after careful consideration, the civil engineer management team decides that dispersal is a valid option, the following actions should be taken:

3.3.2.1. Marshall dispersal forces and provide them with a comprehensive briefing of actions to be taken. Any changes to preplanned dispersal activities should be emphasized. Especially important are changes in dispersal locations, dispersal assets, and dispersal methods. If dispersing off-base, be sure personnel have current maps with alternate routes back to the base marked in case primary routes are blocked.

3.3.2.2. Organize dispersal assets and arrange the necessary transportation. This step includes all activities necessary for mobilization of dispersal assets; loading trucks with equipment and materials; fueling equipment that will be driven to the dispersal location; organizing convoys for land movements to dispersal sites off-base, arranging airlift support for long-range dispersal; and changing dispersal routes as needed to reflect the current situation.

3.3.2.3. Move resources to dispersal sites. Assembled assets are transported to the dispersal location as expeditiously as possible. This is especially important to ensure that valuable resources are not exposed, or concentrated in a single location, when the catastrophe strikes.

3.3.2.4. Establish and maintain communications with appropriate command center. Dispersed forces must maintain contact with the command center. The command center must be advised of any factors which affect the capability of the dispersed forces to accomplish their postdisaster or postattack mission. Remember to provide mobile generator support to dispersal sites for powering base station radios, battery chargers, and lighting. Include a means of refueling the generators also–nothing elaborate, portable fuel containers should be sufficient.

3.3.2.5. Protect dispersed assets. It is vital that dispersed resources be secured and protected from the effects of a disaster or enemy actions. Otherwise, the purpose of the original dispersal will be defeated and the force ineffective in responding when recalled. Depending upon the type of emergency, protective measures could range from boarding up windows and sandbagging to construction of standoff revetments. Plan accordingly; if time will not permit accomplishment of protective measures once arriving at a dispersal location, complete the hardening tasks as one of your predisaster preparation actions.

3.4. **Radiological Shelter Monitoring.**

3.4.1. **Introduction to Radiological Monitoring.** In the event of a nuclear attack, shelters will be points of survival from which personnel will emerge to carry out recovery and rehabilitation tasks. For this reason, BCEs use a radiological exposure control system to ensure the safety of shelter occupants. This section furnishes information concerning monitoring techniques and procedures, protective measures, and the application of collected data to determine hazards to personnel.

3.4.2. **Types of Radiation.** To understand the effects of radiation on living tissue, it is helpful to have some background information on the characteristics of various types of radiation. The effects of nuclear radiation are described in the following paragraphs.

3.4.2.1 **Alpha Particles.** Alpha particles are particles of matter which have been ejected from the nucleus of a radioactive material and are literally small pieces of matter traveling through space. Alpha particles have the lowest penetrating power of any nuclear radiation, and can be stopped by 1 inch of air, a sheet of paper, or undamaged human skin. Alpha particles are only hazardous if ingested, inhaled or absorbed through open wounds (figure 3.1).

**Figure 3.1. Alpha Radiation.**

3.4.2.2. **Beta Particles.** Beta particles are identical to the high speed electrons of an atom. They are extremely light and travel at high velocities. Beta particles have a greater penetrating power than alpha particles, but they can still be stopped by a few feet of air or heavy clothing (figure 3.2). Beta particles can cause tissue damage in humans if fallout is ingested or heavy fallout contamination of the skin is not quickly removed. The primary effect of beta particles will be radiation burns to exposed skin tissue.
3.4.2.3 **Gamma Rays.** Gamma rays are a type of electromagnetic radiation which travels at the speed of light. Gamma rays are similar to X-rays used in the medical field and are highly lethal. The basic difference between X-rays and gamma rays is their source. Gamma rays originate in the nucleus of the atom, while X-rays are formed in the path of electrons about the nucleus. Gamma rays have an extremely high penetrating ability. It requires several feet of earth or at least one-inch of lead to reduce the penetrating powers of gamma rays (figure 3.3).

3.4.2.4 **Nuclear Radiation Injury.** The harmful effects of nuclear radiation are caused by the ionization produced in the cells composing living tissue. As a result of the ionization, some of the components essential to the normal functioning of the cells are altered or destroyed. All radiation is capable of producing ionization directly or indirectly. Alpha and beta particles, X-rays, and gamma rays cause radiation injury of the same general type. Since gamma rays have the greatest penetrating ability, they are the ones that the shelter monitor is most concerned with when determining hazards to personnel.

3.4.3 **Principles of Fallout Protection.** Three basic methods are used to minimize exposure to ionizing radiation: time, distance, and some type of shield. Protection is provided by controlling the length of exposure time, the distance between the body and the source of radiation, and placing an absorbing material between the body and the source of radiation. The time factor is always involved and will normally be used in combination with distance, shielding, or both. For a better understanding of the three methods of protection, they will be discussed separately.

3.4.3.1 **Time.** When considering the principle of time, it is important to look at it from two angles--radioactive decay and individual exposure time.

3.4.3.1.1 We have no control over radioactive decay. The decay rate is determined by the half-life of the radioactive elements that make up the fallout. Half-life is the time required for a given radioactive element to lose half of its original radioactivity. Since fallout is composed of a combination of many radioactive isotopes with half-lives ranging from a fraction of a second to billions of years, it is difficult to calculate the exact decay rate. However, experiments have established the “7-10” rule which states that for each sevenfold increase in time, beginning with the hour which all fallout is on the ground and the dose rate begins to fall, there is a tenfold decrease in the intensity of radioactivity (see table 3.1). The centigray (cGy) is used to measure exposure to gamma and X-rays. Since this decay is constantly reducing the levels of radioactivity following a nuclear detonation, the longer outside activities can be delayed, the less the radiation danger to personnel.
Table 3.1. Times vs. Dose Rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME AFTER DETONATION</th>
<th>DOSE RATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>1,000 cGy/hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 hours - (7) (1 hr.)</td>
<td>100 cGy/hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 hours (2 days) - (7)(7 hr.)</td>
<td>10 cGy/hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343 hours (2 weeks) - (7)(49 hr.)</td>
<td>1 cGy/hr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3.1.2. While the decay of radioactive materials cannot be controlled, you do have control over exposure time. In the early periods following an attack, when radiation levels are very high, exposure should be kept to an absolute minimum. No task should be conducted outside of the protection of the shelter unless it is absolutely necessary. Even after radiation levels have decreased, exposure should be carefully monitored and rotated among the occupants of the shelter to ensure no individual receives an excessive amount. You should maintain an accurate record of daily radiation exposure and accumulated radiation dosage to that date. More detailed information is provided in this section’s paragraph on radiation exposure guidance.

3.4.3.2. **Distance.** The simplest way to explain the distance factor in radiation protection is to say that the farther you are from the source of radiation, the safer you are. This distance factor can be very important in determining the protection factor of various areas when large buildings are used as shelters. In figure 3.4 the walls and roof of the building shown create distance (D) between the person inside the building and the contamination (fallout) outside. Individual A, in the center of the first floor, is farther from the radiation source than individuals B and C. Thus individual A will receive less radioactive exposure.

![Figure 3.4. Distance as a Protective Factor.](image)

3.4.3.3. **Shielding.** The amount and type of shielding are very important in determining the overall protection factor of the shelter. Since alpha and beta particles are stopped by thin protective barriers, the main concern in selection of shelter shielding material will be the reduction of gamma ray penetration. The efficiency of a given substance in stopping gamma rays is determined by its density. The denser the material, the more effective it is in preventing penetration. Figure 3.5 shows the thickness of various shielding materials required to stop the same amount of gamma radiation. Selection of the appropriate shielding substance will be based on the application intended and the availability of materials. For example, in a situation where space is critical, lead would be an excellent choice since its high density allows effective shielding with minimum thickness. In situations where space is not a consideration, but cost is important, a less dense, lower cost material like earth or concrete might be a better choice.
3.4.3.4. **Protection Factor.** The principles of fallout protection described in the preceding paragraphs have a significant impact on determining the protection factor of a shelter. The protection factor may be defined as the relative reduction in the amount of radiation received by a person in a protective location, compared to the amount received if unprotected. To illustrate, if a shelter has a protection factor of 100, an unprotected person would be exposed to 100 times more radiation than someone inside the shelter. Knowing the protective factor of the shelter is essential if the shelter monitor is to calculate outside radiation levels based on interior readings.

3.4.4. **Radiological Monitoring Instruments.** Shelter monitors must have the proper tools. Many instruments are available, but they all fall into two general classes: survey meters and dosimeters. These instruments are designed to detect and measure gamma radiation. Some are capable of detecting alpha and beta radiation. For fallout, you are primarily concerned with gamma radiation. To better understand the use of radiological monitoring instruments, contact personnel assigned to your readiness flight.

3.5. **Nuclear Accident Response.**

3.5.1. **General Activities.** Many of the techniques and procedures associated with shelter monitoring have a parallel in nuclear accident situations. A nuclear accident may involve damage to a nuclear weapon but not detonation; therefore, fallout would not be present. The potential for the release of radioactive particles is present, however. Engineer personnel could find themselves involved in several activities associated with a nuclear accident condition. For example, firefighters might have to extinguish fires around the accident site. Other engineers might have to isolate utility systems and move materials and equipment from the area. The need to accomplish facility repair might also arise. Lastly, there is a great probability that engineers will be involved in immediate and long term site restoration efforts. Any of these taskings could lead to exposure to radiation and you must be in a position to monitor and control these activities.

3.5.2. **Initial Response Force.** In the event of a nuclear accident the nearest military installation will respond to the site with an initial response force (IRF). The IRF performs emergency operations to save lives, provide security, confirm or deny the presence of contamination, and contain the hazard as much as possible. The engineer readiness component of the IRF conducts the radiation monitoring activities.

3.5.3. **Monitoring Contamination.** While the threat of severe radiation injury is probably low at the site of a nuclear accident, cumulative dose quantities should be monitored closely, particularly for those personnel who may be required to conduct long term cleanup and restoration actions. Work closely with your readiness counterparts to see this is accomplished. Also, do not forget to watch for possible contamination of vehicles and equipment at the accident site. Decontamination actions are required before the equipment can be removed from the cordoned area.

3.6. **Chemical and Biological Monitoring.**

3.6.1. **General Information.** The uncertainty of what warfare techniques may be encountered in future wars makes it necessary that civil engineer forces be prepared to operate in many hazardous environments. Chemical and biological environments are two of the most dangerous conditions that civil engineer forces could face during a wartime contingency. Chemical agents can be introduced to the air base environment by the use of bomblets, artillery shells, missiles, sprays, aerosols, and through the base water supply. Biological agents are employed through aerosols, insect vectors (infected insect), and the water supply (figure 3.6). Since many of these employments will involve covert measures which are not as immediately obvious as is a conventional attack, increased vigilance and accurate detectors are needed to provide adequate warning.

3.6.2. **Chemical and Biological Environments.**

3.6.2.1. **Chemical Environment.** The chemical environment will be characterized by solid, liquid, aerosol, or gaseous chemical agents which pervade an area causing widespread incapacitation or death of personnel. Since the types of chemical agents present may be nerve, blood, blister, or choking agents, monitoring methods will have to be geared to...
detect a range of substances. The characteristics and disabling effects of the various chemical agents are detailed in chapter 5, Chemical Defense Activities. The most important factor to remember for chemical monitoring activities is the need for early and accurate detection of any chemical warfare agent to ensure that personnel have time to take adequate protection measures.

3.6.2.2. Biological Environment. Biological agents are used by an enemy to produce disease which reduces the ability of the opponent to continue combat operations. Potential anti-personnel biological agents consist of living microorganisms such as fungi, bacteria, and viruses. These pathogens affect the body much like common diseases such as typhoid or influenza. The effects of these agents can range from minor incapacitation (common cold) to prolonged illness that results in death (plague). Since biological agents are easily transmitted to other personnel, this dreadful weapon has the potential for covering larger areas than many other forms of warfare. Although there are no verified instances of the use of biological weapons in modern warfare, these pathogens could be produced, stockpiled, and disseminated without being immediately detected. Poor sanitary conditions prevalent during wartime compound biological warfare detection problems.

3.6.3. Monitoring for Chemical Agents. Effective monitoring for the presence of chemical agents involves the use of appropriate detection equipment in a manner that provides the best opportunity for early detection of any chemical agents introduced into the area. The following paragraphs describe current chemical detection equipment and recommended monitoring procedures.

3.6.3.1. Detection Equipment. The most common chemical detection devices available for use by USAF personnel are:

3.6.3.1.1 M8 Chemical Agent Detector Paper. The M8 chemical agent detector paper (figure 3.7) provides a single method for testing for the presence of liquid nerve or blister agents.

- **Description.** This detection item consists of twenty-five 4 x 2-1/2 inch sheets of dye-impregnated paper bound in booklet form and perforated for easy removal. The sheets turn dark green, yellow, or red when contacted by liquid forms of V or G type nerve agents or mustard agents respectively. A color chart on the inside cover of each booklet provides a direct method of comparison for agent identification.

- **Function.** The M8 paper is used to detect nerve and blister chemical agents in liquid form. The paper must directly touch the liquid for a good test. It is best suited for use on non-porous materials since its reliability is reduced when the agent is absorbed. Since some solvents can cause the paper to change color, it is unreliable for determining the completeness of decontamination.

**Figure 3.7. M8 Chemical Agent Detector Paper.**

3.6.3.1.2. M9 Chemical Agent Detector Paper. The M9 chemical agent detection paper (figure 3.8), with its adhesive backing, provides greater employment flexibility than the M8 paper.

- **Description.** The M9 detector paper is supplied in a roll 2 inches wide by 15 feet in length. The roll is in a dispenser, which is supplied with a resealable plastic bag, and packed in a moisture vapor barrier bag. The paper has an adhesive backing allowing it to be attached to clean, dry surfaces. The paper is green and contains detector dye suspended in a pulp matrix. When contacted by liquid chemical agent, the detector produces a contrasting color change to pink, red, or purple.

- **Function.** The M9 detector paper is used to indicate the presence of liquid nerve/blister agents. It must come into direct contact with the liquid agent to ensure a reliable test. The paper may be worn around the wrist, arm, and/or ankles for continuous monitoring or it may be exposed on a surface for visual warning/monitoring.
3.6.3.1.3. **M256 Chemical Agent Detector Kit.** The M256 chemical agent detector kit (figure 3.9) is an integrated kit that will detect the presence of chemical agents in liquid or vapor form.

- **Description.** The M256 kit consists of twelve individually packaged sampler/detectors, instruction cards, and a packet of M8 chemical agent detector paper. The components are packaged in a small plastic case with each of the twelve sampler/detectors containing test spots and required reagents prepackaged in finger-crushable ampoules. The sampler/detector responds with a marked color change upon contact with chemical agents of concentrations at or above those reducing the efficiency of an unmasked individual.

- **Function.** The M256 kit provides a portable capability for detecting field concentrations of nerve, blister, or blood agents; to differentiate between classes of agents; and to determine when it is safe to unmask following a chemical attack. The sampler/detector will detect harmful vapor concentrations of nerve, blister, and blood agents in a single exposure. The M8 paper is used to detect liquid nerve and blister agents.

**Figure 3.8. M9 Chemical Agent Detector Paper.**

**Figure 3.9. M256 Chemical Agent Detector Kit.**
3.6.3.1.4. **M8A1 Automatic Chemical Agent Alarm System.** The M8A1 system (figure 3.10) is used to detect the presence of nerve gas and sound an alarm.

- **Description.** The M8A1 system consists of several components: the M43A1 detector, M42 alarm units, a power supply, and mounting hardware. A detection cell inside the M43A1 component senses the presence of nerve agents in the air and triggers an electronic module, which, in turn, activates the M42 warning horn. The system can be powered by battery or by 110/220v sources.

- **Function.** The M8A1 system provides a portable method for detecting field concentrations of nerve gas. It can be used at a fixed location, carried in a backpack, or mounted on a vehicle. It is all-weather capable and fully functional under dusty conditions. Additionally, several alarms can be connected to a single M43A1 detector.

Figure 3.10. M8A1 System Components.

3.6.3.1.5. **Automatic Liquid Agent Detection System (ALAD).** The ALAD system is used to detect the presence of liquid nerve and blister agents and sound an alarm.

- **Description.** The ALAD is a portable, battery-powered unit consisting of a 4-inch detector grid, alarm horn and light and interface terminals. The interface terminals allow the ALAD to be connected to a remotely located alarm system and a central alarm console.

- **Function.** ALADs are used in overseas, high threat areas to warn personnel that a liquid chemical attack has occurred, integrate with other detectors to verify alarms, and identify areas of the base which are contaminated by liquid agents.

3.6.3.1.6. **M-90 Automatic Vapor Agent Detector (AVAD).** The AVAD is a commercially available point chemical detector which will replace the M8A1 system.

- **Description.** The AVAD is a lightweight, easily transportable, battery-powered detector with an alarm capability.

- **Function.** AVADs are capable of detecting all known nerve and blister agent vapors in a stand-alone configuration.

3.6.3.2. **Limitations of Current Chemical Detection Equipment.** Most of the chemical detection equipment in use today consists of "off-the-shelf" items acquired in the mid-1970s as a result of the increased concern with Soviet chemical warfare capabilities. This equipment has limitations which must be compensated for if it is to provide an adequate monitoring system during future chemical attacks. The primary limitations of most of the existing detection equipment are:

3.6.3.2.1. **Remote Detection.** The characteristics of current USAF detection equipment precludes monitoring for chemical agents from significant distances.

3.6.3.2.2. **Discrimination.** Although current equipment is designed to detect numerous types of toxic chemical agents, it is not effective in quickly differentiating between specific agents.

3.6.3.2.3. **Quantification.** The concentration of a chemical agent is important in determining its effect on personnel. Current USAF chemical detectors only indicate the presence of a toxic agent; none of the devices measure the concentration of the substance.

3.6.3.2.4. **Agents on Surfaces.** The unreliability of current measures in detecting chemical agents on certain types of surfaces makes them unsuitable for many applications. An improved surface detection system would be especially useful during decontamination efforts.

3.6.3.2.5. **No Integration Features.** Most current detection systems operate independently and have no provisions for interface with other elements of the base survivability and recovery system.

3.6.4. **Chemical Monitoring Procedures.** Now that the characteristics and limitations of currently available chemical agent detection equipment have been discussed, procedures must be developed to ensure that these devices are employed in the most effective manner. The procedures outlined in this section should be considered as general guidance. Local environmental conditions and intelligence estimates of probable enemy actions during an attack will dictate specific chemical monitoring procedures. The primary concerns of chemical monitoring are in providing initial chemical attack warning, postattack all-clear indications, decontamination management assistance, and contamination avoidance assistance.

3.6.4.1. **Initial Chemical Attack Warning.**

3.6.4.1.1. When intelligence reports or enemy actions indicate that a chemical attack is probable, chemical agent alarms should be activated. If a detector indicates the presence of a toxic substance, a warning must be passed immediately to the main force area. This advance warning will enable the main force to increase their protection level before the arrival of the chemical agent.

3.6.4.1.2. The positioning of the detectors will depend on the availability of detection equipment, environmental conditions, and the perceived hostile threat. Detectors are positioned upwind of the base and near key areas. If the wind direction shifts substantially, the detectors may have to be repositioned. Readiness personnel are responsible for deploying
and redeploying detectors.

3.6.4.2. Monitoring for Postattack All-Clear Indication. Since personnel can accomplish their assigned tasks easier without the protective chemical ensemble, monitoring for the continued presence of chemicals following an attack is important. The M256 kit is normally used to determine when it is safe to unmask. To determine if liquid contamination remains, M8 or M9 detection paper can be used. More detailed instructions on chemical monitoring prior to unmasking are provided in chapter 5, Chemical Defense Activities.

3.6.4.3. Monitoring in Decontamination Operations. Effective chemical monitoring is essential during decontamination operations to ensure that toxic chemicals have been eliminated or reduced to non-toxic levels. The M256 chemical agent detector kit is used to check equipment and other surfaces following decontamination. The M8 and M9 detector paper can also be used for this purpose, but if solvents were used during the decontamination process, the M8 detector paper could give an erroneous indication. If personnel are careful in removing contaminated protective gear, decontamination is not normally required. Contaminated equipment remains in a holding area until needed for reuse, disposal, or more extensive decontamination.

3.6.4.4. Contamination Avoidance.

3.6.4.4.1. Even after a chemical attack has been launched, casualties can be reduced through proper use of protective gear and by avoiding areas of liquid chemical agent. Good chemical monitoring procedures can be invaluable in detection of these chemical “hot spots.” Depending upon the type of toxic agent involved, any of the previously discussed detection equipment might be used to avoid contaminated areas. As mentioned earlier, M9 detection paper can be worn around an individual’s wrist, arm, and/or ankle as a continuous monitor to warn of areas of contamination. The M256 detector kit can be used to sample for suspected contamination prior to entering an area. Finally, for suspected nerve agent vapor, the automatic chemical agent alarm set or the AVAD can be moved into an area ahead of the work force to detect contamination.

CAUTION: Chemical contamination ingested into air filters, ducts and other components of collective protection shelters continues to pose a danger to personnel after the general area has been declared free of contamination. Coordinate chemical monitoring support and guidance for this type of situation with the readiness staff.

3.6.4.4.2. Care should be taken to avoid contamination from unexpected sources. For example, discarded contaminated clothing, chemical detector equipment, air filters, and similar items are potential sources of recontamination if not disposed of properly. The most common methods of disposition are burning or burying. Burning of some chemical agents can produce hazardous vapors. Get advice from the readiness staff. Civil engineers should be prepared to establish excavations at various air base locations for disposal of these dangerous materials. Care should be taken to locate these excavations to prevent hazards to the general base population. Also, exact locations and a listing of the general contents of burial sites must be recorded.

3.6.4.4.5. A Final Consideration. The value of any chemical detection system lies in its ability to detect a toxic agent and warn friendly forces in sufficient time for them to assume a protective posture. This quick detection capability is challenged by the inherent limitations of current detection systems and such factors as the fact that some potential air bases with USAF presence could be only a few flight minutes from hostile air bases. If these limitations are to be overcome in future chemical confrontations, each member of the civil engineer work force must understand the limitations of available detection devices and be prepared to compensate for reduced warning by increased readiness and immediate protective action.

3.6.5. Monitoring for Biological Agents.

3.6.5.1. Monitoring for biological warfare agents is more difficult than chemical agent monitoring because there are no available detectors to provide an immediate warning when pathogens are present. Therefore, biological monitoring consists of close observations of personnel for unexplained illnesses, periodic sampling of water supplies for biological contamination, and active reconnaissance operations for sampling following suspicious enemy activities. For example, a spray released by an enemy aircraft which did not activate chemical agent detectors might lead to suspicions of a biological agent release. Under these conditions an active sampling mission is conducted, normally by bioenvironmental engineers. The samples are forwarded to the nearest medical laboratory facility to determine if hazardous pathogens are present.

3.6.5.2. If biological agents are discovered, the civil engineer force may have to take action to prevent degradation of the air base’s operational capability by the pathogen. The location and type of biological contamination will dictate control actions. Contamination in the water supply may be controlled by increasing the chlorine level or requiring all consumers to boil water prior to use. Biological contamination associated with insect or animal populations in the area may be reduced by increased pest control.

3.6.5.3. Since current biological monitoring capabilities do not provide immediate warning of a biological attack, one of the most important preventative measures that civil engineers can take is to ensure that sanitation measures are maintained to the highest possible degree. The reduced sanitation levels common to a wartime environment can contribute to the spread of a biological agent and mask initial detection efforts.

3.6.6. Current Research and Development Efforts. The limited capabilities of the "off-the-shelf" chemical detection equipment acquired during the 1970s spawned research efforts to develop improved systems. Current research is directed in
two primary areas: (1) improved chemical and biological detection systems of the point and remote (area) type and (2) an
integrated air base detection and warning system which interfaces with other elements of the base survivability and recovery
system. Since some of the systems will be issued for field use during the late 1990s/early 2000s, it is appropriate to include
a discussion of current research developments.

3.6.6.1. Biological Integrated Detection System (BIDS). The BIDS is a lightweight shelter equipped with a biological
detection suite mounted on a HMMMV vehicle. The system is meant to be used for detection of large area aerosol attacks
of such biological agents as anthrax, plague and botulinum. BIDS will also collect biological samples and contain an
organic communications capability.

3.6.6.2. Individual Vapor Detector (IVD). The IVD will be a small, low cost device that will rapidly detect chemical
agent vapors and indicate their presence with a visual and audible alarm. The device will be worn by personnel and provide
each person with an individual means of chemical agent detection and warning.

3.6.6.3. Laser Standoff Chemical Detector (LSCD). The LSCD will be a lightweight, vehicle-transportable,
contamination monitoring system which can detect and quantify all types of chemical agent contamination, including agent
rain, vapors, aerosols, and ground contamination, in a stand-off mode. It will be able to be used in both fixed sites and
vehicles and have a detection range of up to three kilometers.

3.6.6.4. Short Range Biological Stand-Off Detection System (BSDS). The BSDS will be a stand alone or ground vehicle
or aircraft mounted short to medium range stand-off biological aerosol detector. It will have a detection range, initially, of
up to one kilometer with a five kilometer range being a longer term goal.

3.7. Personnel Accountability.

3.7.1. It is doubtful that the full complement of civil engineer personnel will be available in the aftermath of any major
disaster. Individuals will be on leave, TDY, hospitalized, or unable to reach the base. The recovery effort cannot wait until
these persons return; it will have to proceed with available manpower. For this reason, an accurate accounting of personnel
present for duty is essential so civil engineer management can make assignments to vital base recovery functions.

3.7.2. Several options to account for personnel during a contingency exist. Personnel may be instructed to report to a
central assembly point to sign in, or to report to their work section and sign in. Regardless of the method employed,
assembly instructions should be in complete detail, including who reports where, when, to whom, and with what equipment.

3.7.3. The following scenario provides an example of typical personnel accountability actions following an emergency.

3.7.3.1. At the time a recall is initiated, on-duty individuals are sent to unlock assembly locations and provide sign in
materials as required.

3.7.3.2. Incoming personnel report to their assigned assembly area and sign in by air force specialty (AFS). The sign-in
procedures may be accomplished in a number of ways: sign-in sheets for each AFS, or a vertical plotting board with
sections for the various AFSs.

3.7.3.3. At a time designated by disaster plans, and indicated on recall checklists, personnel strengths are reported from
assembly locations to the damage control center (DCC). This report should include the following information:
- Number of personnel assigned.
- Number of personnel on leave.
- Number of personnel TDY.
- Number of personnel hospitalized.
- Number of personnel present for duty.

3.7.3.4. The DCC compares this information to the unit manning document, verifies information as necessary through the
unit orderly room, and forwards necessary data to the survival recovery center.

3.7.4. Personnel accountability procedures will vary from base to base. Therefore, it is most important that you adhere to
locally established procedures and provide an accurate count of personnel present for duty to those responsible for making
base recovery decisions.


3.8.1. General Information. If the impact of any catastrophe is to be minimized, it is essential that civil engineer
personnel transition immediately to a contingency mode of operation. Civil engineer emergency teams are the forces which
will quickly react to keep the base operational during the transdisaster or attack period, reduce the loss of life, prevent
property damage, and begin immediate damage identification and repairs following an emergency. Individuals selected for
positions on these teams must be highly skilled in their specialty and possess the maturity, level-headedness, and physical
stamina to operate effectively in the chaotic and demanding environment that accompanies all catastrophes. The
availability of qualified personnel at the time of a disaster or attack will be a prime determining factor in how the
emergency teams are structured.

3.8.2. CONUS Emergency Teams. See chapter 5 of volume 1 of this publication series for guidance on establishing
CONUS emergency teams. Due to the varying sizes and compositions of CONUS engineer organizations, numbers of
emergency teams for each base can vary in quantity. It is incumbent on each BCE to evaluate assigned personnel strengths and build the needed response teams. The response teams may be filled by military, civilian, or a combination of these forces.

3.8.3. **Theater Emergency Teams.**

3.8.3.1. By the nature of their location, theater emergency teams have a greater likelihood of facing an attack situation than do their CONUS counterparts. Natural disasters cannot be ruled out, however. At an overseas installation having a peacetime USAF engineer presence, theater emergency crews for natural disaster response will be based on standard manning document authorizations, at least for the initial stages of response. As with the CONUS emergency teams, the positions may be filled by military personnel, civilian employees, or a combined force. They could be augmented for postdisaster activities if damages exceeded in-house capability to any great extent. For overseas locations with no in-place USAF engineer force, deployed Prime BEEF units would form the emergency response teams. Team composition for overseas natural disaster response would be similar to that setup for the CONUS response addressed previously.

3.8.3.2. In an attack situation, Prime BEEF forces should be in-place prior to commencement of hostilities thereby forming an integral part of the theater emergency response force either by augmenting in-place forces or performing as an independent unit. The following teams are typical of those to be formed in response to an air base attack situation. They are based on the anticipated availability of one 132-person Prime BEEF lead team, two 61-person Prime BEEF follow teams, one 6-person EOD lead team, two 4-person EOD follow teams, one 2-person EOD management team, three 2-person EOD high threat augmentation teams, and six 2-person disaster preparedness high threat augmentation teams.

3.8.3.2.1. **Survival Recovery Center.** SRC engineer personnel provide the command and control link between the engineer squadron and the wing command staff. They are instrumental in preparing the recovery response strategy, selecting the MOS, and overseeing the base’s NBC defense posture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E9X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E8X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.3.2.2. **Damage Control Center.** The DCC serves as the focal point for engineer emergency response actions. It directs engineer recovery efforts, coordinates with other base organizations, and links the wing command staff with on-scene engineer teams.
3.8.3.2.3. **Alternate SRC.** The alternate SRC serves as the backup for the primary SRC. It acts in a monitoring and data recording mode when the primary SRC is functional. If the primary SRC is out of action, the alternate SRC assumes the primary SRC responsibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E391</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E671</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E7X1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.3.2.4. **Alternate DCC.** The alternate DCC tracks and records information plotted at the primary DCC and assumes the primary DCC’s role if required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E9X1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.3.2.5. **Damage Assessment and Response Team (DART).** Like its CONUS counterpart, the DART surveys damaged facilities and utilities to determine requirements for repair or demolition. These determinations include estimates of time, manpower, and equipment necessary to complete repairs. Also, the DART classifies, records, and marks the location of any unexploded ordnance (UXO) and safes any damaged utilities within its capability. When circumstances permit, the DART may coordinate on-scene recovery operations in conjunction with the DCC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel*</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E471</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes manning sufficient for fielding three DARTs.

3.8.3.2.6. **Rapid Runway Repair (RRR) Damage Assessment Team (DAT).** The RRR DAT surveys damaged airfield facilities and surfaces to determine repair requirements. The team also classifies, records, and marks the location of unexploded ordnance. Additionally, the team determines and marks safe routes for RRR repair team travel. Engineering, explosive ordnance disposal, and augmentee personnel make up the composition of the team. Normally, three of these teams are required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3E8X1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any AFS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E5X1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8.3.2.7. **Rapid Runway Repair Team.** This team performs RRR operations to include crater repair, spall repair and MOS marking. RRR command and control capability is also included. Sufficient manpower exists to field six crater repair crews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3E032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2S071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2S051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3E031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3E151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3E131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3E271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3E251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3E231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3E351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3E331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3E451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3E431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3E453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8F000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 113

3.8.3.2.8. **Structural Repair Teams.** These personnel are responsible for rescue assistance, wrecking, shoring, repair and restoration of damaged facilities, mechanical and POL system isolation, debris clearing, and construction of temporary facilities. The numbers of teams formed and their configuration is a local decision based on installation characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3E171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3E371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 14

3.8.3.2.9. **Utilities Repair Teams.** These personnel are responsible for isolation, restoration, or expedient re-establishment of essential utilities to critical base facilities. This includes electrical, water, and waste systems. Number of teams formed and their configuration is a local decision.
### Number of Personnel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3E051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3E052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3E451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>22</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.3.2.10. **Fire Department.** The fire department is responsible for minimizing the loss of life and property as well as preventing damage which seriously degrades mission capability. Like their CONUS counterpart, the theater fire department concentrates on fire suppression and rescue operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E791/700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>3E7X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>47</strong>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One additional firefighter serves in the DCC.

3.8.3.2.11. **Nuclear/Biological/Chemical (NBC) Reconnaissance Teams.** These teams monitor for NBC contamination after an attack and report results to the SRC. They help identify areas of liquid contamination so contamination avoidance/decontamination procedures may be implemented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel*</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E9X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Augmentees can be used to support these teams if there is a shortage of readiness personnel. The number of teams fielded is a local decision.

3.8.3.2.12. **EOD Teams.** These teams neutralize, safe or dearm UXO found during damage assessment and base recovery activities. Two augmentees are normally assigned to assist. Plan on fielding about three to four of these teams during base recovery operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3E8X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Any AFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.3.2.13. **Bomb Removal Teams.** These teams move "safed" munitions to locations where unexpected detonations would have no impact on recovery operations. The augmentees on the teams must be capable of operating dump trucks and front end loaders/forklifts. If sufficient augmentees are available, consider fielding additional bomb removal teams with one EOD person activity as overall supervisor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>AFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3E8X1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Any AFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.3.2.14. **Generator Response Team.** Using generator sets, this team restores power or reestablishes backup power to critical base facilities. It provides emergency lighting support to RRR teams and other recovery crews. It also ensures backup generators are refueled when necessary.
3.8.3.2.15. **Emergency Airfield Lighting System (EALS) Team.** This team is responsible for installing the EALS as part of the RRR and base recovery process.

Number of Personnel AFS
1 3E051
1 3E072
1 3E052
1 3E452
Total 4

3.8.3.2.16. **Mobile Aircraft Arresting System (MAAS) Installation Team.** This team is responsible for installing and maintaining the MAAS as part of the RRR recovery process.

Number of Personnel AFS
2 3E071
1 3E051
1 3E031
Total 4

4.7. **Summary.** This chapter addressed several topics and concepts that pertain to all engineer personnel regardless of AFS. Dispersal measures, while commonly used to safeguard equipment and materials during contingencies and natural disaster situations, require advance planning and case-by-case consideration for each dispersal activation. Dispersal sites should be established at locations having access to proper communications, multiple access routes, electrical and refueling capabilities, and appropriate protective features. The chapter went on to discuss the basics of NBC operations to include principles of fallout protection and chemical and biological monitoring. Considerable emphasis was placed on the various detection systems currently in use or to be fielded shortly. Lastly, examples of various recovery and response teams were introduced to provide an indication of how personnel could be organized in times of disaster or war.
4.1. Introduction

4.1.1 Historically, the existence of unexploded ordnance (UXO) (figure 4.1) after an attack has been a frequent occurrence in modern warfare. Encountering such ordnance was commonplace in London during the blitz of 1940-41 and in many German cities during the allied strategic bombing campaign of World War II. Much more recently we have all heard of the thousands of mines and aerial delivered area denial weapons used during the 1991 Iraq war. Although these weapons are designed not to detonate until disturbed, they are still classed as unexploded ordnance. Because of their effectiveness, we can be sure that such weapons will be used again in future conflicts. Whether ordnance remains undetonated due to design or malfunction is not particularly important to us from a base recovery aspect—what is important is that such ordnance could cause injury, death, or monumental delays in recovery activities and thus interfere with mission accomplishment.

Figure 4.1. Unexploded Ordnance.

4.1.2 During an air base attack, the "smart" enemy will not only use conventional munitions which detonate on impact, but also "salt" the air base with delay-fused munitions, scatterable mines, and numerous other anti-personnel/material devices. Such actions will drastically hinder aircraft launch and recovery efforts by blocking rapid access of surviving aircraft to usable aircraft pavements, impeding the movement of recovery crews to their equipment and materials, interfering with the response of repair and rescue crews to damage sites, and instilling fear and hesitation into all base personnel due to the inherent danger of random or inadvertent munitions detonations. Rapid and accurate explosive ordnance reconnaissance (EOR) becomes critical under such situations so that explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) personnel can prioritize their efforts and can determine areas of the installation that may be relatively safe to traverse. Being that civil engineer recovery tasks require access to virtually all areas of the base, our forces must be capable of identifying, reporting, and marking UXO properly so that we can quickly make our way to the job site and also ensure our EOD personnel respond to the highest priority needs first.

4.2 Overview. This chapter serves as a guide to all non-EOD civil engineer personnel pertaining to their actions with respect to unexploded ordnance. It will discuss the more common types of ordnance that may be expected, evidence usually seen if unexploded munitions are present, and the engineer's role in explosive ordnance reconnaissance. To a lesser extent, the chapter will also address the clearance of UXO.
4.3. Types of Explosive Ordnance.
4.3.1. Explosive ordnance (EO) may be defined as bombs and warheads; guided and ballistic missiles; artillery, mortar, and rocket ammunition; anti-personnel/material and land mines; demolition charges; pyrotechnics; grenades; torpedoes and depth charges; and all similar or related items or components, explosive in nature, designed to cause damage to personnel or material. Figures 4.2 through 4.5 depict various types of explosive ordnance that could be encountered on an installation after an attack.

Figure 4.2. Common Bombs.
Figure 4.3. Mortars and Rockets.

Figure 4.4. Grenades.
4.3.2. During certain emergency conditions, explosive ordnance will pose a significant factor limiting the progress of base recovery operations. Explosive ordnance problems will primarily affect theater air bases, but cannot be ignored by the CONUS bases since terrorist attacks or munitions accidents could place them in a similar predicament. The major steps in any operations involving potential hazard from UXO are explosive ordnance reconnaissance, explosive ordnance safing, and explosive ordnance removal/destruction. Although non-EOD engineer personnel are not directly involved in rendering UXO safe, they should be prepared to assist EOD personnel in all other aspects of these operations. AFI 10-211, Civil Engineer Contingency Response Planning, lists two primary tasks for non-EOD engineer personnel in operations involving explosive ordnance; assisting EOD personnel in UXO reconnaissance, and aiding in the removal of UXO that have been rendered safe and designated for removal.

4.4. Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance. The initial step in dealing with unexploded ordnance is reconnaissance. EOR involves investigating, diagnosing, locating, marking, and reporting of suspected EO, in order to determine the need for further action. Civil engineer personnel are in a position to accomplish much of the EOR effort during the initial damage assessment of the base. The following detailed discussion of EOR activities will ensure that civil engineer personnel are well
informed about their responsibilities to this vital part of the base recovery mission.

4.4.1. **Threat Posed by UXO.** Following an enemy attack there are likely to be large quantities of UXO scattered about the base. If not located, identified, and marked, UXO poses a significant hazard to repair crews during base recovery after attack (BRAAT). EOD personnel will be in short supply since most, if not all of these specialists, will be safing those UXO creating the greatest danger to personnel and critical facilities. With EOD personnel concentrating their skills on render-safe procedures (RSPs), it makes sense to leave EOR to others. Quite obviously, non-EOD engineer forces are next in line to perform this task.

4.4.2. **Engineer Involvement in EOR.** Engineer forces are in an unique position to assist in EOR. In many cases, engineer damage assessment and emergency repair teams are the first on the scene of an enemy attack and are able to provide first hand information on the presence of UXO.

4.4.3. **Problems Associated With EOR.** It should go without saying that EOR exposes engineer forces to a very hazardous situation. Add a nuclear, biological, or chemical environment and the EOR task becomes even more formidable. Adding to the growing list of complexities involved with EOR, the prudent BCE should expect some misidentification of UXO by personnel with limited ordnance recognition experience, and make allowance for the difficulty of locating and identifying buried or hidden ordnance. It should also be expected that the same item of ordnance will be reported by different crews or people multiple times.

4.4.4. **Safety.** Safe operations are especially important during EOR operations. Careless actions in the vicinity of a large UXO can result in death or injury of personnel as well as serious damage to adjacent facilities. Personnel performing EOR must be aware of the dangers involved and must never tamper with UXO not rendered safe by EOD personnel. There are several other basic safety practices to be followed when performing EOR. They include:

4.4.4.1. Immediately following an attack, check your surrounding area before attempting to go to your vehicle or assembly area;

4.4.4.2. Do not enter damaged buildings which appear structurally unsound when performing EOR;

4.4.4.3. Be especially alert for UXO partially hidden or buried in rubble.

4.4.5. **Precautions.** To ensure the safety of personnel performing EOR, personnel in the surrounding area, and critical facilities, the following precautions are recommended:

4.4.5.1. **Evacuation.** Evacuation of all non-essential personnel from the immediate danger area of the UXO will prevent injuries should the ordnance detonate prematurely. Evacuation also makes it easier for EOD to render the ordnance safe. The evacuation distance will depend upon the size of the UXO and the type of structures in the area. Small UXO/sub-munitions may not require total evacuation, only to a safe area of the facility. Table 4.1 offers guidance on minimum evacuation precautions for larger UXO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTION TO TAKE</th>
<th>RADIUS FROM UXO*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BURIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evacuate:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Reinforced Buildings</td>
<td>90 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unshielded Rooms, Unreinforced Buildings</td>
<td>150 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban Wheeled Traffic</td>
<td>150 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open All Doors and Windows</td>
<td>300 (91)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Increase by 50% if operational conditions allow.

4.4.5.2. **Marking.** All UXO discovered by personnel conducting EOR should be clearly marked as a hazardous area. This marking serves two purposes. First, it identifies the location of the UXO to the EOD team entering the area to disarm the UXO. Second, the marking warns other persons of the location of the UXO so that it may be avoided.

4.4.5.3. **Protective Measures.** Personnel performing EOR duties on foot should wear protective body armor if available. If EOR operations are performed from a vehicle, it should provide reasonable protection to the occupants. This protection could be provided by a special protective vehicle, such as the M113A2 Armored Personnel Carrier (figure 4.6), or a conventional vehicle could be modified with protective armor. For example, a truck may be fitted with steel plates around the cab area to provide protection for the occupants.
4.4.5.4. **Other Precautions.** Additional precautions which can increase personnel and facility survivability are reinforcement of adjacent facilities in proximity of UXO and marking the danger zone. Sandbags, conex containers, timbers, 55-gallon drums, or other suitable materials may be used as reinforcing materials (figure 4.7). Roping off the area around the UXO ensures that persons do not wander into the danger zone by accident. Table 4.2 provides guidance on roping off areas around various sizes of UXO. Note that these recommendations are based upon expected crater diameter and do not provide adequate safety from flying debris or blast effect to unshielded personnel. The blast efforts of UXO can be mitigated through the use of barriers such as sandbags, tires and berms (figure 4.8). In addition, trenching is useful for mitigating the ground shock wave produced by UXOs (figure 4.9).

**Figure 4.6.** M113A2 Armored Personnel Carrier.

**Figure 4.7.** Reinforced (Buttressed) Facility.
Table 4.2. UXO Danger Zones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF UXO</th>
<th>ROPED OFF AREA DIAMETER*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lb (kg)</td>
<td>ft (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 (45)</td>
<td>33 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (110)</td>
<td>36 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 (225)</td>
<td>45 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 (450)</td>
<td>56 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 (900)</td>
<td>68 (21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*12 ft (3.7m) greater than expected crater diameter, should UXO detonate. Center on suspected location of UXO.

Figure 4.8. Sandbag Barricade.
4.4.6. **EOR Equipment.** The equipment used by personnel performing EOR depends on the severity of the attack and the availability of materials. As a minimum, the following equipment is suggested:

- Grid maps (or global positioning system).
- UXO/hazard markers.
- Radios.
- Binoculars.
- Body armor.
- Hardened vehicle (protective armor).
- Filled sandbags.
- Flashlight and batteries.

4.4.7. **The EOR Process.** EOR involves the following basic steps:

4.4.7.1. **Investigating.** The investigation of UXO reported from any source eliminates false reports and verifies actual EOD incidents.

4.4.7.2. **Identifying.** Using the evidence available at the site of the incident, personnel conducting EOR determine the approximate type and size of UXO.

4.4.7.3. **Locating.** If the UXO is not visible at the scene, use calculations and available evidence to determine the approximate location in a structure or underground.

4.4.7.4. **Marking.** To ensure that EOD personnel can quickly locate UXO after initial reconnaissance, each UXO should be clearly marked with plainly visible and easily recognizable markers.

4.4.7.5. **Reporting.** Personnel performing EOR must know and follow the proper channels in reporting UXO.

4.4.8. **Evidence of UXO.** Following an enemy attack, UXO is likely at any location on the base. However, if UXO exists, it may be concentrated in those areas of the base heaviest hit by attacking forces. The general search area for UXO and the possible type of UXO in the area can be determined from the effects of the munitions which did explode. The extent of damage to the area or facility can give personnel performing EOR an indication of the size and type of munitions used and provide valuable clues regarding the identification of UXO. The following factors can be used to gain clues to possible types of UXO present and the potential damage or injury that could occur if the ordnance detonated.

4.4.8.1. **Blast Effects.** The visible blast effects from ordnance that exploded in the area can be a relatively accurate prediction of damage which could occur to adjacent facilities if accidental detonation of UXO occurred.

4.4.8.2. **Fragmentation.** An examination of fragments in a destruction zone should indicate the type UXO that should be searched for. The presence of fragments from cluster-type bombs should alert the team to smaller explosive devices which may have been widely scattered from the initial point of impact.

4.4.8.3. **Incendiary.** Incendiary ordnance can be especially destructive because it feeds fires and compounds initial damage. Evidence of incendiary ordnance should be included in the EOR report to the SRC so fire protection support can be positioned to contain the flames if incendiary UXO detonates.

4.4.8.4. **Craters.** The size of bomb craters is a good indication of the size ordnance involved and is an indication of the...
radius of damage to be expected if UXO of the same type detonates. Table 4.3 shows crater dimensions for various bomb sizes.

Table 4.3. Crater Diameter (for EOR Purposes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPLODED BOMB</th>
<th>CRATER DIAMETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lb (kg)</td>
<td>ft (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 (45)</td>
<td>17 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 (110)</td>
<td>24 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 (225)</td>
<td>33 (10.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750 (340)</td>
<td>40 (12.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 (450)</td>
<td>44 (13.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 (900)</td>
<td>56 (17.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Based on old M series U.S. general purpose (GP) bombs. Not necessarily valid for newer bomb types.

4.4.8.5. Camouflets. The camouflet is the result of an underground burst of a bomb (figure 4.10). In areas where camouflets are numerous, personnel performing EOR should be especially observant for evidence of buried UXO. Camouflets can collapse and are full of poisonous gases, void of oxygen.

Figure 4.10. Deep Burst (Camouflet).

4.4.8.6. Buried UXO. Aircraft-delivered ordnance which does not explode is likely to be completely or partially buried due to its impact force with the surface. Personnel conducting EOR must be familiar with the visible evidence of buried UXO as well as the methods for locating and identifying the ordnance. The most common evidence of buried UXO is the entry hole. An entry hole with the absence of a camouflet, crater, or related damage is a good indication that buried UXO may be present. When such evidence is found, calculate the approximate size and location of the ordnance based upon the size of the entry hole. Table 4.4 provides information for making these approximations. A more specific location of buried UXO may be determined by the use of mine or metal detectors by qualified EOD technicians.
Table 4.4. Estimation of Size and Location of Buried UXO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOLE OF ENTRY DIAMETER (IN*)</th>
<th>ACTUAL UXO DIAMETER (IN)</th>
<th>UXO WEIGHT (LB (KG))</th>
<th>PENETRATION AVG FT**</th>
<th>MAX FT</th>
<th>HORIZONTAL OFFSET AVG FT</th>
<th>MAX FT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>100 (45)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-13</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>250 (110)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-17</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>500 (225)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-21</td>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>1000 (450)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-27</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>2000 (900)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-37</td>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>4000(1800)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* To get cm, multiply inches by 2.54
** To get m, divide feet by 3.28

NOTE: All data based on U.S. GP bombs impacting wet clay from 15-20,000 ft. Data shown is approximate for other UXO, soils, and release altitudes.

4.4.9. Reporting.

4.4.9.1. During the postattack period, base recovery activities will be directed from the SRC. The location of craters, UXO, and associated damage are plotted in the SRC to provide an overall picture of the base situation. If base manning permits, EOR teams may be established with the primary purpose of conducting comprehensive base-wide EOR. SRC personnel direct these EOR teams to areas of the base suspected of containing UXO, and once these areas have been checked, to other unsurveyed portions of the installation. Information collected by these EOR teams is passed directly to the SRC. Requirements for specific information will vary depending upon the situation, however, table 4.5 shows the reporting format used by NATO forces (annex F to STANAG 2143) and satisfies the most common requirements. Using the information provided by the EOR teams, the SRC then directs the overall operation of the EOD personnel with regard to prioritization of render safe and ordnance clearance requirements.
Table 4.5. Explosive Ordnance Disposal Incident Report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. DATE AND TIME GROUP AND ORIGINATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reported by (name, position, address, telephone/call sign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. When impacted (if known) or laid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When discovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Who to contact on arrival on site if different from 1.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. LOCATION - LAND AREAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Map coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Street address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Land marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Type of soil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. IDENTIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Known EO/UXO - give nomenclature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. First seen visible UXO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description: Shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter/Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible fusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External fittings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Buried UXO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated Identification:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence found at incident site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole of entry - dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. NBC information, as applicable, for both visible and buried UXO.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D. SAFETY MEASURES TAKEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E. ANY OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F. SIGNATURE OF EOR PERSONNEL COMPLETING THIS REPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

4.4.9.2. Engineer personnel (non-EOD) will normally not be available solely for EOR team duties since every non-EOD engineer has a preassigned task on a command and control, damage assessment, firefighting, or repair crew. EOR, however, is an inherent part of these duties and every engineer must be totally capable of performing EOR taskings. As UXO are found on the base by engineer crews, the details concerning the UXO are forwarded to the DCC which, in turn, up-channels the information to the SRC. Close coordination of UXO presence on the base must be maintained between the DCC and the SRC. Since engineer crews will likely be traveling to virtually all corners of the installation, they need to be kept aware of UXO locations and hazards throughout the base. Furthermore, such coordination minimizes the potential for dual reporting of UXO and subsequent confusion.

4.5. Explosive Ordnance Disarmament and Removal.

4.5.1. **UXO Safing.** Non-EOD civil engineer personnel should never attempt to disarm unexploded ordnance or to move ordnance not rendered safe by EOD personnel. This phase of the UXO operation is only mentioned to outline the support that EOD teams may require. This support could take the form of constructing protective berms around the danger zone during disarmament operations and providing equipment support for access to, or removal of the UXO. For example, civil engineers might be called upon to rope off the area around the UXO, provide protective reinforcement to adjacent structures, supply heavy equipment to remove debris for access to the UXO, or isolate major utilities in the area.
4.5.2. **Removal.** Removal of UXO may occur under differing conditions. In certain situations, when the UXO location is critical and time a vital concern, EOD personnel may move the UXO without performing render-safe procedures. In such a case, EOD will drag the UXO to another location for defuzing. If time permits, EOD can disarm the ordnance before removal. Once this is accomplished, the ordnance can be removed by EOD personnel, other civil engineer forces, or simply left in place provided it does not present an obstacle to air base operations. Understanding of UXO removal will be enhanced by a discussion of equipment requirements and actions of the ordnance removal teams.

4.5.3. **Equipment.** As in other recovery operations, equipment requirements must be structured to individual circumstances, but the following items are recommended minimums.

- **Towing devices.** May consist of cables, ropes, chains, or similar items equipped with hooks and having a minimum pull capacity of at least 6,500-7,000 pounds. Several towing devices will be required.
- **Handling bars.**
- **Handling slings.**

4.5.4. **Small Submunitions Procedures.** The recommended clearance procedure is to push submunitions from the surface into craters or ditches using a blade-equipped vehicle (figure 4.11). When craters or ditches are not available, use sandbags to create a berm to limit damage if submunitions explode.

**Figure 4.11. M-60 Mass Ordnance Clearance Vehicle.**

4.5.5. **Large Bombs.** The recommended procedure for removing large bombs is to initially drag them from the critical area with a dump truck, snowplow, bulldozer, or similar vehicle equipped with a pintle hook. When time permits, the bomb should be loaded on a vehicle with a layer of sand or select fill and fitted with armor plating to provide fragmentation protection to the driver. A minimum of 200 feet of cable should be used to drag the bomb to a predug hole or a bomb crater located at a safe distance from mission-essential areas to prevent additional damage should the bomb detonate. If the bomb has not been safed (Cat A), always disconnect the cable at the tow vehicle and abandon it to keep personnel exposure to a minimum. If the bomb has been safed, retrieve the tow line for future use.

4.5.6. **Buried Ordnance.** The approximate location of the buried ordnance must be determined and marked. If the location of the ordnance cannot be determined, mark the hole of entry. Do not attempt immediate neutralization or removal of these bombs. Leave buried ordnance in place until conditions permit safe excavation.

4.6. **Mass Ordnance Clearance.** Earlier in this chapter small submunitions were briefly discussed and some illustrations were presented. These types of munitions are particularly troublesome due to their small size, large numbers, and large area coverage. Up to 2,000 of these items can be dispensed from a single bomb or canister and can be armed to explode on contact or when disturbed by equipment or personnel. They come in various shapes and sizes and more often than not are extremely hard to detect and locate. We can expect to encounter these munitions in the same areas that standard bombs are dropped—they are highly effective in hindering access to damaged areas and delaying repair efforts.

4.6.1. The presence of submunitions has a serious impact on civil engineer efforts, particularly rapid runway repair (RRR)
activities and damage assessment actions. These UXO will block access to our equipment and materials, hinder our movement to damaged areas, and interfere with progress on the job site. This will be a particular problem during RRR operations since relatively great distances are involved between dispersal areas, stockpiles, and the craters and spalls on the airfield pavements. Because of the distances and the wide areas our forces have to cover, our potential of encountering considerable UXO of this nature is great.

4.6.2. Compounding the UXO problem is the fact that the Air Force has only a limited EOD capability--it is a very small career field. In wartime, it is EOD’s mission to safe and clear the massive quantities of unexploded munitions that will be present. However, you can probably only expect twenty or so of these individuals at your wartime base and, unfortunately, the nature of their job in wartime could lead to high attrition.

4.6.3. Conceptually, after an attack some of our engineering technicians join with our EOD personnel to perform airfield damage assessment. RRR operations can only begin in earnest after these damage assessment teams have completed their airfield assessment actions and remaining EOD personnel have safed and cleared sufficient munitions to allow access to the crater damage locations. The scope of these efforts could include numerous unexploded bombs and several submunitions fields.

4.6.4. Our activities relative to base facility and utility damage repair are likewise affected by mass ordnance clearance requirements. Initially following an attack, EOD forces and many of our engineer forces will be dedicated to airfield pavement repair efforts. Engineer damage assessment and response teams (DARTs), however, will be required to perform assessment activities on critical base facilities and utilities concurrently with the on-going RRR efforts. The DARTs will obviously also encounter UXO and must be extremely observant so they can complete their assigned assessment routes and emergency actions safely. Flexibility is the key here--the DARTs may have to alter their routes periodically to by-pass UXO, yet still keep to a reasonable time schedule. Their EOR inputs are critical. These inputs will determine the priority of continued EOD mass ordnance clearance once airfield pavements have been completed which, in turn, will influence the priority of engineer response to base facilities and utilities. In all likelihood some damage repair to base facilities and utilities can be performed by remaining engineer forces in those areas found to be free of UXO. Full attention to such efforts, however, cannot be properly accomplished until EOD personnel have checked and cleared the base areas containing submunitions UXO fields.

4.6.5. As stated earlier, mass ordnance clearance is an EOD responsibility in wartime. However, this does not necessarily mean that other engineers stand idly by waiting for EOD personnel to fully complete their activities. Keeping reasonable safety practices in mind, we must begin our wartime tasks as soon as we are able. For example, start the first sets of craters on the runway as soon as EOD personnel have progressed sufficiently down the airfield. Additionally, we must be prepared to assist EOD personnel in mass ordnance clearance in terms of providing support for movement of safed munitions off the field or providing sandbag support for protective berms.

4.6.6. As long as an EOD capability exists on an air base, non-EOD engineer personnel should under no circumstances attempt to remove or tamper with unexploded ordnance that has not been declared safe. Doing so could cause additional facility destruction and the death or injury of essential civil engineers. Firefighter/rescue personnel or fire department vehicles should never be selected for pure EOR or UXO removal tasks. Loss of fire protection resources could have catastrophic consequences on the base recovery effort. Having said this, however, we must remember that in wartime many rules may have to be bent for the sake of mission accomplishment. If the EOD function becomes attrited, non-EOD civil engineers may have to step into the mass ordnance clearance role since there is probably no one else that can. Such action would naturally be limited to only those areas that most affect launch and recovery and will obviously require the utmost in flexibility and ingenuity from our forces.

4.7. Summary. This chapter has discussed the various types of unexploded ordnance that may be encountered in a wartime situation and the engineer’s role in explosive ordnance reconnaissance. It addressed the EOR process in terms of identifying, locating, marking, and reporting UXO. Also discussed were the role of EOD personnel in UXO clearance and the supporting actions required of non-EOD civil engineer personnel. Performance of proper explosive ordnance reconnaissance is a necessity--it allows EOD personnel to respond more quickly, permits other engineers to get their wartime taskings accomplished faster, and, perhaps most importantly, protects our equipment and the lives of our personnel.
Chapter 5

CHEMICAL DEFENSE ACTIVITIES

5.1. Introduction. Is there a need for chemical defense? The answer becomes obvious when we consider the number of nations with somewhat unstable regimes that might not think twice before unleashing various types of chemical weapons. While we have long thought of the former Soviet Union as the major potential user of chemical weapons, the proliferation of these weapons around the world now permits many countries relatively easy access to them and allows even the smallest nation to threaten others with chemical agent use. With U.S. military policy now centering on a regional response capability rather than a massive global confrontation with the Soviets, the possibility of encountering one or more of these smaller nations having a known chemical warfare capability increases. As was evident during the 1991 war with Iraq, the threat of chemical warfare use imposes operational constraints upon combat forces, psychological demands upon the local civilian populace, and extreme concern on the part of friends and families back in the United States. Knowing how to defend ourselves and operate under chemical warfare conditions is critical in today’s military environment.

5.1.1. Background. The use of chemical agents is not a recently developed mode of war. Its history goes back over 2000 years. The use of gas, smoke, and water borne chemicals is documented as far back as 600 BC. "Greek Fire" was used in the Middle Ages and toxic smoke was commonly employed throughout the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. Dangerous chemicals were used extensively during World War I to kill or disable American and allied troops as they fought in the trenches of Europe. Since that time, chemical warfare has been used sporadically in numerous other conflicts. As noted in volume I, during the 1930’s the Italians employed deadly mustard gas against Ethiopian forces with devastating results. The Vietnamese have been suspected of using Soviet supplied poison gas weapons in Southeast Asia. In 1978-79 there were indications that the Vietnamese used these weapons against the Mhuong tribesmen in the mountainous areas of Northern Laos. Survivors have provided eyewitness accounts of Vietnamese aircraft dropping fatal clouds of green and yellow poison gas, which sickened and killed whole villages. In 1979-80 the Soviets again encouraged the North Vietnamese to use toxic gas, this time against the Khmer Rouge guerrillas.

5.1.2. Current Chemical Threat. Although the threat of massive conflict with the former Soviets has diminished over the last few years, the Soviet Republics still possess the world’s best trained and equipped chemical warfare force. These forces have intensive unit level training programs and maintain several huge chemical training areas where they undergo extensive field indoctrination using actual chemical warfare agents. Perhaps of more concern, however, is the growing number of other countries possessing chemical agents. While these countries may not have large armies well trained in chemical warfare activities, some have demonstrated the intent and capability to use chemical agents on others. For example, Ethiopians and Cubans have been said to have used chemical munitions on the Somalis in the Ogaden region of Ethiopia, and the Iraqis used similar agents on Iranian forces during the Iran-Iraq war. The Iraqis went even a step further and used such agents on the Kurdish segment of its population in an attempt to quell separatist movements. As can be seen, one does not have to be a world superpower to possess and use chemical warfare agents.

5.2. Overview. To provide civil engineer personnel with a basic understanding of the effects of chemical warfare, this chapter will start with a discussion of the common types of chemical agents and how these materials kill or incapacitate personnel. Individual protective measures and precautions to be employed during a chemical attack are outlined, emphasizing the proper use of the individual chemical ensemble and collective protection shelters. Civil engineer responsibilities for personnel, area, equipment, and vehicle decontamination (figure 5.1) are addressed in the final sections of the chapter.
5.3. **Chemical Agents.** As stated earlier, the primary use of chemical weapons is to kill, injure or incapacitate personnel. Chemical agents may be classified by their action and effects. The effects produced by these agents in humans are generally dose-dependent, that is, increased doses of a specific agent produce a corresponding increase in the severity of its effect.

5.3.1. **Basic Types of Chemical Agents.** There are numerous chemical substances that may be used in a chemical warfare environment, but they all fall into one of four general categories. The following paragraphs identify the basic types of chemical agents and describe their effects on human beings. The characteristics, first aid, and defense against various chemical agents are presented in table 5-1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Agent</th>
<th>How Normally Disseminated</th>
<th>Means of Detection</th>
<th>Symptoms Effect on Man</th>
<th>Effects on Man</th>
<th>Rate of Action</th>
<th>First Aid</th>
<th>Decontamination</th>
<th>Protection Required</th>
<th>U.S. Agents Equivalent Field Symbol/Name</th>
<th>U.S. Agents Field Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nerve</td>
<td>Aerosol or Vapor Liquid droplet</td>
<td>Automatic chemical agent alarm &amp; chemical agent detector kits to detect vapors and aerosols; chemical agent detector paper to detect liquids.</td>
<td>Difficult breathing, drooling, nausea, vomiting, convulsions, &amp; sometimes dim vision.</td>
<td>Incapacitates; kills if high concentration is inhaled. Incapacitates; kills if contaminated skin is not decontaminated rapidly.</td>
<td>Very rapid by inhalation; slow through skin. Delayed through skin; more rapid through eyes.</td>
<td>Give nerve agent antidote injection. Artificial respiration may be necessary.</td>
<td>None needed.</td>
<td>Flush eyes with water. Decontaminate skin using M258A1 Kit.</td>
<td>Protective mask and protective clothing.</td>
<td>GA/Tubun G8/Sarin GD/Soman VX Thicken G-agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blister</td>
<td>Liquid droplet</td>
<td>Mustard; nitrogen mustard-no early symptoms. Lewisite, mustard- Lewisite- searing of eyes &amp; stinging of skin. Phosgene oxime— irritation of eyes and nose.</td>
<td>Blisters skin, is destructive to respiratory tract; can cause temporary blindness. Some agents sting &amp; form wheals on skin; death.</td>
<td>Blistering delayed hours to days; eye effects more rapid. Mustard Lewisite and phosgene oxime very rapid.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Flash eyes with water. Decontaminate skin with M258A1 kit or wash with soap &amp; water.</td>
<td>Protective mask and protective clothing.</td>
<td>HD/Mustard HN/Nitrogen Mustard L/Lewisite HL/Mustard Lewisite CX/Phosgene Oxime</td>
<td>Pail Yellow droplets Dark droplets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Vapor (gas)</td>
<td>Convulsions and coma</td>
<td>Incapacitates; kills if high concentration is inhaled.</td>
<td>Rapid</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Protective mask.</td>
<td>AC/Hydrogen cyanide CK/Cyanogen chloride</td>
<td>Colorless</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choking</td>
<td>Vapor (gas)</td>
<td>Coughing, choking, nausea, and headache.</td>
<td>Damages and floods lungs; death.</td>
<td>Immediate to 3 hours.</td>
<td>For severe symptoms, avoid movement &amp; keep warm.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Protective mask.</td>
<td>CG/Phosgene</td>
<td>Colorless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.1.1. Nerve Agents.

5.3.1.1.1. These agents directly affect the human nervous system and are highly toxic in both liquid and vapor forms. Nerve agent effects on the human body are similar whether they are inhaled or absorbed through the skin. Symptoms of nerve agent exposure include a runny nose, tightness of the chest, difficult breathing, excessive perspiration, drooling, nausea, vomiting, dimness of vision, pinpointing of the pupils of the eyes, convulsions, and death. In a vaporous state, the agent is readily absorbed by eyes and by nose and throat tissues. As a liquid, it readily penetrates the skin, eyes, and tissues of the body.

5.3.1.1.2. When inhaled, nerve agents act rapidly, with symptoms developing within one to two minutes; when absorbed through undamaged skin, symptoms are slower to develop, but equally deadly. When the eyes are exposed to a nerve agent vapor the pupils become pinpointed. However, if the vapor concentration is very low, this pinpointing of the pupils may not occur for ten minutes or more. If the only exposure to the nerve agent is skin contamination, the pupils may remain normal or be only slightly reduced in size. Depending upon the dose received, and the adequacy and speed of first aid treatment, the effects of nerve agents may range from mild disability to death.

5.3.1.2. Blister Agents.

5.3.1.2.1. Blister agents can injure eyes and lungs and blister exposed skin. Some types are painless, others sting, and still others cause the formation of blisters. These agents come in many forms. In the liquid state, blister agents form oily droplets that may vary from colorless to dark brown in color; as a vapor, they are normally invisible. The characteristics and effects of blister agents are described below.

- In liquid or vapor form these agents may burn or blister any part of the body they contact, either external or internal. The severity of injury depends on the type and concentration of the agent, the exposure time, the weather, and the degree of activity of the affected individual.
- Blister agents are effective even in small quantities and can cause delayed casualties. A drop of mustard-type agent the size of a pin-head can produce a blister 1-inch in diameter. Unprotected personnel exposed to low concentrations of the agent in vapor form over a long period of time will eventually become casualties.
- If these agents come into direct contact with the eyes, they cause redness, inflammation, and frequently temporary blindness.
- Mustard-type agents are quickly absorbed through the skin. Depending upon the degree of contamination and prevailing weather conditions, a reddening of the affected area may occur at any time up to 12 hours after exposure. Blisters may appear in a day or less following the reddening. Healing time varies from about 6 days to as much as eight weeks in severe cases.
- Inhalation of blister agents will cause serious damage to tissues in the mouth, nose, throat, and lungs.

5.3.1.2.2. The serious effect of blister agents is not always immediately apparent. Exposure to certain mustard-type agents may go unnoticed due to the lack of any immediate pain and the fact that signs of injury may not appear for several hours. The vapor of other types of blister agents irritates the eyes and respiratory tract immediately. Other liquid blister agents sting the skin and cause pain within seconds after exposure.

5.3.1.3. Blood Agents. These agents are disseminated as vapors and inhaled into the body. Blood agents affect the circulatory and respiratory systems by preventing body cells from using oxygen carried by the blood. Symptoms range from dizziness to death. After inhaling a high concentration of blood agents, a person may become unconscious and die within minutes.

5.3.1.4. Choking Agents. Choking agents are disseminated as gases and inhaled into the body. These agents affect the respiratory system by damaging the lungs and, in extreme cases, causing them to fill with fluid. Coughing, choking, tightness in the chest, nausea, headache, and watery eyes are common symptoms of choking agents. The individual may experience no immediate symptoms, but suffer delayed effects 2 to 4 hours after initial exposure. Delayed effects may include rapid and shallow breathing, painful cough, discomfort and fatigue, shock, and even death.

5.3.2. Chemical Agent Effects. Chemical agents cannot harm an individual unless they can enter the body. The most common routes of entry are inhalation into the respiratory system or absorption through the skin.

5.3.2.1. Respiratory Effects. The effects caused by inhalation of an agent are dose dependent. The dose received depends on the concentration of the agent in the air, the length of time an individual is exposed to this concentration, and the physical activity of the individual. The level of activity directly affects the rate of breathing and, therefore, determines the amount of air and chemical agent inhaled in a given period of time. For example, brief exposure to a low or moderate concentration of an agent during vigorous physical activity may cause as much harm as the same exposure to a high concentration while at rest.

5.3.2.2. Skin Effects. Absorption of liquid chemical agents through the skin normally takes much longer than entry by inhalation. Harmful effects may be avoided by removing or neutralizing the liquid agent on the skin or clothes before it is absorbed into the body. Absorption rates vary for chemical agents, but will normally be increased when the individual is physically active and perspiring.

5.3.2.3. Cumulative Effect. The effect of many chemical agents is cumulative; when repeated exposure to low concentrations is allowed, serious injury or death could occur.

5.3.3. Effectiveness of Enemy Chemical Employment. There are a number of factors which determine the effectiveness of a chemical attack against our forces. Civil engineer personnel must be aware of these factors to adopt a defensive posture...
appropriate to the chemical threat.

5.3.3.1. **Individual Activity.** The body cooling process and the breathing rate are directly affected by the individual's physical activity level. In general, the higher the individual's respiratory volume, the greater the incapacitating effects of the chemical agent through inhalation or absorption.

5.3.3.2. **Protective Equipment.** An individual's ability to function in a chemical warfare environment is directly related to the degree of protection provided by protective equipment and the person's tolerance to wearing that equipment. The best protective mask, hood, gloves, and overgarments are useless if the individual is not able to function without removing or loosening parts of the ensemble.

5.3.3.3. **Environment.** Weather conditions and topography have a significant impact on the behavior of chemical agents. Extremely cold temperatures transform certain liquid agents to solids, rendering them ineffective. High winds can quickly disperse vapor and gas agents. The most favorable weather conditions for employment of chemical agents usually occur at night, during early morning, at dusk, and when there is a heavy overcast with light, steady winds. Smooth terrain is usually more favorable for the employment of chemical agents than rough terrain. Low places are better than higher elevations since the agents tend to linger and settle in low areas.

5.3.3.4. **Persistency.** The persistency of a chemical agent is measured by the agent's physical properties, prevailing weather conditions, method of dissemination, and characteristics of the terrain, material, or equipment on which the agent is deposited. The terms "persistent agent" and "nonpersistent agent" express the relative duration of effectiveness of chemical agents in the area of release. These terms do not refer to the duration of the effects of the agents on personnel.

5.3.3.5. **Training.** The extremely demanding environment of chemical warfare requires realistic peacetime training to ensure that all personnel are proficient in the use of chemical defense equipment. In contrast to the war with Iraq, we may not have the "luxury" of several months for refresher training prior to start of a conflict. We cannot rely on predeployment lead times to provide sufficient time for equipment checks and hands-on practice. If we are to survive a future chemical attack, it is only prudent to remain current on all chemical warfare defense requirements and maximize all peacetime training opportunities.

5.3.4. **Techniques of Chemical Attack.** The purpose, type, and effect of a chemical attack can often be determined by considering the weapon system and the delivery technique used.

5.3.4.1. **Persistent Agents.** If the chemical attack consists of liquid droplets from air-burst artillery shells, bomblets, bulk-filled missile warheads, or of spray from an aircraft, persistent agents are probably being used. These agents are used to contaminate equipment and terrain and to cause personnel casualties through skin absorption. The agents may include persistent nerve agents, blister agents, or a combination of both.

5.3.4.2. **Nonpersistent Agents.** Nonpersistent agents are probably being used if the attack consists of vapors and aerosols from point detonation, near surface detonation, artillery munitions, bombs, or bomblets. These agents normally cause casualties by entry into the body through the respiratory system. The agents may include nonpersistent nerve agents, blood agents, choking agents, or various combinations of these substances.

5.4. **Individual Personnel Protection.** When civil engineer forces must operate in a hostile chemical environment, individual equipment must provide complete protection and allow a full range of movements. Detailed descriptions of the chemical ensembles are provided in Technical Order 14P3-1-141, *Chemical Defense Ground Crew Ensemble.* At the onset of a chemical attack, the primary concern will be the proper use of this equipment as well as recognition of the factors which may limit unit effectiveness in a chemical environment.

5.4.1. **Limiting Factors for Personnel in Protective Ensembles.** Maximum effectiveness of forces in a chemical environment requires the base civil engineer (BCE) to be aware of the factors which limit individual effectiveness while operating in a protective chemical ensemble. Recognizing the significance of these factors, the BCE can schedule tasks in a manner that will reduce the impact on mission accomplishment.

5.4.1.1. **Heat Exhaustion.** One of the most critical factors for personnel working in chemical protective gear is the ambient air temperature. Individuals working at moderate to heavy work rates under warm weather conditions will be highly susceptible to heat exhaustion. The symptoms for heat exhaustion range from dizziness to fainting. The percentage of casualties from heat exhaustion is reduced if personnel are in good physical condition and have time to become acclimated to wearing the ensemble. The survival recovery center (SRC) will direct work/rest cycles to minimize the effects of thermal stress.

5.4.1.2. **Fatigue.** Operating in full chemical protective clothing and equipment tends to increase fatigue resulting from such factors as mask breathing resistance, increased body temperature from work energy and solar heat, and psychological and physiological stress. To maintain individual alertness and efficiency during these periods, supervisors should recognize the need for more frequent and longer rest periods.

5.4.1.3. **Senses.** Individuals who are required to perform duties involving the senses, such as manual dexterity, visual acuity, or voice communication, will operate at decreased levels of efficiency. Increased peacetime training in protective ensembles will increase individual proficiency in these areas.

5.4.1.4. **Personal Needs.** Personnel cannot be expected to perform in full chemical protection gear for an indefinite period. There must be designated safe areas where they can remove these overgarments and attend to personal needs such as eating,
5.4.2. **Readiness Posture.**

5.4.2.1. The limitations of the chemical warfare ensemble in terms of heat retention and bulkiness have been long recognized by the Air Force. Efforts have been underway for some time now to develop an improved ensemble that overcomes these shortfalls. Until this improved system is fielded, however, the existing ensemble will have to remain the primary system for individual protection. To reduce individual fatigue and permit increased efficiency when working in the ensemble, mission-oriented protective postures (MOPP) have been established. These postures range from wearing only the overgarment to donning of the full complement of ensemble components. Normally, the MOPP levels for an installation are determined by the SRC based on intelligence data and existing conditions at the base.

5.4.2.2. Due to the high intensity nature of some civil engineer base recovery activities, the standard MOPP levels may not be responsive to mission deadlines or requirements. In such cases MOPP levels can be altered by the base command element. These alterations will allow personnel to further remove or loosen parts of their chemical protective equipment during times of decreased threat, thereby reducing heat related casualties and maintaining a higher degree of effectiveness. This altered readiness posture should be based on the prevailing chemical threat, work rate, and ambient temperature range. Keep in mind that any reduction in standard MOPP levels is a command decision, not one that is made on-scene in the field.

5.4.3. **Donning the Chemical Ensemble.** Civil engineer Prime BEEF personnel receive annual hands-on training in the use of the chemical ensemble. This section is not intended to replace that training. Rather, it will provide general guidance and emphasize techniques which may be helpful in a chemical environment. **WARNING:** Due to the short time required to receive a fatal dose of a chemical agent, donning of chemical protective gear at the first indication of chemical attack is essential. Refer to the ground crew ensemble technical order for proper donning procedures.

5.4.4. **Actions in the Event of a Chemical Attack.** To ensure survival of a chemical attack, each individual must know exactly what to do if such an attack occurs. The following paragraphs provide recommendations that will ensure civil engineer forces are not caught unaware at such a time.

5.4.4.1. **Individual Actions Preceding a Chemical Attack.**

5.4.4.1.1. Installation commanders direct MOPP levels and variations by weighing operational requirements against the chemical threat. This is the time to adapt to wearing protective clothing and equipment for an extended period. Despite the discomfort, personnel should keep in mind that the amount of time required to don the protective ensemble during a chemical attack will usually be longer than the amount of time required to receive a casualty producing dose of chemical agent.

5.4.4.1.2. Individuals must remain alert and constantly aware of the chemical threat, especially if they are wearing less than full protective gear. Now is the time to once again review chemical alarms and signals. Alarm signals and actions can be location specific so review procedures again upon arrival at a deployed location.

5.4.4.1.3. If possible, equipment and materials should be covered to prevent contamination. Plastic sheeting, canvas, shelter halves, ponchos, vegetation, corrugated metal or any expedient material can be used for this protection.

5.4.4.2. **Individual Actions During a Chemical Attack.** Individuals may suffer injuries from an attack that occurs directly at their location or upwind from that area. In either case, when an individual recognizes or is alerted to a chemical attack, the following defensive actions are immediately taken:

5.4.4.2.1. If not already masked, put on protective mask.

5.4.4.2.2. Give the attack alarm.

5.4.4.2.3. If symptoms of chemical poisoning appear, seek first aid.

5.4.4.2.4. If the skin or eyes are contaminated, decontaminate them.

5.4.4.2.5. If clothing and equipment are contaminated, decontaminate as soon as the situation permits.

5.4.4.3. **Individual Actions After a Chemical Attack.** Following a chemical attack, the individual should remain in full chemical protective gear and continue the mission. First aid should be provided to casualties in the immediate vicinity and status reports should be forwarded to local supervisors or commanders. If exposed skin was contaminated, decontamination should proceed immediately. As time permits, clothing and equipment are inspected for contamination and decontaminated as appropriate. Individuals should not remove protective clothing and equipment until advised that the area is safe.

5.4.4.4. **Conditions for Unmasking Following a Chemical Attack.** Personnel should not unmask after a chemical or potential attack until authorized by their immediate commander. Notification of all clear conditions will normally be disseminated from the SRC over a giant voice broadcasting system. Outlying areas may have to be notified by radio or runner.

5.5. **Collective Personnel Protection.**

5.5.1. Since chemical protective clothing and equipment cannot be worn indefinitely, there must be provisions for a safe area where individuals can remove these garments without being subject to chemical poisoning. Some bases may have collective protection shelters which provide a place for rest, eating, and other personal needs. Shelters are provided for those functions which do not require outdoor activity, such as command posts, communications centers, hospitals, and other organizations. It may also be necessary to provide protection to certain equipment. Complex electronic equipment, which can be vital to effective accomplishment of the base mission, is highly susceptible to the corrosive action of some chemical agents.
5.5.2. Civil engineer’s responsibility regarding collective personnel protective shelters is twofold. First, it must organize and manage shelters allocated for the protection of its forces. Depending upon the situation, the shelters may be used for rest facilities, command and control, or a combination of both. Second, civil engineers are responsible for providing maintenance (beyond routine operator maintenance) on all shelter structures. This tasking may require that civil engineer craftsmen in protective ensembles be sent into the hazardous chemical environment to make life-saving repairs on shelters. Such a responsibility makes it essential that these individuals be highly skilled in their craft and capable of accomplishing critical tasks while encumbered by the chemical ensemble.

5.5.3. When ordered to the collective shelter, civil engineer managers must designate individuals to supervise the ingress and egress procedures. The primary concern is to prevent contamination of the toxic free area of the shelter. This is accomplished by requiring all persons entering the shelter to doff their chemical ensembles in the proper manner. This doffing will include a partial decontamination in the outer area of the shelter, followed by removal of the chemical ensemble and any contaminated clothing prior to entering the interior, toxic free area. All chemical ensembles are stored in the outer compartments of the shelter to prevent further contamination. During egress, the individual proceeds from the toxic free area to the storage area, dons the chemical ensemble, and proceeds to the outside area.

5.5.4. If no collective protection shelter is available, an open air contamination control area (CCA) may be established in an uncontaminated area (on or off base) upwind of known contaminated areas. Readiness personnel will provide detailed information on how to establish and operate a CCA.

5.6. Decontamination Equipment and Material. Various materials and equipment may be used to assist civil engineer personnel in their decontamination tasks. For personnel decontamination, the M258-A1 skin decontamination kit or the M291 personal decontamination kit is used. For area, equipment, and vehicle decontamination, other materials and equipment may be required. The following paragraphs describe decontamination equipment and materials which may be useful to civil engineer forces in a chemical environment.

5.6.1. Lightweight Decontamination Apparatus (LDA). The lightweight decontamination apparatus (LDA) is a Norwegian-developed system, licensed to be produced in the United States. The SANATOR, the Norwegian designation of this equipment, is currently in use by many Scandinavian military units. The LDA is not intended to be a deployment item for the Prime BEEF teams. Rather, it will be in place as base equipment or WRM at both CONUS and theater air bases. The LDA is suitable for personnel and equipment decontamination, and can serve as a field hot water system.

5.6.1.1. The LDA (figure 5.2) consists of a portable, gasoline engine-driven pump and water heating unit. The compact unit is contained in a well designed package measuring 40 x 23 x 35 inches and weighs 330 pounds. The basic LDA unit is supplemented by a 145 pound accessory kit (figure 5.3) containing hoses, cleaning wands, and shower hardware.
An item of ancillary equipment is a rubberized fabric, self-supporting water bladder. The bladder weighs 70 pounds in the empty, collapsed state and has a capacity of 6,000 liters (1,580 gallons) when filled.

The LDA is designed to draw water from any source and deliver water at controlled temperatures up to 248°F and pressures up to 100 psi. The LDA can be used with a siphon-injector nozzle to dispense liquid detergent for cleaning operations. The LDA is unable to handle any of the standard decontamination agents. Substances corrosive to aluminum or copper should not be used in the LDA.

**Fire Trucks and Water Tankers.** Fire trucks, water tankers, and other equipment capable of carrying or pumping large quantities of water may be used for decontamination tasks. Fire trucks are especially useful. Fire vehicles are capable of moving to a contaminated area or piece of equipment, decontaminating the item with high pressure spray, and moving to the next location. However, following an attack, fire vehicles may be unavailable due to firefighting requirements.
5.6.3. **Decontamination Agents.** Decontamination agents assist in the decontamination process by neutralizing various toxic chemicals and reducing their adherence to certain surfaces. Most bases no longer stock standard decontaminants since the primary decontamination apparatus (LDA) cannot dispense these agents. The primary agent used is a detergent for removing the contamination. Household bleach can be used to neutralize contamination on a limited basis.

5.7. **Personnel Decontamination.** Decontamination of personnel is a vital step in the recovery process following a chemical attack. Persons going into collective shelters must remove chemically contaminated protective gear to prevent contamination of the interior of the shelter. Individuals who have been operating for extended periods in the chemical environment require decontamination and fresh clothing to prevent injury or death from the effects of the chemical agent. Decontamination must be performed before commanders allow forces to remove portions of their protective ensembles following the all clear signal. Although not responsible for decontamination of personnel other than their own, civil engineers must anticipate being called upon to set-up expedient decontamination facilities and to provide assistance in the base-wide decontamination operation.

5.7.1. **Personnel Decontamination Facility.** Personnel are normally decontaminated as they process into a collective protection facility by removing their contaminated protective equipment. If no collective protection facility is available, an open air contamination control area should be established. Contamination on skin surfaces should be removed by using the M258-A1 or M291 skin decontamination kit. When the situation allows, personnel should be allowed to shower. Readiness personnel can provide further guidance.

5.8. **Area Decontamination.**

5.8.1. **General Information.** Large area decontamination is not feasible with current equipment. However, small areas, e.g., outside quick turn areas, can be decontaminated if necessary. Air base functions which can continue without area decontamination should be left to the natural decontamination process of weathering. AFI 32-4001 and AFI 10-211 state that limited area (roads, grounds, buildings, facilities, aprons, taxiways, and runways) decontamination is the responsibility of the BCE. Most units task the heavy repair element of the operations flight to identify, train, and equip personnel to perform area decontamination. There are also numerous entrance ways and pieces of equipment that will require decontamination before civil engineer forces can accomplish their maintenance and repair duties. Common area decontamination methods are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.8.2. **Decontamination of Various Surfaces.** The areas that civil engineers may be asked to decontaminate could vary considerably. It could be a paved surface, a vital base structure, or an area covered by grass and vegetation. Under most circumstances, it will be best to allow the contamination to weather and dissipate naturally.

5.8.2.1. **Hard Surfaces.** If small hard surface areas must be decontaminated, use soapy water spray to remove the contamination. Use of bleach will aid in neutralizing the agent.

5.8.2.2. **Grass and Low Vegetation.** The only way to effectively decontaminate vegetation areas is by burning. Gasoline, fuel oil or other methods may be used to start the fires. Spreading dry bleach over the burned area will reduce the residual contamination hazard. WARNING: Vaporized chemical agents mixed with the smoke created by this method may create a downwind hazard. NOTE: Natural weathering is usually preferable to burning.

5.8.2.3. **Buildings.** Buildings are also difficult to decontaminate. Chemical agents settle into cracks and joints and are hard to dislodge. On wooden buildings, toxic chemical materials may soak into the wood and be virtually impossible to remove. When decontamination is necessary, wash with hot soapy water solution or apply high pressure steam to the surface. Normally, complete decontamination of a building is not necessary. It will generally suffice to limit decontamination efforts to the entry areas of a structure. The SANATOR unit is well suited for this task. Assign a SANATOR unit to heating and air conditioning (HVAC) personnel and ensure they are properly trained.

5.8.2.4. **Equipment.** Civil engineer equipment, such as generators, air compressors, and other specialized gear, should be decontaminated before they are repaired. Scrubbing with a chlorine bleach solution, washing with hot soapy water, and application of high pressure steam or water are all viable decontamination methods. SANATOR units, well suited for decontamination of various types of equipment, should be assigned to the electrical, HVAC and utilities personnel so that major equipment items in these areas can be serviced. WARNING: Despite basic decontamination, deadly contaminants can remain trapped in the air breathing equipment of generator engines and air compressors.

5.9. **Vehicle Decontamination.**

5.9.1. **Responsibilities.** According to AFI 10-211, transportation personnel will decontaminate civil engineer vehicles and rapid runway repair support equipment. This does not relieve the civil engineer unit from being knowledgeable in equipment decontamination procedures. If an enemy attack is severe, transportation personnel alone may not suffice to decontaminate the needed equipment. Additionally, civil engineer forces should be prepared to assist in the development of expedient vehicle decontamination sites.

5.9.2. **Vehicle Decontamination Sites.** Hundreds of gallons of water and other liquid agents will be used to decontaminate equipment. Runoff from the decontamination site must be controlled to prevent contamination of water sources and other areas off the base. If the decontamination site is established on an unimproved surface, measures must be taken to prevent the...
development of massive bogs and mud holes in which vehicles could become stuck.

5.9.2.1. **Decontamination Sites on Hard Surfaces.** Vehicle decontamination sites on hard surfaces require no assistance from civil engineers other than the control of runoff. If no adequate, permanent drainage system is available, the best method of controlling runoff is to dig channels around the lower end of the surface to direct the runoff into a sump (figure 5.4). Dry bleach or other active agents can then be spread over the sump area to deactivate the toxic chemical. If runoff from the decontamination site does not pose an immediate threat to other functions on the base, it is not necessary to devote manpower to constructing the channels and sump.

**Figure 5.4. Hard Surface Decontamination Site.**

5.9.2.2. **Decontamination Sites on Unimproved Surfaces.** In addition to the control of contaminated runoff, a primary consideration for a decontamination site on an unimproved surface is the prevention of mud holes which can bog vehicles and slow the entire operation. The size of the decontamination site will depend on the size of the decontamination operation; the manpower and materials available for construction; and the time available for construction. A minimum length of 50 feet is needed if the decontamination site is to accommodate the wash, scrub, and rinse stages of equipment decontamination. Suggested methods of accomplishing these goals are detailed in the following paragraphs.

5.9.2.2.1. **Crushed Stone.** Digging a broad, shallow ditch and filling it with crushed stone (figure 5.5) will prevent vehicles from becoming mired in large mud holes during decontamination operations. Ideally, the ditch should be gently sloped on rising ground to promote drainage. The crushed stone used should be from 1-1/2 inches to 3 inches in size. In the absence of adequate stone for construction of this type site, a dry, rocky stream bed in the area could be used as an acceptable substitute.
5.9.2.2.2. **Corduroy Road.** Our ancestors made extensive use of the corduroy road to overcome travel difficulties caused by bad weather. Civil engineer units can construct small sections of these roads using logs, heavy timber, or utility poles to provide an improved surface for vehicle decontamination sites. As illustrated in figure 5.6, these items provide a stable surface for decontamination of tracked and wheeled vehicles without creating a large muddy area.

Figure 5.6. Corduroy Road Decontamination Site.

5.10. **Summary.** This chapter has presented basic guidance on overcoming the effects of chemical attacks through the use of effective chemical defense measures. An understanding of common toxic chemical warfare agents and their effects ensure that protective measures are adequate. All personnel must be proficient in the use of the chemical protective ensemble and be aware of equipment limitations in a chemical environment to prevent serious incapacitation or death. Use of collective personnel protection shelters, if available, will enhance the civil engineer force’s ability to continue extended operations in a chemical environment. To ensure that effective decontamination can take place, personnel decontamination facilities and equipment decontamination sites must be developed.

5.10.1. The civil engineer responsibility for gross area decontamination actions must be limited to those areas necessary for effective performance of the air base mission. Personnel, equipment, and time are not available to accomplish anything more than decontamination of mission essential locations.
Chapter 6

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

6.1. Introduction. Damage assessment activities may be separated into two distinct areas—rapid runway repair (RRR) damage assessment and facility and utility damage assessment. RRR damage assessment involves the assessment of damage to runway surfaces, taxiway surfaces, and other facilities which directly support aircraft operations. Facility damage assessment includes assessment of damage to all other air base facilities and utility systems (figure 6.1). Resources permitting, both assessment operations should be conducted simultaneously and, depending on the situation, may be of equal importance. This chapter will concentrate on facility damage assessment operations under wartime conditions; RRR damage assessment techniques are addressed in chapter 2 of volume 4 of this publication series.

Figure 6.1. Air Base Facility Damage.

6.2. Overview. This chapter provides guidance for accomplishing facility and utility damage assessment operations. Organization, team composition, and equipment are described. Assessment techniques are addressed as well as damage recording and reporting.

6.3. Damage Assessment and Response Team Operations. Facility and utility damage assessment is the first step toward restoring critical facilities back into service after an attack. This assessment is performed by specialized groups called damage assessment and response teams (DARTs). Controlled by the damage control center (DCC), DARTs determine the location, types, and quantities of UXO and the location, type, and extent of damage to base facilities and utility systems. They also have the responsibility to isolate damaged utility systems whenever practicable and prudent. Damage assessment reports from the DARTs are forwarded to the DCC where they are analyzed and prioritized in accordance with the base recovery strategy developed by the survival recovery center (SRC). Again, speed and accuracy are critical during this damage assessment process since, in many cases, facility and utility support is essential for immediate as well as sustained aircraft operations.

6.4. Team Composition and Leadership. 6.4.1. The number of DARTs to be established is variable, depending for the most part on the size of the installation to be surveyed. Nominally, three teams should be sufficient for an average size base. Manpower assets from Prime BEEF teams configured in a warfighting force posture (one Lead and two Follow) can support this three-team requirement. Table 6.1 reflects the basic configuration of these three teams. Although the table indicates identical teams, don’t hesitate to tailor the skill mix to your installation’s facility/utility situation. For example, if your base has a large POL complex and tank farm, you may want to consider substituting a liquid fuels person on one of your teams. If you have a civilian workforce available, field more teams.
Table 6.1. DART Composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFS</th>
<th>NUMBER OF PERSONNEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32E3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E071</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E171</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3E471</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.2. Each DART is led by an officer who is responsible for communicating assessment information back to the DCC, making the decision on whether to enter a known UXO area for survey purposes or altering the assessment route, and deciding on the appropriateness of isolating portions of damaged utility systems. Ideally, the officers chosen to head the DARTs should have educational disciplines appropriate to the type of damage to be assessed, e.g., electrical, mechanical, and structural.

6.5. Equipment. Equipment requirements for the DARTs will depend on the means by which they will conduct damage assessment. Dedicated vehicle support for DART operations is virtually mandatory; however, the possibility exists that assessment may have to be accomplished on foot if many vehicles are destroyed or roads seriously blocked. In such a case, the teams will be severely limited in what they can perform in the way of utility isolation, and their assessment time will be greatly lengthened. The following is the recommended equipment for DART support that should have been assembled during the preattack phase:

- Chemical warfare ensemble, helmet and body armor.
- Data recording and reporting equipment including base grid maps, utility drawings, damage assessment forms, clipboards, writing implements, radios, and spare batteries.
- Binoculars and night vision devices.
- Utilities isolation tools and gear such as electrical hot sticks, fuse pullers, valve keys, etc.
- Global positioning system.
- Other miscellaneous equipment such as explosion-proof, plastic cased flashlights; nonmetallic measuring tapes; flags; UXO markers; utility shut-off markers; hand tools; and first aid kit.

6.6. Assessment Technique. Current base recovery after attack (BRAAT) planning for DART operations is similar to that used for airfield pavement assessment. Two phases of activity are envisioned--initial reconnaissance and detailed damage assessment. In Phase I, an initial gross assessment of the base is made to quickly locate areas of UXO and major facility and utility damage. The results of this preliminary survey are used to update the preplanned DART damage assessment routes and obtain a general idea of overall base damage. In detailed damage assessment (Phase II), the DARTs follow DCC-directed travel routes from their shelter locations to various critical facilities and utilities throughout the installation. The DARTs report the levels of damage along these routes and, in particular, at these pre-determined facilities. Detailed damage assessment requires more accurate location and description of problems than initial reconnaissance since these reports will form the basis of repair crew sizing, material and vehicle allocation, damage repair cost estimates, and, to some degree, prioritization of efforts.

6.7. Initial Reconnaissance (Phase I). The purpose of Phase I, initial reconnaissance, is to quickly assess the postattack environment to identify areas of major utility and facility disruption.

6.7.1. Exact damage descriptions and measurements are not expected during the Phase I reporting. The same preselected observation posts providing data during Phase I of airfield pavement assessment (see volume 4) will also provide information on visible facility and utility damages. The same modes of communication, i.e., radio/telephone contact with unit control centers and the SRC, will be used. However, because we are now dealing with facilities and utility systems that affect more personnel that airfield pavements did, we can expect more inputs from personnel who are not trained or familiar with damage assessment reporting requirements. Much of the information received will be sketchy and inaccurate; therefore, DCC personnel will have to be prepared to ask the right questions and clarify any contradictory inputs. Expect to receive damage inputs from all types of communications modes--runners, the base telephone system, other command posts, and the SRC.

6.7.2. With respect to UXO, we can expect many confusing inputs. Many personnel do not have EOR background or experience. Most inputs will probably be in terms of generalities and close questioning will have to be done to ascertain the type of munition that will be encountered.

6.7.3. From the data obtained during the Phase I initial reconnaissance, the DCC will alter the DART assessment routes as appropriate. Once this is completed, detailed damage assessment can begin by civil engineer personnel.
6.8. Detailed Reconnaissance (Phase II).

6.8.1. Phase II damage assessment will be highly dangerous and perhaps time consuming, depending upon the extent of damage and size of the installation. Prior to an attack, the DARTs are sheltered in dispersed locations but maintain communication with the DCC either by land line or radio. Dispersed teams will maintain team integrity in the shelters; however, not more than one team should be assigned to the same shelter. This action provides a degree of redundancy in the event one or more of the shelters is hit. If there is a choice of shelters for the DARTs, choose shelters that are closest to the DCC. This eases the reassembly of the teams and subsequent flow of information to the teams from the DCC.  

6.8.2. In the postattack environment, the DARTs serve as the eyes and ears of the DCC. The interface between these two functions must be close since the entire base recovery effort from a facilities/utilities aspect hinges on their efficiency and effectiveness. The typical sequence of DART actions following an attack is as follows:

6.8.2.1. The DCC gathers initial damage reports and annotates appropriate information on grid maps. Based on these initial reports, DCC personnel make a preliminary analysis of where major utility and facility damage has been inflicted. Tentative utility cut-off locations are also identified.

6.8.2.2. The DCC updates the previously developed damage assessment routes, if necessary, and assigns routes to the appropriate DARTs keeping in mind the technical expertise resident on each team.

6.8.2.3. The DCC directs the DARTs to assemble and proceed to the DCC. The DART team chiefs pick up their assigned damage assessment routes and receive an overview of present conditions from the DCC staff to include the status of chemical warfare agent presence, route updates, and information relative to probable utility shut-off requirements.

6.8.2.4. DART team chiefs then brief their teams on assessment routes and known hazards or problems and begin their damage assessment activities. A communications check is made prior to leaving the DCC area. When the DARTs are dispatched, the DCC notifies the engineering representatives in the SRC of this action.

6.8.2.5. DARTs report major problems and hazards (UXO fields, major utility breaks, fires, etc.) as they travel their routes. These major items are also plotted on the base grid maps carried by the DARTs. Radio discipline is critical and must be maintained--report only the necessary information back to the DCC--do not report trivial items. Remember, several DARTs are in operation concurrently plus the DCC is also monitoring the rapid runway repair and firefighting operations--the information flow into the DCC will be staggering. It is also highly likely that DARTs will encounter casualties while performing their damage assessment activities. The buddy care and first aid training learned during peacetime becomes important here. To the extent practicable, DARTs should provide assistance to wounded personnel and accomplish rescue actions if within the capability of their teams. If possible, casualties should be turned over to their units for transport to the nearest base casualty collection point. If this cannot be done, the DCC should be informed of the casualty's location so the appropriate unit can be contacted through command post channels. While damage assessment is the DARTs’ primary task, they cannot ignore giving aid to others--DART team chiefs are responsible for making all decisions with regard to keeping the balance between life saving actions and rescue and damage assessment responsibilities.

6.8.2.6. DARTs assess each designated critical facility/utility along their routes. At those locations where damage is found, repair/demolition estimates are developed. Estimates are transmitted back to the DCC for each critical facility/utility visited and hard copies of estimates are also made. Data radioed back to the DCC contain only the most important information, i.e., type and extent of damage, major materials and equipment needed, crew size and most critical AFSs, time for repair/demolition and obvious safety hazards. The written copy covers more detail such as additional materials needed and further scope of damage. If a critical facility or utility has suffered little or no damage, this information should also be transmitted to the DCC. The DCC, in turn, must inform the engineering representatives in the SRC of all major damage assessment results as they are reported.

6.8.2.7. At those locations where damaged utilities are found, DART members attempt to isolate the problem but only if it can be done safely and is within the technical expertise of the team. Once a utility has been isolated, it is reported to the DCC. If a serious utility problem cannot be isolated, it is also reported to the DCC so a specialized team can be assigned the task. Remember, these specialized teams, primarily the electrical career fields, are few in number and will spend most of their time after an attack attending emergency generator problems. Therefore, the DARTs should make every reasonable effort to handle such situations without assistance.

6.8.2.8. At those locations where UXO are found, DARTs should perform the standard EOR function--locate the munition(s), identify the type, report findings back to the DCC, and mark the area with ropes and appropriate signs. Under no circumstances should DART members attempt to move an UXO even if it interferes with utility isolation or facility damage assessment. The DCC will upchannel the UXO finding data to the SRC who will, in turn, arrange for EOD support. The DART teams, once the munitions are reported and roped off, should continue on with their assessment run. When the munitions are eventually cleared, the DCC will make the determination if and when DARTs will be sent back to assess damage to the affected facility or utility system.

6.8.2.9. As each damage assessment route is completed, DARTs report back to the DCC, handing in their hard copy assessment reports, and awaiting further taskings. If follow-on attacks are unlikely, the DCC at this time normally has three options to consider pertaining to DART use. It can assign additional damage assessment actions predicated on the most
recent damage inputs from other base personnel, task DART members to coordinate on-scene recovery efforts, or assign team members to specific repair crews for emergency repair activities.

6.8.2.10. If follow-on attacks are about to occur, DART members should report to their original shelters and re-establish team integrity. DART vehicles are again dispersed and "resupplied" with any equipment, tools or materials that may have been expended during earlier assessment runs. The DCC updates the DART damage assessment routes/grid maps with all known damage and danger areas so that duplicate reports are not received during subsequent damage assessment runs and the DARTs are knowledgeable of all known problem areas prior to their next assessment tasking.

6.9. Damage Recording and Reporting.

6.9.1. General Information. Once damage is assessed, it must be recorded and immediately transmitted back to the DCC for plotting, repair prioritization, and repair team selection. The speed of reporting depends on the complete understanding of the information being relayed and adherence to proper radio discipline by DART and DCC personnel. Communications operators and plotters in the DCC should be personnel with engineering backgrounds if at all possible. This lessens the chance of miscommunication and saves time in perhaps the most demanding and hectic period of the base recovery process.

6.9.2. Priorities.

6.9.2.1. The routes the DARTs take during damage assessment cannot be haphazardly determined. They should be planned out in advance with the highest priority base areas looked at first. The facility priority list contained in the base Contingency Response Plan should be used as a guide. In this way the key facilities and systems on the installation will be checked and damage that has been previously unreported will be found. If a wartime location does not have a predetermined facility priority list, the following can be used as a starting point.

- Command posts/command and control facilities directly related to combat flying squadrons, e.g., squadron operations building.
- Communications facilities.
- POL/munitions facilities.
- Fire stations.
- Medical facilities.
- Utility plants and distribution stations.

6.9.2.2. Although these damage assessment routes are determined in advance, this does not mean they cannot be altered to meet the real world situation. They should be updated from the data received from initial damage reports. For example, if debris or an UXO field is blocking an access route, simply change the access route. Once the routes have been determined and updated, they are assigned to specific DART teams. Common sense and a bit of quick analysis are required here. Routes with known power outages and major electrical damages should be assigned to the DART containing an electrical engineer and electrical systems NCO. A route with known POL problems should be assigned to the team containing a POL specialist if one has been placed on a team. The basic thrust is to match the specific skills contained on a particular DART with the types of damages expected to be encountered along the assessment route.

6.9.3. Damage Assessment Reports.

6.9.3.1. There is much more to damage reporting than just calling in the visual battle damage inflicted upon a facility or utility. Several other factors must be addressed by DART members. For example, DARTs must make a determination of repair feasibility. This is an initial decision on whether a facility or utility component can realistically be repaired. If the damage is so great that repairs cannot be made quickly or without huge expenditures of manpower and material, the facility or utility will normally be abandoned or demolished. The choice between abandoning or demolishing will usually be made based on safety. If the condition of the facility or utility poses a major hazard, demolition would be called for; if a serious hazard does not exist, abandon the facility or utility component in-place and attend to it later after base recovery has been accomplished. Remember, the safety hazard determination must be based on its effect on the primary base mission. For example, a structurally unstable open storage shed in the back of the supply yard, while posing a serious hazard to anyone entering it, would have little effect on the flying mission; therefore, abandon it for now. On the other hand, a structurally unstable maintenance shop adjacent to an aircraft fuel cell maintenance area and major taxiway should be torn down and a demolition estimate from the DART would be needed. If, however, the decision is made that a facility or utility component is repairable, a repair estimate must be made in terms of time, materials, personnel and equipment.

6.9.3.2. In developing damage repair estimates DART members must be aware of the following factors:

6.9.3.2.1. Repair times are critical. The quickest, least work, least material intensive repair should be identified. Workarounds are totally acceptable if a facility/utility can be satisfactorily put back in service via such methods. Remember, the goal is to make the facility or utility useable once again, not put a "peacetime" fix on it. After the threat of further attack is over, more permanent repairs can be made if necessary.

6.9.3.2.2. Accuracy is important. DARTs are purposely configured with experienced personnel with varied expertise. This expertise must be used in determining what has to be done. Any safety hazards that may have to be contended with during repair must be highlighted by the DARTs in their reports.

6.9.3.2.3. Familiarity with available equipment and materials is necessary. Repair estimates must be made considering what
resources are readily available—it cannot be assumed that resources can be immediately obtained through supply or contracting channels. Besides knowing the "going-in" position on equipment and materials, DARTs must also maintain a "real-time" awareness of the status of major equipment and material items. This information comes from the battle staff at the DCC and is important in terms of developing solutions to repair problems involving workarounds and quick fixes. In a wartime situation it is prudent to rely only on what materials and equipment are known to be readily available on base—chances are other sources of supply will not be available, much less very responsive during those first few hours after an attack.

6.9.3.2.4. Knowledge of AFS capabilities is required. Repair estimates must also include an indication of work crew size. DART members must be familiar with the task capabilities of the various engineering AFSs, the multi-skilling aspects of engineer AFSs and the general nature of the repairs to be accomplished. Specific repair taskings cannot be overmanned—manpower in a wartime situation is a precious resource.

6.9.3.3. In those cases where repair of damaged facilities or utilities is not feasible and a demolition action is called for, demolition estimates are then required. DART members must consider the following when preparing such estimates:

6.9.3.3.1. Safety is paramount. The reason for the demolition action in the first place is to alleviate a serious safety hazard—this hazard must be made perfectly clear in the estimate so personnel are not placed in any more danger than they are already facing in doing the job.

6.9.3.3.2. Demolition actions need only be carried out to the point where the safety hazard no longer exists—final clean up can wait. Do not worry about what the work site looks like, base beautification does not exist in wartime.

6.9.3.3.3. Since demolition activities are normally pretty foreign to engineer troops, DART members must indicate any special equipment needs and personnel expertise in their estimates. Of particular importance is identification of what utilities need to be isolated prior to start of demolition.

6.9.3.3.4. Crew size and time required for the task must be realistic and reasonably accurate. Again, like the repair estimate, the demolition task must not be overmanned. Use the multi-skilling features of engineer forces—lots of people can drive a dump truck.

6.9.4. **Higher Headquarters Reports.** Certain events must be reported to higher Air Force headquarters. These reports are generally completed and forwarded by the appropriate command post, but the nature of the reports will sometimes require input from the civil engineer force during its damage assessment activities. A detailed discussion of each report is not necessary in this publication. An overview of the types of information supplied by the damage assessment team is sufficient. More detailed information regarding the completion of these reports is contained in AFMAN 10-206, *Operational Reporting.*

6.9.4.1. **Event/Incident Report (OPREP-3).** This report is submitted to the USAF Operations Center in the Pentagon reporting any event or incident that may be of interest to the Chief of Staff, Air Force (CSAF). Typical incidents that could trigger an OREP-3 report include major fire, air base attack, major natural disaster, terrorist attack, and major environmental contamination. The range of information that could be included in the OREP-3 is extensive. However, for those events which result in significant damage to USAF installations, the following items (as outlined in AFI 10-211) should provide adequate information from civil engineers. The DARTs are not responsible for supplying all of the information listed, but familiarization with the data that the BCE may have to supply for this report will facilitate the collection of essential information during assessment activities. The DCC will provide specific instructions to the damage assessment and response teams if it requires information beyond a team’s normal report.

6.9.4.1.1. Extent of damage to:
- Structures.
- Airfield pavements.
- NAVAIDS.
- Utility systems.
- WRM assets.
- Fire protection and crash rescue vehicles.
- Command, control, communications, and computer facilities and equipment.

6.9.4.1.2. **Support Factors:**
- Status of housing and dining facilities.
- Status of POL storage and distribution systems.
- Status of medical facilities.

6.9.4.1.3. **Other Information:**
- Restoration actions in progress or anticipated.
- Estimate of repair costs.
- Indication whether the repairs will be accomplished in-house or by contract.
- Estimated recovery date and time.
- Assistance required (Prime BEEF, RED HORSE, etc.).
- Impact on combat readiness status of Prime BEEF teams.
6.9.4.2. **Employment Of Military Resources In Natural Disaster Emergencies Within United States, Its Territories and Its Possessions (Short Title--Tempest Rapid).** This report provides information on the use of Air Force resources when they are employed in natural disaster relief operations. Tempest Rapid reports are submitted to the Air Force National Security Emergency Preparedness Office and Continental US Army with informational copies to parent major command. Typical information required for this report includes the extent of damage, the amount of supplies and equipment used, and an estimate of the duration of repair crew participation in disaster relief operations. Tempest Rapid reports are submitted as three separate reports (Tempest Rapid I, II, and III) at various stages during and following the disaster.

6.9.4.3. **Commander's Situation Report (SITREP).** Once initial emergency situation information is submitted using the OPREP-3 report, follow-on status is normally provided in the Commander's Situation Report. Engineer data are usually included in the logistics portion of the report and address only major engineer problems/shortfalls. Reports generated at unit level are sent to the major command and the parent joint command.

6.9.4.4. **Bulk Petroleum Contingency Report (REPOL).** This report is submitted by units to highlight damage and deficiencies which affect bulk petroleum supplies, storage, and distribution systems. Engineer input will be necessary to define system damage and estimated repair times. Normally generated by supply personnel, the report is forwarded through LG channels to the major command.

6.9.5. **Contract Repair Documentation.** Major commands play a key role in recovery activities—they seek and provide the funding support needed for restoration actions (normally accomplished by contract). To support this effort, unit-level engineers must be responsive in gathering and forwarding damage and requirements information. Initial damage information is provided via OPREP-3 reporting and perhaps telephonically. The level of detail here, however, provides a broader picture of the installation’s condition and is meant only to be an initial assessment. Once the immediacy of the natural disaster or attack situation has past, i.e., fires extinguished, personnel rescued, and basic mission restored, there will be a demand for comprehensive information upon which to base major recovery and restoration planning and budgeting. Use the documentation (annotated maps, written reports, and notes) obtained during DART operations as a starting point. In most cases a second visit to the damaged facility or utility will be necessary to properly scope out the true extent of damage. Photo documentation is an especially good method of recording the extent of damage for justification of future repairs. For example, photographs can be very important to show damage to structural additions that may not have been added to original building plans. It is wise to develop an informal in-house capability for photographic support so you don’t have to depend on others for assistance. The important point is to start your detailed damage assessment and requirements upchanneling early—a day or two after the disaster or attack. Don’t wait a week or so to start passing comprehensive repair information up through command engineer channels.

6.10. **Summary.** Damage assessment forms the foundation for prompt and effective base recovery actions. Two primary types of teams that involve civil engineers are used in this activity. Damage assessment teams (DAT) concentrate on airfield pavement damage assessment, whereas damage assessment and response teams (DART) respond to assessment requirements associated with base facilities and utilities. DARTs initially follow predetermined routes to survey damage at mission essential facilities and utility nodes. If damage is found, repair or demolition estimates are developed and transmitted to the DCC. These DART inputs provide the baseline data needed for assembling and tasking engineer facility and utility repair crews. DARTs must be comprised of qualified, experienced personnel; be provided adequate communications, transport, and protective equipment; and be completely knowledgeable of damage assessment procedures. To round out the damage assessment process, engineers serving in base command and control centers must be aware of and participate in the preparation of the electronic reports to higher headquarters.
Chapter 7

EXPEDIENT UTILITY AND FACILITY REPAIR

7.1. Introduction. Immediately following a disaster or an attack by hostile forces, civil engineer personnel must begin to repair damage and restore vital services necessary for the air base to continue its assigned mission. As stated earlier, the primary concern will be in repairing runway and taxiway damage which prevents the launch and recovery of mission aircraft. Other repairs, such as those to restore critical base facilities and utilities, must proceed at a rate commensurate with available resources and priorities established by the command element. It may not be feasible to delay main base repairs until all runway and taxiway repair activities are complete. If ruptured petroleum, oils and lubricant (POL) lines pose hazards to command and control facilities, the base population, or aircraft servicing operations, immediate response may be required to defuse the threat. A damaged or burning facility may require immediate assistance by civil engineer forces to extract entrapped personnel. Ideally, there would be adequate personnel and materials available to accomplish simultaneous recovery tasks. However, the more likely situation will find the base civil engineer (BCE) making some very prudent and judicious decisions to assign repair priorities to a wide range of damaged facilities and utilities whose restoration is critical to mission support.

7.2. Overview. This chapter will concentrate on the expedient, emergency repairs (figure 7.1) necessary to return an air base to operational status following a disaster or enemy attack. Since procedures for the assessment and repair of damage to runway and taxiway surfaces are addressed in volume 4, this chapter will cover returning other base facilities to functional use. An initial discussion of basic repair considerations and unique Continental United States (CONUS) and theater of operations civil engineer procedures plus a review of facility and utility damage assessment actions set the stage for the suggested repair activities. Expedient repair techniques are then addressed highlighting repairs to runway ancillary equipment; electrical, water, gas, heating, sewage, and POL systems; and structures. Lastly, topics peripheral to expedient repairs are discussed such as debris removal and provision of portable area lighting.

Figure 7.1. Expedient Utility Repair.

7.3. Repair Considerations.
7.3.1. Safety. Safety is an important consideration when accomplishing any type of repair, but is especially important with regard to expedient repairs following an emergency. The very nature of the postdisaster or postattack environment makes repair activities inherently dangerous. Structures may be weakened; live electrical wires may be down; explosive gas vapors may be present; chemical, biological, or nuclear contamination may be prevalent; and unexploded ordnance may litter the base. Air base medical facilities may be crowded with casualties and civil engineer manpower may be at critical levels.
These conditions will make it essential that resources are not further taxed by injuries caused through neglect of safety practices. It is the responsibility of every repair crew member to perform recovery tasks with the utmost concern for safety.

7.3.2. **Extent of Repair.** The efforts of Air Force civil engineers in the period immediately following an emergency should be limited to minimum emergency repair of crucial facilities and utilities. All work should be done expeditiously, concentrating on functional rather than cosmetic repairs. A primary consideration when determining what repairs should be made is the function of the damaged facility or utility. Those damaged activities which are not essential to the base mission and do not present a hazard should be left as they are until time and resources permit conventional repairs.

7.3.3. **Basic Principles of Repair Work.** Repair work following a disaster or hostile attack will go much smoother if the following basic principles are remembered:

7.3.3.1. **Substitution.** Under some circumstances, damaged utilities, particularly foreign systems, may be repaired more efficiently by modifying the original system and substituting other materials and equipment. For example, prime item replacement parts for foreign electrical or water systems may not be available but the system can be restored to operation by using approximate size or capacity U.S. standard parts. The extent of damage and available local stocks of repair parts and materials are governing factors.

7.3.3.2. **Expedient Repair.** Since time is normally a limiting factor in repairs made during base recovery, rapid completion of the job is more important than economy of labor, materials, and equipment. In making improvised repairs, any suitable material or equipment available is used to meet immediate needs. A repaired broken water main does not have to be leak proof to be functional. Expedient repairs are improved as time and supplies permit.

7.3.3.3. **Cannibalization.** Systems having identical or similar components may be restored by robbing parts from some damaged units to repair others.

7.3.3.4. **Local Materials and Supplies.** Local materials should be used whenever possible to reserve shipping space for more essential items.

7.3.3.5. **Use of Civilians.** Civilian contract assistance, if available, can be a valuable asset during base recovery efforts. Military authorities should emphasize the extent of repair work to be done to prevent rehabilitation beyond immediate military needs. If the work is being done following a hostile attack, especially in overseas locations, civilians must be carefully selected to avoid possible sabotage.

7.3.4. **Repair Priorities.**

7.3.4.1. Immediate repair priorities should be established following a disaster or hostile attack. These priorities are based on previously developed contingency response plans, as well as from reports on the extent of damage following the emergency and the immediate operational requirements facing the base. Generally, life saving operations and damage repair to the runway and taxiway system, if the base supports flying operations, must be considered as the most essential. After life saving and runway repairs, the following activities should be considered, in the listed priority, for repair efforts:

7.3.4.1.1. **Navigation Aids/Runway Lighting.** NAVAIDS and runway lighting are vital to the operation of aircraft in continuing the base mission. Civil engineer efforts at these facilities will consist of repairs to electrical power systems, mechanical repairs, and structural repairs.

7.3.4.1.2. **Command Post/Command and Control Facilities.** The various command and control facilities coordinate air base flying and non-flying activities and are essential for effective operations following a disaster or hostile attack. Civil engineer support will consist of structural and utility repairs, as well as continued expedient maintenance to ensure that these critical facilities remain in operation.

7.3.4.1.3. **Communications Facilities.** Reliable communications are required for coordination of rescue and recovery efforts following a disaster, and for the effective management of combat resources after an enemy attack. In either case, the civil engineer's function will be to provide utility and structural repairs to communications facilities and any assistance that might be required for the communications repair crews.

7.3.4.1.4. **POL/Munitions Facilities.** Adequate supplies of POL for both aircraft and ground vehicles will be required during an emergency. Repairs to these facilities will generally be performed by fuel specialists, but the civil engineer force should be prepared to lend its expertise as required. Repair of munitions facilities will be crucial following an enemy attack to support future combat operations. If these facilities are damaged during a disaster, repairs can probably be delayed unless absolutely essential for the air base mission.

7.3.4.1.5. **Fire Station.** Following certain disasters or an enemy attack, there are likely to be conditions which will contribute to the start and spread of fires. Additionally, during any emergency there will be requirements for the specialized rescue skills of fire department personnel. Since the fire station must continue to function to manage these diverse activities, restoration of structural integrity and basic utilities will be essential.

7.3.4.1.6. **Medical Facilities.** The numerous injuries that will occur during an emergency require that medical facilities receive a high priority in contingency repairs.

7.3.4.2. The priorities established here should not be considered as "set in concrete." It would be impossible for any priority listing to be inflexible considering the variations that may occur from the CONUS to theater operations and from disasters to enemy attacks. You should look upon these priorities as general guidance, realizing that the actual contingency situation will dictate specific repair priorities.
7.3.5. **Air Force Responsibilities.** Air Force engineer efforts following an emergency are limited to expedient repairs required to return the base to an operational status. Air Force engineers will make rapid runway repairs and minimum essential emergency repairs to other critical base facilities such as command posts, communications centers, maintenance facilities, and POL facilities. These repairs should be limited to shoring weakened buildings, securing breaks in utility lines, eliminating live electrical wires, rerouting utility lines above ground, and quick-fixing roofs, walls, and floors. Major repair and restoration beyond these efforts are U.S. Army responsibilities.

7.3.6. **Army Responsibilities.** The Army is responsible for more extensive repairs to air bases if these repairs exceed Air Force engineer capabilities. The Army will reconstruct or replace facilities that cannot be repaired or restored.

7.4. **CONUS Versus Theater Repairs.** The distinction between the CONUS and theater repairs may be very slight, depending upon the nature of the disaster and the type of repairs to be accomplished. Natural and man-caused disasters can impact both the CONUS and theater locations causing similar damage and necessitating similar repairs. Much of the damage associated with a conventional enemy attack at a theater air base could be duplicated at a CONUS location by an earthquake or terrorist attack. The following paragraphs will highlight some common differences between the CONUS and theater repair operations, keeping in mind that many of the basic repair techniques will be the same regardless of location.

7.4.1. **CONUS Repair Operations.** The primary advantage of conducting repair operations at a CONUS location is that the civil engineer repair team is generally working with American manufactured tools, equipment, and materials. Replacement parts and materials obtained from a supplier or salvaged from damaged facilities will likely be a standard size and require less field modification to complete an expedient repair. Manpower support is also much more reliable. A core of civil service employees with years of experience and know-how is normally available at each installation for disaster response activities. Experience has also shown that contractors working on an air base will often times unhesitatingly assist in disaster response measures. Lastly, support from off-base sources, both with respect to manpower and materials, is likely to be more readily available than in certain theater locations.

7.4.2. **Theater Repair Operations.**

7.4.2.1. Repairs at a theater air base following a disaster can be more complex than the same repairs at a CONUS location. Metric sizing of various components is common in overseas areas and the repair team’s tools may not be ideally suited for every piece of equipment. Building materials and other supplies, obtained from local vendors, may be of non-standard sizes or of different qualities than those available in the United States. Electrical systems at theater bases are a major area requiring adjustment of repair methods. Although power systems should always be checked to determine voltages, 220 voltage, 50-cycle current is common throughout the world with a few exceptions such as the United States and Saudi Arabia.

7.4.2.2. The differences that may exist between the CONUS and theater systems should not deter the theater civil engineer personnel in their repair efforts. Even the most diverse systems or materials can be made to work together through the use of innovative field expedient methods. For example, American made and European made pipe of slightly different sizes could be connected by welding, with makeshift rubber gaskets fitted to ensure a tight seal. As another illustration, damaged components of an older European heating system, requiring custom-made replacement parts, could be repaired by using field fabricated components or parts cannibalized from a similar system.

7.4.2.3. The degree of host nation support at theater locations also impacts the ability to perform emergency repair taskings. At some locations host nation support will be plentiful, equaling the capabilities of CONUS locations. At other sites host nation support may be essentially non-existent. Host nation support for expedient repair activities could range from provision of well trained military units and contractors with substantial amounts of materials and equipment to supply of only the bare essentials in the way of basic construction materials and unskilled labor. The differences in host nation support capabilities make every theater air base an unique operating location in terms of expedient facility and utility repair.

7.5. **Damage Assessment Overview.** Details on damage assessment for facilities and utilities were presented in chapter 6. An overview of the process is presented here as a refresher and as a lead-in for the expedient repair techniques that follow. The overview will concentrate on theater damage assessment activities after an enemy attack, since this scenario is generally more demanding than that of a CONUS disaster response. The assessment techniques, however, are similar for both overseas and CONUS air bases. With local modifications in team structure and prioritization, the techniques and procedures can be equally effective in a CONUS natural disaster or terrorist attack situation.

7.5.1. **Damage Assessment Team Composition and Control.** Damage assessment is performed by specially formed damage assessment and response teams (DARTs). Normally three such teams (four personnel each) are established at an installation and are usually comprised of engineer officers and technicians from the electrical, HVAC and utilities career fields. All DARTs function under the control of the civil engineer damage control center (DCC). The DCC establishes the assessment routes the DARTs will follow. These routes are predetermined based on the locations of critical facilities and utility systems and are updated from initial reports provided by field observers and other base organizations immediately after an attack.

7.5.2. **Damage Assessment Procedures.** DARTs assess each designated critical facility and utility system along their assigned routes. At those locations where damage is found, repair or demolition estimates are developed depending upon the
scope of damage. These estimates are then radioed back to the DCC. The estimates include such data as type and extent of
damage, major materials and equipment needed, crew size and critical Air Force specialties (AFS) necessary, time for repair,
and obvious safety hazards such as unexploded ordnance (UXO) or downed power lines. At locations where damaged
utilities are found, DARTs attempt to isolate the affected system if within the technical expertise of their teams. When
DARTs complete their assigned routes, they report back to the DCC for further taskings. These could involve additional
assessment requirements, coordination of on-scene recovery efforts, or assignment to a specific recovery repair crew.

7.5.3. Recovery Strategy. The DCC uses the damage assessment estimates to develop a facilities and utilities recovery
strategy. This strategy is based on several variables such as numbers of critical facilities and utilities damaged, extent of
damages, severity of impact on base missions, and the base environment in terms of such items as chemical agent or UXO
presence. From this strategy the scope of repair requirements and their relative priorities will emerge. Equipment, material,
manpower, and skill mix availability are then factored against these requirements and priorities to provide a plan of attack and
a schedule for repair crew efforts. The next step is the physical accomplishment of expedient repair activities associated with
utilities and facilities on the installation to include runway ancillary equipment.

7.6. Restoration of Runway Ancillary Equipment. Since this chapter addresses repairs other than those concerned with
rapid runway repair, the first priority is given to those systems which directly support the mission of the installation.
Typically this is the runway operation. Runway arresting systems, airfield lighting, and NAVAIDS are systems critical to air
base recovery and return to a fully operational status. Since mobile aircraft arresting systems and mobile airfield lighting
systems are the major topics of other chapters in this volume, this section will concentrate on expedient repairs of existing
runway ancillary equipment.

7.6.1. Runway Arresting Systems.

7.6.1.1. Due to the extreme stresses placed on the system during the engagement of a high speed aircraft, improvised repairs
on arresting systems should be conducted with extreme care. Many of the system components are specifically designed to
withstand these high stresses and do not lend themselves to substitution. If there is damage to the arresting system during a
disaster or enemy attack, repair teams should make every attempt to replace damaged components with parts which were
designed specifically for use in an arresting system. These parts can be obtained from normal supply sources or cannibalized
from other arresting systems. Only as a last resort should improvised, field expedient components be employed. This
widespread lack of part substitution capability makes it incumbent upon power production personnel to build and maintain
adequate bench stocks and special levels of arresting barrier components.

7.6.1.2. For those occasions when replacement parts are unavailable, the following suggestions offer guidance for expedient repairs.
Under no circumstances attempt to splice a broken pendant or tape as a repair method. The stresses associated with
the engagement of a high speed aircraft will almost certainly cause a failure of the splice. Once the pendant or tape is broken
or damaged, it must be replaced. If a replacement pendant is unavailable consider using an appropriate thickness of some
material designed specifically for use in an arresting system. These parts can be obtained from normal supply sources or
converted from other arresting systems. Only as a last resort should improvised, field expedient components be employed. This
widespread lack of part substitution capability makes it incumbent upon power production personnel to build and maintain
adequate bench stocks and special levels of arresting barrier components.

7.6.1.3. There are likely to be other expedient techniques that should be considered, as long as one remembers that an aircraft
making a landing approach at well over 100 knots exerts tremendous pressure on the arresting system. Any expedient repair
must withstand these forces or it will pose a hazard to the aircraft and its occupants.

7.6.2. Runway Lighting Systems. Expedient repair of runway lighting systems is necessary to regain operational status
following an emergency. There are two approaches to solving the problem of damaged airfield lighting systems: mobile
lighting systems and repair of existing lighting systems. The repair of existing systems approach will be discussed here.

7.6.2.1. An enemy attack on an airfield can result in extensive damage to the lighting system. Chances are that light fixtures,
isolation transformers, and electrical connections will be heavily damaged in the explosion areas. Elevated fixtures will be
more severely damaged than flush mounted fixtures. In either case, light bulb filaments up and down the circuit will break
due to the heavy concussion impact of the explosions. If the fixtures are in or near a cratered area, the damage will be
extensive to both types of fixtures, and ducts will be collapsed, twisted or completely ripped out of the ground. Consequently,
the conductors in the ducts will be damaged. Collateral damage can be suffered by conductors in undamaged ducts because
of the stress created by stretching and pulling action. Concussion and earth tremor action can cause ducts to break and shear,
damaging or severing the conductors. Damage to direct burial conductors in cratered areas will be equally severe. Cables
will be ripped out of the ground, broken and stretched. Many of the same types of damages could be incurred from a natural
disaster such as an earthquake.

7.6.2.2. Damage that is on the surface or in and near cratered areas will more than likely be obvious. This damage will probably be
the first repaired if it is in the area selected as the minimum operating strip (MOS). Extra care must be exercised
when working in cratered areas because time delay or movement sensitive bombs may have also been dropped. Work will not
normally begin until all unexploded ordnance has been identified, safer by explosive ordnance disposal personnel and
physically removed from the work area. Some damage will not be as obvious and will require trouble-shooting the entire system in order to find the problems.

7.6.2.3. There are four basic types of trouble that can occur in an airfield lighting system. These types are opens, shorts, grounds, and improper power. Each type is described in the following paragraphs:

7.6.2.3.1. **Opens.** An open circuit can be described as an incomplete circuit. Somewhere the circuit is broken so that a complete path for current flow throughout the circuit is not established. An open circuit is usually indicated when a portion or string of lights in the circuit will not light.

7.6.2.3.2. **Shorts.** If lamps are lighted that are not supposed to be, or if one circuit is being affected by another circuit, a short has likely occurred between two circuits. Logically, this happens where two cables cross or where they are in close proximity to each other.

7.6.2.3.3. **Grounds.** Grounds are usually indicated by dim lights or blown fuses. Grounds are another type of short. With a short to ground the insulation resistance breaks down allowing the power to pass from the conductor to ground or earth preventing the lights from getting sufficient power.

7.6.2.3.4. **Improper Power.** Improper power can mean voltage either too high or too low. While this type of problem is not likely to be caused by an attack or natural disaster, it could arise during the repair process. This can happen when changing out regulators or distribution transformers. If the wrong input voltage is applied or the wrong equipment used, serious damage may result.

7.6.2.4. In all likelihood, repairs to existing airfield lighting systems will be concentrated in three major areas—power supply, cabling, and lighting fixtures.

7.6.2.4.1. **Power Supply.** An adequate power supply must be available to return a damaged runway lighting system to operation. If main base power and the airfield lighting vault are still operational, the first consideration should be to reconnect or reroute feeder lines from the vault to the nearest source of base power. If the main base power system and the lighting vault backup generators are not operational, the use of other mobile base generators is the alternative. Since an operational runway has highest priority in base recovery activities, the acquisition of needed generators should not pose a problem. Depending on runway location, connecting the runway lighting system to an off-base commercial power supply might also be a viable option.

7.6.2.4.2. **Cable Connection.** An airfield lighting cable is generally a single conductor, number 8 AWG, rubber or neoprene-covered cable. It may be installed underground in a duct or conduit system or buried in the soil. If the cable is in a duct system, it is usually quicker and easier to pull in a new cable. Quite often you can tie the new cable to the old; and, as you pull out the old cable, pull in the new. When the new cable has been connected into the circuit, test the loop for grounds and opens before it is put back into service. With direct burial cable, on the other hand, it is normally quicker to repair the cable than to replace it, particularly if it is only severed. This is accomplished using an in-line splice, commonly performed with a resin cast kit (figure 7.2). These permanent splice kits are made to fit different wire sizes and cable sheaths and they come with complete instructions. When properly completed the splice will be as electrically secure and offer the same insulation quality as the original cable. In some cases a different type of splice is used, commonly referred to as a joy splice. These plug and receptacle connector kits (figure 7.3) are used where a quick disconnect feature is desired such as a connection to an isolation transformer. In some situations it may not be possible to make cable repairs to the existing cable because the damage is in or near a crater that must be repaired to support rapid runway repair efforts. An attempt to make repairs would seriously delay the completion of the crater repair. If repairs could be made, there is the risk of redamaging the cable when backfilling the crater. If it is necessary to repair cables in the vicinity of a crater on the MOS, a bypass technique should be used (figure 7.4). To employ this technique the damaged section of the cable is bypassed by splicing into the cable on both sides of the damage with a "jumper". The splicing is usually done at the lights closest to, but on either side of the damaged section. The "jumper" method or bypass technique is also used if extensive excavation is required to locate the damage to a cable and thus delay the RRR effort. In either situation "expediency" is the key word. Extra time should not be devoted to burying cable repairs or new cables unless required for safe aircraft operations. Running the cables above ground expedites repairs and saves considerable time for other critical repair tasks. More permanent repairs and buying of cables can be accomplished after the emergency conditions subside. Remember, it is not essential to use standard runway lighting cable for repairs. Any available electrical cable with a voltage and current rating equivalent to that required by the lighting system may be substituted.

---

**Figure 7.2. Resin Cast Kit.**
Figure 7.3. Molded Connector Kit.
7.6.2.4.3. **Runway System Lights.** Bulbs and fixtures are probably the most vulnerable components of the runway lighting system. Due to their exposed locations, these components can suffer damage from a variety of disaster or war related causes. In restoring these components to use, the first action is the simple repair or replacement of damaged parts. If the fixtures are not damaged, replacement of broken or inoperative bulbs should suffice. If replacement bulbs are scarce or unavailable, consider leaving every other bulb out of the circuit. A general outline of the runway will have to suffice for emergency conditions. Consideration should also be given to alternate sources of parts. If, for example, the air base has multiple runways, bulbs and other components may be salvaged from one runway to light another. Another source for parts could be the RRR airfield lighting set, if your wartime installation has one assigned--most of the components of this set are interchangeable with standard airfield lighting systems. As a last resort, bulbs and fixtures which are not commonly used in runway lighting systems may be "jury-rigged" for mission accomplishment under emergency conditions.

7.6.3. **Navigation Aids.** Navigation aids (NAVAIDS) assist pilots in making precise approaches to the base and are vital for effective control of air traffic. The more common types of NAVAIDS found at a base are tactical aid to navigation (TACAN), instrument landing system, beacon, radios, and windsocks. Although the operation and repair of these systems is not a civil engineer responsibility, the civil engineer unit must be prepared to restore these functions during an emergency. Civil engineer support consists of restoring utilities and NAVAID structures and site clearing. The primary utility support to most NAVAIDS is electrical power to operate the system. Structural support could vary from a simple platform to support of a radio antenna to extensive shoring of a TACAN facility. Since many NAVAIDS require a clear line-of-sight for proper operation, the civil engineer force may have to assist in site clearing following a natural disaster or hostile attack.

7.6.4. **Airfield Utilities.**

7.6.4.1. At many air bases water pipes, electric cables, and other utility lines run alongside or underneath runways and taxiways. Conventional attacks on the airfield are likely to disrupt some of these pipes and cables. If this damage is in a crater located on the MOS, the damage will be repaired by laying a bypass around the crater. Two joints will be required to connect the bypass into the main line. Most bases maintain stocks of splice kits, clamps, fittings, and pipes of various sizes used to repair:

- Fuel lines.
- Water pipes.
- High-voltage electrical cables.
- Public address systems and telephone cables.
- Compressed air lines.
- Heating system lines.
- Sewer pipes.

7.6.4.2. Figure 7.5 illustrates the bypass repair of a utility system crossing a runway. Figure 7.6 illustrates the bypass repair of a utility line running parallel to a runway.
7.7. Expedient Utility Repairs. The early repair of utility systems is essential because many important base facilities cannot function without utility support. Since it is impossible to predict the extent of damage to utilities during a disaster or enemy attack, specific priorities will not be established for repair of utility systems. The systems must be repaired as necessary to restore services to the most crucial base facilities. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a discussion of suggested expedient repair methods for various air base utility systems.

7.7.1. Electrical System. Power for airfield lighting, NAVAIDS, communications centers, command posts, medical facilities, and other important activities must be restored before the base is able to resume its operational mission. Downed or damaged electrical lines can be expected during either natural or man-caused disasters. In such instances, the repair or isolation of life-threatening electrical hazards must receive high priority.

7.7.1.1. Basic Safety Rules. Detailed safety procedures for electrical repair operations are contained in AFI 32-1064, Electrical Safety Practices. The high voltages associated with an electrical system make it especially important to observe proper safety rules during repair activities. The two basic safety rules applied in any repairs involving electrical systems are:

7.7.1.1.1. Consider all electrical equipment to be energized until it is known positively that it is not.

7.7.1.1.2. Work should be done on energized lines and equipment only by personnel certified for that voltage classification.

7.7.1.2. Primary and Secondary Circuits. The electrical system can be divided into two major subsystems: primary...
circuits and secondary circuits. Circuits above 600 volts are generally referred to as primary or feeder circuits. Circuits carrying less than 600 volts are usually referred to as low voltage or secondary circuits. Even in a contingency situation, work on the high voltage primary systems will be performed only by craftsmen with specialized qualifications and equipment.

7.7.2. Expedient Electrical Repairs. The electrical system supporting an air base consists of several components: production, distribution, and interior wiring. Each component of the system should be considered in terms of its anticipated damage during a contingency and by identifying expedient repair techniques deemed adequate to remedy the damage.

7.7.2.1. Production Systems.

7.7.2.1.1. Electrical power on an air base originates from one of two sources: connection to an off-base commercial power system or an independent power production plant on the base. Repair of damage to the off-base power source or the principle feeder lines is normally the responsibility of the local power company. If the commercial source of power is interrupted, usually the only alternative is to disconnect the impaired power source from the distribution system and to substitute generators to power vital facilities. However, most mission essential facilities already have dedicated, standby generators with an automatic transfer capability to maintain operations in the event the prime power is lost.

7.7.2.1.2. The extent of damage to an independent power production plant on the base will vary with the type of emergency that has occurred. Natural disasters, such as hurricanes and tornados are likely to cause structural damage to the plant, as well as disrupt the plant's connections to the distribution system. An enemy attack will probably cause structural damage, disruption of connections to the distribution system, and may produce damage to other components of the power system, e.g., demolished control equipment, broken turbine blades, and shattered insulators and bushings. In repairing such damage, take full advantage of benchstocks maintained by each power plant, draw on base supply sources, or, as a last resort, try "cannibalization."

7.7.2.1.3. Generators, mentioned earlier as an alternate power source, will probably be in short supply, making it imperative that these vital assets be positioned and maintained properly. Generators should be limited to providing power to only those facilities that are absolutely crucial to basic operations. Consider damaged or inoperative generators as a source of spare parts. Components and parts from several damaged generators may be reassembled to produce one usable machine. Equipment other than disabled generators may serve as a source of repair parts, e.g., injectors from a diesel engine in a destroyed vehicle can be salvaged and adapted to a generator engine.

7.7.2.2. Distribution System.

7.7.2.2.1. The power distribution system may consist of overhead power lines, underground power lines, or a combination of the two. Overhead power lines and the associated utility poles are likely to suffer extensive damage during a hurricane, tornado, or hostile attack. An underground system, although better protected from the high winds common to hurricanes and tornados, is still vulnerable to the effects of an earthquake, flooding, or enemy munitions.

7.7.2.2.2. As stated in earlier chapters of this volume, the first action is the isolation of those damaged areas presenting life-threatening hazards to personnel or pose the potential for additional property damage. Once initial isolation is accomplished, DCC personnel, using base utility plans and maps, determine how the system can be rerouted to bypass damaged areas in order to restore electrical power to vital base facilities.

7.7.2.2.3. After damage assessment data have been posted to the base utility maps, the DCC should be able to quickly direct electrical system rerouting using the existing, undamaged circuits. However, there may still be areas where it is not possible to supply power to critical facilities using existing wiring. In those instances, try cutting the damaged line on both sides of the destruction and bridging the area with a new cable. If it does not pose a danger, run the new power line directly along the surface. Otherwise, erect temporary power poles by using pieces of damaged poles, available structural members, or raw timbers.

7.7.2.2.4. When rerouting around damaged areas remember that non-standard materials can be used provided they do not jeopardize safety. If capable of carrying the required loads, wires and cables of different sizes, or normally designed for other uses, may be substituted as expedient power lines. Additionally, conductors, wire, and other components may be salvaged from unimportant or damaged facilities.

7.7.2.2.5. Expedient repair of transformers can be accomplished if the damage is not too extensive. Cracks or holes in the tanks of the transformers can be patched by welding, provided testing indicates that internal parts have not been damaged. Transformers can be returned to service after being thoroughly dried and when lost or contaminated transformer oil has been replaced. Keep in mind that oil from damaged transformers must be filtered before being reused, and that motor oil is not a satisfactory substitute for transformer use (a transformer requires a highly refined mineral oil free from moisture or other impurities).

7.7.2.2.6. If the coils of the transformer are damaged, repair is not feasible. The coils and core of a transformer may be tested by applying approximately one-fourth of the rated voltage to the low-tension coils, and observing the transformer for 15 minutes. A fault is indicated by abnormal heat, smoke, or noise.

7.7.2.2.7. Generally, there will not be sufficient spare transformers available to provide a one-for-one replacement for damaged units. For example, you may not have a single-phase transformer with the capacity for the required load. In such a case it may be necessary to parallel two smaller transformers in order to supply the load (figure 7.7). This expedient solution will solve an immediate problem, but is not cost effective and should be replaced when the correct equipment becomes...
available. In a situation where three-phase power is needed, and one transformer out of the three is damaged, three-phase power can still be provided by making what are commonly called open-delta connections. Figure 7.8 shows the open-delta connection when a four-wire, three-phase wye primary is involved. Figure 7.9 illustrates the connections that must be made to achieve the open-delta connection when a three-wire, three-phase delta primary is involved. Regardless of the type of primary involved, these connections are used only for emergency situations and should not be constructed as permanent installations. The two transformers used in the open-delta connection will only supply 86.6 percent of their rated capacity. The total capacity of the bank will be only 57.7 percent of the original bank capacity.

Figure 7.7. Paralleling Single Phase Transformers.

Figure 7.8. Open-Delta with Wye Primary.
7.7.2.3. **Interior Wiring.**

7.7.2.3.1. Expedient repairs to the interior wiring of a structure depend on the extent of damage and the criticality of the facility. If the facility is not critical to current air base recovery operation, delay repairs until additional resources are available.

7.7.2.3.2. For facilities considered essential to air base operations, determine, to the minimum level, electrical services needed. Does an entire structure need power, or only a small portion of it? What type of equipment will the electrical system of the building be required to support? Will it only need minimum electrical voltage to provide lighting, or will there be requirements for specialized voltages to power large air conditioning units, refrigeration units, or X-ray machines? For example, there is no need to devote excessive manpower and materials to complete restoration of the base hospital’s electrical system if the hospital staff needs only one section of the building and one X-ray machine. In this case, electrical wiring in this section of the building could be restored and a special high voltage cable could be run to operate the X-ray machine.

7.7.2.3.3. In making expedient repairs to the interior wiring, use undamaged wiring to the maximum extent possible. This will cut repair time and result in fewer exposed live circuits when the facility is returned to operation. As in the distribution systems, damaged areas can be bypassed with new wiring to complete a vital circuit.

7.7.2.3.4. In bypassing damaged areas or in running temporary lines into a structure, wiring can be run across floors and other building surfaces to expedite repairs. However, if the facility will be subject to a high volume of personnel traffic, it is better to tack the wiring to the wall or ceiling to prevent further damage or hazards to personnel. The temporary wiring does not have to be concealed to present a finished appearance; it only needs to be functional and out of the way of heavy traffic (figure 7.10).

Figure 7.10. Installation of Temporary Interior Wiring.
7.7.2.3.5. Another important consideration in the expedient repair of interior electrical systems is the supply of wiring, switches, and associated hardware needed to make repairs. Depending on the extent of damage, base supply sources may not have adequate levels to provide for all repair needs. In these cases, cannibalization and substitution become very important. At theater locations many components will be of foreign manufacture and not readily available through U.S. supply channels, making it imperative that repair crews salvage as much as possible. Structures declared irreparable may contain switches, wiring, and other hardware that can be used to restore electrical services to other structures. A note of caution: do not inflict additional or unnecessary damage during salvage attempts. Structures being salvaged may have to be rehabilitated in the future.

7.7.2.4. Personnel Requirements and Skills. An attempt to quantify in advance the numbers of personnel required for electrical systems repair during wartime is, in essence, a philosophical exercise--there are too many variables and too many unknowns to make a tangible, reliable number possible. Each installation will have to rely on the numbers of electrical personnel available from in-place assets and augmenting Prime BEEF teams. Depending on the scope and volume of damages this number may be more than sufficient or severely lacking. Normally, the latter is the case. To counteract this uncertainty, a multi-skilling concept has been adopted. Simply stated, the concept involves training all personnel with electrical skills (electrical systems and power production) on other electrical tasks not normally associated with their primary AFS. For example, power production personnel are instructed on fundamentals of certain tasks pertaining to airfield lighting repair. In this way these team members can assist the electrical system personnel in repairing or installing airfield lighting components during wartime. The overall intent of the multi-skilling concept is to increase the flexibility of Air Force engineer forces and counteract the shortfalls that may exist at any one time in various AFSs.

7.7.3. Water System. Water is another important utility requiring quick restoration following a disaster or hostile attack. Water systems will normally have a high priority for repair due to firefighting requirements, decontamination uses, sanitation requirements and the need for potable water for drinking, cooking, and hygiene. The major components of any water supply system are source, treatment, storage, and distribution. Application of expedient repair methods for the components of the water system requires a basic understanding of how the system operates and presumes that preplanned isolation procedures have been established and vulnerable components have been identified as discussed in volume 2 of this publication series.

7.7.3.1. Water Source. The air base source of water may be a commercial supplier, a ground water source, or a surface water source (figure 7.11). Damage to a commercial water supply during an emergency will normally consist of a ruptured or blocked supply line reducing or eliminating the base water supply.
7.7.3.1.2. Ground water sources, water pumped from below the surface, are probably the least vulnerable supply sources. It can be assumed that most natural disasters or hostile attacks would not destroy a ground water source. These emergencies could, however, cause damage to the well and pumping systems that give the air base access to this source. Wells could be partially filled with debris, well walls damaged, and pumping facilities damaged or destroyed entirely.

7.7.3.1.3. Surface water sources can be affected by various types of emergency situations. Water-borne debris associated with a flood or hurricane could block water inlets to the base system; nuclear, biological, or chemical contaminants used during an enemy attack could make the source unusable; or conventional enemy munitions could diminish, divert, or stop access to a river or lake.

7.7.3.1.4. Other sources of water available to the civil engineer force are sometimes overlooked. In cold weather regions there are vast amounts of "solid" water available in the form of snow and ice. Snow and ice melting devices can be fabricated and used to provide excellent water supplies from glaciers and other ice formations. Base swimming pools, ornamental pools, and similar facilities containing substantial amounts of water which can be used during emergencies.

7.7.3.2. Treatment Facility. The degree of treatment provided to the air base water supply will depend upon its source. For example, ground water is normally free of contaminants such as silt and micro-organisms. The treatment of ground water is usually minor, but it should always be thoroughly tested to determine the treatment required. Surface water sources, on the other hand, may require extensive treatment. Damage to the treatment facility can range from inundation by high flood waters to severe structural damage during hurricanes.

7.7.3.3. Storage Facility. The water storage system on an air base may consist of underground reservoirs, elevated water tanks, open reservoirs, and temporary storage facilities. The most severe damage to the storage system could be a rupture causing loss of the stored water.

7.7.3.4. Distribution System. The most extensive component of the base water system is the distribution network. The subterranean construction protects the distribution network from certain types of disasters, while its wide-spread layout makes it more vulnerable to other emergencies. For example, high wind associated with a hurricane or tornado are not likely to break underground water mains, but a major enemy air attack is almost certain to disrupt some part of the distribution network's dispersed layout. Damage to the distribution system is normally confined to pumps, valves, and water mains. Water mains may be broken in several locations resulting in massive leaks causing immediate damage, as well as numerous hidden leaks producing delayed damage in the form of undermine streets or structures.

7.7.4. Expedient Repair of Water System Damage. Expedient repair of the water system involves the determination of minimum air base requirements and the establishment of a temporary supply system through bypass and repair operations.

7.7.4.1. Source. If the primary source of water has been interrupted, connections to the original source must be restored or a
new source developed. The primary effort should be directed to restoring the connection to the original source, normally a less time consuming effort than developing a new water supply. If the damage is not too extensive, expedient repairs or a quick bypass operation might restore the supply. If the existing source of water cannot be restored, the civil engineer recovery force must develop alternative sources. Can the base gain access to commercial water sources in the area? Can local rivers or lakes provide an adequate water supply? What is the depth of an adequate ground water supply?

7.7.4.1.1. **Ground Water.** Ground water is obtained by tapping water-bearing strata of underlying rock, sand, or gravel. The water-bearing strata is called an aquifer. To get at ground water, wells are normally drilled into the aquifers. In a few locations, springs may bring ground water to the surface and, under favorable geological conditions, such water could be of excellent quality. Development of a ground water source produces both advantages and disadvantages (table 7.1). Generally, ground water should be considered a secondary source if a source of surface water can be developed. If you are in an emergency situation where you must find a new ground water source to support your base, obviously your initial step is to locate an area that potentially can be developed into a viable water source. The following are some tactics that can be used to help locate such a source.

### Table 7.1. Ground Water Source Development—Advantages/Disadvantages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability. Ground water is sometimes available where surface water is not, such as in desert regions. Additionally, ground water can sometimes be located at times when there is no surface water, as in dry seasons or during drought.</td>
<td>Development Time. One of the major disadvantages of developing a ground water source is the time involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity. Unlike surface water, ground water is normally free of major contaminants. However, springs and shallow wells have a higher risk of being contaminated than do deep wells. Do not select a ground water source if sources of contamination, such as pit latrines, will drain into it. A ground water source should be at least 100 feet from all possible sources of contamination, and surface drainage should be directed away from it. Ground water will usually be at a cool, constant temperature.</td>
<td>Need for a Well. If ground water is to be used, construction of a well, pit, or other excavation will be required. If standard well drilling equipment and trained personnel are available on the base, or can be found in the local area, they should be used to sink a well. If these resources are not available, expedient methods will be required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to Contamination. Ground water is not as vulnerable to contamination during nuclear, chemical or biological attacks. In fact, about the only way ground water can be contaminated quickly is by placing a harmful agent directly in the well.</td>
<td>Detection of Ground Water. Ground water is not easily found, and it normally cannot be detected without special techniques, equipment, and experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity. Wells can often be drilled in proximity to the user, eliminating water transportation problems.</td>
<td>Pumping Requirement. After a well has been constructed, you must have one or more pumps to draw and transport the water from the ground to the treatment location or distribution system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.7.4.1.1.1. **Get Local Help.** Your first and best approach is to get the help of a local expert. Most areas in the world will have someone who is very familiar with finding water in that area.

7.7.4.1.1.2. **Check Existing Wells.** Although it can be used reliably only in populated areas, search for wells which have been drilled by the civilian population. Not only do existing wells establish the presence of ground water, but they also can yield information on the type of aquifer and what particular method of well construction has been used successfully in the area. If you plan to use the water from such wells, consider the water contaminated and provide appropriate treatment for it.

7.7.4.1.1.3. **Use Geologic and Topographic Maps.** Geologic maps and reports of an area, if available, can give you a lot of information. Frequently, the description of the formations on the map will state which areas usually make good aquifers. Topographic maps reveal elevation features which can also give hints of candidate water sources. If an Army engineer unit is in your area, check with it for the availability of such maps. Army units normally carry many different types of area maps.

7.7.4.1.1.4. **Look for Springs, Lakes, and Swamps.** Lakes and swamps are sometimes created when a high water table rises above the ground surface. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine if a particular lake or swamp is formed this way or by runoff. A spring, on the other hand, is a point at which ground water leaks out on the surface. The presence of a spring is an accurate indicator of some amount and type of ground water.

7.7.4.1.1.5. **Look for Vegetation.** In certain desert regions, the type and abundance of the vegetation growing in an area is a good indicator as to the location and depth of ground water. Use of this method must be tempered with caution. The correlation of ground water with certain types and numbers of plants is never certain. The chances for success depends on the
number of times this technique has been successfully used in a particular area.

7.7.4.1.1.6. **Look for Geologic Features.** Some geologic features give hints of possible ground water sites. Valleys, flood plains, terraces, and alluvial fans are geologic features that often connote the presence of ground water.

7.7.4.1.1.7. **Drill a Test Well.** In the final analysis, the best method to determine whether ground water is present is to drill a test well and run a pump test. The presence of ground water may be indicated in a formation by the type of cuttings obtained while drilling, such as clean, well-rounded and well-sorted gravel. Only by running a pump test can you be assured that enough water is present. Once a potential source of ground water has been identified, a well must be constructed to tap the source. Attempt to obtain the assistance of a rapid engineer deployable, heavy operational repair squadron, engineer (RED HORSE) squadron, Army combat engineer unit, or local civilian drilling company as a first step. If this action does not meet your timeframe, you must pursue an expedient method of drilling a well. Such methods will be addressed in a subsequent section.

7.7.4.1.2. **Surface Water.** Your location will dictate availability of surface water. Although surface water is ordinarily more contaminated than other water sources, it is commonly selected for use because it is generally more accessible and more capable of providing the quantities of water required. Rivers, streams, lakes and, sometimes, ponds are the most common sources of surface water. Water from these sources is usually satisfactory for use after treatment. Both the quality and quantity of water from these sources may be subject to extreme variation due to seasonal changes in rainfall. Therefore, source selection should be based on careful investigation of average and minimum stream flow plus contamination and pollution studies. In many cases, however, such studies and data on stream flow and pollution will not be readily available. Now is the time to use common sense.

7.7.4.1.2.1. In order for a surface water source to be useful it must provide an adequate quantity of water to make it feasible for civil engineers to divert it for base use. Smaller streams may not have an adequate flow to justify their development as a water source. Eyeball the flow of the stream at the moment. Is there a lot of water flowing? Estimate the flow rate by measuring stream velocity and cross section of the stream or river. If it has not rained recently, the flow rate could well be sustained for a while. If flow rate is not too good, dams might have to be built to make the stream or river easier to draw from.

7.7.4.1.2.2. Although few surface water sources will be pure enough for human consumption without treatment, there may be some sources which are so highly contaminated that it would not be feasible to use them even after treatment. This could be an especially important consideration following an enemy attack if there is suspected nuclear, biological, or chemical contamination. If the surface water source does not appear to be highly contaminated, however, further checks for pollution should still be made. Check at least two miles upstream of your proposed intake area for potential major sources of pollution. If a lake or pond is to be considered as a source, check all around its perimeter for major pollution sources. If no major pollution or contamination problems are found, the surface water source is a candidate for development. Minor contamination or pollution should not be a reason to reject a possible water source if proper water treatment facilities or equipment are available.

7.7.4.1.2.3. The proximity of the potential surface water source to user's location must also be taken into consideration. The location of the source is very important if it is to be quickly made available for base consumption. Large quantities of pure surface water miles away from the base may be useless due to the delays that would be involved in getting it to the airfield location or the lack of an adequate pipeline or hauling capability for transporting the water.

7.7.4.1.2.4. Once a surface water source has been identified, some means must be developed to enable drafting of the source. In some cases the topographic and site conditions at the source will allow easy placement of intake pipes and pumps. Most of the time, however, some construction will be necessary in the form of small dams, reservoirs, and intake structures.

7.7.4.1.2.5. The capacity of small streams to meet requirements may be increased by the construction of small dams across the stream bed (figure 7.12). Another technique is to construct dams and a reservoir adjacent to a stream (figure 7.13). The upstream dam maintains the water level of the stream, while allowing some of the water to spill over into a small collection basin. Water flows from the collection basin to the reservoir through an intake pipe. This pipe should be sized to deliver about 1-1/2 times the maximum hourly demand. A screen should be placed over the inlet end of the pipe to prevent clogging. The reservoir should be sized to hold at least one day's supply of water. The overflow dam shown in the figure controls the water level in the reservoir by permitting excess water to flow back into the stream. Several types of intake structures can be expediently constructed depending upon the site conditions encountered. Figure 7.14 illustrates a floating type water intake while figure 7.15 depicts a bottom intake. Two types of supported intakes are shown in figure 7.16.
Figure 7.12. Small Dam Construction.

Figure 7.13. Expedient Dam and Reservoir.
Figure 7.14. Floating Type Water Intake.

Figure 7.15. Bottom Intake.
7.7.4.2. **Treatment Facilities.** The expedient restoration of water treatment capabilities may consist of repairs to an existing treatment plant or the installation of portable water treatment units. The importance of restoring the water treatment facility will depend upon the quality of the base water source following an emergency. If the source is relatively free of contaminants, treatment plant repairs or installation of portable treatment equipment may be of less importance than other base repairs. If water treatment is necessary and the treatment plant is beyond repair, or the base does not possess a treatment facility, it may be necessary to use expedient water treatment equipment. The most common expedient water treatment system available to civil engineer forces is the reverse osmosis water purification unit (ROWPU). The ROWPU, figure 7.17, purifies water by forcing water under high pressure through a series of membranes to eliminate impurities. The ROWPU is capable of removing dissolved minerals from water. Disinfection treatment is accomplished only after processing through the membrane filter elements since chlorine causes acute damage to elements. The production capability of the ROWPU will be reduced by high temperatures of the feedwater source. AlthoughROWPUs come in several sizes, Air Force war reserve materiel (WRM) currently includes only the 600 GPH unit.
7.7.3. **Storage Facilities.** Expedient repair of leaks or ruptures to water storage facilities is essential to stem the loss of water supplies. If connections to the primary water source are interrupted, the water contained in storage facilities may be the only water remaining available for human consumption, firefighting, and other vital needs.

7.7.4.3.1. Expedient repair of damaged water storage facilities may involve elevated water towers, ground level water tanks, or various types of reservoirs. Ruptures and other damage to these facilities can be sealed from the inside using rubber patches, epoxy, and other quick-setting impervious materials.

7.7.4.3.2. When conventional base water storage facilities are damaged, or additional storage space is required, swimming pools and similar watertight facilities make excellent alternate reservoirs. In World War II the Germans used watertight basements of buildings in cities and on military installations as reservoirs for firefighting following Allied air raids.

7.7.4.3.3. Other expedient water storage alternatives include: flexible bladders ranging in size up to 50,000-gallon capacity, water distribution trucks, water trailers, igloo water coolers, and 55-gallon drums. An above ground reservoir can be constructed using sandbags or earthen berms lined with plastic sheeting to make it watertight. Bear in mind that a considerable amount of water is stored within the pipelines themselves. For example, a 6-inch pipeline, two miles long contains approximately 16,000 gallons when full. Using shut off valves to quickly isolate undamaged sections of the distribution system could mean substantial amounts of water saved within the pipes for future use.

7.7.4.4. **Distribution System.**

7.7.4.4.1. The water mains, valves, and pipes that form the water distribution network are the most extensive part of the water utility system. The most common damage to the distribution network will be ruptured lines with numerous leaks and loss of pressure. The widely dispersed distribution system will dictate simultaneous repairs at several locations. It is essential that the DCC have current base utility plans at hand to determine the layout of the system and make prudent decisions regarding isolation procedures. By using these plans you may be able to reroute the flow through undamaged lines, bypassing the fractures.

7.7.4.4.2. If the damage to the water system does not permit rerouting using the exiting system, temporary repairs must bridge damaged sections. Water may be shunted around these breaks using standard water pipe, fire hose, or other suitable tubing adequate to carry the needed flow (figure 7.18). To facilitate repairs, these bypass connections may be run above ground. For example, a section of fire hose may be connected between two fire hydrants to carry the water flow around a break in the water main.
7.7.4.4.3. Smaller leaks in the distribution network can be quickly sealed using temporary sleeves or wooden plugs. If time permits and the necessary tools are available, holes are reamed to a larger size, threaded, and fitted with a standard metal pipe plug.

7.7.4.4.4. Until the normal distribution system is repaired, provisions must be made for dispensing water into hand-carried containers. A 2-inch header with four 3/4-inch taps on each side, spaced 10 feet apart, serves 8,000 to 10,000 persons with an emergency supply. Tank trucks, water trailers, or 55-gallon drums on cargo trucks can serve as mobile water distribution systems.

7.7.4.5. **Disinfection.**

7.7.4.5.1. One of the most important considerations following repairs to the water utility system is disinfection of system components which carry potable water. The water system is easily contaminated by events that occur during various disasters. Fractures in adjacent water mains and sewers can allow the contamination from the sewer to seep into the water system. Contamination may result when pressure within the system is reduced by broken mains, heavy draft for firefighting, valve closures, or supply failures. Contamination may also enter open mains or fractures during repair operations. Finally, during enemy attacks or terrorist activities, saboteurs may deliberately contaminate water supplies.

7.7.4.5.2. Disinfection ensures that bacterial contamination is rendered harmless before the system is put back into use. Disinfection is normally accomplished by increasing the chlorine level until a constant residual level is obtained at a point most distant from the treatment source. Once the system is found to be contamination free, the chlorine levels can be returned to normal.

7.7.5. **Natural Gas System.** Damage to a base natural gas system must be dealt with rapidly to ensure that this potentially dangerous material is effectively contained. The most expedient method of dealing with gas system leaks is to shut off the gas supply at the main access point to the base. Since gas is normally not essential for base operations, the system can usually remain off until time and resources are available for repairs.

7.7.6. **Emergency Cut-off Procedures.** If it is not possible to cut off the gas supply through the use of existing valves, gas main bags or gas stoppers may be required. Gas main bags are canvas or rubber bags which can be inserted into a gas main and inflated until they fill the pipe and stop the gas flow. The gas stopper consists of oiled or rubber coated canvas stretched over a flexible steel frame. The edge of the stopper forms a seal with the interior of the gas main thereby stopping the gas flow. To seal a main with a gas bag, the rubber or canvas bag is inserted through a hole in the main (a hole created by damage, removal of a riser, or access port). If the interior of the pipe is coated with tar or oil, canvas bags are necessary. The bag is then inflated through a piece of attached tubing until it fills the pipe and stops the gas flow. To use a gas stopper, the frame is squeezed together and inserted into the hole in the gas main. After the stopper is in the pipe, it is restored to its circular shape through the use of wire levers attached to the frame. The gas stopper can then be adjusted to shut off the gas flow. In larger mains, it is safer to use both bag and stopper.

7.7.7. ** Expedient Repairs of Gas Systems.** As mentioned earlier, it is best to simply cut off gas systems and make
permanent repairs later when the emergency has subsided. However, certain conditions may call for some immediate expedient repairs to prevent danger to personnel or to provide limited gas service.

7.7.7.1. **Venting of Gas Accumulations.** After the main gas supply is shut off, immediately check buildings and other areas for the presence of dangerous gas accumulations. The presence of gas can be detected through the use of special gas detection devices such as a combustible gas indicator, or, when no detection instrument is available, by the individual's sense of smell. The sense of smell cannot always be depended on to detect leaks because gas can lose its odor while traveling through the ground. Any accumulations should be vented to the outside to reduce the potential for asphyxiation or explosion.

7.7.7.2. **Repair of Broken or Punctured Gas Pipes.** There may be conditions following an emergency when gas must be supplied to certain facilities for essential operations. For example, the dining hall may have no alternate method of preparing food for the recovery force; or the hospital may need hot water for crucial medical services and have no other source of energy for water heaters. During periods of cold weather, gas may be the only source of heat for certain mission-critical base facilities. Under any of these conditions, leaking or ruptured gas lines may require patching. If the leak is small and involves low pressure gas pipes, a sealant may be used in conjunction with a pressure mold to close the opening. The sealant should be a product which does not breakdown in the presence of natural gas. Larger leaks and pipe breaks can be repaired using various types of mechanical clamps.

7.7.7.3. **Safety.** Safety has been a predominant theme throughout this chapter on expedient repairs, but it should be greatly emphasized with regard to gas system repairs. The potential for asphyxiation or explosion during encounters with gas leaks makes it imperative that the repair crew exercise extreme caution. Personnel should not enter confined areas with high gas accumulations unless they are equipped with self-contained breathing apparatus. No open flame from cutting torches, cigarette lighters, or similar devices will be used in a gaseous environment. Additionally, the repair crew must be careful not to generate sparks in the vicinity of a gas leak. A good rule of thumb is not to enter any area where the mixture of air and gas is at, or approaches, the lower explosive limits. Taking a few extra minutes to properly vent the area will greatly reduce the danger to personnel.

7.7.8. **Heating Systems.** Depending upon weather conditions at the time of a disaster or hostile attack, repairing damage to the heating system can range in importance from critical to insignificant. The extent of damage can span the gamut from nothing whatsoever to total destruction. However, unless the air base is undergoing a period of severe cold, repairs to heating systems servicing non-mission essential facilities can probably be delayed through the use of space heaters and the wearing of additional clothing. However, if repairs must be made, concentrate on minimum efforts necessary to return some measure of heat to base facilities. It is not necessary to attain pre-disaster comfort levels following an emergency; a partial return of heat can raise temperatures to a level that will allow normal operations if personnel are warmly clothed.

7.7.8.1. **Central Systems.** For those bases that have a large central heating system, damage following an attack or disaster can be widely dispersed. It may well involve the production plant, as well as the distribution system. The feasibility of conducting expedient repairs to the heating system will depend to a great degree upon the amount of damage incurred. For example, if an earthquake or bomb explosion causes a large rupture of the central boiler, it is unlikely that expedient repair techniques will suffice. On the other hand, a break in one of the pipes leading from the boiler could probably be readily repaired expediently. Fortunately, the inherent strength of materials used to contain the pressure within the system also serves to protect the system from external damage as well.

7.7.8.2. **Individual Systems.** Bases without a central heating system generally feature individual building systems. The great advantage of these independent units is that damage is limited to the system which supports a single building. Some of the more common damage to expect include duct work or distribution line separations, control failures, and supply service disruptions.

7.7.9. **Expedient Repairs to Central Heating Systems.**

7.7.9.1. **Production Plant Repairs.** Expedient repair of heat production plants may be delayed pending structural and/or electrical support. Damaged walls may have to be shored to prevent structural collapse, or electrical utility service may have to be restored to power control and monitoring devices. From a mechanical perspective, broken pipes may need to be repaired or replaced, damaged automatic controls may have to be bypassed with manual ones, and internal cannibalization may have to be accomplished in order to get some boilers back in operation. As stated earlier, however, if a plant's boilers have sustained significant damage, the production plant is probably beyond immediate repair.

7.7.9.2. **Distribution System Repairs.** The high heat and pressure associated with most heating systems are characteristics that preclude the use of many expedient repair methods and materials used to otherwise correct water distribution system damage. For example, temporary connectors, such as fire hoses, which are effective in bridging damage to a water distribution system, may not tolerate the high temperatures and pressures of a heat distribution line. Similarly, a standard sealer or joint compound which could patch a water leak will break down when applied to a steam line. If repairs are attempted, only materials which have been specifically designed to withstand the stresses imposed by heating systems should be used. Pipe replacement and welding are the most common repair techniques used to correct distribution system problems. Caution must be exercised, however, since welding of high pressure vessels is a specialized technique and requires substantial experience. You just cannot slap together a steam line, even in a contingency mode, and expect it to work. In overseas areas expect to encounter older systems which may contain components that are no longer in production. Repair parts for these
facilities may have to be custom fabricated or cannibalized from other systems. Most locations, however, should have an emergency stock of heating system materials. Tap this source as much as possible.

7.7.10. **Expedient Repairs to Individual Systems.** As mentioned earlier, the great advantage of these independent units is that damage is limited to the system which supports a single building. While the types of individual heating systems you might encounter on air bases worldwide are numerous, general repair concepts are for the most part universally applicable. The basic question becomes whether to repair or not repair.

7.7.10.1. **Do Not Repair.** The easiest way to deal with a damaged individual heating system is to ignore it. If the weather permits, or the facility is not critical to the base mission, delay repairs until emergency conditions are essentially over. Another quick alternative when extensive repairs are required is to move personnel into a nearby building with a working heating system.

7.7.10.2. **Repair.** Expedient repairs to an individual heating unit are generally less complex than repairs on a large central system. Damage is confined and easy to determine since the independent system does not involve a dispersed network. Components are smaller, making it easier for repair crew members to install replacements. Also, spare parts may be more readily available from base supply and local vendors. Furthermore, since there are many facilities containing similar individual heating systems, there are more opportunities for cannibalization of parts from low priority buildings.

7.7.11. **Alternative Heating Sources.** If attempts to repair existing base heating systems fail, temporary heating sources can be provided for mission-essential facilities. Remember, however, alternate heat sources can be dangerous and require frequent checks and servicing. As time permits, systems should be repaired by using existing stocks or cannibalized materials, thereby freeing the portable heaters for use elsewhere.

7.7.11.1. **Space Heaters.** Various types of space heaters provide an alternative to a central or individual heating systems. Fuel-fired heaters can be used in large open buildings if odor is not objectionable and explosive vapors are not present. Open flame heaters are dangerous, especially the unvented type. If they are to be used, catalytic types are the safest. Electric heaters provide a safe alternative to open flame units provided temporary wiring and power sources can handle the extra load. Space heaters can be obtained from various sources. Harvest Eagle assets, if available, contain units (figure 7.19) which can be used for either permanent structures or tents. Commercial space heaters may be available from local vendors. Some base units may also have portable shop heaters which can be reassigned to more critical facilities.
7.7.11.2. **Cart-type Ducted Heaters.** Cart-type ducted heaters provide an excellent alternate heat source because combustion stays outside the structure being heated. The units may be available from organizations on base, such as aerospace ground equipment (AGE) or communications squadrons, after the units’ requirement for aircraft sorties and other vital operations have been met.

7.7.12. **Improvised Heaters.** The use of improvised heaters should be avoided except in cases of extreme cold and where no other alternative exists. The primary dangers inherent with improvised heating systems are fire hazard potential and the possibility for asphyxiation. Caution must be taken to ensure that dangerous fumes are vented during combustion and any open flame is properly contained. One of the most common types of improvised heater consists of a 55-gallon drum converted for use as a burner coupled with makeshift sheet metal ducting to vent fumes to the outside. Remember, improvised heaters do not completely contain combustion vapors. Therefore, even with vents to the outside, makeshift heaters should never be used in totally enclosed areas.

7.7.13. **Sewage System.** Improper disposal of sewage in the aftermath of a disaster or enemy attack will compound air base recovery problems. If the sewage enters a water supply, an outbreak of intestinal diseases such as typhoid, cholera, dysentery, and diarrhea is almost certain to occur. To prevent such outbreaks, civil engineer forces may have to repair damage to existing sewer systems as well as provide temporary sanitation facilities. The priority of these repairs will be based on an estimate of potential hazard to the air base population.

7.7.13.1. **Classification of Air Base Sewage.** Sewage may be divided into several classifications according to its source. These classifications will determine the immediate need for sewer rehabilitation. The two primary types of sewage on most air bases are domestic sewage and storm sewage.

7.7.13.1.1 **Domestic Sewage.** Domestic sewage is the waste from toilets, lavatories, urinals, bathtubs, showers, laundries, and kitchens. Proper disposal of this type sewage should receive first consideration in expedient repair operations.

7.7.13.1.2. **Storm Sewage.** Storm sewage is the inflow of surface runoff during or immediately following a storm or heavy rain. Disposal of storm sewage following a disaster is not a high priority unless it hinders base operations or endangers lives by flooding critical areas. Since storm sewers are designed to catch runoff whether it is natural or man-made, they will also catch and collect toxic chemicals introduced accidentally or on purpose. For this reason, civil engineers should be prepared to establish blocking points at critical locations to prevent the spread of hazardous materials. Storm sewers may be blocked using commercially available plugs or sandbags.

7.7.13.2. **Sewage System Operation.** The major components of the sewage system consist of facilities for collecting, pumping, treating, and disposing of sewage (see volume 2 for detailed discussion). The basic collecting system consists of a series of branch, lateral, main, and trunk sewers leading from various base structures. Raw sewage moves through the collection system to a central point for treatment and eventual disposal. At any point along the system where gravity is not sufficient to move the sewage, a pump or lift station may be required. Sewage treatment plants vary in complexity according to the characteristics of the influent and the degree of treatment required prior to discharge. Effluent standards, set by national and local regulations, determine the degree of treatment.
7.7.13.3. **Damage to a Sewage System.** Common problems with the sewage system during typical disasters such as floods and hurricanes are complete inundation of the system by the excess amounts of water and blockage of parts of the system by debris. In the extreme, earthquakes or enemy attacks can cause complete destruction of treatment plants and lift stations, as well as ruptures of sewage lines. Damage sustained during hostile attacks will probably be coincidental since the sewage system is not normally a preplanned target.

7.7.14. **Expedient Sewage System Repairs.** Expedient sewer repairs should consist only of the minimum work required to prevent the outbreak of disease. For example, if a ruptured sewer line results in sewage leakage in an unoccupied area of the base which does not threaten water sources, repairs can be delayed until emergency conditions subside.

7.7.14.1. **Sewer Lines.** The sewer lines are the most essential elements of the sewage system. If collection lines are blocked or interrupted, the sewage will be unable to reach the treatment plant and may cause contamination. To restore damaged sewer lines, attempt to route around the damaged area using any available pipe (4-inch diameter minimum) which will carry an adequate flow. If the situation is critical, service can be restored temporarily by pumping from an upstream manhole, routing around the damaged section into a downstream manhole. If the sewer is completely blocked or severely damaged, an open channel can be dug. Where storm and sanitary sewers are separate, it may be possible to divert sanitary sewage through a storm sewer to a suitable outlet. A prime concern when making any expedient repairs or modifications on sewer lines is to prevent the contamination of the potable water system. Do not place sewer lines and water lines in the same trench. If lines cross, the sewer line should always cross below the water line and should never be laid adjacent to a water supply source.

7.7.14.2. **Lift Stations.** When sewage pumping stations cannot be repaired expeditiously using available replacement parts or parts cannibalized from other stations, portable pumps should be substituted. If pumps are not available, consider rerouting past the lift station with pipe or open channels to provide for a gravity flow.

7.7.14.3. **Treatment Plants.** Severely damaged treatment plants may have to be bypassed. Settling and digestion tanks and filters can usually be repaired with standard construction methods and materials. Sludge beds are practically indestructible. Repair to treatment plant machinery should be attempted using cannibalization or improvised methods and materials. If activated sludge plants have lost their air compressors, they may be operated as sedimentation or septic tanks. Such treatment, together with chlorination, provides a reasonable degree of sewage purification. Treatment plant design generally provides for built-in redundancy. Many treatment plants contain dual components to allow the facility to continue to function during routine maintenance operations. This redundancy increases the probability that following an emergency sufficient undamaged equipment will be available to provide continued operation of the plant.

7.7.15. **Field Sanitation Methods.** Even with qualified repair personnel and adequate materials, there may be situations where damage to the sewage system is too widespread for expedient repair. Under these conditions, the civil engineer force must resort to proven field sanitation methods. The more common types of sanitation facilities constructed with limited materials are outlined in volumes 5, 7 and 9 of this series.

7.7.15.1. **Human Wastes.** The type of latrine to be constructed depends on the length of time the facility will be in use, the ground water level, and soil conditions. To protect water from contamination, never extend the depth of a latrine pit or trench below the underground water level. Field expedients for the disposal of human waste are:

- Straddle trench latrines.
- Deep pit latrines.
- Burn-out latrines.
- Mound latrines.
- Bored hole latrines.
- Pail latrines.
- Urine soakage pits.

7.7.15.2. **Liquid Waste.** Most field expedient methods for disposal of liquid wastes associated with showers, lavatories, and kitchens involve disposal into the soil. Soakage pits or soakage trenches are constructed to hold the liquid waste to allow gradual percolation into the soil. For the soil to absorb these liquids, grease, soap, and other solid particles must first be removed. This is accomplished through the use of a grease trap. In areas where the soil composition does not lend itself to the use of soakage pits or trenches, evaporation beds may be used provided the climate is hot and dry. Details for the construction of soakage pits, soakage trenches, grease traps, and evaporation beds are contained in volumes 5 and 7 of this series.

7.7.16. **POL Systems.** An installation’s POL system is also a key utility in that its loss or degradation could immediately effect aircraft sortie generation. POL products are normally piped directly into an installation or delivered by tank truck or rail car. On the base itself the POL system has two primary components--storage facilities and distribution system.

7.7.16.1. **Storage Facilities.** Off-base sources of JP-4, JP-8, gasoline, and facility heating fuels may not be readily available once hostilities begin or a natural disaster has occurred; therefore, a base will have to operate off of existing stocks for a period of time. Most bases have several days of storage capacity for major products. The vulnerability of on-base POL storage varies considerably. At some bases, there are large, fixed-site POL storage tanks above ground, unprotected, and built in congested “tank farm” configurations. At overseas bases this is not the norm. Most tanks are partially or fully buried and are dispersed on the base. If damaged, civil engineer forces will not be able to repair a tank unless the damage is superficial.
While POL storage locations are attractive targets, it is unlikely that all tanks will be destroyed.

7.7.16.2. **Distribution System.** The POL distribution consists of pumping stations, pipelines, and dispensing points. The nature of construction of the POL distribution system, however, makes it relatively safe from natural disasters other than flooding. The major damage that a POL distribution system might receive would more likely come from air attack during wartime.

7.7.16.2.1. **Pumping Stations.** Loss of POL pumps would seriously degrade and possibly even eliminate the capability to move jet fuel to aircraft. Back-up capabilities for POL pump stations do not exist. POL pumping stations are not easy targets to hit, however, and would not be considered primary targets during an air base attack. Some losses to pumping capability should be expected from collateral damage, but it is likely that some capacity to pump jet fuel will be retained.

7.7.16.2.2. **Pipelines.** POL pipelines are essentially all welded steel. They are the most survivable POL system component, as demonstrated by full scale conventional weapons effects testing conducted over the past few years. In these tests, pipelines located directly over the weapon’s ground zero were not destroyed. However, severe bending and distortion did occur. Extrapolation of these effects to a near-miss indicate restricted but operational fuel flow in the pipelines. Recent testing has revealed that the valves in the system may be a weak link. Valves sustain damage at a significantly high rate when subjected to extreme pressure transients resulting from conventional weapons detonations along the POL distribution system. Because the distribution system piping is the most extensive element of the POL system, it is the most likely element to be damaged. The impact of such damage will be reduced at bases where the distribution system is looped.

7.7.16.2.3. **Dispensing Points.** Dispensing points range from highly exposed vehicle fill stands to concrete encased aircraft hydrant refueling systems. The fill stands service POL tank trucks which, in turn, are critical for refueling of aircraft at most locations. Damage to fill stands can be expected as a collateral effect of weapons detonation. Hydrant refueling systems, however, because of their “hardness”, should remain relatively undamaged except through coincidence.

7.7.17. **Expedient Repairs to POL Systems.** With the exception of the pipeline repair kits discussed in the next paragraph, no quick method of expedient repair to POL systems currently exists. Engineer personnel will have to think in terms of expedient repairs to water systems and use whatever spare parts and materials exist in bench stocks or special levels. Unlike water systems, however, repair crews will have to be especially concerned with the flammability. In some cases, such as gasoline pipelines, isolation rather than repair will probably have to be the initial fix. Aviation fuel such as JP-4, on the other hand, does not pose anywhere near the flammability hazard as gasoline and a pipe repair would be more appropriate.

7.7.18. **POL Rapid Utility Repair Kits (RURKs).** The initial RURK system (figure 7.20) being fielded supports the POL distribution network. This RURK system includes generators, pumps, filters, air compressors, all applicable tools, trailers, and several component packages containing repair materials. It provides a capability to make in-line repairs to 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-inch pipe, repair damaged valve pits and pump and filter fuel from damaged fuel tanks. Five types of repair are possible. The in-crater repair is accomplished by entering the crater, sawing off the damaged pipe ends, and attaching a flexible hose to re-establish flow and pressure. The by-pass repair serves the same purpose, but it is accomplished by exposing undamaged pipe on each side of, but away from, the crater edge. A section of the exposed pipe is sawed off on each side of the crater; a by-pass hose is laid around the crater and is then attached to the exposed pipe ends. The valve pit repair can be either an in-crater or by-pass type except that valves are included in the repair so fuel flow can be controlled and directed. The pipe end cap repair is used to block a pipe. The last repair type is a patch repair used to block smaller holes in a pipe caused by shrapnel or small arms fire. When fully procured and fielded the POL RURK system will become part of War Reserve Materiel for overseas installations.
7.8. **Shallow Well Construction.** As mentioned earlier in this chapter, there may be situations where the source of an installation's water is lost and no alternative exists other than to construct wells for water supply. Loss of water to an installation is not an impossibility. Many bases receive water from off base sources which are highly vulnerable to various types of enemy action. The destruction of the pumping system, damage to treatment plants, severing of main supply lines, deliberate contamination, and even loss of electrical power can restrict or totally cut off water supply to an entire base quickly and effectively. Every air base supporting U.S. forces needs an alternative method of water supply identified, preferably in peacetime before it is ever required to be put into use. In some cases to provide either a limited primary supply or a supplement to a degraded peacetime water source, well drilling will be the only feasible alternative available. This section will address shallow well construction and discuss well terminology, well components, and types of expedient wells.

7.8.1. **Terminology.** All wells penetrate either a gravity or a pressure aquifer. Also, wells are classified as either shallow or deep (figure 7.21).
7.8.1.1. **Gravity Well or Water-table Well.** A gravity well receives water from a water-table aquifer. These aquifers are recharged from water percolating down from the surface in the general area of the well. Such water comes from rain, melting snow, and ice and from rivers, lakes, and streams. If you do not pump from this type of well for a few days, the water level in the well will be the same as the surrounding water-table. Most of the wells you might construct will be shallow wells in a water-table aquifer.

7.8.1.2. **Pressure Well or Artesian Well.** A pressure well receives water from an artesian aquifer. By definition, the water in this aquifer is under pressure. Rather than downward percolation of water in the general area, artesian aquifers receive most of their water from the lateral movement of ground water from distant surface recharge areas. That lateral movement occurs because the recharge area of an aquifer is higher than its drainage area. Consequently, the water flows downhill in the aquifer as it would in a stream. The water pressure builds downstream in the aquifer because the aquifer is overlaid by a layer of impermeable rock or soil. The impermeable layer keeps the ground water from moving upward seeking pressure equilibrium at its "natural" water level. The technical name for that water level is the piezometric level. The water level in an artesian well will rise above the top of the aquifer. When the piezometric level is above the ground level, you get a flowing artesian well. If you get lucky, you might hit an artesian aquifer while drilling your well. The rewards, usually, are a better producing well with better quality water.

7.8.1.3. **Shallow Versus Deep Wells.** Although there is no exact dividing line between a shallow and deep well, wells less than 100 feet in depth are usually classified as shallow wells.

7.8.2. **Well Components.** Figure 7.22 depicts a cross sectional view of the major components of a typical well. The following describes the key features of some of these major components.
7.8.2.1. **Hole.** To get to the water, a hole has to be made through the covering strata. Hole diameters vary from 2 inches to more than 10 feet with depths from less than 10 feet to more than 7,000 feet.

7.8.2.2. **Casing.** Most holes require a casing to prevent the sides of the hole from caving in after they are drilled.

7.8.2.3. **Screen.** The well screen also keeps the sides of the hole from caving in, but more importantly, it permits ground water to enter into the well while keeping pebbles out. Screens are manufactured in many different ways and with many size openings. The grain size of the soil in the aquifer dictates which screen should be used. The larger the grain size, the larger the openings in the screen. That, in turn, allows water to enter the well faster. For expedient well construction, you may not have a choice of well screens, so you use what you have or can get. This may mean you have to pump a lot of sand with your water. The sand may eventually destroy your pump, but bear in mind, you are doing this because your base is desperate for water.

7.8.2.4. **Base Plate.** The base plate keeps sand from entering into the well through the bottom of the screen. Often the base plate is built onto the screen.

7.8.2.5. **Gravel Pack.** The sand in some aquifers is small enough that it is not practical or possible to prevent its entry into the well by the screen alone. In those cases, a shell of gravel is placed just outside the well screen to act as an additional filter for the sand.

7.8.2.6. **Pump Assembly.** The pump assembly provides the means to lift the water to the surface.

7.8.3. **Types and Construction of Expedient Wells.** The most common types of expedient shallow wells are dug, driven, bored, or jetted. Well drilling, on the other hand, while also very common, requires special expertise and equipment and is used extensively for deep well construction. Although drilling can be used for shallow well construction, you will probably not have access to such equipment nor the time under contingency conditions to learn how to use it effectively. A general comparison of these various well construction methods is presented in table 7.2.
### Table 7.2. Well Comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>DIAMETER</th>
<th>MAXIMUM DEPTH (FT)</th>
<th>LINING OR CASING</th>
<th>SUITABILITY</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dug</td>
<td>3 to 20 feet</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Wood, Masonry, Concrete or Metal</td>
<td>Water near Surface may be constructed with hand tools.</td>
<td>Large number of manhours required for construction. Hazard to diggers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driven</td>
<td>2 to 4 in.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>Simple using hand tools.</td>
<td>Formation must be soft and boulder free.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetted</td>
<td>3 or 4 in.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>Small diameter wells on sand.</td>
<td>Only possible in loose sand formations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bored</td>
<td>Up to 36 in.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>Useful in clay formations.</td>
<td>Difficult on loose sand or cobbles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collector</td>
<td>15 feet</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete caisson</td>
<td>Used adjacent to surface recharge source such as river, lake or ocean.</td>
<td>Limited number of installation contractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilled</td>
<td>Up to 60 in.</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>Suitable for variety of formations.</td>
<td>Requires experienced contractor &amp; specialized tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.8.3.1. Dug Wells.  
Before modern tools, it was common to dig an open pit down to the water table for use as a well (figure 7.23). The method is still used in many underdeveloped nations. Dug wells are necessarily shallow and can only be used where the water table is near the surface. They are easily contaminated, and their yield is limited because they do not penetrate the water table to any appreciable depth. Consequently, they are rarely used to support any sizable military operations. On the other hand, they can be used as a last resort if other methods are not feasible.
7.8.3.1.1. Wells can be dug using hand tools, a backhoe, or an air compressor with pneumatic clay digger. Soil is loosened and then removed from the hole using a windlass or hoist and bucket. The excavation is continued until the water table is reached. When the water table is reached, a pump is required to keep the water in the pit from interfering with further digging. A sump to collect the water draining into the pit during construction is helpful. The sump should be kept 1 to 2 feet deeper than the pit floor. A strainer should be placed on the suction line to the pump, and an old pump used, because sand and gravel will rapidly wear internal components as the pump operates.

7.8.3.1.2. Dug wells are commonly constructed in a circular shape, since that shape has less tendency for the side walls to cave in. To prevent caving, these wells are lined with wooden staves, brick, stone, concrete, or metal curbing (figure 7.24). In soft or sandy soil, the curbing is lowered as excavation progresses. Particularly during excavation below the water table, a great amount of sand and gravel can come into the well at one time. This is known as heaving. Continued heaving can result in a cave-in. To avoid these difficulties, the cavities formed outside the liner by the heaving should be filled with gravel. Heaving is especially likely in fine sand which is very difficult to keep from running under the liner. To control this problem, the staves of the curb should be driven down into the sand a considerable distance ahead of the excavation. If heaving cannot be controlled, digging should stop. The well would then be used as is if suitable, or a different well construction method attempted. The bottom of a dug well is left open. Most of the water flows in through the open bottom and is removed by use of a suction pump. A crew of six should be able to excavate about 10 to 15 feet per day in loose soil.
7.8.3.2. **Driven Wells.** Small diameter wells may be driven by connecting a standard well point to a section of pipe and pounding the point into the ground (figure 7.25).

**Figure 7.25. Driven Well.**
7.8.3.2.1. Driven wells are usually 1-1/4 to 2 inches in diameter. By adding pipe sections, these can be driven to a depth of about 25 feet or the limit of a centrifugal pump’s suction lift. Use of piston, ejector, or turbine pumps permit deeper wells. Larger wells up to 4 inches in diameter can also be constructed. The larger casing allows a deep well pump to be used, and therefore, the well point can be driven deeper.

7.8.3.2.2. Driven wells generally are started in a hole bored with a hand auger. The diameter of the hole should be a little larger than that of the well point, and the hole should be as deep as the auger will work. In clay soils, boring with an auger is much faster than driving. Pipe joints must be tight. To ensure they remain tight, give the pipe a fraction of a turn with a wrench after each blow until the upper pipe joint first becomes permanently stuck. Similarly tighten the next joints until they become stuck. Do not try to twist the entire string of pipe. The well pipe must be kept vertical. Check this with a plumb bob. It may be straightened by pushing on the pipe while the blows are delivered. If it cannot be straightened, withdraw the pipe and start again in a new place.

7.8.3.2.3. Manual driving may be done using a maul or sledge to strike directly a drive cap fitted to the well pipe. The cap must be hit squarely to prevent damaging the pipe. A pneumatic tamper can also be used if the pipe is strong enough. Otherwise the pipe will break at the couplings. In lieu of a maul, a pipe driver can be fabricated (figure 7.26). The driver has a plate on one end and fits over the well pipe. The driver is raised and dropped on the drive cap. Handles can be welded near the open end of the driver to increase leverage for hand driving. A lifting loop can also be welded to the driver to enable the use of a rope and pulley arrangement to raise and drop the driver. Another method of driving is to use a steel driving bar attached to a rope (figure 7.27). The bar falls freely inside the well pipe and strikes the base of the drive point. This is one of the safest methods of driving because it does not weaken the pipe. A makeshift pile driving device constructed of poles, structural beams, or cut timbers can also be used (figure 7.28). Drop type hammers can be made from sections of tree trunk. A hole is drilled in the section of trunk and a rod or stick is inserted to serve as a guide to ensure the drive head is uniformly struck each time.
Figure 7.26. Pipe Driver.

Figure 7.27. Falling Weight Driver.
7.8.3.2.4. The speed at which driving is accomplished is predicated on the type of soil conditions encountered. In soft soil, the rate of descent may be 2 or 3 inches per blow. Driving in sand or compact clay often is made easier by introducing water in the pipe or around it. Extremely compact clay is difficult to penetrate. Dozens of blows may drive the pipe only a few inches.

7.8.3.2.5. When constructing a driven well, there must be some means of determining or estimating when driving should cease, i.e., when a water bearing soil formation has been hit. To some extent this can be determined by close observation and interpretation of what is happening. Interpretation of such details as the penetration made with each blow, the drop and rebound of the hammer, the sound of the blow, and the resistance of the pipe to rotation can indicate the character of the materials being penetrated. Table 7.3 outlines how observations can be used to identify the type of soil being penetrated. An increase in the rate of descent usually indicates entry of the well point into water bearing sand. The increase may be as much as 6 inches with a single blow, although in fine sands the penetration per blow may show little change. When a water bearing strata has thought to have been encountered, it should be checked out. A weighted stringline dropped into the pipe can be used to determine the depth to the water level. If the water level is above the well point, a pump can be attached to check out potential yield. Another simple method of testing is to pour water into the well. If the well point is in dry sand, all of the water will drain out of the pipe. If the well point is in a water-bearing sand formation, the added water will still seep out of the pipe but only to the level of the water table. Again, if the well point is in a water-bearing sand formation, the quantity of water that can be continuously poured into the well is a rough indication of the possible yield. Sometimes driving the well point deeper by a foot or more brings more of the screen into contact with the water-bearing sand and gives a greater yield. If, however, the driving resistance increases again, driving should be stopped since a less permeable strata may have been reached. Even if in a water-bearing strata, a well may fail to yield water at first since sand around the well point is clogged with fine particles that need to be removed by a process known as well development. This process will be covered shortly.
Table 7.3. Identification of Formation Being Penetrated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF FORMATION</th>
<th>DRIVING CONDITIONS</th>
<th>RATE OF DESCENT</th>
<th>SOUND OF BLOW</th>
<th>REBOUND</th>
<th>RESISTANCE TO ROTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft moist clay</td>
<td>Easy driving</td>
<td>Rapid</td>
<td>Dull</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Slight, but continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tough hardened clay</td>
<td>Difficult driving</td>
<td>Slow but steady</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Frequent rebounding</td>
<td>Considerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>Difficult driving</td>
<td>Varied</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Frequent rebounding</td>
<td>Slight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sand</td>
<td>Easy driving (especially when saturated with water.)</td>
<td>Unsteady irregular penetration for successive blows.</td>
<td>Dull</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Rotation is easy and accompanied by a gritty sound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel</td>
<td>Easy driving</td>
<td>Unsteady irregular penetration for successive blows</td>
<td>Dull</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Rotation is easy and accompanied by a gritty sound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulder and rock</td>
<td>Almost impossible</td>
<td>Little or none</td>
<td>Loud</td>
<td>Sometimes of both hammer and pipe</td>
<td>Dependent on type of formation previously passed through by pipe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.8.3.2.6. After driving operations are complete, the driven pipe is cut and threaded and a pump is installed. Where the water-bearing level is too deep to permit the use of a pump at ground surface, it may be possible to sink a shaft or pit to install the pump within the limits of its suction lift.

7.8.3.2.7. The yield from a single driven well is generally only a few gallons per minute. A number of these wells can be connected with a single header to yield relatively large quantities of water. For a battery of wells, the pump should be installed so there is equal suction at each well. Several layout patterns can be used, but the circular pattern is more efficient (figure 7.29). Check valves should be installed in the line to each well to keep the system primed.

Figure 7.29. Well Patterns.
7.8.3.3. **Bored Wells.** Bored wells are practical where ground water can be obtained at shallow depths and when only small amounts of water are needed.

7.8.3.3.1. Augers can be used to penetrate clay, silt, and those sands in which an open hole in the material will not cave in (figure 7.30). Holes of 25 to 50 feet are possible with diameters of 2 to 32 inches. Both hand and powered augers can be used, but powered augers—such as on the electrical line truck—are generally limited to a depth of about 10 feet. During boring, small rocks or boulders may be encountered. When this happens, replace the bit with a spiral or ram's horn auger. The spiral will usually twist around the rock so that it can be lifted out. If this does not work, the hole will have to be abandoned.

**Figure 7.30. Augers.**

7.8.3.3.2. When boring deeper than 15 feet, a light tripod with a pulley at the top of a raised platform could be useful. With this, the longer auger rods can be inserted and removed from the hole without damage and without unscrewing the rod sections with each withdrawal.

7.8.3.3.3. Hand augers can be modified to increase efficiency at greater depths by adapting ratchet and hold-down devices to increase the rate of boring. Extensions to the auger handles allow people to apply greater pressure as the auger is rotated. A large ratchet wrench provides better leverage for turning the shaft which increases the rate of boring.

7.8.3.3.4. When loose sand and gravel are encountered, progress in boring below the water table is often difficult or impossible. This may be overcome by lowering a casing to the bottom of the hole and continuing to remove material while forcing the casing down.

7.8.3.3.5. Bored wells are completed by installing well screens in the water-bearing sand. If a standard well screen is not available, there are alternatives. Try a slotted PVC pipe with a cap on the end or a torch cut casing (figure 7.31). If a casing had to be placed to control sand intrusion, lower the well string with the screen on the end to the bottom of the well on the inside of the casing. Then pull the casing back so the well screen is exposed to the sand layer. Fill the hole (annular space) around the well screen with gravel. Then fill the rest of the annular space around the pipe string or casing with soil. Cap the well with clay or some other impervious material if possible. This cap reduces contamination of the well. Thread the well pipe and attach the pump. Just as with driven wells, multiple wells attached to a header may be required to yield a sufficient amount of water.
7.8.3.4. **Jetted Wells.** In the jetting method of well construction, a hole is drilled into the earth by the force of a high velocity stream of water. This stream loosens the material it strikes and washes the fine particles upward out of the hole. The method is particularly successful in sand. It does not depend upon bulky drilling equipment which is difficult to transport. It is simple, dependable and can be done with hand tools. Jetting also gives a capability to sink deeper wells. Four-inch diameter pipes have been set to depths of 200 to 300 feet, and smaller diameters even deeper. Obviously, this permits tapping better ground water sources as long as a small diameter deep well pump is available. Jetting does have a drawback. The drilling operation needs a fair amount of water. In most cases water will not be plentiful for this is the reason construction of a well is being considered in the first place. This situation will require a difficult command decision on how to use limited available water resources. Where water sources are not located near the well site, water can be transported in water distributors, trailers or 55-gallon drums to support the jetting operation. When water for jetting is in short supply, an air compressor can be used with the water to gain adequate pressure for jetting.

7.8.3.4.1. **Jetting Equipment** (figure 7.32). The essential jetting equipment includes a hoist, a jetting pump with hose, and an adequate supply of jetting fluid--usually water. A hoist is needed to handle the drill pipe and casing. Hand-operated equipment such as a tripod with tackle may be used. A pump with suitable hose connection and capable of delivering 50 to 100 gallons per minute at a pressure of 50 psi is adequate. The volume is needed to keep the larger size soil particles suspended as they are flushed up and out of the well hole. The pressure is needed to break up the compacted soil into small particles. Sandy soils require the most water, but high pressure is not necessary. Forty psi nozzle pressure is adequate in most cases. Clay and hardpan require less water but they are not readily displaced except by a small cutting stream delivered at high pressure. Pressure as high as 200 psi can be obtained from small nozzles. A 60 gpm pump should prove sufficient for most applications. Plain water is commonly used as a jetting fluid, but a fluid of greater viscosity may be prepared by mixing clay or a commercial bentonite with water. The heavier fluid tends to seal the wall of the hole and to prevent loss of water into the formation being penetrated. Jetting fluid is led from the hole to a settling pit where material washed up from the hole settles to the bottom. The fluid can then be picked up again by the jetting pump and recirculated. A nearby source of water is required to provide the initial and makeup water. With some equipment, a small drive weight is sometimes used. It is manually dropped on the pipe to help the pipe penetrate clay or other semi-firm soils.
7.8.3.4.3. **Setting Casing and Well Screen.** A well hole can be formed large enough to set a casing and well screen. When the jetting fluid prevents caving of the hole, the jetting pipe can be pulled and then the casing and screen can be inserted in a single string. Otherwise, the casing must be sunk as fast as jetting proceeds. Figure 7.33 shows the details of an improvised jetting device which permits sinking the casing during jetting. It can be used with water only or with an air-water mixture. It is easily fabricated with simple pipe connections and includes a handle for applying downward pressure to aid in penetrating tightly compacted soils. Additional jetting pipe and casing can be easily added to the string. Figure 7.34 shows another improvised jetting device. A string of pipe is equipped with a tight cap at the top and roughly cut teeth at the bottom. Four to six teeth, 1-inch in length, are usually enough. The base of the teeth should be rounded so the teeth can more easily clear themselves of gravel and other material. Half of the teeth should be bent outward so they cut a hole slightly larger than the casing. If tight layers of silt and clay are encountered, the pipe is turned back and forth so the teeth break up the harder material. To perform the jetting operation, attach the discharge hose from the pump to the connection provided in the top of the cap (figure 7.32). Suspend the casing vertically using the hoist. Permit the cutting head to rest on the ground, preferably in a shallow hole dug by hand. At the start, almost the entire weight of the casing should rest on the ground. Operate the jetting pump at full capacity. The casing will fill with water and begin to sink by its own weight as the ground is washed out from under it. During drilling the hoist should keep enough tension on the casing to hold it vertical. It is important to drill a straight, vertical hole if a deep well pump with a shaft is to be used. Otherwise, the shaft can bind causing premature pump failure. If some resistance stops the downward movement, lift the casing 2 to 3 feet and drop it. Chain tongs or a large ratchet wrench can be used to rotate the tooth-casing to cut into the bottom of the hole. If more than one length of casing is washed in, the well hole and the length of casing must be kept full of water at all times while the next length of pipe is being attached. This maintains the fluid pressure against the hole wall and should prevent caving. When the casing reaches the desired depth, telescope a well screen through the casing until it rests on the bottom of the well. Pull the casing up until the screen is exposed to the water-bearing formation.
7.8.3.4.4. **Sinking a Self-jetting Well Point.** If a self-jetting well point is available, a casing is not necessary. The well string, including the screen, is sunk in one step. The equipment requirements and setup requirements are similar to the technique for sinking a casing. Figure 7.35 depicts an expedient setup which can be used for both techniques. To begin,
attach the well point to the bottom of the well pipe and connect the discharge hose from the jetting pump to the other end of
the first section of the well pipe. Upend the well point assembly and suspend it vertically by the hoist in a shallow dug hole.
Start the pump and partially open the discharge valve. Again the soil is washed from under the well point allowing it to sink
into the ground. Up-and-down movement of the well point assembly will speed penetration. As the jetting continues,
increase the flow of water. In most sands, a pressure of 40 psi will readily displace the soil particles. Pressures of 100 to 150
psi may be needed to move gravel or penetrate clay. If a regular jetting pump is not available, two standard centrifugal pumps
operating in series may work satisfactorily. Continue until the well point has been sunk to the desired depth.

Figure 7.35. Expedient Setup for Jetting.
7.8.3.5.1. Development is the process of causing the envelope of soil around the well screen to grade gradually from coarsest particles next to the screen to unchanged natural formation at a distance outside the reach of the development method (figure 7.36). Development disturbs the finer material next to the well point and then, by pumping the well, causes that material to flow into the well point where it is pumped to the surface. The well screen keeps the coarser particles outside where they form an envelope of highly porous and permeable material around the screen. That envelope serves as a filter. It may be impossible to develop a successful well if the screen openings are too fine. The screen openings must be large enough to permit the finer particles of soil to enter the well point while retaining the coarser particles.

**Figure 7.36. Development of a Soil Formation.**

7.8.3.5.2. The purpose of each development method is to induce alternate reversals of flow through the screen openings that will rearrange the formation particles, breaking down bridging of groups of small particles (figure 7.37). Proper development stabilizes the formation around the screen so the well water will remain sand free after it is completed. Although there are several methods to develop a well, few are of an expedient nature. One, however, a surging technique, can be used as follows:
7.8.3.5.2.1. With the well pump installed, pump the well until water starts to flow. Stop the pumping, allowing air into the pipe, so the water will rapidly flow back down the well pipe. As the water flows back, it backwashes the screen and disturbs the soil outside the screen. The pump is restarted until the well water again reaches the surface. This process is repeated many times. The fine material sucked into the screen is then pumped from the well with a continuous hard pumping for a few minutes. Continue development until the water clarity is acceptable for treatment. If sediment cannot be cleared from a shallow well by pumping, try one of these techniques (if the well is not deeper than 15-20 feet).

7.8.3.5.2.1.1. Lower a series of connected lengths of 3/4-inch pipe into the well with the lower end resting on the sediment in the well point. Clamp the pipe in position and attach a hand pump to the upper end. Run water into the well pipe—not the 3/4-inch pipe—and operate the hand pump. By pumping steadily, the sediment will be lifted through the 3/4-inch pipe. Continue to lower the 3/4-inch pipe to the sediment level until the well is cleared.

7.8.3.5.2.1.2. Insert a string of 3/4-inch pipe into the well and fill the well with water. Repeatedly raise and lower the pipe sharply by hand. By holding your thumb over the top of the 3/4-inch pipe during the upward movement and removing the thumb during the downward movements, a jet of muddy water is expelled on each downward stroke. When the material has been loosened and put into suspension, the muddy water can be pumped out.

7.9. Expedient Facility Repairs. Few personnel have experienced a situation where massive facility damage has occurred. A natural disaster such as a hurricane or tornado can produce sizable facility damage and destruction, but probably not to the extent of an air attack in wartime. In a wartime environment you will face, in addition to facility damage, the prospect of having to contend with multiple fires, unexploded ordnance, wide spread debris, injured personnel, and possibly even chemical agent presence. All these factors complicate response to facility repair. It is difficult to accurately determine the degree of facility damage that could be encountered since there are many variables that could influence the outcome. Some of these include type of ordnance used, targets chosen for attack, type of facility construction, degree of hardening employed, and numbers of aircraft or missiles used. You can expect, however, damage ranging from light such as window breakage to heavy such as total facility destruction, with many shades in between. Computer simulations of various attack scenarios upon an air base have given an indication of the probable extent of damage that could be incurred. One such simulation depicted the damage shown in table 7.4. While it may not look staggering at first, keep in mind that an engineer squadron will be accomplishing runway, utility, and these facility repairs almost simultaneously; therefore, only a fraction of the unit will be dedicated to the facility repair task. Additionally, the numbers shown are averages. In some of the attack iterations the numbers were two to three times greater than what is shown. When the numbers triple, a real challenge is presented.
Table 7.4. Potential Wartime Facility Damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>OCCURRENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roof/Wall Collapse</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof/Wall Breach</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window/Door Frame Damage</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Breakage</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.9.1. **Damage Assessment and Prioritization.** Because a multitude of facility repair requirements will be faced and only limited manpower and material resources will probably be available, some sort of an assessment and prioritization process will have to be applied. As mentioned earlier, assessments are performed by DARTs which investigate the extent of utility and facility damages after an attack. Included in their assessment are estimates of manpower and material requirements needed to make repairs. As damage reports are received from the DARTs, the damage control center will decide the sequencing of repair activities based on previously developed contingency response plans, available material and personnel resources, and the extent and type of damage actually existing in the field. Once repair requirements are determined, repair crews will be dispatched. Keep in mind that only expedient repairs are to be accomplished; if repair crews find conditions are much worse than what was reported by the DARTs, the crews must notify the DCC of the situation so a go/no go decision can be made with respect to continuing with the repair. From a structural perspective the following facility repair priorities can be expected to be the most common:

- Navigation aids.
- Command posts and similar command and control facilities.
- Communications facilities.
- POL/Munitions facilities.
- Fire station.
- Medical facilities.

7.9.2. **Facility Repair Considerations.** Expedient repair of facilities must be viewed from a common sense perspective. The following considerations should form the basis for post attack facility repair activities.

7.9.2.1. **Safety is Paramount.** The wartime environment is hazardous enough without endangering personnel through unsafe acts during repair activities. Structures may be weakened, live electrical wires may be down, explosive gas vapors may be present, chemical or biological contamination may be prevalent, and unexploded ordnance may litter the base. Air base medical facilities will be crowded with casualties and civil engineer manpower will be at critical levels. These conditions will make it essential that resources are not further taxed by injuries caused through neglect of safety practices. Enthusiasm for getting the job done must be tempered with prudent assessment of the risks being confronted. Time should be taken to make a preliminary survey of any suspect structures before any repairs are attempted.

7.9.2.2. **Expediency is Key.** All engineer efforts immediately following an emergency should be limited to minimum essential repair of crucial facilities. Work performed should concentrate on functional rather than cosmetic repair. All structural repair efforts should be geared toward making a facility safe for occupancy and providing minimal protection from the elements to persons using the facility.

7.9.2.3. **Mission Comes First.** The importance of the facility to the overall base mission determines the priority of repair the facility receives. Those damaged activities which are not essential to the base mission and do not present a hazard should be left as they are until time and resources permit conventional repairs.

7.9.2.4. **Practicality is Necessary.** Considerations of other related repair activities affecting the facility should be taken into account. For example, if the facility provides service to aircraft and all access pavements are so severely damaged that they cannot be made usable for days, the structural repair can wait. Similarly, if the supporting utility systems to a facility are far beyond emergency repair, the structural portion of the repair effort can be delayed. On the other hand, lack of full utility service does not mean a building will be totally useless. Partial utility service, for example, electrical but no water, can still mean a facility can be used for its wartime purpose. The DCC will have to make the decision as to the practicality of repair.

7.9.2.5. **Flexibility is Important.** Priorities will change and engineer efforts must follow. No two attacks will be identical; therefore, no two sets of structural repair taskings will be identical. Engineer forces must not get locked into a standard set of facility priorities and spend a lot of time on minor repairs to them to the detriment of other facilities on base. It could just happen that emergency repairs to the base power plant could be more important at some point in time than minor repairs to the wing command post.

7.9.3. **Expedient Structural Repair Methods.** The first concern in structural repairs should be shoring any weakened areas to restore a minimum degree of structural integrity to the facility. In wartime or immediately after a natural disaster there is not time to make a detailed engineering analysis on structural soundness. You will have to rely on field experience, facility
appearance, common sense, and instinct. If a facility does not measure up to what you believe is feasible to repair, demolition is probably in order. On the other hand, once you have decided to “save” a facility and have found the damaged areas to be repaired, you have numerous shoring and patching repair options depending upon the type of facility construction and extent of damage. Most use relatively common engineering materials that should be available on-base or from off-base vendors.

7.9.3.1. **Guying.** Guys are usually fashioned out of wire rope and tensioned by turnbuckles if they are available. In peacetime guy wires are commonly found providing stabilizing support for power poles and tall antennas. Guys are normally installed to function in opposing pairs to provide lateral restraint from such forces as wind or ice loading. They are particularly effective when damage has been sustained to end or side walls yet roof members have been essentially untouched. Depending upon the situation, they can be installed either inside or outside of a facility. Also depending upon the situation will be the number of pairs required. This will be a field determination keyed to the size of the facility being shored and extent of damage sustained.

7.9.3.1.1. Although a number of different wire rope fittings are available on the market, by far the most common means of attachment of wire rope guys is the use of wire rope clips. This clip, when properly installed, can be expected to develop up to 80% of the strength of the rope itself. Figure 7.38 depicts the typical installation of wire rope clips. The number of clips used and their spacing depends upon the size of the wire rope. A good rule of thumb is to use a minimum of three clips and a spacing of about 3-3/4 inches for 1/2- or 5/8-inch rope and four clips and 4-1/2- inch spacing for 3/4- or 7/8-inch rope. This prevents kinking of the rope and fraying of the cable due to friction when it is connected to a turnbuckle or attachment. Also note how the clips are attached to the rope. The bend of the U-bolt compresses the dead end of the rope, whereas the clip compresses the live end of the rope. The live end of the rope leads back to the structure that is being guyed.

Figure 7.38. Installation of Wire Rope Clips.

![Figure 7.38](image)

7.9.3.1.2. Figure 7.39 shows a typical connection of a guy wire to a structure. The wire rope is attached to a turnbuckle, which in turn, is attached to the building. This particular case shows a connection to a steel beam using a beam clip. A beam clip is merely a C-shaped connector which can be fabricated, if necessary, in the shop. Other connections to a structure are possible using eye bolts and even wrapping the rope around the structural member to be stabilized. Note the use of a 4” x 4” as a brace to prevent the guy wire from twisting as the turnbuckle is tightened. If an external guy is to be used, one end of the guy must be connected to a solid, immovable object, commonly called a deadman. The deadman can be a nearby foundation, another part of the structure to be guyed, screw-anchors similar to what linemen use for pole guying, or even a piece of unserviceable equipment, providing it is heavy enough.
7.9.3.1.3. As mentioned earlier, guys can be installed either internally or externally. Figure 7.40 illustrates the internal configuration. They must be tightened in pairs. The guys should be tightened concurrently to avoid placing too much stress on the structure's frame at any particular point. Do not overtighten, however. You basically just want to take all the sag out of the ropes.

Figure 7.40. Internal Guy System.

7.9.3.1.4. The external guy configuration is also installed in pairs (figure 7.41). The main difference is instead of using the structure itself as the end points for the guys, external anchors or deadmen, are used. The stabilization effect is essentially the same, however.
7.9.3.2. **Bracing.** Braces are compression members usually made of structural-steel and heavy timbers (figure 7.42). Like guys, they can be installed either internally or externally. Sometimes they are placed in opposite pairs; other times they are used singly. Care must be taken when installing bracing on a facility that adequate connections to the facility are made. If the bracing is not well attached, the probability is great that it will slide out of position and the facility will suffer further damages or perhaps collapse. Footings for bracing have the same problem. They must be of sufficient mass so as not to be moved when force is applied. You cannot just shove the brace into the ground and expect it to hold. If another part of the structure's foundation or the foundation of an adjacent building is not available, you may have to build an expedient footing out of rubble, sheet metal, or timber.

Figure 7.42. Typical Brace.

7.9.3.2.1. In most cases you will have to install braces in pairs as shown in figure 7.43. Like guy wires, more than one pair of braces may be required for a facility. This will be an on-site decision, generally driven by the size of the building being shored and severity of damage.
7.9.3.2.2. Internal braces are depicted in figure 7.44. They are likewise normally installed in pairs. Keep in mind that braces must be firmly attached to the facility so they do not slip out of position when pressure is applied.

Figure 7.44. Internally Opposed Braces.

7.9.3.3. Jacking. Guying and bracing usually are used to stabilize a facility from lateral movement, that is, keeping a building from moving side to side. In some cases, the structural integrity of a facility may be jeopardized due to damaged structural members that are more directly affected by vertical loads; that is, the effects of gravity. In such situations you will often see deflected or cracked beams or girders which need vertical support or damaged columns that will eventually need replacement. The use of shoring jacks helps solve these types of problems expediently.

7.9.3.3.1. Shoring jacks are placed immediately under the point of deflection or adjacent to the damaged column and extended until they are firmly wedged into position (figure 7.45). Any debris around the base of the jacks must be cleared away so that the jacks are squarely on the facility floor. While not shown in the figure, it is also advisable to brace the jacks once they are in position. This can be accomplished by welding two steel plates on the jacks at 90 degrees to each other. The plates should have 3/4-inch holes drilled in them. Standard 2” x 4”s are then bolted to the plates at one end and nailed at the other end to short pieces of 2” x 4” stock which have been attached to the floor of the facility using a ramset.
7.9.3.3.2. In most cases shoring jacks will be in short supply and too valuable to leave in place in damaged facilities. An alternative to leaving the jacks is using timbers as supporting members (figure 7.46). Wood and timber are extensively used to shore damaged structural components because of their availability and economy. A variety of elements can be used ranging from tree logs, sawn timbers and utility poles to industrially made items with different cross sections such as planks, boards and beams. The procedures for installing timbers are similar to using jacks but will tend to be a bit more manpower intensive. After clearing debris away from the work area, a shoring jack is placed immediately adjacent to the location where the timber is going to go. The jack is then raised until its capacity is reached or it can no longer be extended, whichever comes first. The distance from the top of the jack to the floor is measured and the timber is cut a 1/2-inch shorter than this measurement. Once cut, the timber is raised into position and several wedges are pounded into the 1/2-inch gap between the top of the timber and the damaged beam, thus securing the timber into position. The shoring jack is then lowered and removed. The final step is to brace the timber in two directions similar to what was done earlier with nails, ramset and 2" x 4" stock.
7.9.3.3.3. Timber shoring can also be used for expedient repair of damaged load bearing walls with openings such as windows or doors. The use of timber to take the vertical load from a damaged masonry pier between two windows is shown in figure 7.47. Note that bracing has been used between the vertical timbers in each window opening. This common construction technique increases the efficiency of the timbers by reducing their potential for buckling under any increases in load. Also note that spreader beams have been placed at the top and bottom of the timbers where they meet the window frames. These beams spread the vertical load over a larger surface area decreasing the chance of punching through or shearing the window frame. Spreaders beams can be made from planks, boards or even steel plates. The wedges shown in figure 7.47 are used to secure the vertical timbers in position. One final note concerning the use of timbers. As you know, heavy timbers are not particularly common at an air base; therefore, you must be resourceful. Other facilities on the base that have been damaged beyond repair may contain salvageable timbers or you may have to consider nailing, gluing, bolting, or banding 2" x 8" or 2" x 10" stock together to form usable substitutes.

Figure 7.47. Support of Damaged Load Bearing Walls with Openings.
7.9.3.4. **Splinting.** Another method of providing basic structural integrity involves the splinting of columns, particularly the reinforced concrete type, that have not been seriously damaged, yet show signs of cracking or minor fracture.

7.9.3.4.1. One technique involves the "sandwiching" of the damaged column between two steel plates connected by threaded rods. The plates have slotted holes in them so they can be fitted to various sized columns. In this repair, a splint is placed around a cracked column at the location of the crack(s) to provide a lateral restraining force and keep the column from slipping along the crack’s face (figure 7.48). If cracks are at several locations on the column, multiple splints can be used. This repair is preferable to column replacement when a damaged column is still capable of carrying a significant load, because it requires less manpower and is a faster repair. However, if a column is severely damaged, so it appears to be near the point of collapse, column replacement using jacks or timber supports should be used.

![Figure 7.48. Steel Plate Splint.](image)

7.9.3.4.2. A second splinting technique involves placing angle iron at the corners of a damaged column and connecting the angles with steel straps (figure 7.49). Steel plates should be provided at the ends of the angles to avoid load bearing problems at the bottom of the column where it is attached to the slab.

![Figure 7.49. Use of Steel Angles at Corners of a Damaged Column.](image)

7.9.3.4.3. A third method of splinting again uses angle iron at the corners at the damaged column, however, they are joined together with wire rope or similar cabling (figure 7.50). One end of the wire rope is welded to the top of one of the angles and then the rope is tightly wound around the column. At the base of the column the other end of the wire rope is welded to one of the angles. If time permits, additional welds may be made at various points to better secure the cable to the angle iron.
7.9.3.5. **Tension Ties.** You may run across some facilities at overseas locations that are essentially all reinforced concrete construction. In such cases, slabs and beams will be of unitary construction, that is, formed, reinforced, and poured as a single unit. After an attack you may find that some of the slabs and beams may have developed minor cracking. Tension ties are a method of providing a compressive force on the slabs and beams which aids in the prevention of further cracking (figure 7.51). For slab repair a threaded rod is anchored to the beams on both sides of the cracked area of the slab. For beams, anchor plates are bolted to the beam on both sides of the crack and a threaded rod is placed parallel to the beam connecting the two anchor plates. Tightening of the nuts on the threaded rod induces a compressive force into the beam or slab thereby restricting further cracking.

**Figure 7.51. Tension Ties.**

7.9.3.6. "**Stitching Dogs.**" Another method of restoring some structural integrity into a cracked concrete slab is the use of "stitching dogs". These "dogs" are steel bars, normally rebar, formed into a U-shape and placed over the crack sort of like staples (figure 7.52). The "dogs" should be of random length and variably spaced along the crack. The holes the "dogs" are inserted into must be well grouted to ensure a tight fit.

**Figure 7.52. Stitching Dogs.**
7.9.3.7. **Welding.** The last method to be discussed deals with shoring techniques you are familiar with—welding steel sections back into place to restore the stability of a steel framework. Efforts in this area will usually be limited to repairing a relatively small section of a facility. To attempt more than this as an expedient repair will quickly add up to too much in the way of time and manhours. For the most part, such repairs will involve clearing debris and disfigured structural members from the work area, erecting scaffolding, positioning steel plate and structural shapes, and accomplishing the welding.

7.9.4. **Weather Protection.** Once basic structural integrity has been restored, steps can be taken to protect personnel and essential equipment from the elements. This protection is usually afforded by patching holes in walls, roofs, and floors. Before expending resources to patch these holes, determine if urgent, immediate patching is required. Local climate and prevailing weather are major factors. If the weather is warm and rainfall is not a detrimental factor, some areas may be left exposed temporarily without significant impact on the mission. On the other hand, if patching is required, there are several different types of materials and techniques that can be used.

7.9.4.1. **Roof Repairs.** From an expedient aspect it will be difficult to completely seal off the building from weather, but most of the ill effects of bad weather can be kept out. If supporting roof trusses are basically in-place, sheets of plywood can be nailed over the opening (figure 7.53). Sheet metal, plastic sheeting, and even canvas can be used in lieu of plywood. If the roof trusses have sustained only minor damage, bracing and supports could be added before the plywood or other cover is installed. For flat roofs, sheets of plywood can be fabricated into a patch a bit larger than the hole and nailed in place. If the roof is concrete, a ramset could be used to attach the plywood patch. For larger patches internal supports may be needed. Vertical bracing in the form of 4” x 4”s can be cut to fit and nailed at one end to the patch and at the other end to 2” x 4” stock attached to the floor using the ramset. If available, rolled roofing can then be nailed to the patch for added weather protection.
7.9.4.2.. **Wall Repairs.** For the most part, wall repairs are similar to roof repairs except they should be somewhat easier since the requirement to lift all materials to roof height is eliminated. Damage to walls can be covered with standard materials such as plywood, sheet metal, and sheeting (figure 7.54). If the wall damage is near the ground level and the structure is strong enough to support it, earth can even be bermed against the facility for added protection from possible future attacks. If normal construction materials run low, many alternatives may be available. A few examples are lumber from packing crates and shipping dunnage, revetment bin material, AM-2 matting, salvaged debris and cannibalized materials from other facilities, and RRR concrete slabs (figure 7.55).

**Figure 7.54. Plywood Wall Repair.**
7.9.4.3. **Window Repair.** In an expedient sense, there are not too many fixes for damaged windows. Attempting to replace glass is much too long an effort and almost self-defeating since it will probably all be lost again in the next attack. You will normally just place plywood over the opening. If, however, the facility must remain occupied and must have daylight, you can place plastic sheeting over the open area or, if a more durable fix is needed, acrylic panels can be nailed or attached in-place with a ramset (figure 7.56). Placing caulking material around the edges of the panels completes the repair.
7.9.5. Utility Support. Although expedient utility repairs were covered in a previous section, certain aspects of utility service must be considered in structural repairs. First, the feasibility of making structural repairs to a facility is sometimes determined by the status of a given utility system. For example, it would not be logical to make structural repairs to the command post if restoration of electrical and communications services is impossible. However, do not assume that just because all utilities cannot be restored at once, the structure is of no use. If one or more critical utilities can be repaired, the absence of other, less critical utilities may not impair mission accomplishment. To illustrate, if the electrical service to a vital command and control facility could be restored, allowing operation of electronic equipment, the lack of water and sewage disposal should not be seen as a limiting factor for continued use of the structure. Water could be brought to the site in portable containers and an expedient field sanitation facility could satisfy human waste disposal needs. Another important consideration during structural repairs is accommodations for utilities repairs. If makeshift utility repairs have already been made, structural repair teams should exercise care in their work to prevent disruption of service. If utility repairs have yet to be made, structural repair teams may be able to modify the structure during their restoration efforts to facilitate the repair of servicing utilities.

7.9.6. Conversion of Alternate Facilities. Depending on the type emergency that the base has encountered, there may be some facilities which are damaged beyond expedient repair capabilities. If such a facility is vital to the air base mission, another facility must be converted to meet the uninhabitable facility’s role. To effectively convert another facility, the BCE must understand the function of the destroyed structure. Equipped with this knowledge, potential alternate facilities can be evaluated in terms of size, utilities support, and other special functional requirements. To select or recommend the best facility for conversion, the BCE should consider two factors. First, what other structures on the base come closest to meeting the requirements for an alternate facility? Second, how much work will be required to convert the facility for its intended use? If there are no special considerations, the structure meeting the functional requirements and taking the least amount of time to convert should be selected.

7.10. Debris Removal. A major disaster or enemy attack will generate vast amounts of debris, obstructing runways, taxiways, and other pavement areas. Base streets may be blocked by fallen trees or parts of damaged structures. Important base facilities and utility distribution systems may be inaccessible due to an accumulation of debris. If the base is to regain some degree of its mission capability, these obstacles must be removed. This section will cover debris removal for areas of the base other than runways and aircraft operating surfaces. Debris removal from these pavement areas is discussed in volume 4 of this publication series.

7.10.1. Safety. Safety continues to be a primary concern in this area of base recovery. Removing large pieces of debris,
such as collapsed walls or a fallen tree, can present a hazard. Ruptured utility distribution systems may become hazardous if not properly isolated. Broken electrical wires and ruptured gas or POL lines are especially dangerous. If broken electrical wires in the area are still energized, debris removal should be delayed until that portion of the electrical system can be isolated. In debris removal operations following an enemy attack, one of the most ominous dangers is unexploded ordnance. In many cases, debris removal will commence before EOD personnel have been able to disarm or remove all UXO. Debris removal operations in this type environment can be accomplished using hardened equipment, bomb removal vehicles, or other vehicles modified to protect the occupants.

7.10.2. Debris Removal Priorities. The priorities for debris removal will vary depending on base mission and type of disaster. The survival recovery center (SRC) assigns debris removal priorities which will generally parallel the repair priorities outlined earlier in this chapter. Debris removal personnel should expect the SRC to assign the highest priorities to the areas of the base most critical to the air base mission.

7.10.3. Equipment. The type of equipment required to clear an area is related to the size and amount of debris. Large pieces of wreckage will necessitate the use of heavy equipment, such as bulldozers and cranes. If equipment is scarce, areas with large amounts of smaller-size debris could be cleared with hand tools. The following types of equipment can be effective in debris clearance operations:

7.10.3.1. Bulldozer. A bulldozer has the power to push large pieces of debris out of an area and can quickly clear large areas of smaller debris. One skilled dozer operator can clear an area that would require several hours of labor if done by hand. However, bulldozers may be in short supply if runway repair is required.

7.10.3.2. Front-End Loader. Front-end loaders are especially useful in transferring debris to dump trucks and other vehicles for removal from the site. They also are adequate for clearing paved areas and streets of large amounts of small debris providing sufficient space is available along the sides of these pavement surfaces for stockpiling.

7.10.3.3. Crane. For removing extremely large chunks of debris, a crane may be the only suitable equipment. A crane can clear destruction on upper floors of a structure beyond the reach of a bulldozer or front-end loader.

7.10.3.4. Dump Truck. A dump truck is one of the best vehicles for hauling debris to disposal sites. However, dump trucks, like bulldozers, are an essential item in RRR activities and may be unavailable for debris removal. Other suitable vehicles, such as cargo trucks and tractor trailer units, sometimes can be substituted.

7.10.3.5. Sweepers. Once larger debris is removed from an area, street sweepers are employed to clear smaller items from aircraft operating surfaces and primary access streets.

7.10.3.6. Towing Devices. Steel cable, hooks, and similar items can be fashioned into towing devices for use in debris removal.

7.10.3.7. Hand Tools. Various types of hand tools are useful in debris clearance. Chainsaws and axes can be used to cut fallen trees into smaller sections for easier removal. Shovels are useful in loading smaller debris on vehicles for transport to a disposal site. Brooms can quickly clear surface areas of scattered debris.

7.10.4. Manpower. The amount of civil engineer manpower required to clear an area of debris will be based upon the availability of the labor saving equipment discussed in the previous paragraph. If mechanical equipment is available, fewer personnel will be needed for cleanup. However, personnel assigned to cleanup detail must be skilled in the operation of equipment. Less equipment means a greater number of persons required, but their skill levels need not be as high. In all likelihood, the survival recovery center will task other base agencies whose post attack missions may not be critical to aircraft generation to supply augments for debris removal efforts. Be prepared to supervise these personnel during debris removal activities and provide them with tools and protective gear such as gloves. Also, remember they may not be cognizant of the dangers involved such as damaged utility lines nor be trained in explosive ordnance reconnaissance therefore, their taskings should reflect these limitations.

7.10.5. Debris Removal Operations. The debris removal operation is dictated by available equipment, manpower, and common sense. In the period immediately following a disaster or enemy attack, the SRC will make decisions regarding how debris removal operations should proceed. Debris in areas that are not essential will be left until additional resources become available unless it hampers recovery operations or poses a safety hazard. Personnel will be assigned debris clearance tasks and equipment will be allocated on a priority basis.

7.10.5.1. Preparations for Removal. This step consists of establishing debris removal crews, positioning equipment for removal activities, attaching cables and other devices to large pieces of debris, breaking or cutting up larger debris pieces for ease of removal, and similar actions. Any materials in the debris salvageable for recovery operations should be set aside.

7.10.5.2. Removal. During the removal stage debris is moved to a central location and loaded into trucks or other transport vehicles. Under certain circumstances the debris may not be loaded into trucks, but pushed into craters or prepared holes and buried.

7.10.5.3. Disposal. When debris is not buried or otherwise disposed of at the scene of destruction, it is normally transported to a remote location for burial or burning. As mentioned earlier, this is easily accomplished by dump truck or other suitable vehicle.

7.11. Portable Area Lighting. The damage following any major contingency is likely to dictate a requirement for portable
lighting. Rapid runway repair operations performed at night will require substantial lighting for the repair operations taking place on the minimum operating strip and access taxiways. Damage repair to other areas of the base may require lighting and electrical power for hand tool operations. Performing many force beddown tasks during hours of darkness would be virtually impossible without some type of lighting. To provide lighting for these operations three common options are available.

7.11.1. **Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) Units.** At most installations AGE lighting units will be used by maintenance personnel during aircraft repair and reservicing operations. Borrowing such units from the maintenance complex could provide lighting support for recovery situations. This option, however, should be viewed as a fallback position since there is no guarantee that AGE units will be immediately available to engineer forces when needed.

7.11.2. **Temporary Lighting.** Using standard electrical repair materials and a small generator such as that included in the Prime BEEF team kit, temporary lighting can be fabricated in the field to serve small area projects and needs.

7.11.3. **Portable Floodlight Set.** The RRR equipment package and WRM force beddown equipment sets include portable lighting sets which are most adaptable to our recovery requirements (figure 7.57). Similar units are also part of the Prime BEEF team kit. The portable floodlight set includes trailer-mounted floodlights, two tripod-mounted portable floodlights, and a 6 kW diesel engine generator set. All lights are fully adjustable and operate simultaneously or individually. Further details of this unit are as follows:

**Figure 7.57. Portable Light Set.**

7.11.3.1. **Trailer-mounted Floodlight.** A bank of four 1000-watt metal halide lights are mounted on a tower that can be extended to a height of 30 feet. The tower is telescoping, fully rotational, and pneumatically powered by a 120-volt electric air compressor. The lighting capacity, with tower fully extended, is 7.5 acres at 0.5 average foot-candles.

7.11.3.2. **Portable Light Stands.** A light set contains two portable stands. Each stand features two adjustable 500-watt floodlights with a quartz light source. Lights are mounted on a rotatable cross bar on a heavy duty steel tripod base, the main mast extendible to a height of 12 feet. The set includes two 150-foot extension cords used to energize the light stands. Each stand provides an average of 0.5 foot-candles over a 16,500 square foot area.

7.11.3.3. **Engine and Generator.** The engine is a 12 HP, 2-cylinder, 4-cycle air cooled diesel, with an 18 gallon fuel tank, and uses a 12-volt battery. The generator is a four pole, brushless, revolving field unit with an external voltage control. Operating at a speed of 1800 RPM, the generator produces 6000 watts of power at 120/240 volts AC (+/- 3 percent) single phase, 60 cycle, 25 amperes.
7.11.3.4. Trailer. The single axle trailer is designed to hold all components, including portable stands and all light fixtures. The frame is made from heavy-duty welded tubular steel and there are four retractable swivel pad leveling jacks with extendible outriggers. In the towing mode the unit is 67 inches high, 71 inches wide, and 127 inches long. Fully packed, the set weighs 2260 pounds.


7.12.1. Expedient methods will be required to repair air base damage resulting from a natural disaster or enemy attack. Considerations include extent of damage, principles of repair, and priorities of repair following an emergency condition. Air Force engineers have the responsibility for emergency repairs using expedient methods on USAF installations. The U. S. Army has responsibility for major restoration and emergency repairs beyond Air Force organic capability. In this regard, however, U. S. Army forces may not be immediately available; therefore, the BCE must plan accordingly. The CONUS and theater expedient repair techniques may differ substantially due to the local environment, availability of resources, and the type of systems needing repair.

7.12.2. If expedient repairs are to be accomplished in a timely manner following a catastrophe, it is important that the recovery effort be well organized and coordinated. Starting with initial damage assessment, all activities are structured to reflect the existing situation. The damage assessment and response teams are manned with personnel having experience in the major structural and utility related engineering trades and are instructed on the type of information needed for repair planning and response. The DCC uses the damage assessment inputs from the assessment teams to build a base recovery strategy. As damaged areas are identified, expedient repair efforts are organized to restore vital base infrastructure. Repairs are concentrated on three major areas: runway ancillary equipment, crucial base utility systems, and key base structures.

7.12.2.1. Runway ancillary equipment includes aircraft arresting barriers, airfield lighting, navigation aids, and supporting utilities. These systems are critical to the launch and recovery of combat aircraft and therefore receive high priority for repair efforts.

7.12.2.2. Base utility systems include electrical, water, POL, natural gas, HVAC, sewer, and drainage. Expedient repairs to these systems generally include isolation of the systems or quick fixes such as clamps and splices but in some cases, a new source of the utility must also be provided. Installation of mobile generators and construction of shallow wells with the accompanying water treatment equipment support may be necessary.

7.12.2.3. Expedient repair of mission critical structures is generally limited to shoring and patching activities. In some situations, however, demolition is required to eliminate major safety hazards.

7.12.3. Expedient repairs are generally considered complete when major damage has been eliminated and most systems are capable of performing their basic function. Civil engineer forces now turn their efforts to a more permanent upgrade of these makeshift remedies and the organization of resources for the continuing operations and maintenance required to sustain the air base mission.
Chapter 8

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING SYSTEMS

8.1. Introduction. Volume 4 of this publication series addresses selection, expedient repair, and marking of a minimum operating strip (MOS) for launch and recovery of aircraft following an enemy attack. If the selected MOS is to support combat aircraft operations, an effective arresting system must be in operation for the possible engagement of high speed fighters returning to the base with battle damage and other emergencies. Additionally, for those occasions when a short MOS is employed or weather conditions are expected to be poor during aircraft recovery operations, an arresting system will be needed even for routine aircraft recovery operations.

8.2. Overview. This chapter discusses aircraft arresting systems which are capable of being relocated from storage or areas of expedient installation to another point of employment. The two primary types of systems considered are: mobile and expeditionary systems. The mobile system detailed in this publication is the mobile aircraft arresting system (MAAS) (figure 8.1) and its applications in a contingency environment will be discussed. The final section of the chapter addresses the BAK-12 system as employed in the expeditionary configuration.

Figure 8.1. Mobile Aircraft Arresting Barrier.

8.3. Mobile Aircraft Arresting System (MAAS). The primary purpose of the MAAS is to provide rapid deployment of an aircraft recovery capability, enabling high cycle arrestment of hook-equipped tactical aircraft on bomb damaged or redundant surfaces in a postattack environment. Since the late 1980s the Air Force has acquired many of these units, placing them in war reserve materiel (WRM) for use during contingencies or wartime (figures 8.2 and 8.3).
8.3.1. **System Characteristics.**

8.3.1.1. The MAAS consists of two identical mobile units. Each unit contains all the basic components of a fixed base arresting system. The tools and hardware necessary for installation and removal are also included with the system. Mobility of the MAAS is provided by a four-wheel trailer, towable by a standard general purpose vehicle equipped with a pintle hook. Furthermore, a pintle hook located on the rear of each trailer allows a tandem tow capability. The trailer serves as a platform for securing the basic arresting gear components. The compact size and weight of the system make it completely air transportable in one C-130 aircraft (figure 8.4). An added advantage to its mobility is that it is equipped with an on-board
winch which allows transport aircraft loading and off-loading without the need for a tow vehicle.

Figure 8.4. System Loading on C-130.

8.3.1.2. The MAAS is equipped with a BAK-12 energy absorber and is capable of both unidirectional and bi-directional arresting. In addition, it has a standard hydraulic clutch rewind and water cooling kits. Coolant for rapid recycle operations is carried in a flexible tank in the trailer assembly. Under rapid recycle conditions the MAAS can accommodate up to 20 arrestments per hour. In its airfield survivability application (landing aircraft) the MAAS has 990 feet of runout. The MAAS can be configured with either a cable or net giving the flexibility to arrest any type of fighter aircraft. Two hook cable lengths come with the system: 90 feet and 153 feet. For full details of MAAS operation, see TO 35E8-2-10-1.

8.3.2. Installation Equipment and Manpower.

8.3.2.1. No special tools other than those supplied with the system itself are required to both install and maintain the MAAS. The basic tool kit provided with each trailer contains the necessary items required for trailer maintenance. The installation kits, which are also included with each trailer, contain all of the tools, stakes, moil points, bolts, and anchor plates necessary for installing the system on either soil, asphalt, or concrete surfaces. Also included with the system are two portable hydraulic power units (HPU) that are used to provide the energy for raising and lowering the trailers, operating the tools necessary for system installation, and running the hydraulic winch (figure 8.5).
8.3.2.2. Installation of the MAAS during a rapid runway repair (RRR) operation requires a crew size of six people, at least two of which must be electrical power production personnel (AFS 3E0X2). The remainder of the team can be personnel with the electrical systems air force specialty (AFS) since this is the trade that receives MAAS installation training at home station and at exercise sites. This team's efforts do not include clearing debris from the tape sweep area or clearing and preparing the installation site. These tasks are accomplished by the foreign object damage (FOD) removal crews on the RRR team. Installation time for the MAAS should take no more than 60 minutes. Assuming the installation site needs little or no preparation, an experienced, well-trained team can install the MAAS in approximately 20 minutes once it arrives at the site.

8.3.3. Installation Procedures.

8.3.3.1. Airfield Siting. The concept of rapid installation of an arresting system requires the selection of a usable portion of the runway or MOS. Sufficient runout room must always be provided to ensure that the aircraft will stay on the pavement surface during arrestment. In a base recovery after attack scenario the need for an arresting barrier will be determined by the wing operations center (WOC) and its location will be determined by the MOS selection team in the survival recovery center (SRC). The location determination will be based, for the most part, on data received from the damage assessment teams relative to crater locations, spall fields, unexploded ordnance locations, etc., and will take into account the requirement for having 1000-1500 feet of undamaged pavement surface prior to reaching the arrestment cable. The need for MAAS installation and the location for the MAAS will be passed to the MAAS installation team via the damage control center (DCC) and RRR team chain of command. Normally, MAAS location will be identified using station coordinates of the pavement marking system (the same system used to locate damage on the airfield pavements during initial damage assessment activities). Additionally, the MOS layout team, using these coordinates as a guide, will place double traffic cone markers at the chosen location prior to the MAAS installation team's arrival. The RRR support team chief, upon arrival at the MOS scene, must verify that the location chosen, in fact, does permit MAAS installation without serious difficulty. If a problem exists, it, along with recommendations for correction, must be reported back to the SRC for resolution.

8.3.3.2. Site Preparation. The degree of site preparation required will usually be a function of how much debris will have to be moved and if any leveling is necessary. Once the installation site has been verified as suitable in an overall sense, specific site preparation requirements will be attended to. This could range from simple grading of the earth to levels suitable to accommodate the tape path to extensive clearing of debris to enable placement of the units. Site preparation must be accomplished in such a way that the projected tape path does not interfere with the runway surface. This could necessitate the MAAS units being slightly inclined from the edge of the pavement surface in some instances. All site preparation work is
accomplished by the FOD removal team. It is the RRR support team chief’s responsibility to ensure site preparation is completed promptly so as not to delay the efforts of the barrier installation team.

8.3.3.3. **Unit Alignment.** Once site preparation is completed the MAAS mobile units are placed in position. Normally, the units are towed in tandem to the site. The tow vehicle pulls parallel to one side of the MOS and drops the trailing unit at the proper location (look for the double traffic cone markers). After situating the first unit, the tow vehicle proceeds in an arc to the opposite side of the MOS and drops the second unit (figure 8.6). Alignment of the second unit with the first is accomplished by line of sight.

**Figure 8.6. MAAS Trailer Placement.**

8.3.3.4 **Final Positioning.** Final positioning of the units is not a difficult process but will require some basic measurements to be taken. A 200-foot tape will be required.

8.3.3.4.1. The first step is to locate a point in the center of the MOS which is in-line with where the pendent will eventually lay. For the purpose of this explanation, we will refer to this point as point A (figure 8.7). There must always be sufficient runout room (990 feet) from point A in the direction of traffic flow toward point D to allow for the safe arrestment of an aircraft.
8.3.3.4.2. To locate point B move away from point A perpendicular to the MOS centerline at a distance which is equal to half the cable length plus 7.5 feet. This spot (point B) identifies the centerline of the runway edge sheave of the first MAAS trailer.

8.3.3.4.3. To locate point C move away from point A perpendicular to the MOS centerline in the opposite direction as was done to locate point B. Use the same dimensions as you used in your point B calculations, i.e., half the cable length plus 7.5 feet.

8.3.3.4.4. Check the distance between points B and C to ensure it equals the cable length plus 15 feet. Also, check that the line between points B and C is basically perpendicular to the MOS centerline. A line-of-sight technique should suffice for this check; surveying instruments are not required. Make sure stakes or other appropriate markers are placed at points B and C.

8.3.3.4.5. The MAAS trailers are now placed approximately parallel to the MOS centerline at points B and C so that the runway edge sheaves are facing each other (figure 8.8). In other words, the leading edge of the runway edge sheave is positioned so that the tape connector and hook cable will fall on a line from point B to point C. Check that the trailers are positioned so that no part extends into the tape sweep area.
8.3.3.4.6. Set the trailer parking brakes and lower the units to the ground using the hydraulic raising/lowering system. Once both trailers are completely lowered into position, remove the runway edge sheave guards (figure 8.9) and the tape connectors from their stored positions. The units are now ready for anchoring. The anchoring method will depend on the type of surface the mobile units are resting upon.
8.3.4. **System Anchoring.** The MAAS can be installed on surfaces ranging from soil to concrete. The following paragraphs discuss the techniques used for anchoring the MAAS on surfaces normally encountered under contingency conditions.

8.3.4.1. **Concrete Surface Installation.** Installation of a MAAS on a concrete surface for unidirectional arrestment is accomplished by installing two anchor plates to the pavement and attaching the MAAS to these plates with turnbuckles. All tools and anchoring hardware necessary for the installation are stored on each MAAS trailer. This installation is also used on a concrete surface with asphalt overlay of 1-inch or less thickness. Procedures for this type of installation are straightforward. Once the mobile units have been lowered into position, the anchor plates and hardware are removed from storage and the hydraulic drills are connected to the hydraulic power units. The turnbuckle connectors are attached to the trailers and anchor plates and the anchor plates are then placed in position (figure 8.10). The anchor plates are used as templates as six one-inch diameter holes are drilled to a depth of 6 inches. Taper bolts with expansion nuts are then used to secure the anchor plates to the pavement surface (figure 8.11). Once the plates are mounted, the turnbuckles are tightened to secure the system. Next, the arresting cable is stretched across the MOS and attached to the tape connectors. Finally, the cable support discs or ”donuts” are spaced 8 to 10 feet apart along the cable (figure 8.12) and tension is applied to the cable by starting and operating the BAK-12 rewind engine.
Figure 8.10. Anchor Plate Positioning.

Figure 8.11. Anchor Plate Installation.
8.3.4.2. **Soil Installation.** The MAAS can be anchored directly to the soil alongside a MOS or alternate launch and recovery strip. All tools and anchoring hardware are stored on each trailer unit. This system incorporates 19 aluminum cruciform (KM) stakes that are 5-1/2 feet long. Ten of these stakes are installed through stake pockets located around the perimeter of the trailer. The remaining nine stakes are installed in the KM anchor configuration using an assembly of aluminum stake ties, spacers, and guides (figure 8.13). This assembly is attached to the MAAS trailer with turnbuckles. Stake installation is accomplished with a hydraulic breaker (hammer) which is powered by the hydraulic power unit. General procedures for installing the MAAS in a soil configuration are as follows. Once the mobile units have been lowered into position, the required hardware (stakes, spacers, turnbuckles, etc.) is removed from storage locations and the hydraulic breakers are attached to the hydraulic power units. Three turnbuckles are attached to the appropriate points on the trailer. The ten stakes mentioned earlier are driven through the stake pockets around the perimeter of the trailer. Three stake lines, each consisting of three stakes, two spacers, one stake guide, and one master link, are then installed using the hydraulic breaker (figures 8.14 and 8.15) and one of the turnbuckles from the trailer is attached to each stake line and tightened. See figure 8.13 for locations of these stake lines. The barrier cable is now installed, tensioned in the same manner as the concrete installation method.
Figure 8.13. Soil Installation Plan.

Figure 8.14. Installation of KM Anchor System.
8.3.4.3. **Asphalt Over Soil Base Installation.** The MAAS can be anchored over an asphalt surface having a soil base using procedures similar to those used for soil base installation. This type of installation is normally limited to an asphalt thickness up to six inches. With greater asphalt thicknesses the asphalt over concrete procedures are used which will be discussed next. Two major differences exist when using the asphalt over soil base technique as compared to the soil base only installation process. First, due to the soil conditions usually found under asphalt pavements, there is no need to install the ten stakes around the perimeter of the trailers. Second, although the same stake lines are used for both methods, the asphalt over soil method requires that asphalt be removed at each stake location so the stakes can be driven down to the correct depth into the soil. A digging chisel, provided with each trailer, is attached to the hydraulic breaker to remove the asphalt pavement at each stake location. Stake line connections and locations are the same as shown in figure 8.13.

8.3.4.4. **Asphalt Over Concrete Base Installation.** If the surface being anchored to is concrete with an asphalt overlay which exceeds one-inch in thickness, a system using ten stake pockets, bushings, and moil points is used (figure 8.16). Bushings are installed in the stake pockets providing the proper clearance for the moil points. Using the hydraulic power unit and breaker, these moil points are installed through the bushings in the stake pockets and are driven through the asphalt into the concrete base. If the overlay is less than one-inch, use the concrete installation procedure discussed previously. Procedures for installing the MAAS on an asphalt overlaid concrete pavement are straightforward. Once the trailers are lowered into position, one stake pocket bushing is placed into each of the ten stake pockets around the perimeter of the trailer (figure 8.17). A moil point is placed into the hydraulic breaker and locked in place. The moil point is then inserted through the bushing in the stake pocket and driven through the asphalt into the concrete base. After all ten moil points have been driven, the barrier cable is installed and tensioned.
8.3.5. MAAS Removal. The MAAS is meant to be a highly mobile system and, as such, is designed to be quickly disassembled as well as rapidly installed. All installation hardware with the exception of taper bolt nuts, used to install the concrete anchor plates, is retrievable. After removal of installation hardware, care should be taken to properly store and secure this equipment in the proper storage compartments on the trailers.

8.3.5.1. Concrete Anchors. Removal of the concrete anchoring hardware is simply accomplished. First, remove the turnbuckles that attach the anchor plates to the MAAS and return them to their storage compartments. Then remove the six taper bolts used to fasten each anchor plate leaving the taper bolt nuts still embedded in the concrete. By covering the holes with a plastic cap, these nuts can be reused in the future in the event you are ever required to reinstall the MAAS at the same location. Spare nuts are supplied with each MAAS unit.

8.3.5.2. Stake Anchors. As addressed earlier, anchor stakes are used for MAAS installations on soil or on asphalt over a soil base. They can be installed through the stake pockets or in the KM anchoring configuration. Removal of these stakes is accomplished with a stake puller kit, consisting of a hydraulic ram and pulling head designed to grip the stake and provide a surface suitable for jacking the stake with the ram (figure 8.18). Power for the ram is supplied by the hydraulic power unit. When removing the KM anchoring configuration, start with the last stake in the line and work toward the trailer. Remove the stake spacers as they come free and store them in the appropriate compartments. Be sure to clean and correctly repackage all the installation hardware as it is removed—without this hardware, subsequent MAAS installation becomes difficult if not impossible.
8.3.5.3. **Moil Points.** Removal of these type of anchors is accomplished with the hydraulic ram and a special moil point pulling head which is designed to grip the moil points so they can be easily jacked out of their locations. Hydraulic power is again supplied to the ram by the hydraulic power unit. Like the stakes above, be sure to properly clean and store the moil points and bushings for possible future use.

8.3.6. **MAAS Upgrade Kit.** The basic MAAS is configured to be used primarily for base recovery after attack operations. This scenario only allows for unidirectional engagements of aircraft weighing up to 40,000 pounds. The MAAS trailers are installed near the runway edge and anchored using the methods described in the preceding paragraphs. This relatively narrow cross-runway span does not allow for wide-body aircraft operations, nor does it provide for both approach and departure end engagements. A MAAS upgrade kit has been developed which overcomes these limitations. The components included in the upgrade kit permit the MAAS trailers to be moved back a considerable distance (up to about 200’) from the runway edge and, at the same time, improve the overall capability of the MAAS system to basically match that of a standard BAK-12 arresting barrier installation. MAAS upgrade kits have been purchased for inclusion in Harvest Falcon and Harvest Eagle mobility packages and for use at various engineer training sites.

8.3.6.1. **System Components.** The upgrade kit contains two 1,500’ nylon tapes, two lightweight fairlead beams, and numerous KM anchoring system components. All of these items except the fairlead beams are organized in reusable shipping containers. The entire kit is trailerized (figure 8.19) and C-130 transportable.
8.3.6.2. **Installation.** Installation of the upgraded MAAS package requires a crew of six personnel. Most of the individual tasks associated with the upgrade installation are similar to those for the basic MAAS, only more numerous.

8.3.6.2.1. **Site Selection.** The site selected for installation should always be relatively level in the vicinity of the MAAS trailer and fairlead beam. This reduces or eliminates the need for grading. The slope of the ground between the fairlead beam and the MAAS trailer should be uniform, not exceeding -8% (figure 8.20). Under no conditions should the fairlead beam be angled so that the tape interferes with the runway surface during an engagement. Also, do not attempt to reinstall the system at a site previously used for the barrier—the bearing quality of the soil may not be sufficient to retain the anchoring components. Lastly, the tape sweep area should be checked closely to ensure any potential obstructions are removed.
8.3.6.2.2. **Equipment Placement and Anchoring.** Placement of the MAAS trailers and fairlead beams are illustrated in figure 8.21. The distance between the fairlead beams and trailers varies depending upon ground conditions and the size of the larger aircraft transiting an installation. The touchdown zone length must be at least 500’ and the runout zone length up to 1,200’. Figure 8.22 shows the anchoring configuration for the MAAS trailers and the fairlead beams. Details for installation of the upgrade kit can be found in the instructions accompanying the equipment package and the 35E8-series technical orders.
Figure 8.21. MAAS Trailer and Fairlead Beam Placement.
Figure 8.22. Anchoring Configuration.
8.4. Expeditionary Systems. As implied by the name, expeditionary arresting systems are those which can be relocated to a point of operation and quickly set up to engage landing aircraft. Depending upon the amount of time available for installation, the configuration of these systems in their expeditionary location can range from expedient to a permanent installation. For the contingencies anticipated in this publication, an expedient installation will be required. A few of the BAK-12 systems discussed here are included as components of WRM and should be available during wartime contingencies.

8.4.1. BAK-12 Aircraft Arresting System. The operation of the BAK-12 system (figure 8.23) is similar to the MAAS and, in fact, they share some of the same major components. The BAK-12 system is a rotary friction type emergency absorber consisting of two identical units installed on each side of the runway. The two energy absorbers are joined across the runway by a hook cable or by a nylon barricade net.

Figure 8.23. BAK-12 Aircraft Arresting System.

8.4.1.1. The aircraft arresting cable can be set up in two distinct configurations. To facilitate engagement by arresting hook equipped aircraft, the hook cable can be suspended several inches above the MOS by rubber discs. The other option is a system which is elevated on demand by a remotely controlled system activated from the air base control tower. For aircraft not equipped with a arresting hook, the nylon barrier net is used for arrestment. When not in use, the net is stretched taut over the surface of the overrun to allow for aircraft roll over. Like the cable system, erection of the nylon net is remotely controlled from the airfield control tower. When the base expects to recover both types of aircraft, the BAK-12 can be equipped with a net/cable interconnect device to ensure that either type can be safely arrested.

8.4.1.2. The following paragraphs offer additional information regarding expeditionary employment of the BAK-12 arresting system.

8.4.1.2.1. Installation Flexibility. The BAK-12 is air transportable and can be readily installed anywhere in the world. For more established installations, the common procedure is to bolt each absorber to a concrete pad for surface installation or in a concrete pit for below grade installation. However, the system can also be installed in an expeditionary configuration using earth anchors. This installation requires approximately 100 manhours of effort within an elapsed time of 10 clock hours.

8.4.1.2.2. Bi-directional. The BAK-12 is capable of arresting in either direction.

8.4.1.2.3. Self-Contained. The fact that the BAK-12 is a completely self contained system makes it an ideal candidate for expeditionary employment during a contingency situation. It operates from a gasoline engine which is an integral component of the system and does not require a source of external power, water, or compressed air.

8.4.1.2.4. Topography. Proper BAK-12 operation requires installation on a reasonably flat surface. Therefore, the topography of the proposed installation area must be carefully examined to determine installation requirements and alterations. Shoulder elevations should be taken at 5 feet intervals out to 25 feet from the edge of the runway or overrun and grading should be accomplished during construction to meet leveling requirements. The area should be well drained and free of obstructions which could interfere with the normal operation of the arresting system.

8.4.1.2.5. Expeditionary Installation. Expeditionary installations of the BAK-12 should be used only for support of tactical
operations at airfields where quick, economical installations are needed. As with any barrier installation, careful site planning and scheduling of the installation effort are essential. Currently, Civil Engineer RED HORSE Squadrons and two specially trained overseas units are the only personnel capable of installing the BAK-12 system in the expeditionary mode. The barrier is to be positioned to allow for a minimum aircraft run-out of at least 950 feet after engagement and 1,000-1,500 feet of crater free pavement ahead of the barrier cable (figure 8.24). The 1000-1500 feet are necessary to avoid catching the arresting hook on a repair cover or bouncing the aircraft arresting hook over the barrier cable.

Figure 8.24. Expeditionary Barrier Positioning.

8.4.1.2.6. Expeditionary Operation. When used as an emergency system, the BAK-12 is normally unattended and operates automatically when an aircraft engages the pendant. A minimum three- to four-member barrier crew will be required to retract and reset the system. Two of the crew members operate the retract engines and the remaining one or two personnel act as signalmen. The crew size used is normally dependent on the width of the runway or MOS that the barrier is serving. Installation and operation instructions beyond the detail of this publication are contained in Air Force T.O. 35E8-2-5-1.

8.5. Summary. Aircraft arresting systems are important for any air base that supports the operation of high performance fighter aircraft. The systems are especially important during contingency situations because damaged or degraded pavement surfaces may require a greater frequency of aircraft arrestments. There are two primary types of arresting systems that may be used to meet these requirements—expeditionary and mobile systems. The BAK-12 arresting system in the expeditionary configuration has historically been used and a few are still in the Air Force inventory. More than likely, however, the newer mobile aircraft arresting or MAAS will be the equipment mainstay for current and future Air Force needs. The MAAS can be installed on soil, asphalt over soil, asphalt over concrete, and concrete surfaces. While installation techniques for each type of surface differ, a well-trained barrier installation team can put this type of arresting barrier into service in less than 1 hour.
Chapter 9

MOBILE AIRFIELD LIGHTING SYSTEMS

9.1. Introduction. For an air base to be considered fully operational following an attack or contingency, it must be capable of supporting both daytime and nighttime aircraft operations. To ensure that nighttime operations can be conducted, the runway must have an effective lighting system. If the existing lighting system is damaged, you must either make repairs quickly and effectively using all available means, or install and operate a mobile airfield lighting system until such time that part or all of the existing lighting system can be brought back into service.

9.2. Overview. This chapter describes the characteristics of standard airfield lighting systems and their various components. It also discusses the various types of conditions under which airfield lighting systems could experience damage and mobile airfield lighting systems might have to be installed (expedient repairs to existing airfield lighting systems are covered in chapter 7). Three primary types of mobile airfield lighting systems are addressed—the Harvest Eagle set, the rapid runway repair (RRR) lighting set, and the emergency airfield lighting system (EALS). Lastly, airfield lighting crew sizes and responsibilities are addressed.


9.3.1. Runway Lighting Systems. A runway lighting system consists of a power source, lighting aids, and system components. A high intensity runway lighting system is the basic type of installation used by the Air Force. However, a medium intensity runway lighting system may be installed on runways which are not used under instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions due to impaired clearances, short lengths, or other contingency factors. The designations high intensity and medium intensity are derived from the candlepower output performance of the lights with the high intensity lights using 200- to 500-watt lamps and the medium intensity lights using 40- to 45-watt lamps.

9.3.2. Lighting Aids. Lighting aids are designed and provided to improve the operational safety for aircraft and pilots during takeoff and landing operations. Lighting aids consist of runway edge lights, taxiway lights, threshold lights (in-board, winged out, and prethreshold), termination bar lights, approach lights, strobe lights, runway and identifier lights, visual glide slope indicator lights, aircraft arresting barrier lights, distance-to-go marker lights, airport beacons, and obstruction lights.

9.3.3. Major System Components.

9.3.3.1. Airfield lighting systems are generally high voltage series lighting circuits employing heavily insulated conductors, isolating transformers, and constant current regulators. In a series circuit there is only one path for current flow. If that path is broken, current will not flow. In an airfield lighting circuit, isolating transformers are installed at every point a lighting aid (edge light, taxiway light, approach light, etc.) is required. The primary side of each isolating transformer is connected in series with the high voltage cables from the power source. The secondary side of the isolating transformer connects to a lighting fixture. If the bulb in that light fixture burns out, it will not impact the series circuit since it is isolated from that circuit. If isolating transformers were not used, the total circuit would become inoperative when one lamp burned out.

9.3.3.2. The primary conductors used in airfield lighting are heavily insulated high voltage, single conductor cables that can be placed underground as direct burial or inside a conduit or network of ducts. The duct system is considerably more costly to install but the cables inside are more easily repaired than when they are buried directly in the ground. If the ducts are not damaged, defective conductors can be readily replaced.

9.3.3.3. Current regulators provide power to the circuit at a constant rate and will adjust current output to the changing load as lamps become inoperative. Current regulators can also be used to change the current for adjusting the brightness of the lights to suit weather conditions. The current regulators are located in the airfield lighting vault. The airfield lighting vault houses the power distribution and control equipment for all runway and taxiway lighting circuits and for other airfield lighting that can feasibly use this source. The airfield system is generally controlled from two points: the control tower and the airfield lighting vault.

9.4. Potential Conditions Necessitating Mobile Airfield Lighting Use.

9.4.1. Natural Disaster. The effects of natural disasters can cause serious disruption and damage to airfield lighting systems. Earthquakes, for example, can sever and stretch underground cables and destroy lighting vaults and control towers. The high winds and flying debris associated with tornadoes and hurricanes can shatter fixtures, tear down distance-to-go markers, and destroy airfield lighting support structures. Another potential threat is that of flooding during hurricanes or torrential rainstorms wherein lighting equipment and power supplies are inundated with water, silt and floating debris. Natural disasters of this magnitude will, in all likelihood, cause damages requiring lengthy repair times. The use of a mobile airfield lighting system becomes a highly attractive, and perhaps the only, option for restoring round-the-clock flying operations.

9.4.2. Deployment to Austere Locations. The employment of a mobile airfield lighting system is a necessity at many
locations. Show-of-force, humanitarian relief, civic action, and other similar operations could require the use of airfields in remote, undeveloped regions. Potentially there could be airfields with no lighting installed or systems that are inoperative. In some cases the airfield could be little more than an assault strip.

9.4.3. **Base Recovery After Attack (BRAAT).**

9.4.3.1. Perhaps the most demanding need for mobile airfield lighting systems stems from the requirements generated by wartime conditions. With airfield pavements being one of the major targets during wartime, the likelihood of extensive airfield lighting damage is high. The subsequent choice of minimum operating strip (MOS) is normally performed with only a peripheral consideration of airfield lighting capabilities--airfield lighting is not a key factor in MOS selection. This situation leads to at least three potential options with respect to MOS selection and the associated airfield lighting support:

- A selected MOS on the runway that cannot possibly be supported by the existing in-place airfield lighting system.
- A selected MOS on the runway that can be supported by a segment of the existing lighting system.
- A selected MOS off of the runway surface.

9.4.3.2. Any of the above three conditions require the use of all or at least a part of a mobile airfield lighting system for support of round-the-clock flying operations.

9.5. **Mobile Airfield Lighting Systems.** Currently three mobile airfield lighting systems exist in the Air Force inventory.

The systems are the rapid runway repair, Harvest Eagle and Harvest Falcon sets. All of these systems can be used in bare beddown situations even though the RRR set is intended to support rapid runway repair situations. The Harvest Eagle set, while meant to support bare base beddown situations, has a further use in supporting rapid runway repair and BRAAT operations. The components in the Harvest Eagle set and the RRR set are essentially the same. The major difference is how the two sets are deployed. The Harvest Eagle set is deployed as part of a larger Harvest Eagle beddown package, while the RRR set is prepositioned primarily at theater bases with a high threat. The Harvest Falcon airfield lighting set, called the emergency airfield lighting set (EALS), also has a dual role of supporting both beddown and base recovery requirements. Once the EALS is procured in sufficient quantities, it will replace the Harvest Eagle lighting set. Details concerning the layout of the various components of these sets is provided in volume 9 of this series.

9.5.1. **Harvest Eagle Airfield Lighting Set.**

9.5.1.1. The Harvest Eagle airfield lighting set is a 6.6 ampere, high intensity lighting system that can provide threshold and runway edge lighting for up to 10,000 feet of bare base runway. The set does not include approach lights, strobe lights, barrier marker lights, distance marker lights, or any sort of lighted visual glide path indicators. The components of the set are highly reliable and are identical to items currently used in permanent installation of airfield lighting systems at military and civilian airfields around the world. In the event of a deployment to a bare base where the airfield lighting is inoperative, the Harvest Eagle set can be used to repair the existing systems or, if damaged beyond repair, to set up a completely independent system. Major components of this set include:

9.5.1.1.1. **Light Mounts (132 each).** Metal stakes are used to support the lights. The metal stake is driven into the ground and supports a type C-1 runway light fixture.

9.5.1.1.2. **Cable Assembly (39,000 feet).** Most of the assembly consists of number 8 conductor (36,000 feet). In some cases this cable could be made up of a number of 205-foot sections with precast rubber male and female connections at either end. If the cable is on reels, it will have to be cut to length and fitted with appropriate connectors. Also included is 3,000 feet of 7 conductor cable used to interconnect control panels and regulators.

9.5.1.1.3. **Colored Lenses (64 each).** Thirty-two green and 32 red lens filters are included for use in setting up the threshold lights.

9.5.1.1.4. **Lamps (240 each).** Clear lens lamp assemblies use 200-watt, 6.6 amp bulbs.

9.5.1.1.5. **Light Fixtures (132 each).** The C-1 runway light fixture is used for edge and threshold lighting by changing bulbs and lens filters (figure 9.1).
9.5.1.1.6. **Transformers (160 each).** Transformers are required for each lamp assembly to isolate the lamp circuit from the series feeder circuit (figure 9.1).

9.5.1.1.7. **Regulators (3 each).** The 15 kW regulators provided consist of static-type, constant-current regulator assemblies designed to deliver a constant current to the series lighting circuit. Normally, two regulators are used during system installation with the third acting as a backup spare.

9.5.1.1.8. **Emergency Bean Bag Lights (200 each).** These are small, portable lights, powered by 6-volt lantern batteries. Used when runway edge lights are inoperative, these units are set up along the operating strip at 200-foot intervals and turned on and off manually.

9.5.1.1.9. **Power Source (2 each).** Two 60 kW, 60 cycle generators are provided for the set. These generators provide the capability to install airfield lighting within hours of employment at a bare base or shortly after an attack has occurred. If the bare base is to eventually have a power grid installed, the generators carry the airfield lighting system until such time that the lighting can be connected to the power grid. Once the lighting is connected to the grid, the generators then provide essential 200 percent backup capability should the bare base power grid fail.

9.5.1.1.10. **Accessories.** Accessory components include batteries for portable bean bag lights, tape for making splices, and a control panel to allow remote control of the lighting circuits.

9.5.2. **Rapid Runway Repair Lighting Set.** The RRR airfield lighting set contains essentially the same items as the Harvest Eagle lighting set but in somewhat lesser quantities. The RRR airfield lighting set can support a MOS up to approximately 9000 feet long. Figure 9.2 depicts the use of the RRR lighting set on a nominal 50’ by 5,000’ MOS.
9.5.2.1. Set up of Harvest Eagle lighting components is not technically complex but several "tricks of the trade" and installation considerations should be mentioned. The following data is provided for installation of RRR Harvest Eagle components under base recovery conditions but much of it would also apply when operating in a beddown mode.

9.5.2.1.1. Determine Layout of Components. Layout of components is greatly facilitated by the efforts of the MOS layout crew when it places the traffic cones at the ends and down the centerline of the MOS. The cones basically show the spacing of required airfield lights (see volume 4 for details). If installation of airfield lighting occurs toward the end of or after RRR crater repair operations, the orange "A" frame edge markers placed by the MOS marking team provide even more definitive reference points.

9.5.2.1.2. Spacing. Runway edge lights should be installed along both sides of the MOS at intervals no greater than 200 feet. Each pair of lights, one on each side of the landing strip, should be placed as nearly as possible opposite each other. The two rows of lights should be located 4 to 10 feet off the edge of the MOS. The threshold lights should be spaced 5 feet apart and no further than 10 feet from the end of the MOS.

9.5.2.1.3. Regulator and Power Source Positioning. The regulators and supporting generators should be installed in an advantageous location, but sufficient distance (about 750') from the MOS so as not to constitute an obstruction for aircraft. In addition, they should also be situated on a level and well drained surface. Keep in mind that a control panel for the system will, in all likelihood, eventually have to be located in the control tower. The amount of seven conductor cables available will dictate, to a great extent, where the regulators and generators will be positioned with respect to the control tower. During the initial phases of base recovery, however, airfield lighting will be controlled in the field.

9.5.2.1.4. Wiring Connections. When the location of the lights has been determined, cable assemblies should be laid out along the MOS. At each location where a lamp assembly is to be installed or other connection made, plugs or receptacles will be required. Appropriate connections are provided when preassembled 205’ cable assemblies are used. When they are not available and the airfield lighting circuits are made up in the field from bulk cable on a reel, the cable is cut in 205’ lengths, and male and female plugs are installed at each light fixture. The ends of each series airfield lighting circuit should be brought out to the location where the regulators are. One rubber covered isolating transformer is installed at every light location.

9.5.2.1.5. Light Installation. The metal stakes provided in the lighting set are designed for use in soil or compacted fill which applies well to installation just off the runway edge during a beddown situation. They, however, will not work in concrete, AM-2 matting or other equally hard surface. In a base recovery mode chances are you will be facing a condition where lights will have to be placed on existing pavement surfaces at least on one side of the MOS, if not both. Imagination and innovation will be the key to solving the problems created by surface variations. Here are three suggestions for securing light fixtures to hard surfaces.

9.5.2.1.5.1. Traffic Cones. Traffic cones are very adaptable to a variety of situations. Most cones must be altered by cutting down the tip just enough to squeeze in the C-1 frangible coupler. If the larger cones are used they are normally big enough to also house the isolation transformer. In this fashion, the isolating transformer is provided some measure of protection from
the elements and the transformer itself provides a ballast effect against wind and jet blast to hold the light in place. The cones can then be secured to earth or asphalt by using large spikes driven through the lip of the cone. A piece of 1/2-inch plywood and two pieces of 2" by 4" can be added to allow "ram setting" to harder surfaces. The plywood base must be drilled to allow cables to pass. The 2" x 4"s are used to raise the assembly high enough to allow cable to pass under the base (figure 9.3). This configuration can also be secured with the help of two sandbags. Traffic cones also aid in identifying the MOS in the daylight when the lights are off.

Figure 9.3. Traffic Cone Mount with Plywood Base.

9.5.2.1.5.2. **Plywood or Steel Platform.** The plywood platform is an adaptation of the traffic cones (figure 9.4). The plywood should be 3/8-inch or greater. A hole cut in the plywood base permits a tight fit of the frangible coupler. It is secured in the same manner described for the traffic cone. Again, 2" x 4"s are used to provide enough elevation to allow cables to pass under the platform. The transformer can be placed on the plywood base to help hold it in place. Steel can also be used (figure 9.5).

Figure 9.4. Plywood Platform Mount.
9.5.2.1.5.3. **H-Frame.** The H-frame is a variation of the plywood platform method. With this variation the plywood is replaced with a single 12-inch 2" by 4" (figure 9.6). The 2" x 4" is cut or drilled in the center to allow a tight fit of the C-1 frangible coupler. It is secured in the same manner as the methods previously described.

Figure 9.6. **H-Frame Mount.**
9.5.2.1.5.4. **Edge Light Orientation.** It is necessary to orient or adjust the edge light assembly equipped with asymmetric (clear) lenses so that the two main beams of each light are aligned with the edge of the MOS.

9.5.3. **Emergency Airfield Lighting System (EALS).** The emergency airfield lighting system represents a marked improvement over the existing Harvest Eagle airfield lighting set. It can be configured for both a beddown operation and a RRR operation.

9.5.3.1. **Beddown Mode.** For a bare base situation, the EALS can support a runway up to 150 feet wide and 10,000 feet long. It can be installed and secured on all types of surfaces (e.g., sand, frozen earth, mud, ice, asphalt, and concrete) and includes edge lighting, approach lighting, threshold/end lighting, taxiway lighting, visual glide slope indication, distance-to-go marker lighting, and obstruction lighting. Also included are two generators, two regulators, two control panels, and numerous transformers and lengths of cable. The set is packaged in six trailers (figure 9.7) and can be airlifted by C-130 aircraft (requires three pallet positions). Typical layouts of various components of the set are shown in figures 9.8 through 9.11. Details relative to the set up and operation of the EALS can be found in TO 35F5-3-17-1.

**Figure 9.7. EALS Trailers.**
Figure 9.8. EALS General Layout.
Figure 9.9. EALS Distance-To-Go Marker Light, Edge Light and PAPI Layout.
Figure 9.10. EALS Threshold/End Lights and Approach Lighting Layout.
9.5.3.2. **RRR Mode.** The EALS used for RRR operations is basically a subset of the full system that is geared toward supporting the nominal MOS size of 50' by 5,000'. It utilizes four of the six trailers included in the complete system. The MOS configuration is also C-130 transportable, requiring two pallet positions. When installed as part of the BRAAT response operation, the system provides the same airfield lighting support capabilities as those provided by the full system in a beddown mode. Fewer components are used, however, due to the smaller size of the takeoff and landing surface. Under ideal conditions a six-person crew using two general purpose vehicles can install the EALS for a 5,000' MOS in 2-1/2 hours.

9.5.3.3. **Set Components.** The major components on the EALS are described in the following paragraphs. The quantities of components listed correspond to the full EALS system.
9.5.3.3.1. Edge/Approach Lights (106 each). These are 45-watt lights with a clear lens (figure 9.12).

Figure 9.12. EALS Edge and Approach Lights.

9.5.3.3.2. Threshold/End Lights (33 each). These are 120-watt lights with a split red/green lens (figure 9.13).

Figure 9.13. EALS Threshold and End Lights.

9.5.3.3.3. Taxiway Lights (40 each). These are 30-watt lights with a blue lens (figure 9.14).
9.5.3.3.4. **Distance-to-go Marker Lights (10 each).** These are 45-watt PAR 38 lamps.

9.5.3.3.5. **Isolation Transformers.** These items come in two sizes—45-watt and 100-watt. There are 163 of the lower wattage and 33 of the higher (figure 9.15).

**Figure 9.15. EALS Isolation Transformers.**

9.5.3.3.6. **Strobe Flasher Units (7 each).** Three of these strobe lights are placed in the approach zone on both ends of the runway or MOS (figure 9.16). These strobe lights can be operated from the control panel independently from the remainder of the airfield lighting system.
9.5.3.3.7. **Strobe Control Units (3 each).** One of these units is placed in the approach zone on both ends of the MOS to control the strobe lights (figure 9.16).

9.5.3.3.8. **Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) (3 each).** One of these units is placed on the left side of both ends of the runway or MOS in the vicinity of the touchdown points (at approximately the 950-foot points). They give a pilot a visual indication of his or her position on the glide slope leading to the runway or MOS (figure 9.17).

9.5.3.3.9. **Obstruction Lights (10 each).** These are small battery operated red lights. They are manually controlled.

9.5.3.3.10. **Taxiway Reflectors (252 each).** These items are 2-inch diameter, 8-inch high reflecting rods which are placed along unlighted portions of access taxiways.
9.5.3.3.11. **Cable.** Over 35,000 feet of cable in varying lengths and gauges are included for connecting lights, regulators, generators, etc. (figure 9.18). Also included are cable protectors (figure 9.19) for taxiway crossing locations.

Figure 9.18. EALS Cable.

![Image of EALS Cable](image1)

Figure 9.19. EALS Cable Protectors.

![Image of EALS Cable Protectors](image2)

9.5.3.3.12. **Regulators (2 each).** One of these 20 kW constant current regulators (figure 9.20) is used to power in series all the lighting equipment except the obstruction lights. Each regulator has three intensity levels (4.8 amps, 5.5 amps, and 6.6 amps) that can be selected at the control panel. Changing the intensity setting of the regulator changes the intensity of the edge lights, approach lights, threshold/end lights, taxiway lights, and distance-to-go marker lights.
9.5.3.3.13. **Generators (2 each).** Two 30 kW MEP series generators (figure 9.21) are included in the set—one serves as the primary power source, the second unit is a backup.

Figure 9.21. EALS Generator.

9.5.3.3.14. **Control Panels (2 each).** One of these control panels (figure 9.20) is connected to the system to control lighting intensities, turn lights on and off, start and stop generators, and transfer load between generators.

9.6. **Wartime Installation Considerations.** In a RRR scenario portable airfield lighting systems are installed by the airfield lighting installation team working under the control of the support team OIC. Normally this team will convoy to the MOS work area along with the rest of the RRR team complement and install the lighting system while crater repairs are on-going. Timing of the airfield lighting installation team's activities can be tempered, however, by the amount of daylight remaining. If
considerable daylight will remain after MOS pavement repairs are complete, the installation team can be tasked with other equally critical repair requirements elsewhere and return to the MOS at a later time to set up the lighting system.

9.6.1. **Manning and Equipage.** A minimum of four personnel are required for installation of the existing RRR airfield lighting set composed of Harvest Eagle type components. The EALS requires six personnel due to the increased number of components and fixtures. At least two of the team members must have an electrical system (AFSC 3E0X1) background. The remainder can be from the electric power production (AFSC 3E0X2) field. Two general purpose vehicles are necessary for crew movement and delivery of components around the MOS. Fork lift support is necessary for placement of the generators and regulators. Required tools are either in the standard mobility tool kits or included as part of the lighting sets themselves. Under ideal conditions either type of lighting set can be installed in 2-1/2 hours.

9.6.2. **Other Support Considerations.** The performance of the airfield lighting installation team is influenced by the activities of other RRR team and base recovery crews. The RRR support team OIC must coordinate these efforts to ensure lighting system set up progresses satisfactorily.

9.6.2.1. **Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Support.** Since the airfield lighting installation team will be working in areas somewhat distant from the MOS perimeter, EOD personnel must search these areas for unexploded ordnance and remove or safe any such items found. Of particular importance are the MOS overruns where approach and strobe lighting will be installed and the infield areas where the regulators, generators, and PAPI units will be placed.

9.6.2.2. **Foreign Object Damage (FOD) Removal Team Support.** In those areas where debris blocks set up of fixtures or components or hinders cable placement, the FOD removal team must perform clearance actions.

9.6.2.3 **MOS Marking Team.** Early and proper placement of MOS end, centerline, arresting barrier and PAPI location cones by the MOS marking team can greatly simplify the airfield lighting installation process since locations and spacings for fixtures will be identified. If the MOS marking team has been able to place all of the edge and distance-to-go markers by the time the lighting team arrives on-scene, the airfield lighting installation process is even more simplified since precise locations for fixtures will then be known. The airfield lighting team, however, retains responsibility for picking up the PAPI and approach lighting marking cones once the systems are installed and ensuring that all edge lighting fixtures are 1-foot inside of the edge markers.

9.7. **Summary.** A runway or MOS is not considered fully operational without an airfield lighting system. As a minimum an airfield requires sufficient lighting to mark the edges and ends of the takeoff and landing strip. Ideally, an airfield should also have approach lighting, strobe lighting, distance-to-go marker lighting, and a visual glide path indicator lighting system. If an airfield does not have the basic lighting needs installed or existing lighting systems are inoperative or damaged beyond immediate repair by enemy attack, a portable lighting system will have to be installed. Three portable airfield lighting systems exist today that can be used to meet the airfield lighting requirements—the RRR lighting system, the Harvest Eagle lighting system, and EALS. The RRR lighting set is the least capable of the three systems, generally limited to lighting the MOS after base recovery has occurred. The Harvest Eagle system is somewhat larger than the RRR set and can serve a larger airfield surface. The components of these two sets are essentially identical except for quantities. The EALS is the most capable of the three systems having strobe lighting, approach lighting, PAPI lighting, and distance marker lighting in addition to edge and end lights. Currently part of the Harvest Falcon mobility package, the EALS will also eventually replace the Harvest Eagle lighting system.
Chapter 10

FIRE SUPPRESSION AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

10.1. Introduction. Fire suppression, a critical concern during day-to-day operations, becomes increasingly more important during and following an emergency. The effects of a major disaster or hostile attack can be overwhelming, but they are greatly compounded by uncontrolled fires (figure 10.1). The effectiveness of air base fire protection can reduce the base’s susceptibility to fires, but no amount of fire protection can completely eliminate the danger of fire during certain contingency situations. A major gas explosion, a fuel spill, an earthquake, or an enemy attack are almost certain to increase the likelihood of a serious fire.

Figure 10.1. Uncontrolled Fire.

10.2. Overview This chapter will address fire protection roles and responsibilities, common equipment and materials, manning requirements, and safety considerations. Fire protection operations will then be discussed concentrating on command and control, response considerations, and communications. The second half of this chapter will relate to auxiliary firefighting concepts and responsibilities, techniques used by engineer personnel serving as auxiliary firefighters and concepts for search and rescue operations.

10.3. Fire Suppression Roles and Responsibilities.
10.3.1. Role of the Fire Department. The primary role of the fire department during and just after an emergency is to rescue survivors, keep loss of life to a minimum, and extinguish or prevent the spread of fire. In a wartime situation these taskings must be put in the context of ensuring weapon systems are able to regenerate to meet operational taskings. The factors that influence the ability to meet this primary role are the accessibility to the mishap, time of arrival, and the availability of fire department resources; all of which are often times not controllable by firefighters. To counteract this uncertainty, it is essential that all members of the department are well trained and prepared to react to a variety of circumstances.

10.3.2. Fire Marshal Responsibilities. As the base fire marshal, it is the responsibility of the BCE to assist the base and wing commander in discharging fire protection responsibilities. This means the BCE must use personal knowledge, as well as the pool of knowledge represented by the fire chief and other department personnel, to provide the commander accurate information for decision-making.

10.3.2.1. During any contingency, the BCE continuously re-evaluates the situation, always maintaining an overview of the total picture to prevent using all resources against a single problem area. The difficult decisions the BCE must make under emergency conditions must be based on their impact on the total base mission. For example, firefighting resources may have to be diverted from a warehouse fire to control the flames and clear the wreckage of a burning aircraft so that other base
aircraft can take-off and land. Each situation will require two important considerations--how to respond to the hazard, and how the decision impacts on the overall mission capability. In the above example, saving the warehouse at the expense of flying operations might have jeopardized the entire base mission.

10.3.2.2. Fire response to contingencies places the BCE in a position of awesome responsibility, but there is virtually no situation that cannot be overcome by the application of the collective experience of the civil engineer force and the implementation of well rehearsed contingency response procedures. An understanding of the decision-making process for controlling hazards will greatly enhance the BCE's effectiveness as base fire marshal. First, when a hazard is discovered, immediate action is taken to contain the situation. This may require evacuation of a building, interruption of utilities service to the affected site, and discontinuation of an on-going activity, e.g., aircraft refueling, or welding in a dangerous area. The BCE joins the fire chief in a joint inspection of the hazard situation. The responsible organizational commander is also alerted of the problem and advised of necessary corrective action. If these steps do not resolve the problem, the BCE advises the base commander who makes a decision to continue or cease the hazardous operation. The base safety officer must also be informed promptly. The point is: do not make decisions for higher authority unless time and imminent hazard require you to do so; then advise the commander of your decision immediately.

10.3.2.3. The discussion in the previous paragraph outlines a process found to be effective in preattack situations and those instances where time is available for a more methodical approach. In a postattack environment, however, time will not be available for a predetermined step-by-step approach and hazardous and emergency conditions will be much more numerous. Because of the emergency and expedient nature of the postattack environment, some situations which would be considered hazardous in peacetime or under preattack conditions will have to be tolerated. Additionally, joint on-scene meetings of key personnel and notification of several different base agencies will not be feasible for every emergency occurrence. Delegation of authority to fire department personnel, e.g., the fire chief or other on-scene command and control fire personnel, will be necessary. They will have to know the responsibilities of the base fire marshal and often times make the decisions appropriate to this position since the base fire marshal will be serving in the much broader role of base civil engineer on the survival recovery center staff. Inherent in this tasking is the need for these individuals to understand how their response to a specific emergency impacts the base mission as a whole. For example, evacuating a sizable area which might be done in peacetime hazardous in peacetime or under preattack conditions will have to be tolerated. Additionally, joint on-scene meetings of key personnel and notification of several different base agencies will not be feasible for every emergency occurrence. Delegation of authority to fire department personnel, e.g., the fire chief or other on-scene command and control fire personnel, will be necessary. They will have to know the responsibilities of the base fire marshal and often times make the decisions appropriate to this position since the base fire marshal will be serving in the much broader role of base civil engineer on the survival recovery center staff. Inherent in this tasking is the need for these individuals to understand how their response to a specific emergency impacts the base mission as a whole. For example, evacuating a sizable area which might be done in peacetime for safety purposes, may be a severe mission hindrance in wartime in that it could interfere with aircraft turn-around or activities of other emergency base recovery crews. The ability to be flexible, realistically assess risk, and maintain an overall base mission perspective is needed on the part of fire command and control personnel. It is the base fire marshal's job to ensure fire fighting personnel gain this experience, knowledge, and expertise prior to a wartime or contingency situation.

10.3.3. CONUS Versus Theater Fire Suppression. The procedures for fire suppression are similar for the CONUS and theater locations. Minor differences involve available manpower and types of emergencies.

10.3.3.1. CONUS locations are not subject to rapid conventional attacks which could quickly engulf a theater air base in flames. However, broken gas mains and ruptured POL storage tanks during an earthquake at a CONUS airfield could produce similar results. The CONUS fire department must be capable of responding to fires under two conditions--with a full complement of military and civilian personnel available and with civilians only, when military Prime BEEF members are deployed. The limitations imposed by deployments make it essential that high priority facilities receive first response from the reduced firefighting force during large scale fires. Reciprocal agreements with off-base fire departments will pay dividends during emergencies when the residual firefighting force is at diminished strength. Civilian firefighters must be aware that their services will be more demanding when military firefighters are deployed. They should expect to be placed on extended or altered shifts and take a fully active role in all leadership positions. If conditions permit eventual backfills with military firefighting personnel from other units, these individuals must be integrated into the CONUS base firefighting force rapidly and effectively. Programs for thorough base familiarization and specialized training, e.g., wide-frame aircraft firefighting at an aerial port, must be immediately available for these augmenting personnel.

10.3.3.2. The theater BCE must execute fire suppression plans under the prevailing threat of both rapid conventional attack and natural disasters (see attachment 2 for details pertaining to the fire protection wartime concept of operations). Since the theater BCE's military forces are normally in-place, major loss of forces due to deployments should not be a limiting factor. The BCE's civilian firefighters should be available for natural disaster response, but in some locations their wartime availability could be suspect. At most locations Prime BEEF firefighting teams from the CONUS should be augmenting theater forces and in-place prior to hostilities as part of the USAF deterrent force posture. The USAF fire chief at each augmented theater base must ensure that these augmenting forces are quickly integrated into the base's fire protection capability and trained on support of the weapon systems assigned to that base. In the event, however, that augmenting forces have not arrived, each theater installation should be prepared to operate, at least initially, with in-place military forces only. Even if the BCE has a full complement of firefighters available, the fires resulting from a massive enemy attack can quickly overwhelm a fully staffed fire department. For this reason, theater forces, like their CONUS counterparts, must also be prepared to react to fires on a priority basis.

10.3.3.3. At some theater locations there may be no USAF firefighters in-place. Typical of such situations could be a bare base operation where only a token host nation firefighting presence exists. A bare base operation of this type places unique and difficult demands on deployed Prime BEEF firefighter personnel. The USAF fire chief and supporting fire department
personnel must take several actions quickly upon arrival to establish a fire protection and crash rescue response posture. The more important tasks that must be accomplished include the following:

10.3.3.3.1. Determine in concert with host nation firefighting personnel who is responsible for what in terms of areas, facilities, weapon systems, etc.

10.3.3.3.2. Determine similar responsibilities as above with firefighting personnel of other U.S. military services if they are also present at the bare base location.

10.3.3.3.3. Ascertain the status and availability of firefighting assets that will be used by USAF forces.

10.3.3.3.4. Train firefighting personnel on assets that are unique or differ significantly from those in the USAF inventory.

10.3.3.5. Familiarize firefighting personnel with the base layout and critical facilities and systems.

10.3.3.6. Ensure fire protection features are incorporated into the layout, erection, and construction of tent cities and other mobile facility assets.

10.3.3.7. Determine shortfalls and supply and equipment requisition needs.

10.3.3.8. Develop operating procedures for use during trans and postattack timeframes.

10.3.4. Safety Responsibilities. Firefighting personnel have a responsibility both to themselves and to the base populace with respect to safety. Any major firefighting operation is inherently dangerous and must be undertaken only by skilled personnel familiar with the hazards involved.

10.3.4.1. The maintenance of fire safety is a greater problem in contingency situations than during normal, day-to-day operations. Conditions which are likely to prevail during an emergency require a greater awareness and adherence to fire safety practices. Temporary shelters, such as tent cities, set-up to house displaced personnel and augmenting forces are especially vulnerable to fire. Occupants of these facilities must be made aware of the dangers and instructions regarding appropriate safety precautions. It is also likely that many operations will be performed under conditions of increased stress and discomfort. Personnel will be tired, pressures will be on for getting a job done quickly, and the working environment could be austere. These factors can produce a situation where fire safety is not a paramount concern among work crews and the potential for a serious accident is high.

10.3.4.2. A safety consideration which is common to theater air bases is the danger associated with foreign electrical systems. The 220 or 380 volt system found at most overseas locations presents a greater hazard to firefighters in the form of dangling "hot" wires or when hit by a stream of water from the fire hose than does a typical CONUS 110-volt system. As a consequence, a primary action in any fire suppression effort at theater bases is the isolation of the facility electrical supply. Introduction of firefighters to the host nation's electrical system and most common methods of isolation must be a part of the fire department's base familiarization program.

10.3.4.3. The most pronounced fire safety problem during wartime is the conflagration that could result from an enemy attack on the air base. In such a situation the fire department's task will be one of containment and suppression rather than education, prevention, and oversight. It is also here, however, that the efforts taken with respect to training the base populace and preplanning prior to hostilities pay off. Fire safety features such as instructing personnel on extinguisher use, maintaining fire safety distances during beddown construction, and enforcing proper storage and warehousing practices aid in limiting the spread of postattack fires and loss of military hardware and equipment. Even after an attack is over and facility fires have been controlled, fire department combat support operations will remain at an increased level. For example, aircraft refueling and weapons loading will be at a much higher level than during peacetime requiring fire equipment standby during hazardous operations. Additionally, the fire department should anticipate increased aircraft emergencies as pilots return from combat with battle damage and unspent ordnance.


10.4.1. Manning and Equipment. The most crucial ingredients in a successful contingency fire suppression effort are highly trained personnel and adequate firefighting equipment. Fire protection manning and equipment requirements are based on specific fire suppression requirements of assigned aircraft. These fire suppression requirements, in turn, are predicated on such data as the number of aircraft on the ground, aircraft size and fuel loads, sorties to be flown, etc. Using these data in concert with a series of correlation charts, the numbers and types of necessary vehicles are determined. Once the vehicle requirements are known, another chart is used to find the numbers of personnel needed to properly man the vehicles.

10.4.1.1. Major firefighting vehicles are usually configured to support various quantities of aircraft types at a beddown location. These vehicle configurations are somewhat flexible, i.e., a specific vehicle package can support "X" number of small frame aircraft or "Y" number of large frame aircraft. As would be expected, the greater the number of aircraft becomes, the more firefighting vehicles are required. Three such vehicle configurations are shown in table 10.1; however, they can be modified by adding single vehicles if appropriate. Keep in mind, however, that these vehicle packages were developed for planning purposes and represent a desired capability. The actual number and types of vehicles deployed to a real world contingency or crisis will depend on the type of contingency, in-place firefighting assets, threat, availability of fire vehicles and airlift, and acceptable risks that often drive planning decisions.
Table 10.1. Crash Fire Rescue Vehicle Configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT GROUPINGS FRAMES</th>
<th>MINIMUM # OF FIRE VEHICLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAX AIRCRAFT ON THE GROUND</td>
<td>P-4/19 C&amp;C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 to 18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19 to 24 or 2 to 8 or 2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25 or more or 9 or more or 3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
1. Fire protection requirements for any operations or combination of aircraft groupings not specified will be determined by the MAJCOM Fire Protection Representative.
2. This matrix does not consider structural fire requirements.

10.4.1.2. USAF firefighter manning at the vast majority of theater locations will consist of CONUS supplied Prime BEEF teams or in-place forces with an augmenting Prime BEEF component from the CONUS. The two basic sizes of the firefighting complement of Prime BEEF teams are 12 and 24 persons. A single deploying tactical aircraft squadron will normally be supported by 24 firefighters before any hostilities begin. In a wartime situation, however, an increase of firefighter strength to 48 personnel is required so that complete around-the-clock coverage can be provided in consonance with increased sortie rates and surge requirements. Inherent within the 12- and 24-person firefighter complements is the ability to field smaller personnel sets for operation of specific fire vehicles. This capability is used to meet special, unique requirements or provide USAF firefighter support at locations where a larger team cannot be productively employed. Table 10.2 provides typical manning requirements for various fire vehicles. The fire chief at each deployment location will have to allocate his available firefighters to his own unique vehicle package.

Table 10.2. Fire Vehicle Manning Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE VEHICLE</th>
<th>VEHICLE</th>
<th>MANNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Crash Firefighting</td>
<td>P-4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-19</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescue</td>
<td>P-10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>P-8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-24</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-27</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Carrier</td>
<td>P-18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P-26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and Control</td>
<td>4X4 C/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>1-Ton</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp Patrol</td>
<td>P-13/20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.4.1.3. The critical nature of fire suppression dictates that fire protection personnel are usually never diverted to other duties during contingency operations. The firefighter's primary duty throughout an emergency or contingency is to provide fire suppression and rescue operations support. Under normal circumstances firefighters should not be designated for such duties as rapid runway repair, structural repair, debris clearance, or security augmentation. Never allow firefighters or fire vehicles to accomplish explosive ordnance disposal duties. Participation in this very hazardous task could cause the air base to weaken its fire suppression and crash rescue capability. On the other hand, firefighters should be expected to prepare dispersal locations, hardening features, security positions, protective bunkers, etc., associated with their supplies and equipment during beddown and preattack time frames. In a bare base situation, they should set up the fire station complex.
Additionally, in a postattack environment, firefighters should be expected to perform explosive ordnance reconnaissance to prevent damage to fire protection resources. Furthermore, when recovery conditions permit during the postattack period, firefighters should be prepared to reconstruct protective revetments, camouflage netting, and other similar passive defense items supporting firefighting vehicles and supplies.

10.4.2. **Extinguishing Agents.** There are several extinguishing agents in use for Air Force fire suppression efforts. The agents range in complexity from plain water to complicated chemical compounds. Some of these agents are good for only one type of fire, while others will work on many types of fires. Due to the complexity of agent reaction with fire, there is no universal extinguishing agent. Magnesium metal fires, for example, must be extinguished with special chemical agents since the application of conventional agents can cause violent reactions.

10.4.2.1. Besides water, the common firefighting agents used in current Air Force fire suppression operations are:

10.4.2.1.1. **Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF).** AFFF is the primary firefighting agent used in most crash firefighting vehicles. Lighter than water or fuel, AFFF seals a fire to prevent reignition through mechanical separation of fuel from the oxidizer.

10.4.2.1.2. **Halogenated Extinguishing Agents (Halon).** Halon extinguishes fire by reacting with the combustion products which are responsible for rapid flame propagation. Once the flaming combustion is stopped, radiant heat feedback to the fuel is also stopped, curtailing the production of flammable vapors, and causing surface combustion to die out. Halon 1211 (Bromochlorodifluoromethane) is the principle halogenated extinguishing agent used on some Air Force portable fire extinguishers. Halon 1301 (Bromotrifluoromethane) is commonly used in fixed fire suppression systems at Air Force installations.

10.4.2.1.3. **Dry Chemical.** Dry chemical agents extinguish fire by separating the fuel from the oxidizer.

10.4.2.1.4. **Dry Powder.** Dry powder agents extinguish fire by insulating the extremely hot fuels (such as metals) from the oxidizer. It also forms a barrier between adjacent materials and burning metals which cannot be extinguished.

10.5. **Fire Protection Operations**

10.5.1. **Command and Control.** Any uncertainty about the responsibility for directing firefighting operations can have disastrous results.

10.5.1.1. During firefighting and rescue operations, no one outside the fire protection organization will give orders or interfere with the fire chief or firefighters. It must be known throughout the organization that the senior fire protection official is in charge at the scene of a fire or emergency. Keep in mind that this individual may not always be the chief or assistant chief. During wartime, multiple fire responses or attrition may force more junior personnel to take command.

10.5.1.2. The senior fire protection official controls the firefighting forces by radio, public address system, and runners. At the scene of every emergency operation, a control point is established by this individual. This control point must be the focal point of the operation where all support equipment and personnel report.

10.5.1.3. Each level of supervision must be responsible for executing preplanned firefighting/crash rescue procedures tailored to meet the fire conditions at the scene. A strong and aggressive peacetime training program is required to support this effort.

10.5.2. **Response Criteria.** An awareness of appropriate response criteria for firefighting forces allows the BCE to make informed decisions for the employment of these forces during a contingency situation. Table 10.3 outlines response criteria for various circumstances. The Fire Chief, after evaluating available resources, should formulate response criteria specific to his installation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On-base Crash</th>
<th>Respond with all available equipment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-base Crash</td>
<td>Response must be predetermined and authorized by the base commander.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Landings</td>
<td>Strategically position crash equipment along the active runway. If a barrier engagement is anticipated, deploy most equipment on the end of the runway where the aircraft is to be engaged. Anticipate that the pilot may miss the aircraft arresting barrier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrier Engagement</td>
<td>Keep all but essential personnel off the active runway. The objective is to return the runway to service quickly. The senior fire official on-scene is in complete charge until the danger of a fire is ruled out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomb Threat</td>
<td>Refer to the Base Disaster Control plan for guidance. Do not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Corker Incidents | Ensure that fire department has a listing of all aircraft, both home station and deployed, that contain corker.  
含 any carbon/graphite materials by using AFFF extinguishing agents.  
If necessary, cover any aircraft parked downwind.  
Close windows and doors on buildings.  
Close filters on critical buildings until the area is cleared.  
Make allowances for the fact that these incidents can cause disruption of electronic service.  
Promptly evacuate firefighters and other personnel from the area after the fire is extinguished.  
Anticipate that decontamination may be necessary, including: vacuuming of air intakes and surfaces of neighboring aircraft, buildings, and equipment; washing down aircraft and equipment close to the mishap; and vacuuming or washing the clothing of response teams.  
Ejection seats, guns, and munitions should be rendered safe by EOD personnel.  
Know that burial of the wreckage at a suitable site is a civil engineer responsibility. |
| Riots/Terrorist Actions/Enemy Attacks | Do not place firefighters or equipment in undue hazard.  
Require security police for fire vehicles responding to unsecure areas.  
Consider installing screened windows and protective plating on fire vehicles.  
Enforce strict security of the fire station. Post armed guard, if necessary. Allow no one to enter the fire station without the fire chief’s permission. |
| Chemical Attack | Respond only after the nature of the hazard has been determined and when a specific response has been directed by the base commander. If response is initiated, ensure that all firefighting personnel are clothed in the protective chemical ensemble. |

10.5.3. **Movement of Crash Vehicles.**  
10.5.3.1. The movement of large firefighting vehicles to the site of an emergency can present several unforeseen difficulties. The size and weight of these vehicles limits airlift capabilities, e.g., the P-15 is not air transportable. Certain other vehicles may only fit in larger transport aircraft or may have to be partially disassembled to fit a C-130 for intratheater lift.  
10.5.3.2. Long distance, over-the-road movement should not be attempted unless there is no alternative (ship, rail, landhaul or air). Most of the larger fire vehicles, such as the P-4 or P-15, are not designed to be driven for long distances. An illustration of the results of long distance movements occurred during one of the Team Spirit exercises in Korea. A decision was made to
drive a P-4 and a P-2 from Kwang Ju to Osan, a distance of less than 200 miles. En route both vehicles lost their drive engines, taking them out of service for 6 months. If the situation demands that these type vehicles be driven over-the-road, conduct a reconnaissance to determine allowable bridge loadings, tunnel dimensions, clearances of utility crossings, road widths, grades, and surface roughness of the proposed route.

10.5.4. **Airfield Fire Suppression.** Airfield fire suppression is a primary concern during disasters and enemy attacks. Airfield operations contain many potential ignition points in the form of fuel-filled aircraft, POL distribution points, and explosive munitions. Rapid response to any of these "hot spots" can mean the difference between a contained blaze and a towering, uncontrollable inferno.

10.5.4.1. **Response Time.** The prepositioning criteria for potential airfield crash and fire situations was outlined in the section on response criteria. Maximum crash fire rescue response time requirements for the first arriving major firefighting vehicles are:

10.5.4.1.1. One minute to any incident on the runways or overruns after prepositioning for an announced emergency.

10.5.4.1.2. Three minutes to any incident on the runways or overruns for an unannounced emergency.

10.5.4.2. **Response Procedures.** While specific firefighting techniques are detailed in the appropriate technical manuals, response procedures depend on the nature of the contingency. The BCE should assist fire department operations by keeping the fire chief abreast of all unusual activities which may impact fire suppression requirements. For example, during contingencies that involve deployments of aircraft from other locations, it is essential that fire department personnel be aware of types, numbers, and locations of additional aircraft that have arrived. These data are normally available from the aircraft maintenance personnel. Refueling locations, munitions loading areas, types and hazards of munitions, and munitions routes must be reported to the fire department.

10.5.4.2.1. In responding to an airfield fire involving an aircraft crash, it is essential to know the aircraft's fuel quantity, weapons, cargo, and number of occupants. This information will be passed to the controlling agency when the aircraft declares an emergency. The controlling agency then relays relevant information to the fire department. Using this data, fire station personnel can refer to appropriate technical documents regarding munitions, fuel, or hazardous cargo, and are then able to provide this information via radio to on-scene firefighting personnel.

10.5.4.2.2. Information relayed from the flight crew can be extremely valuable to firefighting personnel at the scene of a crash. Knowing the number of persons on board, rescue personnel will not waste valuable time searching for additional survivors once the reported number of persons are accounted for. The aircraft fuel quantity will allow the firefighters to estimate the size of a potential fire. If the aircraft is carrying conventional weapons, T.O. 11A-1-46 can be used by fire protection personnel for guidance on all types of conventional weapons and munitions. This T.O., used in conjunction with AFMAN 91-201, *Explosive Safety Standards*, provides the firefighter with adequate knowledge to effectively control conventional munitions hazards. These publications provide vital information concerning special hazards upon explosion (ejection of fuses, bomblets, missiles, etc.), chemical hazards, net explosive weights, types of protective clothing required, fire symbols, and safe withdrawal distances. Table 10.4 provides an example of data that can be found in the aforementioned publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>TIME TO WITHDRAW</th>
<th>DISTANCE**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Bomb</td>
<td>2-4 min.</td>
<td>2,000 ft - take cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Bomb Unit</td>
<td>2-5 min.</td>
<td>2,000 ft - take cover. (Will eject bomblets up to 1,000 ft with explosive hazards up to 2,000 ft.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockets and Missiles (Propulsion of the missile or rocket is primary hazard. Never approach missile from front or rear.)</td>
<td>45 sec. to 2 min.</td>
<td>2,000 ft - take cover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Depends upon core thickness, type of explosive or propellant and environmental conditions.

** Never re-enter until cleared by EOD.
10.5.4.2.3. If the aircraft involved in the crash is carrying nuclear weapons, T.O. 11N-20-11 provides firefighting guidance. A major difference between firefighting operations involving nuclear weapons and those involving conventional munitions is the radiation hazard. There is no danger of nuclear detonation, but the high explosive component of the weapon may detonate when engulfed in fire which can rupture the bomb and release radioactive contamination.

10.5.4.3. Use of Prefire Plans. Prefire plans are developed for individual types of aircraft prior to an emergency using AFTO Form 88, Aircraft Prefire Plan. When aircraft crashes or fires occur during contingency situations, the use of these plans is highly recommended. The prefire plans provide uniform and chronologically assembled aircraft crash or rescue information which can be crucial during airfield fire suppression operations. A current copy of aircraft prefire plans should be carried on the fire chief’s vehicle, assistant chief’s vehicle, and rescue vehicle. This information is also maintained in the alarm communications center and can be transmitted via radio whenever needed. During contingency operations when additional aircraft may be deployed into the base, firefighting supervisory personnel must ensure that appropriate prefire plans are prepared for the types of aircraft upon their arrival.

10.5.5. Structural Fire Suppression. The suppression of air base structural fires during and following a disaster or enemy attack can be a massive effort. Depending upon the situation, structural fires may be concentrated at one location or widely dispersed throughout the air base. For example, an accidental fire caused by individual carelessness may be limited to a single structure. On the other hand, an enemy attack could leave a POL facility engulfed in flames on one side of the base, aircraft maintenance hangars burning in the center of the base, and base housing units ablaze on the opposite side of the base. The presence of numerous, widely dispersed fires calls for prompt decisions on the part of the BCE to assist the fire chief in the effective application of firefighting resources.

10.5.5.1. Response Time. Response time guidance is provided to assist the BCE in determining how firefighting assets may best be employed. These response times may be valid only during limited emergencies. A large scale contingency may tax firefighting resources to the extent that response times (table 10.5) will have to be adjusted. In fact, changing facility priority considerations during major emergencies may cause abandonment of pre-established response times.

**Table 10.5. Structural Fire Suppression Response Times.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>RESPONSE TIME (MINUTES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operational, industrial, technical, warehousing, hospital.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative, training, community, commercial, dormitory, BOQ, VOQ, multi-family houses.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual or duplex family housing (compact built area), trailer courts.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated single unit family housing, incidental structures, other remote facilities.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.5.5.2. Response Procedures. Procedures for responding to structural fires, similar to those for aircraft fires, are outlined in appropriate technical orders and are taught in various phases of the firefighter’s training. The BCE is not normally involved in selecting specific procedures to deal with a given structural fire situation, but must be familiar with the general concepts when making decisions concerning the employment of firefighting assets. The BCE can assist the fire chief in overcoming structural fires in several ways. Facility priority changes that occur as a result of the emergency should be immediately reported to the fire chief to prevent misallocation of resources. Coordination should be provided between repair crews and firefighters to ensure that hazards are reduced by proper utility isolation at the burning structure. If the fire resulted from an enemy attack, the BCE should be prepared to allocate EOD personnel to render unexploded ordnance safe. The BCE can further assist the fire chief by authorizing reassignment of firefighting resources from fires at less critical structures to higher priority areas.

10.5.5.3. Use of Prefire Plans. Facility prefire plans should have been developed to assist firefighters during emergencies. A properly prepared AF Form 1028, Facility Prefire Plan, (or similar automated product) contains specific information about the facility. A single line graphic drawing with the proper identifying symbols is attached to each Form 1028. This facility sketch should show the facility floor plan, facility size, access doors, utility shutoffs, fire hydrants, locations of special hazards, and any other information useful during firefighting operations. Facility prefire plans are normally available for these structures.
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Communication among various firefighting and rescue teams. Another crucial element of the fire protection communication system is a central alarm network capable of alerting fire station personnel of fires at various locations around the air base. These many communication requirements are met by a combination of fixed wire and radio systems. A review of the major elements will serve to illustrate the inherent need for a well-conceived fire protection communications network.

10.5.6. Special Considerations for Contingency Operations.

10.5.6.1. Contingency operations place great demands on the firefighting Prime BEEF teams that deploy, as well as the firefighters remaining at home station to continue the fire protection effort. In essence, firefighting operations during a contingency situation will be characterized by:

- Limited manpower at both the CONUS and theater locations.
- Greatly increased fire protection support requirements at overseas and the CONUS locations.
- Some routine services being discontinued at existing bases or not established at new bases.
- Shortages of water and extinguishing agents.
- Shortages in desired numbers and types of firefighting vehicles.
- Extended working hours/shift requirements.
- Environmental constraints that may restrict firefighting operations to providing only control and containment.
- Overseas fire department facilities of a lower standard or capability than normal CONUS facilities.

10.5.6.2. During non-emergency conditions, firefighting personnel have several primary functions. They may serve as rescue persons, crash vehicle operators, structural pumper crew members, alarm room operators, maintenance technicians, fire inspectors, or trainers. During contingency or wartime operations, the primary duties will be crash firefighting and rescue operations. Although these skills should be maintained by all firefighters, it is realistic to assume that some individuals will be more proficient than others. The fire chief, both at overseas beddown locations and at CONUS bases, must take these differing levels of ability into account when developing shifts and assigning responsibilities.

10.5.6.3. Prime BEEF firefighters who will deploy to theater locations should anticipate that they may encounter unfamiliar equipment. There will be different water distribution systems, foreign manufactured firefighting and rescue equipment, and in some situations, a language barrier to be encountered when trying to communicate with fellow firefighters of the host country. Veteran firefighters, having served prolonged periods at theater locations, should conduct informal training sessions for other team members who are unfamiliar with theater firefighting/rescue equipment. Such an effort, particularly when encouraged by the CONUS BCE, will pay dividends when Prime BEEF firefighters join a theater fire department at the deployment site. The "break-in" period will be shortened, and deployed personnel will find it easier to adapt, and through their prior familiarization, be more confident in using foreign firefighting equipment.

10.5.7. Fire Protection Communications.

10.5.7.1. The chaotic conditions which prevail during most emergencies make it imperative that the communication system is well designed to provide:

- An alarm communications center staffed with qualified operators.
- Immediate transmission of notifications of fire.
- Prompt dispatch of the proper emergency forces.
- Notification of supporting activities.
- Operational communications between elements of the emergency force and supporting activities at the emergency scene.

10.5.7.2. During a contingency all elements of the fire protection communication system must function as a unit. Communications must be maintained between the fire department and the survival recovery center and damage control center to guarantee that the fire suppression effort is integrated into the total base recovery effort. There must also be a means for communication among various firefighting and rescue teams. Another crucial element of the fire protection communication system is a central alarm network capable of alerting fire station personnel of fires at various locations around the air base. These many communication requirements are met by a combination of fixed wire and radio systems. A review of the major elements will serve to illustrate the inherent need for a well-conceived fire protection communications network.

10.5.7.2.1. Fire Alarm Communications Center. This center is the "heart" of the fire protection communication system. Staffed around the clock by qualified personnel, the center should possess the necessary equipment to communicate with all elements of the fire protection organization. The requirements of such a facility vary with the installation and in austere locations it may not be possible to satisfy each requirement. Nevertheless, every effort should be made to provide the following communications capabilities:

10.5.7.2.1.1. Fire Crash Radio Net. The fire crash radio net is intended to provide a radio network with discrete frequencies limited to fire stations, firefighting vehicles, EOD, control tower, command post, and the BCE. This system provides a radio network for fire suppression and rescue communications which will not be interrupted by other users.
10.5.7.2.1.2. **Reserved Emergency Fire Reporting Phone.** This system provides lines from the base telephone exchange which are reserved exclusively for transmitting emergency fire alarms. The numbers 117 or 911 have been adopted as standard throughout the Air Force for this purpose.

10.5.7.2.1.3. **Primary and Secondary Fixed Wire Operational Crash Alarm.** This system provides crash alert to the fire department and other selected agencies.

10.5.7.2.1.4. **Direct Communications Line.** This is a "hot line" providing immediate access to the command post, air traffic control tower, aircraft maintenance control, base operations, and other agencies as determined by the fire chief.

10.5.7.2.1.5. **Central Alarm Receiver.** This system provides the capability to receive an alarm signal from all installed facility fire detection and suppression systems. Fire detection and sprinkler systems connected to central alarm receiver relay an alarm to the communications center when activated by a fire.

10.5.7.2.1.6. **Voice Recorder.** A voice recorder is interconnected to all emergency communication equipment providing a record of emergency calls. All emergency communications must be recorded and the tapes kept until any resulting fire investigation is complete. Normally the tapes are kept for 15 days, unless required for special investigations.

10.5.7.2.1.7. **Routine Administrative Phones.** These call director-type telephones are used by the fire alarm communications center to conduct normal administrative business.

10.5.7.2.2. **Field Operations Portable Communications.** Portable field-type communications for emergency fire protection and crash rescue forces may be grouped into the following categories:

10.5.7.2.2.1. **Ground-to-ground.** Remote, foot-party operations in areas inaccessible to vehicular equipment require short-range, portable, ground-to-ground communications. Two-way portable radios normally satisfy this requirement.

10.5.7.2.2.2. **On-scene Directional Communications.** The fireground command post must communicate with firefighting forces inside structures or beyond visual or audible voice range to exercise supervisory control of the fire situation. This contact can be maintained by remote voice transmitting devices, portable and fixed mobile loud-hailers, public address systems, or two-way portable radios.

10.5.7.2.2.3. **Emergency Withdrawal Alarm.** Fire suppression and rescue efforts frequently involve time limits after which rapid evacuation becomes imperative. For example, in fires involving explosives, firefighters may only have a limited time to control the blaze before the risk of explosion becomes imminent. For such situations, there must be an audible signaling device to warn fire personnel to withdraw from the danger area. Repeated sounding of a siren or other warning device is the basic signal for emergency withdrawal.

10.6. **Auxiliary Firefighting.** In a conventional wartime environment, it is very plausible the primary firefighters and their vehicles and equipment could be totally engaged in mission priority crash rescue and fire suppression tasks involving aircraft and weapons systems. In such situations, lesser priority requirements, such as structural fires, will have to be left unattended. To prevent or at least limit the possibility of damage to essential civil engineer base recovery assets if such a situation should arise, each Prime BEEF team should have its own limited internal firefighting capability. To this end, all non-fire protection (non-AFSC 3E7X1) team members must be taught basic firefighting skills that can be used in the very early stages of a fire. Employment of these skills, however, must not constitute a safety hazard to the Prime BEEF team members. At base level it is incumbent upon the fire chief to ensure that such contingency related training is provided at the proper scope and depth to all non-fire protection engineering personnel. The International Fire Service Training Association "Essentials of Fire Fighting" can serve as a training guide. In most instances, the lack of technical knowledge, protective clothing, and breathing apparatus will limit the auxiliary firefighters role to that of preventing the spread of an existing fire. Regardless of the extent of involvement, however, there are two fundamentals that must be met if auxiliary firefighters are to function effectively and safely. They are understanding the behavior and types of fire and knowing how to correctly use available tools and equipment in controlling and/or extinguishing a fire.

10.6.1. **Fire Behavior.** The fire triangle (figure 10.2) is the best way of explaining the three elements essential for any fire to occur—fuel, oxygen, and heat. Fire can be extinguished by removing any one of these three elements. In other words, a fire can be put out by simply reducing the temperature of the fuel below that needed to support combustion, eliminating the source of fuel, or withdrawing the oxygen supply.
10.6.1. **Heat.** One of the most common methods employed to extinguish a fire is to cool it with water. This approach is predicated upon reducing the temperatures of the fuel until it does not produce enough vapor to continue burning.

10.6.1.2. **Fuel.** In some instances, it is easier to extinguish a fire by removing its source of fuel, which, for example, is the intent of making fire breaks when there is a forest fire. This approach would also apply where liquid or gaseous fuel is involved, particularly when it is being sourced from a pipe line. A good example of this technique took place in Kuwait after the 1991 Iraq war when hundreds of oil wells were ablaze. Early in the recovery effort, a number of the fires were quenched by simply shutting off the flow of crude oil.

10.6.1.3. **Oxygen.** In certain situations, it is more advisable to extinguish a fire by reducing the oxygen concentration. This can be accomplished by introducing an inert gas (such as Halon) or by separating the oxygen from the fuel. Many fire extinguishers work on this principle.

10.6.2. **Types of Fires.** All fires fall into one of three categories or types: those involving ordinary combustible materials; ones sourced from flammable liquids, greases and gases; and fires involving energized electrical equipment.

10.6.2.1. **Ordinary Combustible Materials.** The preferred method for extinguishing fires involving ordinary combustion materials involves using water to reduce the temperature of the burning material (fuel) below its ignition temperature.

10.6.2.2. **Flammable Liquids, Greases, and Gases.** For fires involving flammable liquids, greases and gases, the removal of oxygen or interruption in the chemical chain reaction is the most effective means of extinguishment.

10.6.2.3. **Energized Electrical Equipment.** As a general practice, always deenergize the circuits first before attempting to extinguish a fire involving electrical equipment. Afterwards, treat the remaining flame as a structural or flammable liquid fire, depending upon the fuel that is involved.

10.6.3. **Fire Extinguishers.** The primary use of portable fire extinguishers is as a first line of defense for small fires. Pressurized fire extinguishers can usually be found in most base facilities.

10.6.3.1. **Portable Fire Extinguishers.** Portable fire extinguishers are classified according to their intended use on different classes of fires. When using any extinguisher be sure that it is intended for the type of fire that is being fought.

10.6.3.1.1. **Class A** Fires: involves ordinary combustibles such as wood, cloth, paper, rubber, plastics, and other common material that burn easily.

10.6.3.1.2. **Class B** Fires: entails flammable liquids such as gasoline, certain oils, grease, tar, oil based paint, lacquer, and flammable gas.

10.6.3.1.3. **Class C** Fires: comprises electrical equipment including wiring, fuse boxes, circuit breakers, machinery, and appliances.

10.6.3.2. The newer type fire extinguishers have labels that identify which class of fire(s) they are and are not to be used on. Such a label is illustrated in figure 10.3. In this example, the extinguisher can be used on both Class A and B fires; but must not be used to fight a Class C (electrical) fire.
10.6.4. **Heat and Smoke Ventilation.** An auxiliary firefighter's primary objective is to properly deal with small fires in their early stages. This will include locating the fire source, when possible rescuing trapped victims, and extinguishing or containing the fire until professional help arrives. Proper ventilation during firefighting aids in meeting these objectives.

10.6.4.1. Ventilation is the systematic removal of heated air, smoke, and gases from a structure, followed by its replacement with cooler air. The need to ventilate depends on the amount of smoke, heat and gases within a structure. But, in general, proper ventilation provides the following support during a firefighting effort:

10.6.4.1.1. It can remove toxic fumes that could jeopardize both rescue and general firefighting efforts.
10.6.4.1.2. By removing smoke buildup, a clearer view of the situation at hand is normally presented; thereby providing firefighters the opportunity to combat the fire in the most effective manner.
10.6.4.2. From an auxiliary firefighting perspective, the first consideration must always be the safety of the building occupants and rescuers. In many structural fires, a large number of fatalities are directly attributed to asphyxiation caused by the fumes. Thick smoke can also cause people who are caught in the structure to become disoriented and panicky, making their rescue much more difficult. As such, the overall goal is to clear as much of the toxic smoke from the facility as possible to allow rescue and firefighting activities to commence in relative safety.

10.6.4.3. If ventilation is not accomplished correctly and at the right time, however, it can prove to be very counterproductive. Ventilation procedures are to be used only in the very early stages of a fire. If arriving at the fire scene any later than the early stage, the auxiliary firefighter's role should be one of containment only, ensuring that the fire cannot spread to other facilities. Since venting does increase the amount of oxygen in the fire area, when not conducted properly it can noticeably add to the intensity of the fire. This is particularly so if the facility is ventilated before the extent and location of the fire are determined, because there is a distinct possibility that the fire might spread to other parts of the building that may have otherwise not been involved. If it is determined that ventilation is appropriate, due to equipment limitations the auxiliary firefighter's involvement should be limited to horizontal ventilation through natural openings, such as doors and windows. As a norm, good cross ventilation is obtained by opening the upper part of the windows on the leeward and the lower portion of the windows on the windward side of a room (figure 10.4).
10.6.5. **Firefighting Techniques.** The success or failure of an auxiliary firefighting team can in large measure be directly attributed to the skill and knowledge of the personnel involved. Most fires are controlled in the early stages with immediate and proper application of water. Conversely, fires involving extensive damage are all too often the result of poorly selected or improperly applied firefighting techniques. A well-trained auxiliary firefighting team, with an attack plan and an adequate amount of water should be able to either extinguish or contain most small fires. However, the need for safety is of utmost importance. The lack of protective clothing and breathing apparatus make it doubly important for auxiliary firefighters to work in pairs while performing all firefighting operations. In all likelihood, auxiliary firefighting operations will be most prevalent immediately following an air base attack or natural disaster. In the period between the all clear notification and the assignment of base recovery taskings engineering personnel must survey their immediate areas for local fires, the presence of unexploded ordnance, the amount of damage sustained, and the status of recovery vehicles, equipment, and supplies. Those personnel that are not required for damage assessment, recovery asset reconnaissance, and local command and control should be prepared to perform auxiliary firefighting tasks until ordered to commence more pressing base recovery efforts. In this regard it is wise to include a few lengths of hose and a couple of nozzles to your Prime BEEF team kit so your troops will have a few assets to work with. Supervisory personnel have a dual role during this period. They must ensure needed assets are not unnecessarily lost due to fires and simultaneously confirm that all necessary actions are taken to ready personnel and equipment for repair and recovery taskings.

10.6.5.1. **Team Composition and Duties.** An auxiliary firefighting team has no set number of personnel. When the need arises, usually every Prime BEEF team member not engaged in other higher priority activities will be used as auxiliary firefighters. The ranking person will assume the responsibility of team chief. Team assignments will depend on the number of firefighters and the mission. However, basic auxiliary firefighter duties include but are not limited to:

- Deploying and operating hose lines.
- Carrying and operating other tools and equipment.
- Performing rescues.
- Assisting other team members as required.

10.6.5.2. **Coordination.** A fire attack must be fully coordinated to be successful. Firefighters should follow the team chief’s directions precisely--deviations could not only be counterproductive but also disastrous. For example, as was brought out earlier, ventilating a fire before its location is identified and hoselines have been made ready may result in expanding the fire. Conversely, when properly performed, ventilation can be a boon to the firefighting effort. In any event, do not lose sight of the fact that the auxiliary firefighting role is a very restricted one. With the limited training and access to few professional firefighting tools, the auxiliary firefighting role must be confined to only coping with small fires in their earliest stages of development.

10.6.5.3. **Structural Fires.** Teams advancing hoselines should not enter a burning building without being instructed to do so by the team chief. Once inside a building, team members must always stay within voice contact of each other at all times.
The most effective use of water on free burning fires is a direct attack with a solid stream of penetrating fog pattern directed at the base of the fire (figure 10.5). When using this approach, water should be applied in short bursts. In situations where a building cannot be entered and the direct approach cannot be used, an indirect water attack, such as through a window, can be attempted (figure 10.6). With this technique, the hose nozzle setting should range between penetrating and a moderate angle fog and the water stream should be directed at the gases at ceiling level, rather than the base of the fire. In addition, the water should be played back and forth to ensure good coverage. Once the fire is under control, the hoseline can be advanced to extinguish any remaining hot spots with the direct attack approach discussed previously. When fighting a structural fire, all team members must be ever watchful for potential hazards such as:

- Possible building collapse.
- Fire moving in behind, below, or above the hoseline.
- Kinks in or obstructions to the hoseline.
- Holes or trip hazards.
- Hazardous or highly flammable liquids in the area.
- Electrical hazards.
- Overexertion.

Figure 10.5. Penetrating Fog Technique.
10.6.5.4. **Vehicle Fires.** Auxiliary firefighters can also expect to encounter vehicle fires after an attack. The scope of their actions, however, would be generally limited to smaller, passenger type vehicles rather than large pieces of equipment such as tank trucks or tractor trailers. This scope is based on equipment and training limitations. In a small vehicle fire, a fuel ignition can usually be extinguished easily by using a portable fire extinguisher. If the fuel tank has been ruptured, a water fog may be used to put out the fire and keep the fuel tank cool to avoid further combustion. Burning fuel leaking from the vehicle should be flushed clear of the area with water and extinguished with a portable extinguisher or sand. Once the fuel portion of the fire is out, the remaining flames can be handled as a structural fire. At times during vehicle accidents that involve fire, occupants become trapped in the wreck. In such situations, it may be necessary to protect trapped passengers from the flames by using water in a fog pattern until they can be rescued by firefighters having the appropriate tools and equipment.

10.6.5.5. **Fires Involving Utilities.** For obvious safety purposes, auxiliary firefighters must be able to isolate the utility supply (electricity and gas) to a facility.

10.6.5.5.1. **Electrical Fires.** In a structural fire, from a safety standpoint, power should normally remain on as long as possible to provide lighting and ventilation for firefighting and rescue operations. When the building becomes damaged to the point that electrical hazards exist, the power should be immediately shut off by throwing the main switch or disconnecting a fuse at the main service box. Fires in electrical equipment can be handled with relative ease once they are de-energized. As mentioned earlier, once the power has been eliminated, electrical fires are usually treated in the same fashion as a structural fire.

10.6.5.5.2. **Gas Utilities.** Facilities with gas utilities should have the gas turned off as soon as possible. The meter and cut-off valve are usually located outside the building. The flow of gas into the building may be stopped by turning the cut-off valve to the closed position, which will be at a right angle to the pipe, as shown in figure 10.7. Gas fires should not be extinguished until gas flow can be shut off.
10.6.5.6. **Bare Base Fires.** The basic principles of firefighting used for modern, built-up air bases also apply to beddown locations. However, the type of construction and more primitive living conditions of a bare base environment make the possibility and spread of fire more pronounced. Most tents burn much more readily than standard construction; consequently, a fire is prone to spread at an alarming speed in a tent city. An adequate water supply could also be a problem—a bare base water system may not be sufficient to support a sustained firefighting effort. By the time that an alternative water source is obtained, the entire compound could be engulfed in flames. The best course of action in a bare base fire may be to simply try to stop the fire from spreading to unaffected assets. One quick way of accomplishing this is to drop all tentage near the tent that is on fire. Another effective course of action, assuming water is available, is to hose down the other tents in the area.

10.6.5.7. **Ground Cover Fires.** Ground cover fires include fires in weeds, grass, brush, and similar vegetation. Fighting a ground cover fire can be a very dangerous undertaking. Many firefighters have lost their lives or been seriously injured while trying to control this type of fire. As with all firefighting efforts, thoroughly consider the situation before implementing a combative tactic, particularly when it is a ground cover fire. Remember, regardless of the firefighting technique being employed, always make the safety of personnel a prime concern. Once a ground cover fire starts, it may burn rapidly. There are three main factors that affect ground cover fires: types of fuel, weather, and terrain. Attacking a ground fire is based on perimeter control. The control line can be either established at the edge of the fire for a direct attack or at varying distances from the fire to form an indirect attack.

10.6.5.7.1. **Direct Attack.** The direct attack is action taken directly against the flames. If a water source is available, hose lines can be used in conjunction with back pack water extinguishers to extinguish the fire. Hand tools can also be used to throw soil on the fire, beat the fire out and to cut down or remove fuel in the fire’s potential path.

10.6.5.7.2. **Indirect Attack.** The indirect attack is taken at varying distances from the fire. This method is used when the fire is too hot, too big, or moving too fast to use a direct attack. With this approach, the idea is to stop the fire by removing fuel from its path. This is accomplished by cutting fire breaks with hand tools or heavy equipment (figure 10.8). Natural fire breaks such as roads and streams should also be considered and used when appropriate.
10.6.6. **Rescue Techniques.** In a postattack environment, with burning and collapsed buildings, downed electrical power lines, and damaged vehicles, there could be an urgent need for widespread rescue operations. This need must be tempered with consideration of the personal protection of auxiliary firefighter personnel. Protective gear for use by auxiliary firefighters during rescue operations is extremely limited. The basic combat helmet, flak vest, work gloves, and boots used by most civil engineer personnel will provide some limited measure of protection, but are far from effective against the excessive heat and toxic gases produced by an intense fire. For this reason, each potential rescue situation must be carefully evaluated in terms of the probability of making a safe and successful rescue before engineer personnel are committed to such an activity.

10.6.6.1. **Building Rescues.** Probably the most hazardous duty an auxiliary firefighter may have to perform is to rescue individuals from a burning building. When entering a burning building to perform rescue work, each auxiliary firefighter must first consider personal safety and the safety of team members. As a general rule, a building should not be entered except in the very early stages of a fire. If a building is entered, a hose team must always be available to provide water stream protection for both the rescuer and victim. However, under no conditions should an auxiliary firefighter attempt a rescue in a burning building above the ground floor.

10.6.6.1.1. **Rescues in Collapsed Buildings.** The difficulty in rescuing people from bombed or collapsed structures depends on a large degree where they are located. During war, the situation may be further aggravated by the possible presence of unexploded ordnance situated in the rubble. Again, unnecessary chances should not be taken. The situation may well dictate that rescue efforts be limited to helping only those victims that are readily accessible or who are slightly trapped. If such is the case, so be it.

10.6.6.1.2. **Rescues From Electrical Contact.** To reach a victim who is touching electrically energized wires or equipment, an auxiliary firefighter must take every precaution to protect himself and others. It is essential that all electrical wires and conductors be treated as if they were energized. If the wire is not entangled with the victim's body, a wooden pole with a hook on the end should be used to drag the victim clear of the wire. Under no circumstances should the rescuer allow himself or his clothing to touch the wire or victim during the rescue operation. Sometimes it is more practical to remove the cable from the victim. This can be done by throwing one end of a rope over the line. Both ends of the rope are then tied together and the wire is carefully pulled away.

10.6.6.1.3. **Vehicle Extrications.** Vehicle extrication is a complex and demanding task. Auxiliary firefighters must be mentally prepared for the psychological trauma of facing victims who are burned, seriously injured, or hysterical. Power tools normally available to firefighters for extracting victims from vehicles, such as the power saw shown in figure 10.9, will not usually be available to auxiliary firefighters. As is the case in most rescue operations, safety in a vehicle extrication is essential. If safety is disregarded, both the victim and the rescuer may be placed in further danger. The first action that should be accomplished in a vehicle rescue is to stabilize the vehicle. If a vehicle is found on its side or upside down, it should be stabilized by placing wedge boards, rocks, or other debris under the vehicle. If no material for this purpose is readily available, improvised methods can be tried such as using bumper jacks and ropes, or opening the trunk and hood.
After the vehicle is stabilized, the easiest way to enter the vehicle must be chosen. Doors are the first choice. If they are jammed, a window may have to be used. If a window must be broken, start with the rear one. This gives a larger opening and glass will not fall on the victim. The primary objective is to gain access to the victim and stabilize and protect this individual until extrication is possible. If the victim is trapped in the vehicle by the steering wheel, seats, or dashboard, stabilize the person until professional help (medical or fire department personnel) arrives. If the victim is conscious, coherent, and not completely entangled in the vehicle, removal operations can start. First, wounds should be bandaged, fractures splinted, and the body immobilized to reduce the possibility of further injury. Once the victim has been properly prepared for removal, any sharp edges in the vehicle should be covered and the opening through which the victim will be moved should be padded with blankets or similar materials. When removing the victim, travel as smoothly as possible and try to avoid any jerking or sudden movements.

Figure 10.9. Professional Power Rescue Tool.

10.7. Search and Rescue (SAR) Concepts. Search and rescue operations are a crucial function during contingencies. Whether the emergency is a major aircraft accident, a natural disaster, or an enemy attack, there may be scores of injured personnel who must be located, treated, and evacuated. Search and rescue missions must be carried out promptly, by well trained personnel with the proper equipment, or it is highly probable that disaster casualties will increase dramatically. In the aftermath of a disaster or attack, firefighting and crash rescue personnel, augmented by personnel from other sections of the civil engineer force, must be constantly ready to participate in search and rescue operations (figure 10.10).
10.7.1. **Civil Engineer Involvement in Search and Rescue.** Civil engineers may be involved in search and rescue operations in several ways. Depending on the type and extent of the emergency, civil engineer search and rescue support may range from minimal to very extensive. Firefighters and rescue personnel would undoubtedly be very involved in the rescue of survivors from an aircraft crash or other major accident on the base (figure 10.11), but would provide little, if any, search and rescue support for a group of campers lost in a nearby forest. The rescue of the campers would probably be handled by a local agency and civil engineers would provide support only if requested and authorized. The following areas outline possible civil engineer responses to research and rescue requirements.

**Figure 10.10. Firefighter and Augmentee Performing Rescue.**

![Figure 10.10. Firefighter and Augmentee Performing Rescue.](image)

**Figure 10.11. On-Base Rescue Operation.**

![Figure 10.11. On-Base Rescue Operation.](image)
10.7.1.1. **Firefighters/Crash Rescue Personnel.** The highly trained personnel which serve in the fire department are the most qualified to conduct search and rescue operations. Not only do most of them have first aid training and the skills and equipment to rescue persons trapped as a result of a disaster, but they will always be the first to respond to a major aircraft accident on the air base. Once at the scene, they will use all of their resources to control fires and extract survivors from the aircraft (figure 10.12).

**Figure 10.12. Aircrew Extraction.**

10.7.1.2. **Augmentees.** In a postattack environment, the air base will be faced with numerous fires, extensive damage, and injured personnel requiring emergency rescue and medical care. Getting to fires and rescue locations will be complicated by the presence of unexploded ordnance, craters, pavement damage, and scattered debris caused by bombs and other ordnance. Firefighting and rescue must be accomplished with fixed numbers of professional firefighters, equipment, and materials. Attrition can be expected to steadily decrease the availability of professional firefighters, fire vehicles, and rescue capabilities. The fire department will not have the resources to simultaneously respond to and extinguish all these fires, respond to all rescue situations, and support all aircraft incidents. Commanders must decide which fire to fight, which fires to let burn, which people to rescue and which people to leave to buddy care. These and other decisions will affect the launch and recovery of aircraft, the response to returning battle-damaged aircraft, and the operation of both fixed and mobile aircraft arresting systems. Augmentees may be needed to perform those search and rescue operations that the professional firefighters are unable to attend. Therefore, civil engineer personnel, along with all other combat support forces, must possess the basic knowledge and skills to help save lives and mitigate human suffering (figure 10.13). The severity of the emergency will dictate the number of persons required, but efforts should be made to select individuals with some of the following qualifications:
10.7.1.2.1 Good physical condition. The physical demands of the search and rescue operation are likely to be great.
10.7.1.2.2 First aid training. Survivors may require immediate first aid to prevent serious complications.
10.7.1.2.3 Advanced emergency medical care training.
10.7.1.2.4 Specialized rescue equipment experience.
10.7.1.2.5 Familiarity with the geography of the search and rescue area.
10.7.1.2.6 Knowledge of survivor extrication methods.
10.7.1.2.7 Knowledge of area search methods.
10.7.2. Site Access Support. Civil engineer heavy equipment and operators skills can be invaluable in clearing access to the site of a major disaster. When rescue vehicles are unable to reach and remove the survivors of an aircraft crash in a heavily wooded area, civil engineer earth moving equipment can clear a road or create a path to the crash site. Following an earthquake, an engineer crane could be used to remove the fallen beams of a collapsed building, allowing rescuers to reach survivors trapped beneath the rubble.
10.7.3. Rescue Equipment. The type equipment employed by a SAR team will depend on the type emergency and the location of the rescue effort. Medical equipment and supplies are normally carried in fire rescue vehicles or ambulances to aid the injured during an on-base disaster and to an aircraft accident in a remote region. However, if an off-base area precludes vehicular travel, the medical supplies must be carried in by SAR personnel or delivered by air. A team going into a wilderness area would also require navigational aids, food, water, portable shelters, and other items to operate in an inhospitable environment. The following general categories of equipment should be considered in equipping a SAR team for missions:
10.7.3.1 Communications. Portable hand-held or backpack type transceivers should be used for radio communications between team members, SAR aircraft, and the staging base, when one is established (figure 10.14).
10.7.3.2. Navigation Equipment. Detailed maps of the search area showing all terrain features, landmarks, and water sources are a necessity. A global positioning system, reliable compasses or other direction finding equipment are required for rescue operations in remote areas.

10.7.3.3. Operational Equipment. Select equipment appropriate for the type SAR operation the team is expected to accomplish. A SAR operation centered on an area of demolished structures on the base requires crowbars, shovels, rope, and similar items to assist in freeing people entrapped in the debris. Conversely, if the operation's goal is to reach a downed aircraft in a snow covered mountain area, snowshoes, mountaineering equipment, and portable litters should be among the team’s equipment.

10.7.3.4. Food and Water. Food and water will only be carried by teams operating in off-base remote areas. Teams should carry adequate quantities to sustain an operation lasting 48 to 72 hours. If the mission goes beyond these limits, the team should be resupplied.

10.7.3.5. Photographic Equipment. A simple, reliable camera is needed for missions involving aircraft crashes. Photographic evidence of aircraft wreckage, instrument panels, aircraft controls, and terrain disfigurements is useful for accident analysis. On-base disasters requiring photography should be provided by base photographers.

10.7.3.6. Survivor Extraction Equipment. Metal cutters, ax, knife, body splint, litter, prybar, and a hydraulic rescue kit are typical items used by the fire department for situations involving extraction of survivors from downed aircraft (figure 10.15).
10.7.3.7. **Loud Hailer.** This item is used for coordinating team actions at the rescue scene.

10.7.4. **Search and Rescue Operations.** Search and rescue operations can be limited in scope, involving small search parties which cover the area on foot (figure 10.16) or a massive effort covering thousands of square miles of land or sea and involving ships, aircraft, and personnel of other services and governmental agencies. Engineer SAR operations will generally be limited to on-base disaster response and, when required, operations support in the local community.
10.7.4.1. On-Base Search and Rescue. Probably the most common SAR operation on the air base involves a major aircraft accident. In such a situation firefighters/rescue personnel are responsible for containing any resulting fire and must promptly remove survivors from the wreckage. A systematic search of the surrounding area may also be required to locate persons thrown from the wreckage by the impact. In most on-base aircraft accidents the crash site will be defined and team efforts will concentrate on the immediate rescue of personnel rather than search of the surrounding area. Other on-base SAR operations result from earthquake, flood, hurricane, or enemy attack. Under these conditions, several search teams must be assigned to search the air base for survivors. Searches of this type require precise coordination and require that all teams be thoroughly briefed on designated search areas, techniques, rescue procedures, communications protocol, reporting requirements, and availability of medical support for survivors. The SAR operation must ensure that the entire disaster area is covered with no duplication of effort which could result in delays in reaching survivors.

10.7.4.2. Off-Base Search and Rescue. Civil engineer involvement in off-base SAR efforts will probably be limited to heavy equipment support for access to a disaster site and augmentation of search teams. Civil engineer resources should not participate in off-base operations if there is a high probability that they will be needed in base recovery or rescue operations.

10.7.4.3. Operations Stage. Regardless of the location of the SAR effort, basic operations are generally the same following this sequence:

- Receive mission briefing.
- Proceed to disaster scene.
- Conduct search.
- Rescue survivors.
- Provide emergency care for survivors.
- Transport the injured to a medical facility.

10.7.4.4. Search and Rescue Debriefing. The debriefing should occur as soon as the SAR team returns from the search area to determine if the team has information effecting the outcome of the SAR mission. This is particularly important for teams assigned to a mission still in progress. In addition to providing first-hand information about the results of the SAR mission, the debriefing can supply knowledge of support requirements to other SAR teams and suggestions for improvements to the on-going effort.

10.8. Summary.

10.8.1. Fire protection personnel have crucial taskings and responsibilities to perform during post disaster situations. These include rescue, fire containment, and fire extinguishment. Under wartime conditions fire department organizations may be all military, all civilian, or a military/civilian mix depending upon location. Peacetime training programs must take these potential organizational arrangements into account. Fire protection supervisory personnel can expect to face both airfield and structural fire fighting requirements during the post disaster period. Specific procedures and response times are associated
with both types of requirements and fire protection command and control elements must be familiar with these parameters. Fire protection personnel can also expect to face shortages of supplies and equipment, longer working hours, and austere conditions during wartime, particularly at deployed locations.

10.8.2. Because fire protection personnel will be heavily tasked for response to priority facilities and aircraft assets immediately following an air base attack, other civil engineer forces must serve as auxiliary firefighters to protect other base facilities and recovery assets. Auxiliary firefighters must be able to respond to smaller structural, vehicle, and ground cover fires with the intent of stopping such fires in their early stages of development. Auxiliary firefighters must also be capable of performing limited personnel rescue activities. Whether accomplishing firefighting or rescue taskings, however, auxiliary firefighters must make safety one of their primary considerations.

10.8.3. The civil engineer’s primary involvement in search and rescue operations is in response to on-base life-threatening situations. Fire protection personnel have the major role in this activity. Support of more extensive off-base search and rescue efforts is generally limited to the equipment and personnel necessary to gain access to the search area. Supervisors should be aware of the personnel skills and equipment required for the search and rescue effort.
Chapter 11

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND FOLLOW-ON REPAIR
OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES, FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

11.1. Introduction. Expedient repairs are completed, and the threat of continued enemy activity or a recurrence of the natural phenomenon that caused the disaster is minimal. This is not the time, however, to stop and rest. The BCE must now shift efforts from the expedient mode to a more deliberate mode of operations and maintenance (O&M) as well as taking action to facilitate improved repairs. Using information from early damage assessment, follow-on visits to damage locations, and knowledge of the installation mission, a work plan must be developed. This plan defines what work needs to be done and when, and suggests methods of accomplishment. Safe, alternate transportation routes must be established, diminished supplies must be replenished and remote stockpiling must be considered.

11.2. Overview. Since expedient repairs have been made, the base now shifts to an operations and maintenance mode for continued operation. The focus is now on upgrading previous makeshift repairs to allow for extended operations and the maintenance of sustained flying operations.

11.2.1. As in the initial recovery phase, identification of required work is essential. This chapter outlines general procedures for identifying and documenting follow-on work requirements. Information is also included which outlines civil engineer options for accomplishment of this work. This includes a discussion of U.S. Army support of USAF air base repair requirements. For tasks within the capability of in-house forces, guidance is provided on making repairs which are more durable and better support the installation’s mission.

11.2.2. Later sections of the chapter deal with alternate transportation routes for use during and after emergencies. Maintenance and repair of existing routes is emphasized, with design and construction of new routes covered briefly as a last resort measure. Finally, resupply of diminished stocks needed for operations, maintenance, and upgrade of repairs is addressed. Consideration for dispersed stockpiling of materials is also included.

11.3. O&M Considerations

11.3.1. Safety. Even though the urgency of the immediate post disaster phase has passed, safety is still a critical consideration. Personnel will experience a state of mental and physical exhaustion unlike any other previously experienced. Safety is everyone’s concern, but supervisors should be especially observant and cautious. Watch for signs of excessive fatigue and do not allow your personnel to overextend themselves. Carelessness usually accompanies fatigue. Shortcuts taken when people are tired and not thinking clearly can have disastrous results.

11.3.2. U.S. Army/U.S. Air Force Repair Responsibilities. If the BCE is to make the most effective use of all resources during the follow-on damage repair period, a complete understanding of agreements between U.S. Army and Air Force units regarding the degree of support which will be provided on these occasions is important. U.S. Army and Air Force responsibilities as outlined in AFJI 10-218, Troop Construction and Engineering Support of the Air Force Overseas, are detailed in the following paragraphs.

11.3.2.1. The Army will provide military troop construction to the Air Force overseas. It will ensure that required units are equipped, manned, and trained to support Air Force needs. This support is to:

• Assist in emergency repair of war damaged air bases exceeding Air Force engineer organic capability.
• Repair and restore air bases damaged beyond emergency repair.
• Assist in force beddown exceeding Air Force engineer organic capability.
• Develop bases to include acquisition, improvement, replacement, construction, and expansion of terrain and facilities.
• Manage repair and restoration of war damage and base development, including supervising Army personnel. The Air Force base commander sets the priorities.
• Develop engineering designs, plans, and materials to meet Air Force needs.
• Ensure security during construction, including ground defense beyond air base security of the Air Force.
• Supply construction materials and equipment not provided by the Air Force.

11.3.2.2. The Air Force will provide military troop engineer support from its resources. It will ensure that the units are equipped, manned, and trained adequately to support its needs. This support includes:

• Emergency repair of war damage to air bases.
• Force beddown of units and weapons systems, excluding Army base development responsibilities.
• Operation and maintenance of facilities and installations.
• Crash rescue and fire suppression.
• Management of emergency repair of war damage and force beddown.
• Supply of material and equipment to perform its engineering mission.
11.3.2.3. The responsible Army commander will command all Army troop units. Command and control relationships will be established to ensure the accomplishment of the airfield damage repair missions. Normally, this relationship will be general or direct support of a specific air base. When a number of air bases are concerned and limited engineering resources are available, a priority of support must be established. It is essential that the Army commander retain the flexibility to shift engineer resources to concentrate efforts in airfield damage repair and other support missions.

11.3.2.4. Regardless of the support responsibilities outlined above, the BCE will probably be facing a situation where repair requirements will far outstrip manpower availability. The need to use to the fullest those forces that are available is paramount. Army engineer units are generally equipped for heavy horizontal construction, therefore, they should be used where this capability is most required. Typical Army engineer postdisaster taskings would include major critical facility restoration, construction of concrete airfield pavements, and rebuild of electrical distribution substations. Most Air Force engineer units, on the other hand, are limited to light construction and repair by the nature of their training and equipage. They are, however, quite capable of accomplishing critical repair taskings such as replacing substantial portions of utility distribution systems, constructing temporary access routes, partitioning and restoring utility support to major facilities, and performing debris clearance and demolition. The main point is the BCE must use all engineering resources to their maximum potential in the postdisaster environment and not get hung up on the technicalities of written responsibilities.

11.3.3. **The Operations and Maintenance Concept.** The concept of operations and maintenance is a process for accomplishing work. It is a familiar theme for Air Force civil engineer units in that their peacetime responsibilities are centered around the procedures and requirements associated with O&M taskings. Many similarities exist in the operations and maintenance concepts for both peacetime and wartime or contingency postdisaster situations; however, several differences are also present. We will look at these differences as the steps for accomplishing O&M work are discussed.

11.3.3.1. **Concept Steps.** For the purpose of this discussion the operations and maintenance concept will be addressed in six basic steps.

- **Step 1.** Identify the work that needs to be done.
- **Step 2.** Estimate the work requirements. Each job must be quantified in terms of man-hours, materials and equipment necessary.
- **Step 3.** Assign work priorities. These priorities will aid in developing a work strategy.
- **Step 4.** Develop a work plan or strategy capable of sustaining the sortie rate necessary for combat operations.
- **Step 5.** Assemble resources. Action must be taken to acquire the resources estimated in Step 2.
- **Step 6.** Accomplish the work. The final and most important step is to complete the work identified.

11.3.3.2. **Work Identification (Step 1).** Since the emphasis of this chapter is on operations and maintenance during the recovery phase, we will address a more deliberate postdisaster process. As you recall from chapter 6, damage assessment teams (DATs) and damage assessment and response teams (DARTs) were dispatched during the initial recovery phase to identify and quantify damage. Due to the urgency of immediate postdisaster repair response, assessments were necessarily limited to those requirements which most impacted launch and recovery of combat mission aircraft. Some damages were repaired during this initial recovery period using expedient methods, others were isolated, and others were ignored. In the postdisaster O&M period, it is time to identify all repair requirements, irrespective of scope and importance to the primary air base combat mission. Expedient repairs must be replaced with permanent fixes, isolated utilities should be reinstated, and problem areas that were originally put aside must be corrected. Regardless of what repair actions were taken during the immediate postdisaster period, all follow-on work must be identified in enough detail to convey the specific requirements of the job. For example, a general statement of work to repair the electrical service to a building is not enough information to allow a repair crew to effectively accomplish the job. Details such as replace 25 kVA transformer and replace the service drop to the facility must be provided. A detailed description of work will ease detailed estimating and possibly save valuable repair time. Personnel chosen to perform the work identification should also be capable of determining, at least in a preliminary sense, how the work will be accomplished, i.e., by in-house forces, by contract, by Army engineers, etc. This will aid in the performance of the next step, work estimating, in that different levels of detail are required for the different methods of accomplishment.

11.3.3.3. **Estimate Work (Step 2).** As stated before, a detailed description of the work requirements will ease work estimations. Estimating work is quantifying work in terms of the manpower, materials, and special equipment required. For in-house work rough manhour estimates are provided for each craft required on a particular repair. Materials are specified by description, quantity and, if in stock, by the stock location. Special equipment should be addressed, particularly if its requirement is not made obvious by reading the work description. This is most helpful when equipment must be rented or acquired from another agency. For non-in-house work, initial estimating must be of sufficient scope to allow contract programmers to produce costing and programming documents. Major command headquarters must also be informed of the fiscal requirements and work scopes so contract monies and inter-service support can be obtained.

11.3.3.4. **Assign Work Priority (Step 3).** At this stage of the postdisaster recovery effort, the assignment of work priorities is crucial to generating and maintaining a sortie rate adequate to sustain the combat mission. Similarly, prudent appropriation of available manpower and resources is the key to the expeditious recovery of the base and the resumption of the full flying
mission. All work will fall into one of the categories used for peacetime O&M purposes. As compared to peacetime operations, however, you will probably find that more priority ones and twos will be identified since facility, utility and airfield pavement damages will cause many mission hindrances, safety hazards, and perhaps even health hazards. Expect to see work that is normally a low priority in peacetime become a higher priority in the postdisaster period. Drainage work is a prime example. In peacetime such activity is usually a routine maintenance function but in the postdisaster environment, if flightline area flooding is caused by drainage system blockage, repairs will rapidly become critical. Also be sure to maintain a combat mission mindset when assigning work priorities. What are considered safety deficiencies in peacetime may well be acceptable risks in the postdisaster period. Furthermore, be wary of assigning too high a priority to quality of life features at the expense of direct mission support requirements. The pressure will be on to do this and you will need to maintain a balanced perspective. The following work priorities will be used in the post disaster timeframe:

- Priority I. Work done in direct support of the mission.
- Priority II. Work done to provide adequate security or to eliminate hazards.
- Priority III. Work done to prevent a breakdown of essential operations and services.
- Priority IV. Work not qualifying for a higher priority.

### 11.3.3.5. Develop a Work Plan (Step 4)

Now that the first three steps in the preparation phase are completed the transition from preparation to execution can begin. So far the requirements have been identified, labor and materials estimated, and a rough priority listing established. Now the task calls for arranging the work by order of importance and making the final determination of how it is to be accomplished (in-house or otherwise). Several factors influence the development of a postdisaster work plan and many of them interact with each other. Only after each of these factors has been considered can a work plan be deemed complete.

**11.3.3.5.1. Scope of Work.** The scope of the identified work requirements must be closely considered to preclude overloading various trades. Such action causes a bottleneck in task accomplishment and subsequent slippages in work completions. Look closely at contract support for tasks that are large in scope, require unique skills or expertise not normally available in a typical military engineer unit, or require many manhours of a particular trade as compared to others.

**11.3.3.5.2. Material Availability.** To a large extent the availability of materials will determine which of the highest priority tasks will be performed first. Maximize use of whatever special levels and war reserve materiels are remaining; contingency and wartime situations are what they are there for. Materials being held for peacetime O&M requirements are also another source of supply support. Cannibalization from lower priority damaged facilities or utilities should likewise be considered, particularly for items which traditionally have long lead times. Put higher priority systems back into full service this way and let lower priority systems wait for the supply system to provide the necessary materials. Do not overlook the value of local purchase for repair materials. In many cases much of an engineer unit's peacetime supply overseas comes from local sources. Any standing contracts or purchase orders from local vendors should be "plussed-up" to obtain as much material as possible.

**11.3.3.5.3. Manpower Availability.** The majority of postdisaster O&M actions will be accomplished by in-house forces simply due to their immediate availability. If engineer units from other Services are in-place, however, they should be incorporated into the postdisaster O&M work strategy as well. Use these units wisely. Assign major restoration tasks associated with critical facility and utility requirements to these units. Do not waste their talents on low priority jobs or tasks that do not utilize their full engineering capability. At some locations the local economy may be able to furnish contractor support for O&M requirements. Work with base contracting personnel to line this support up for tasks that do not require a detailed design effort. Another avenue of manpower support that should be investigated is that of local civilian overhires. Historically, much of the civil engineer's wartime and contingency labor support has come from this source. Not only will in-house skilled personnel be freed up for more technical tasks, but the potential also exists for adding additional semi-skilled personnel to the O&M workforce. Lastly, remember that some of your workforce will be required to provide day-to-day operations support and will not be fully available for repair taskings. Account for this in your planning but do not overman this area--go with a minimum manning concept.

**11.3.3.5.4. Timing Constraints.** Postdisaster O&M efforts will be greatly affected by timing constraints which, in turn, steer the development of the overall work schedule. Mission support is the driver for work scheduling and all activities should be aimed at satisfying these taskings first. Use the multi-skilling features of in-house forces to advantage, e.g., do not let a critical POL repair project slip due to shortages in the liquid fuels maintenance trade--use utility systems personnel to augment. Additionally, do not be hesitant to mix in-house forces with contractors or other engineering units. Work your manpower assets together toward a common goal of bringing the most critical portions of the base back up to standard.

**11.3.3.5.5. Funds Availability.** Keep your major command informed on your funding requirements for supply, civilian pay, and contract support. To some extent each base can keep the supply lines flowing by reallocation of local O&M funds, but few bases will have the ability to fund any sizable contract support or civilian pay increases. As postdisaster O&M efforts progress, the need for additional funding will increase since requirements will become more defined.

### 11.3.3.6. Assemble Resources (Step 5)

Gathering of work materials and equipment and assigning manpower to the various tasks are the first steps in the execution phase of the postdisaster O&M effort. Follow your work plan priorities as closely as possible and exploit the various avenues of supply and manpower support mentioned earlier to build your O&M capability.

### 11.3.3.7. Accomplish Work (Step 6)

Accomplishing the work is the final and most important step in the execution phase
and the O&M concept. This final step brings civil engineers closer to fully recovering the installation and sustaining the flying mission. As more and more repairs are made to base facilities and utilities, be prepared to transition an increased portion of your work force to an operations mode.

11.4. Airfield Ancillary Equipment O&M. Operations and maintenance of ancillary airfield equipment are critical to the operation of the airfield. Items such as aircraft arresting systems, airfield lighting, and navigational aids, which were expediently repaired immediately following the emergency, must now be maintained to support continuing aircraft operations. Any upgrade repairs that can be made to these systems without degrading the operational capability of the air base should be attempted at this time.

11.4.1. Aircraft Arresting Systems.
11.4.1.1. In a wartime situation where only a minimum operating strip has been made available for aircraft launch and recovery, a mobile aircraft arresting system has most likely been installed. Routine servicing and inspection of the system must be maintained throughout its period of use. In all likelihood, however, once the threat of reattack is over, efforts will intensify to bring the full runway surface back into operation. This, in turn, will permit permanently installed arresting barriers to be reinstated into service. Once such permanent barriers are put into use, servicing and inspection efforts should be devoted to these systems. The mobile system then should be removed, reconditioned as necessary, and placed back into standby storage.

11.4.1.2. In the event that airfield damages were such that the permanently installed systems could still be used during the postdisaster period, particular attention must be paid to any expedient repairs that were made on the systems. All repairs made by substitution must be identified. A listing of the materials required to restore the system to full operational capability and alleviate the parts substitution condition should be developed. These materials should be immediately ordered and installed once they are received. Additionally, any stockpiled replacement parts which were expended during repair efforts should also be replenished. Repairs beyond component replacement are usually beyond the capability of the in-house work force and should be identified to the parent major command so that appropriate repair support can be arranged.

11.4.2. Airfield Lighting System.
11.4.2.1. As was the case with the mobile aircraft arresting system, if a minimum operating strip was established, a mobile airfield lighting system was probably installed to support night and adverse weather flying requirements. A daily inspection of such a system is mandatory. As repairs to runway pavement surfaces are being made, concurrent repairs to the permanently installed airfield lighting system should be accomplished with the intent of having the system completely operational when the full runway is brought back into service.

11.4.2.2. If damage conditions permitted the permanently installed airfield lighting system to be used in lieu of a mobile system, it is still likely that some expedient repairs had to be made immediately after the attack or disaster ended. The objective now during the O&M phase of recovery operations is to upgrade these repairs to meet normal standards as quickly as possible and perform the maintenance necessary to keep the system fully operational.

11.4.2.2.1. If the power supply to the airfield lighting vault has been interrupted, restoration of this primary power must receive emphasis. Repair crews will have two major taskings:
11.4.2.2.1.1. Operate and maintain the back up generator. Increased running time requires more frequent inspection and maintenance.
11.4.2.2.1.2. Pursue actions necessary to restore primary power to the airfield lighting vault. This could mean running new underground cabling to the vault or permanently repairing previously made expedient connections.

11.4.2.2.2. If the problem is with the underground system supplying each lighting circuit, it can be corrected by merely replacing damaged sections of underground direct burial cable (figure 11.1) or by repairs of a duct system. Replacement of direct burial cables is a simple task that can be accomplished by in-house forces if materials are available. Before a decision is made to make a repair in-house, first consider the impact the work will have on available resources, and how it affects your capability to do other work.
11.4.2.2.3. As a minimum, in-house forces should make daily inspections of the lighting systems. Check for inoperative lights, damaged splices and damaged surface run cables. Daily tasks include:

- Replacing burned out lights.
- Replacing damaged fixtures.
- Repairing or replacing damaged splices.

11.4.3. **Navigational Aids (NAVAIDS).** The type and number of navigational aids, and the support given these aids by civil engineers, will vary. You may be required to repair the metal frame for the wind sock, or perform daily operational checks of the generator providing power to the TACAN facility. Any facility or utility damage that directly impacts the operation of a critical NAVAID must be repaired immediately. Likewise, the identification and completion of repairs required to restore the facility or supporting utility system carry a high priority.

11.5. **Utility Repairs** The early expedient repair of utility systems is critical to preserve life, eliminate hazards and support the operational mission. It pays dividends to upgrade the expedient repair to a more permanent repair as soon as possible. Expedient repairs are temporary at best; the longer they are left without upgrade, the greater the chances for repeated breakdown and failure. Increased incidence of failure drains resources and degrades the mission capability of the installation. The BCE must identify, quantify and set the priority for all repair requirements. A course of action must be selected; that is, will the work be done in-house, by contract, or by some type of work force augmentation.

11.5.1. **Electrical System.** All damage as well as all expedient repairs should have been documented during initial recovery phases. Use this information as a departure point to determine required actions. Still another, perhaps more comprehensive damage survey should be made to identify the total scope of needed repairs. Discussing repair requirements with electrical and power production personnel will further clarify and quantify the repair effort. During the survey and especially during follow-on repair efforts remember the dangers associated with working on the electrical system make it imperative that the techniques and procedures outlined in AFI 32-1064, *Electrical Safe Practices*, be applied at all times.

11.5.1.1. **Power Generation Plants.** If moderate to heavy damage to power production plants has been sustained, it is likely that expedient repairs will not have been possible. Major restoration efforts will be necessary and contract action is probably the only answer. If damages were only slight, however, repairs to electrical production systems will have initially included maximum cannibalization and the use of spare parts to get all possible units back on line and in full production. In some
cases wrecking and shoring actions may have been taken to make the facility housing the power production units structurally safe. Unreparable automatic control and monitoring systems may have been bypassed and replaced with whatever was available for a "makeshift" manual operation. Now is the time to determine to what extent upgrade repairs can be made and what maintenance operations are required.

11.5.1.1. Where makeshift manual controls are in use, ensure that all equipment is operating within the correct tolerances and that the appropriate output is being achieved. Otherwise, further damage to production equipment can occur or, in the case of incorrect output, the result can be damaged distribution equipment or worse. Ensure that replacement control panels are requisitioned.

11.5.1.2. Check and monitor fuel lines supplying the generators for serious leakage. Arrange for permanent repairs to be made thereby eliminating any potential fire or safety hazards.

11.5.1.3. Make any facility repairs that are needed to permanently weatherproof the power units and switchgear.

11.5.1.2. Individual/Mobile Power Units. In most situations individual or mobile generators were expediently repaired either through cannibalization/spare part use or by total replacement if damaged beyond immediate repair. Repair upgrade actions should be relatively minimal with the exception perhaps of repair of splinter protection features. Of more importance is the operation and maintenance of these units and a dedicated effort will be necessary. These generators must be checked at least daily and refueled as required. Fuel consumption data and the size of the tank should give an indication of how often a unit must be refueled. A refueling and services/inspection schedule should be developed and rigidly adhered to.

11.5.1.3. Distribution System. Depending upon the nature of the disaster, repairs to the distribution systems may vary from the simple to the very complex. If manpower and needed materials are available, most bases have the technical capability to make permanent repairs to the overhead distribution system. Some repairs, such as straightening leaning poles and adjusting line sag, will require no materials at all. However, the electrical distribution system at most bases is at least partially underground and survey of such a system is a more difficult task. The underground system supports critical operations and is usually located in operational flying areas around the flight line. All manholes should be checked for structural damage as well as damage to the distribution system. Extreme caution must be exercised when entering or working on underground systems. Manholes can become settling points for combustible and/or extremely noxious gases. Most bases have the capability to check for potential line insulation breakdown. This should be done so that lines can be replaced before a failure occurs that could be detrimental to the base mission.

11.5.1.3.1. If damage to the distribution system is heavy, it is likely that the distribution system off base has also sustained damage. In this situation, the local power company cannot be relied upon for assistance. This is the point where predisaster planning efforts start to pay dividends. If there are electrical contractors in the local area that are capable of delivering the assistance needed, they were identified in the base's Contingency Response Plan. The value of negotiating a requirements (on-call) contract during the contingency planning phase becomes evident now in the form of a critical time savings.

11.5.1.3.2. Typical electrical distribution system upgrade and repair actions to be taken during the operations and maintenance phase of base recovery include:

- Replacement of temporary ground level distribution lines with permanent lines either above ground level or below ground as appropriate.
- Installation of new service drops to repaired facilities.
- Replacement of damaged power poles.
- Repair of structural damage to vaults, switching stations and security fencing.
- Repair of damaged transformer banks.

11.5.2. Water System. The water system is extremely important. It is needed not only for consumption, but also for firefighting, food preparation and hygiene, decontamination, and a great many other uses. System components are normally categorized as source, treatment, storage, and distribution.

11.5.2.1. Source. If the source has remained intact or has been repaired, determine whether it is still adequate to meet current needs. This determination will be based upon quantity and usability. The quantity can be calculated based on number of personnel, firefighting requirements, and any other special considerations resulting from the contingency and recovery effort. Usability means potability. For firefighting and many other uses this is not so critical. The source should be treated periodically to ensure that it is free of contaminants. If the source is not adequate and supplementary wells have been developed, they must be inspected daily to ensure a sufficient water level for the base can be maintained. Pumps also must be checked and serviced to ensure proper running conditions.

11.5.2.2. Treatment. If treatment facilities were only lightly damaged by the attack or disaster and expedient repairs subsequently made, initial efforts should be concentrated on bringing the plants back up to predisaster standards. Typical O&M phase taskings would include:

- Replacement of automatic controls and monitoring systems that were initially damaged and bypassed.
- Repair of structural components to ensure weather protection and security.
- Repair of any piping that was bypassed in an attempt to keep at least a portion of a plant operating.
- Replacement of any auxiliary or backup pumps and motors that were damaged.
11.5.2.2.2. If, on the other hand, treatment facilities were heavily damaged, chances are repairs will be of the magnitude that a contract or construction battalion effort would be required. Water treatment in such a situation would have to be provided through the use of several mobile water purification units. Such units require considerably more operating attention than a normal water treatment plant; therefore, an engineer squadron having to contend with this type of operation will have to expect an additional demand on available manpower.

11.5.2.3. Storage. Loss of storage capacity will place an additional demand on production of water. This would be a particularly severe problem if the base developed a critical shortage in firefighting requirements. If an installation has lost a sizable portion of its water storage capacity, one of the initial tasks once aircraft launch and recovery has been established must be to locate and develop an alternate source of non-potable water for firefighting resupply.

11.5.2.3.1. Heavily damaged water storage tanks, reservoirs, etc., will most likely be beyond repair, or at least beyond the in-house repair capability of the typical base civil engineer unit. Restoration of such facilities will have to be a contract effort. As an interim measure consider the use of flexible storage bladders positioned at critical locations around the installation. Tank trucks are another alternative.

11.5.2.3.2. Minor damage to water storage structures can usually be repaired by draining the tanks and patching any punctures that have been sustained and replacing the necessary components of any measuring gages that may have been damaged. Ground level and above ground level tanks should be checked daily to verify structural soundness. Damaging affects from blast pressures and ground shock may not show up immediately.

11.5.2.4. Distribution System. In all probability the bulk of civil engineer water system repair taskings after an attack or disaster will be associated with the distribution system. This is due to the wide spread nature of the piping network and its subsequent vulnerability to collateral damage. During the O&M phase of the base recovery effort the amount of damage received on the distribution system will dictate the repair methodology. If heavy damages are incurred, contract and/or construction battalion support will definitely be required. In fact, even if damages initially appear light, some outside support will probably be necessary since water distribution systems are extremely fragile and problems tend to continually surface long after the threat of attack or natural disaster has passed. On the other hand, the importance of the water distribution system for maintaining and sustaining overall air base operations will mean that some in-house repair efforts will always be needed. Typical repair tasks that can be expected for in-house accomplishment include:

- Replacement of expedient above ground lines with permanent below ground piping (figure 11.2).
- Replacement of damaged or bypassed valves.
- Reconnection of lines that were capped.
- Replacement of pipe sections that were cracked or fractured.
- Replacement of damaged pumps in pumping stations.

**Figure 11.2. Replacing Damaged Water Main.**
11.5.2.5. **Safety and Hygiene.** As permanent repairs and upgrades are being accomplished, engineer personnel must be conscious of standard safety and health practices. Ground conditions are less stable after an attack or natural disaster due to such physical effects as shock propagation and soil saturation. It is likely that shoring for deeper excavations will be necessary and many more barricades and similar marking devices will be required due to the greater than average numbers of line breaks incurred. Special attention must be paid to water quality. Many underground distribution system problems will initially remain hidden and the potential for external contamination of water supplies through these undiscovered line breaks is great. For this reason, the importance of disinfecting water systems before returning them to service cannot be over emphasized. Furthermore, once the distribution system is generally operational, water quality checks should be taken at various points on the installation on a scheduled basis to ensure purity standards are maintained.

11.5.3. **Sewage System.** It will be during the O&M phase of the base recovery operation that the majority of repairs to the sewage treatment and distribution system will be accomplished. As with the other utility systems, surveys should be made to identify what expedient repairs were made following the disaster and what permanent upgrade and replacement actions should be undertaken. While repairs to the sewage system are on-going, care must be taken to ensure that expedient repairs or other workarounds are kept serviceable. Pumps and flexible lines being used as lift station or blocked main bypasses must be frequently checked and serviced as needed. If porta-potties, chemical toilets, or other self-contained sanitary facilities are used, provisions must be made to collect, transport and properly dispose of the human wastes.

11.5.3.1. **Treatment Plants.** Sewage treatment plants do not lend themselves very well to expedient repair. Such repairs would be generally limited to minor piping repairs, control system bypassing, and patching of berms around ponds and lagoons. If a treatment plant was damaged sufficiently enough to take it completely out of service, it is probable that a contract effort would be required for restoration purposes. Although a vulnerable facility, it is unlikely such a facility would be a primary target and its normally remote location decreases its chances of receiving collateral damage.

11.5.3.2. **Distribution Systems.** O&M efforts with regard to distribution systems usually involve repairs to distribution mains and valves, manholes, and lift stations.

11.5.3.2.1. Repairs to sewer mains are needed when they are fractured, collapsed or blocked. Stoppages are normally obvious and may be corrected by routine maintenance procedures. Hidden fractures can go unnoticed for some time. Fractures or stoppages caused by collapsed mains will require excavation so the damaged main section can be replaced (figure 11.3). Valve repairs are normally accomplished by replacing the entire valve assembly.

**Figure 11.3. Replacing Temporary Sewer Lines.**

11.5.3.2.2. Besides pipe collapse, stoppages to sewer lines can also be caused by structural damage to manholes. Repair of manhole damage can vary from merely clearing debris from the hole to replacing the entire structure. Replacing the manhole may be beyond the capability of in-house forces; therefore, be prepared to ask for contract or construction battalion support. On the other hand, clearing debris is relatively easy, requiring a minimal demand on resources. Once debris has been cleared, remember to mark off or barricade the manhole area as a safety precaution.
11.5.3.2.3. If a lift station has received sufficient damage so as to put it out of service, a portable pump and flexible bypass hoses are normally used as an expedient repair measure. Because of the importance of lift stations in moving sewage away from inhabited areas, a permanent fix by in-house forces is usually called for. Such a fix would entail total replacement of pumps, repair of associated piping and repair of any structural damage to the lift station facility.

11.5.4. **Heating Systems.** The need to upgrade heating system repairs depends largely on prevailing weather conditions. A large central heating system, like the electrical system, can sustain a range of damage varying from simple to complex.

11.5.4.1. **Major Plants.**

11.5.4.1.1. Expedient repairs to a heat production plant will initially include repairs to supporting utilities such as electrical and water service. During expedient repair operations, damaged automatic controls may have been bypassed with manual controls. Parts may have been cannibalized to get as many boilers operating as possible and some wrecking and shoring may have been done. These repairs may be well documented, but the plant will probably have to be surveyed again to determine the total scope of what is needed to attain a fully operational status. Discussion with plant operators will help clarify repair needs.

11.5.4.1.2. Where automatic controls and monitoring systems have been bypassed and manual controls substituted, care must be taken to ensure that all equipment is operating within safe ranges. If this is not done, damage to the heat generating equipment is likely to occur and personnel could be severely injured. Any feasible permanent repairs of these components should be accomplished.

11.5.4.1.3. Expedient repairs to the distribution system will probably have been limited due to the operating limits required for distribution. Now is the time to attempt repairs that will place the distribution system back to its original configuration. Fractures are relatively easy to locate by the obvious venting of steam. Steam pits should be surveyed for structural damage as well as for mechanical damage to piping and valves. Local construction contractors may be an excellent source for not only renting excavation equipment but also providing additional skilled labor for repairing underground distribution system breaks.

11.5.4.2. **Individual Facility Systems.** Many base facilities will have individual heating systems or package units installed. Like major plants, initial repairs to these smaller systems will usually involve restoration of supporting utilities (electrical and water). Other repairs would include replacement of damaged major components obtained either through special level support or cannibalization of similar units.

11.5.5. **Gas System.** Hidden gas leaks may occur underground and flow undetected until a thorough survey of the system is conducted.

11.5.5.1. As stated earlier, expedient repairs have a tendency to require additional repairs. Where service was rerouted to provide gas to a critical facility, that service should be checked periodically for damage or leaks until permanent repairs can be made. If portable sources (bottled) are used, they must be refilled periodically.

11.5.5.2. Repairs should never be attempted until the gas supply has been turned off. Be sure to allow gas to dissipate to safe levels before attempting excavation or repairs. Upgrading of repairs vary from the simple task of installing a clamp on a low pressure line to replacing medium pressure valves and pipe sections. Regardless of how complex or simple the job, safety is paramount. Good planning and a thorough survey of the gas system are needed to identify and quantify repairs that must be made.

11.5.6. **POL Systems.** POL storage and distribution systems could be prime targets for potential attackers. The systems can also be severely damaged by natural disasters such as earthquakes or as a result of collateral effects occurring from attacks on other facilities. Any damage to the POL system will be compounded by the volatile nature of the system contents. The combustion of fuels leaking from a fracture in a pipe, valve or tank can cause irreparable damage and devastation to the surrounding area. POL systems are critical to the recovery and continued operation of the installation because the POL resources are necessary for the operation of aircraft and ground support vehicles.

11.5.6.1. Many POL systems are constructed with a certain amount of redundancy. If part of the POL system is left undamaged, isolation and valving may result in a partially operational system that can be used to support the flying mission. Additionally, the rapid utility repair kit for POL systems, fielded recently in overseas areas, provides a means of quickly repairing valve and line failures resulting from a disaster. Whether isolation or expedient repair methods have been used, it is critical that frequent checks of the system be made to ensure continued system operability. This includes inspections of isolation points, temporary repairs, and the remaining serviceable portions of the system.

11.5.6.2. As with other utilities, a physical survey is required to identify all work required for permanent repairs. Due to the exacting nature and critical skills needed for POL system permanent repair, plan in advance to acquire at least partial contract support. Any major amount of damage to the POL system will quickly outstrip the capabilities of in-house forces.
11.6. Facilities and Services  Upgrading of expedient repairs to critical facilities and expanding the level of required services are salient features of the BCE’s O&M effort after an attack or natural disaster has occurred. Because of the potentially large scope of these efforts, particularly with respect to facilities, count on using contract and construction battalion support for at least a portion of this requirement.

11.6.1. Facilities. Recovery actions on facilities are done in accordance with the priority of the facility. Efforts are directed towards upgrading expedient repairs and demolishing buildings presenting a danger to personnel.

11.6.1.1. The BCE’s efforts regarding facility repair must begin with a thorough inspection of facilities so that the scope and depth of needed repairs can be determined. Use the Installation Facility Priority List as a guide to the inspection order and, once this list is exhausted, check those other facilities that are known to have sustained damage. Minor permanent repair actions should be identified for in-house accomplishment. Facility restoration beyond in-house capabilities must also be identified and forwarded to the major command for allocation to contract or troop construction efforts.

11.6.1.2. Typical tasks that in-house forces should be prepared to accomplish during the postdisaster O&M phase include:

- Replacement of expedient plastic sheeting and canvas patches with plywood or plexiglass patches (figure 11.4).
- Upgrade of shoring for facilities that will be repaired by other than in-house forces.
- Isolation of damaged electrical circuits in a facility that would permit the remainder of a facility to be restored to electrical power.
- Repair of utility service lines to critical facilities.
- Restoration of structural integrity to facilities that are only slightly damaged.
- Repair of security fencing/entry gates to critical resource areas.
- Demolition of severely damaged facilities (salvage useable materials).
- Sectioning off of damaged portions of a facility to allow use of the remainder of the facility.

Figure 11.4. Plywood Patches.

11.6.2. Garbage and Refuse Disposal. Regardless of postdisaster conditions, garbage and refuse will continue to accumulate and methods for handling these items must be devised. Unfortunately, damage to collection equipment or incinerating equipment may temporarily impair or halt collection and disposal efforts. Garbage and refuse is usually disposed of by sanitary fills, incineration, sale or contract. In most cases a contract service is used. It is likely that such service will be interrupted after a disaster has occurred, particularly an air base attack. During this period in-house forces will have to perform the task. Once contract support has been re-established, a joint effort may still be necessary. Although additional costs may be incurred, contractors should be instructed to use all available transportation for collection and disposal, and assist in removal of base-wide debris. If off base disposal sites are out of service or inaccessible, on base locations must be identified. At these sites garbage, refuse and debris can either be buried, burned, or a combination of both. In areas of higher population density, such as base housing, occupants can burn or bury their own refuse until adequate disposal facilities are made available. Common burial pits can be established for this purpose. Plan on closely monitoring this type of “self-help” operation--uncontrolled refuse disposal can lead to serious fire and sanitation hazards. If on base locations are created for garbage and refuse disposal, ensure that a stringent pest control program is instituted to alleviate the danger of disease spread.

11.6.3. Snow Removal and Ice Control. Removing snow and ice from airfield pavements is as important as repairing damaged airfield pavements. In the postdisaster environment, however, more care must be taken in some areas. For example, standard snow removal techniques may not work on repaired runway areas. It is likely that plow blades will catch the edges of anchored fiberglass mats and perhaps other temporary repairs, thereby damaging the repair and probably the plow as well. A lot of hand work and a carefully operated front-end loader may be necessary to clear crater repair areas. Additionally, snow
removal equipment operators will have to be observant of the mobile arresting barrier location since it will likely be positioned differently than the permanently installed barriers. If the runway has not been totally opened and a minimum operating strip is still in use, the situation is even more complicated. Equipment operators will also have to avoid the temporary airfield lighting and edge markers around the operating strip.

11.6.3.1. At the onset of heavy snow conditions and the ceasing of flying operations, it may be advisable to further mark the boundaries of the operating strip with flags or cones so that its outline is discernible once snow removal operations begin. If this is not feasible due to weather conditions, it may be necessary to identify the edges of the operating strip immediately prior to rolling the snow removal equipment to the airfield. It would also be advisable to mark the boundaries of any repaired areas since even a little snowfall will mask their locations.

11.6.3.2. At most locations snow and ice removal will occur simultaneously on the airfield and base thoroughfares. The following is a general list of the more important areas requiring snow and ice removal in a postattack environment:

- Runway, primary taxiways, and alert parking areas.
- Aircraft parking areas and shelter entrances.
- Accessways to aircraft maintenance hangars.
- Access roads to munitions storage areas.
- Fire routes to mission critical facilities.
- Access routes to POL dispensing points.
- Primary base thoroughfares.

11.7. Alternate Transportation Routes. Refueling and rearming of aircraft, evacuation of personnel, and other emergency responses require usable travel routes. The BCE is responsible for maintenance and repair of all traffic routes including making alternate routes available. Alternate routes are needed when the primary route has been interdicted or travel on the primary route would be hazardous (e.g., down wind of a toxic substance source).

11.7.1. Alternate Route Development. Air Force bases are normally constructed with an adequate network of roads affording ample opportunity for development of alternate routes. If all possible access routes have been damaged, the first option is to go around the damage by removing surface obstacles such as curbing, directing traffic onto the unpaved area around the damaged portion of the street, and then back onto the street once the damage has been cleared. If possible, try to tie parking lots into the diversion route since this will provide at least a partially paved surface. Also be aware of overhead clearances. Building overhangs, electric and telephone lines, and tree limbs can quickly hinder traffic flow. Check that utilities, especially water, gas, and sewer, are not running close to the surface in the diversion route area. If they are, choose another location for the route or ensure that a hard surface such as AM-2 matting is placed over the lines to better distribute vehicle weights. When supplies are readily available, cover the diversion route with crushed rock or similar material to produce a better, weather resistant travel surface (figure 11.5).

Figure 11.5. Alternate Route Under Construction.
11.7.2. **Transportation Route Repair.** If going around the damage is not possible, the only other option is to repair the damage. This can be done expediently in a manner similar to rapid runway repair. Expedient road repair consists of removing debris, backfilling the crater and compacting the fill. Difficult repairs, like shoring up a bridge superstructure or applying a surface course should be avoided. Rely on contractors or other troop construction units to accomplish this type of work. Permanent road repairs should not be attempted until the crisis is past and permanent recovery actions are well underway.

11.8. **Resupply and Stockpiling.** By now much, if not all, of your stockpiled materials have been used up, damaged, or destroyed. To upgrade repairs and continue operation, steps must be taken for resupply and possible stockpiling of essential materials.

11.8.1. Any preplanning efforts that have been taken pay off now, in that it is not necessary to "build from scratch" a listing of needed materials. Many have already been identified during the preplanning process. This compilation, coupled with bench stock lists, shop stocks, special levels, war reserve material, and material identified as a result of damage assessment surveys will produce a pretty large shopping list.

11.8.2. Once a materials requirements listing is assembled, the acquisition process is begun, normally through base supply and the base contracting office. Contingency and wartime resupply usually comes from two sources--the CONUS and the local economy. The CONUS effort oftentimes is initiated via a "push" system where materials are shipped prior to actual ordering by units in the field. The items shipped are common materials that traditionally have been needed for engineer support during wartime. In this way the materials identification and ordering time delay is eliminated at least for the initial resupply action. Follow-on stocks based on requisitions from the field flow later. For planning purposes assume a 60-day transit time for both initial resupply and these follow-on stocks. This essentially means you will have to rely on whatever you have on hand and the local economy to support your efforts for at least the 60-day period following the start of hostilities.

11.8.3. Exploit the local economy as much as possible as a source of supply. One of your initial tasks upon arrival at your beddown location should be to identify local contractors and material vendors. Visit their locations and see what is available both in terms of scope of items carried and quantities normally in stock. Provide this source information to base supply and contracting when you place orders. If worst comes to worse also arrange for transportation of materials if this is posing a problem.

11.8.4. As materials are received every effort must be made to control and track use of the materials. This will be particularly difficult in the chaotic recovery environment. As materials are used and stocks dwindle, material control must take action to replenish stocks on a regular basis. The goal should be to develop a supply flow that meets recovery needs and avoids excessive delays while at the same time does not flood the base with more materials than will ever be required. Particular care must be taken to order only what is needed and not grossly inflate requirements. On the other hand, ensure that emergency stocks such as special levels that have been depleted are also replenished. Even though such stocks may not be immediately needed, it is only prudent to rebuild on-hand material quantities to predisaster levels. Do not forget to incorporate "lessons learned" into your stockage requirements. If you find that additional critical items are necessary to support postdisaster conditions, add them to your emergency stockage lists.

11.8.5. Because the quantity of resupply material may be greater than available warehouse space, it could become necessary to stockpile material elsewhere. Remote stockpiling of resources (figure 11.6) at or near a proposed job site can increase efficiency through reduction of waste and material handling time. Additionally, such stockpiling serves as a dispersal measure thereby affording some added protection from the effects of potential future attacks. Open and dispersed storage of materials has drawbacks, however, which must be countered. Adequate security for these resources is a primary consideration to prevent weather damage, pilfering, or vandalism. This will present the need to inspect and segregate materials as they arrive. Items that are weather sensitive must be stored under cover. Materials that have high value such as copper wire should likewise be secured under cover. Items that are good "trading stock" such as plywood and lumber should be at least fenced-in with concertina wire.
11.9. Summary. It is important to make a smooth transition from the expedient repair mode to a more sustained mode of operations and maintenance accompanied by permanent repair upgrades. Although the conditions of the emergency may have subsided somewhat, the installation is still in a recovery mode and emergency action is still the modus operandi. Carefully consider your options concerning specific repairs and the operations and maintenance requirements for various air base utility systems and facilities. Develop a restoration plan that includes total requirements, considers priorities, and assesses avenues available (work agencies) to affect repairs. Do not forget to include essential services such as refuse disposal and snow and ice control and make provisions for an effective resupply program. Maintenance and repair of transportation routes will play a key role in enhancing other repair operations. Be aware that a clear differentiation is established between Army and Air Force responsibilities in regard to the post attack restoration effort. However, differentiation on paper does not mean anything if those forces are not available when needed. Bottom line, be flexible and ensure effective employment of those resources you control.
Chapter 12

SECURITY ACTIVITIES

"Even in friendly territory a fortified camp should be set up; a general should never have to say: ‘I did not expect it’.

Mauricius Flavius Tiberius, Roman Emperor
AD 600

12.1. Introduction. In previous conflicts, the geographical location of our bases left them virtually immune to ground attack. When ground attacks did occur, as was the case in Vietnam, the enemy generally did not commit a large number of forces and the Army provided some of its resources to protect theater air bases against such attacks. In today’s environment of worldwide global commitments at potentially remote locations, the protection of Air Force people and assets takes on a wholly different flavor. Tending to be the first armed forces on the scene at multiple locations during contingencies, the Air Force must be prepared to take a larger role in defense and protection of its base infrastructure, materiel, and personnel. Consider, for example, the impact a successful concerted, perhaps even suicidal, attack would have had on our in-theater air bases at the start of the Gulf War deployment. While probably not affecting the outcome of the conflict, we could have lost a considerable quantity of high priority assets and aircraft, taken many casualties, and adversely influenced the superb support received from the American populace. Given the overwhelming success experienced by Allied Air Forces during the Desert Storm conflict, such an “initial strike” scenario is not beyond the realm of possibility in future contingencies. We, as engineers, have a part to play in preventing just such an occurrence.

12.2. Overview. This chapter discusses the levels of threat activity faced by air bases during contingency operations and addresses engineer actions relating to air base security. Initially some basic combat skills and concepts will be presented that all engineers should be conversant with. This will be followed by information on convoy procedures and work party security. Engineer actions pertaining to air base defense will then be presented. Lastly, some thoughts on antiterrorism planning will be outlined.

12.3. Threats to US Air Force Bases. Current and accurate threat information is vital for planning, preparing, and responding to security related operations. Threats to air bases are grouped into three levels, each denoting a responsibility for action. An enemy may use one or all of these to attack air bases. Base defense forces must be capable of reacting to nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) warfare during all threat levels.

12.3.1. A Level I threat includes small-scale activities conducted by agents, sympathizers, and partisans, and agent-supervised or independently initiated terrorist activities. Level I threats must be defeated by base self-defense forces.

12.3.2. Level II includes long-range reconnaissance, intelligence gathering, and sabotage operations conducted by special purpose forces, guerrilla forces, unconventional forces, or small tactical units. Level II threats must be defeated or delayed until assistance comes from response forces, usually US Army military police units.

12.3.3. Level III threats include major attacks by aircraft and theater missiles armed with conventional weapons or NBC weapons, in addition to major ground attacks. Level III threats may require timely assistance from tactical combat forces; however, defense forces must be able to delay these threats.

12.4. Security Planning For planning purposes engineer forces should be considered to play a limited defensive role and to have no offensive capability with respect to air base security. Nevertheless, even in these restrained postures, engineers must be capable of performing their primary beddown, operations, and recovery missions in a hostile environment. There is no guarantee that sufficient security police, US Army, or host nation forces will be available whenever required to support engineer requirements. Furthermore, for the air base defense mission, all air base personnel are held responsible and engineer forces are specifically identified in Air Force directives to take an active part in this tasking. These security related tasks make it imperative that engineer forces have a basic knowledge of self-protection techniques and defensive operations associated with four major areas—personal security, convoying, work party security, and air base defense.

12.4.1. Personal Security. Personal security involves an understanding of several basic concepts and procedures which work together providing an individual with a better chance of survival in a hostile situation while, at the same time, ensuring task accomplishment and air base survival.

12.4.1.1. Cover, Concealment, and Camouflage. If the enemy can see you, he can hit you with his fire. So you must be concealed from enemy observation and have cover from enemy fire. When the terrain does not provide natural cover and concealment, you must prepare your cover and use natural and man-made materials to camouflage yourself, your equipment, and your position.
12.4.1.1. **Cover.** Cover gives protection from bullets, fragments, and some NBC agents. Cover, which can be natural or man-made, can also conceal you from enemy observation. Natural cover includes things as logs, trees, stumps, ravines, and hollows. Man-made cover includes such things as fighting positions, trenches, walls, rubble, and craters. When in a defensive posture, a fighting position using natural cover from the surrounding terrain is normally constructed. To get protection from enemy fire when moving, use routes that put cover between you and the places where the enemy is known or thought to be. Use ravines, gullies, hills, wooded areas, and walls to keep the enemy from seeing and firing at you. Avoid open areas, and do not skyline yourself on hilltops and ridges.

12.4.1.1.2. **Concealment.** Concealment is anything that hides you from enemy observation. It does not protect you from enemy fire, however. Like cover, concealment can be natural or man-made. Natural concealment includes items such as bushes, trees, grass, and shadows. Manmade concealment (figure 12.1) includes battle dress uniforms, camouflage nets, face paint, and natural material that has been moved from its original location. To be effective, however, man-made concealment must blend into the natural concealment offered by the terrain. Contributing to concealment are three other factors that should be considered—light discipline, noise discipline, and movement discipline.

**Figure 12.1. Man-Made Concealment—Camouflage Nets and BDUs.**

---

12.4.1.1.2.1. **Light discipline** is controlling the use of lights at night by such things as not smoking in the open, not walking around with a flashlight on, and not using vehicle headlights.

12.4.1.1.2.2. **Noise discipline** is taking action to deflect sounds generated by your unit (such as operating equipment) away from the enemy and, when possible, using methods to communicate that do not generate sounds (arm and hand signals).

12.4.1.1.2.3. **Movement discipline** includes such things as not moving about fighting positions unless necessary, and not moving on routes that lack cover and concealment. Movement draws attention. When you give arm and hand signals or walk about your position, your movement can be seen by the naked eye at long ranges. When in a defensive posture, stay low and move only when necessary. If movement is a must, do so only on covered and concealed routes. A note of caution—darkness alone cannot hide you from enemy observation. Night vision devices let them find you in darkness.

12.4.1.1.3. **Camouflage.** Camouflage is anything you use to keep yourself, your equipment, and your position from looking like what they are. Both natural and man-made material can be used for camouflage. When natural material is used, over time it will often die, fade, or otherwise lose its effectiveness and should be changed frequently. Likewise, man-made material may wear off or also fade. When this happens, you and your equipment or position may no longer blend with the surroundings—making it easy for the enemy to spot. Some camouflage considerations include:

12.4.1.1.3.1. **Shine.** Shine may also attract the enemy’s attention. In darkness, it may be a light such as a burning cigarette or flashlight. In daylight, it can be the reflection from a polished surface such as shiny mess gear, a worn helmet, a windshield, a watch crystal or even exposed skin. To reduce shine, cover your skin with clothing and face paint. Also dull the surfaces of equipment and vehicles with paint, mud, or camouflage material (figure 12.2).
12.4.1.3.2. **Shape.** Shape is outline or form. The shape of a helmet and human body are easily distinguishable. Use camouflage and concealment to break up shapes and blend them with their surroundings. But, be careful not to overdo it.

12.4.1.3.3. **Colors.** Colors can also be a “dead give-away.” The colors of your skin, uniform, and equipment may help the enemy detect you if they contrast with the background. For example, a green uniform will contrast with snow-covered terrain. Camouflage yourself and your equipment to blend with the surroundings.

12.4.1.3.4. **Dispersion.** Dispersion is the spreading of personnel, vehicles, and equipment over a wide area. It is usually easier for the enemy to detect individuals when they are bunched. So, spread out. The distance between you and another person will vary with the terrain, degree of visibility, and enemy situation.

12.4.1.2. **Movement Techniques.** In the event of a confrontation with an opposing force, individuals will normally be required to move to obtain cover. Use the following techniques and precautions for movement prior to and during an encounter with an enemy force:

12.4.1.2.1. Camouflage yourself and your equipment.

12.4.1.2.2. Wear soft, well-fitting clothes.

12.4.1.2.3. Tape your dog tags together and to the chain so they cannot slide or rattle. Tape or pad the parts of your weapon and equipment that rattle or are so loose that they may snag (the tape or padding must not interfere with the operation of the weapon or equipment). When taping is completed test for noise by shaking.

12.4.1.2.4. Do not carry unnecessary equipment. Move from cover position to cover position (taking no longer than 3 to 5 seconds between positions).

12.4.1.2.5. Stop, look, and listen before moving. Look for the next position before leaving a position.

12.4.1.2.6. Look for covered and concealed routes on which to move.

12.4.1.2.7. Change directions slightly from time to time when moving through tall grass.

12.4.1.2.8. Cross roads and trails at places that have the most cover and concealment (large culverts, low spots, curves, or bridges).

12.4.1.2.9. Avoid steep slopes and places with loose dirt or stones.

12.4.1.2.10. Avoid cleared, open areas and tops of hills and ridges.

12.4.1.2.11. If you alarm birds or animals, remain in position and observe briefly.

12.4.1.2.12. Take advantage of distractions provided by noise.

12.4.1.3. **Methods of Movement.** In addition to walking, you may move in one of four other methods—low crawl, high crawl, rush, and spider crawl. Bear in mind these movement methods are meant to be used to keep you out of enemy contact, allow you to reach a covered, concealed position, or withdraw from an area safely. There is no intent to have engineer personnel move toward an enemy force for the purpose of offensive maneuvers or actions.
12.4.1.3.1. **Low Crawl.** The low crawl (figure 12.3) gives you the lowest silhouette. Use it to cross places where the concealment is very low and enemy fire or observation prevents you from getting up. Keep your body flat against the ground. With your firing hand, grasp your weapon sling at the upper sling swivel. Let the front handguard rest on your forearm (keeping the muzzle off of the ground), and let the weapon butt drag on the ground. To move, push your arms forward and pull your firing side leg forward. Then pull with your arms and push with your leg. Continue this action throughout the move.

**Figure 12.3. Low Crawl.**

12.4.1.3.2. **High Crawl.** The high crawl (figure 12.4) lets you move faster than the low crawl and still gives you a low silhouette. Use this crawl when there is good concealment but enemy fire prevents you from moving in an upright posture. Keep your body off of the ground and resting on your forearms and lower legs. Cradle your weapon in your arms and keep its muzzle off the ground. Keep your knees well behind your buttocks so your body will stay low. To move, alternately advance your right elbow and left knee, then your left elbow and right knee.

**Figure 12.4. High Crawl.**

12.4.1.3.3. **Rush.** The rush (figure 12.5) is the fastest way to move from one position to another. Each rush should last from 3 to 5 seconds. Rushes are kept short to keep enemy machine gunners or riflemen from tracking you. However, do not stop and hit the ground in the open just because 5 seconds have passed. Always try to hit the ground behind some cover. Before moving, pick out your next cover and concealed position and the best route to it. Make your move from the prone position as follows:
12.4.1.3.3.1. Slowly raise your head and pick your next position and the route to it.
12.4.1.3.3.2. Slowly lower your head.
12.4.1.3.3.3. Draw your arms into your body (keeping your elbows in).
12.4.1.3.3.4. Pull your right leg forward.
12.4.1.3.3.5. Raise your body by straightening your arms.
12.4.1.3.3.6. Get up quickly.
12.4.1.3.3.7. Run to the next position.
12.4.1.3.3.8. When you are ready to stop moving, plant both of your feet.
12.4.1.3.3.9. Drop to your knees (at the same time slide a hand to the butt of your weapon).
12.4.1.3.3.10. Fall forward, breaking the fall with the butt of the weapon.
12.4.1.3.3.11. Go to a prone firing position.

12.4.1.3.4. Spider Crawl. At times it may become necessary to descend to the ground quickly from an elevated position or to move over an obstacle. To jump to the ground may cause injury due to an unfamiliarity with the terrain or height of the obstacle. The “spider crawl” (figure 12.6) is used in these circumstances to avoid injury and to reduce the silhouette while going over an object. The “spider crawl” is performed as follows:
12.4.1.3.4.1. As you move along the obstacle or structure, you must maintain a low profile to reduce the silhouette. Place your weapon in your lead hand.
12.4.1.3.4.2. Your leading hand and foot are extended over the edge of the obstacle in a “spread eagle” position while your trailing hand and foot are pressed firmly against the top of the obstacle.
12.4.1.3.4.3. Your lead hand and foot are slowly extended down the vertical face of the obstacle until only your trail hand and foot are on the top.
12.4.1.3.4.5. Your trail foot is released, closely followed by your trail hand using your lead hand as a pivot to control the drop.
12.4.1.3.4.6. You should land on the balls of your feet, with your legs spread approximately shoulder width. Your knees should be flexed and your body should be in a slightly crouched position hugging the obstacle.
12.4.1.3.4.7. The “spider crawl” should be practiced for both right-handed, as well as left-handed descent. The placement of your lead hand will determine which direction you will be facing once you hit the ground.
12.4.1.4. Small Group Movement. For those occasions when engineer personnel may have to move into an unsecure or potentially hostile area remote from the main base or at an off-base location, small group movement techniques may be called for. In such situations personnel are organized into fire team formations. Fire teams normally consist of four-man groups. Each team member is identified by number (1, 2, 3, and 4)—for our purposes all members are rifleman with the number four man being the team leader. The wedge (figure 12.7) is the basic formation for a fire team. The interval between personnel is normally 10 meters. The wedge expands and contracts depending on the terrain. When rough terrain, poor visibility, or other factors make control of the wedge difficult, fire teams modify the wedge. The sides of the wedge can contract to the point where the wedge resembles a single file (figure 12.8). When moving in less rugged terrain, where control is easier, personnel expand or resume their original positions. If two or more fire teams are to be traveling together, the wedge or file formations are again used (figures 12.9 and 12.10). Usually an element leader is also present. A 20 meter separation between the element leader and the second fire team is normally maintained if contact with an enemy force is not likely. If contact with an enemy force is possible, however, the formation is altered somewhat. The element leader and the second fire team fall back...
to a 50 meter separation from the lead fire team (figure 12.11). This formation is called traveling overwatch. If fired upon
during movement, figures 12.12 and 12.13 illustrate the pivoting techniques used for positioning a wedge formation to
respond to attacks from the flanks.

Figure 12.7. Wedge Formation.

Figure 12.8. File Formation.
Figure 12.9. Two Fire Team Wedge Formation.
Figure 12.10. Two Fire Team File Formation.
Figure 12.11. Two Fire Team Traveling Overwatch Formation.
12.4.1.5. **Fighting Position Construction.** When defending, personnel need cover from fire and concealment from observation. Cover and concealment are best provided by some type of fighting position. This may be an existing hole, a
hastily dug prone shelter, or a well-prepared position with overhead cover. The time available for preparation determines how well you build your position. The basic requirements of a fighting position are it must allow you to fire and protect you from observation and direct and indirect fire.

12.4.1.5.1. **Cover.** The cover of your fighting position must be strong enough to protect you from small arms fire and indirect fire fragments. The position should have frontal cover to give protection from small arms fire from the front. Natural frontal cover (trees, rocks, logs, and rubble) is best, because it is hard for enemy to detect a position that is concealed by natural cover. If natural cover is not available, use dirt taken from the hole you dig to build additional cover. The cover can be improved by putting the dirt in sandbags and then wetting them. Frontal cover must be thick enough (at least 18 inches of dirt) to stop small arms fire, high enough to protect your head when you fire from behind the cover, and far enough in front of the hole to allow room to fire to the oblique. For all-around protection your position should also have overhead, flank, and rear cover (figure 12.14). The dirt from the hole can also be used to build that cover, which protects against indirect fire that bursts overhead or to the flanks or rear of the position. You should also have crawl spaces in the rear cover. This lets you enter and leave the position without exposing yourself to the enemy.

**Figure 12.14. Fighting Position Cover.**

12.4.1.5.2. **Concealment.** If your position can be detected, it can be hit by enemy fire. Therefore, your position must be so well hidden that the enemy will have a hard time detecting it even after he is in hand grenade range. Natural, undisturbed concealment is better than man-made concealment because it is already prepared, usually will not attract the enemy’s attention, and need not be periodically replaced. When digging a position, try not to disturb the natural concealment around it. Put the unused dirt from the hole behind the position and camouflage it. Camouflage material that does not have to be replaced (rocks, logs, live bushes, and grass) is best. However, you should not use so much camouflage that your position looks different from its surroundings.

12.4.1.5.3. **Fire Sectors.** Each fighting position will have a designated fire sector which is usually determined by the team or element leader. The occupant(s) of the position should carefully mark the sector using sticks, rock, or other available local material. Once marked, the sector will delineate the area of fire that the position will cover with its weapons. When a number of fighting positions are involved, good sector selection will provide both overlapping and flanking coverage. It’s essential to always stay within the designated fire sector, particularly when a number of fighting positions are closely postured, to both optimize firepower and avoid unintentional injury to adjacent friendly positions. Note from figure 12.15 that primary fire sectors are to the oblique. This provides the interlocking fire between adjacent positions. To be able to see and fire into your sectors of fire, you may have to clear some vegetation and other obstructions from them. This is called clearing a field of fire. When clearing a field of fire:
12.4.1.5.3.1. Do not disclose your position by careless or too much clearing.
12.4.1.5.3.2. Leave a thin, natural screen of vegetation to hide your position.
12.4.1.5.3.3. Cut off lower branches of large, scattered trees in sparsely wooded areas.
12.4.1.5.3.4. Clear underbrush only where it blocks your view.
12.4.1.5.3.5. Remove cut brush, limbs, and weeds so the enemy will not spot them.
12.4.1.5.3.6. Cover cuts on trees and bushes forward of your position with mud or dirt.
12.4.1.5.3.7. Leave no trails as clues for the enemy.

12.4.1.5.4. **Hasty Fighting Position.** This type of fighting position is built when there is little or no time to prepare a more substantial position or when the work duration in an area is to be short. It is located behind whatever cover is available. It should give frontal protection from direct fire while allowing fire to the front and oblique. A hasty position may consist simply of a backpack placed beside a tree of large rock. For protection from indirect fire, a hasty fighting position should be in a small depression or hole at least 18 inches deep. The term hasty position does not mean there is no digging. Even if there are only a few minutes, a prone shelter can be scraped out or dug to provide some protection (figure 12.16). Hasty positions can also be the first step in construction of more elaborate positions.

12.4.1.5.5. **One-Person Fighting Position.** The one-person defensive position (figure 12.17) allows flexibility in the use of cover, since the hole needs only to be wide enough for one person (plus gear). It does not have the security of a two-person position; therefore, it must allow an airman to apply defensive fire to the front or to the oblique from behind frontal cover.
12.4.1.5.6. **Two-Person Fighting Position.** The two-person position (figure 12.18) is generally preferred over a one-person position for several reasons. Occupancy by two people permits all-around observation and defense; the position can be effectively manned for longer periods of time (one individual provides security for the work site while the other is digging or resting); and when manned by one person overwatching the work site, the position can also serve as a defensive cover for others when a work party comes under fire. Finally, there is a psychological advantage when two people support each other in a hostile situation. The basic position can be modified by extending around the sides of the frontal cover (figure 12.19) or adding overhead cover using logs and sod.

**Figure 12.17.** One-Person Fighting Position.

**Figure 12.18.** Two-Person Fighting Position.
12.4.1.5.7. **Basic Fighting Position Construction Details.** Figures 12.20 through 12.23 illustrate the details of constructing a basic defensive fighting position. More complex fighting position construction details are provided in chapter 8 of volume 2 of the pamphlet series.

**Figure 12.20.** Fighting Position Construction--Stage 1.
Figure 12.21. Fighting Position Construction--Stage 2.

- The Front Wall is two to three sandbags high. For a two-person position, it is about 2 M16s long.
- The flank walls are the same height, but only 1 M16 long.
- The rear wall is one sandbag high by one M16 long.

Figure 12.22. Fighting Position Construction--Stage 3.

- The position is dug armpit deep.
- The parapets are filled in order of front, flanks, and rear.
- The parapets and entire position are camouflaged.
- Grenade sumps are dug and the floor sloped toward them.
- Storage areas for backpacks may be dug into rear wall.
12.4.1.6. **Recognition Code Systems.** A system of constantly changing passwords, number codes and duress words are an essential part of the security of any military activity during periods of conflict. Code systems afford guards a quick means of identifying both friendly and enemy personnel, even when restrictions prevent visual confirmation. In addition, codes can be used as a spontaneous alerting signal.

12.4.1.6.1. **Passwords.** There are codes which aid a sentry by ensuring no unauthorized person infiltrates the work area perimeter. Passwords are normally given in two parts and changed daily, usually at 1200 hours. They take the form of a challenge, e.g., Papa November, and a counter sign, e.g., Papa Tango. The use of letters from the phonetic alphabet as challenges and counter signs is an agreed NATO procedure, and may be used when forces of two or more nations are in the same formation.

12.4.1.6.2. **Number Codes.** Number codes are often used in place of passwords. They are normally less than 20 to make response easier and faster. For example if the number code is 15, a challenge would be 9 with a counter sign of the number 6. The challenge and counter sign may be spoken, written or transmitted visually using hand signals.

12.4.1.6.3. **Duress Words.** A duress word is one word used to alert a friendly listener that the transmitting party is in duress. When selecting and using such a code consider the following:

12.4.1.6.3.1. Select a word which is not subject to routine use, yet is also not exotic. The words chow and serendipitous are either too commonplace or exotic to be effective. Whereas the words boot or brogan may well prove effective.

12.4.1.6.3.2. Use the word in casual dialog so it is not obvious; this allows the listener to take action without alerting the enemy.

12.4.1.7. **Communications.** Leaders use various means of communications to control troops, gather and send out information, and to ask for support. Communications are every leader’s responsibility. If communications are not established or are broken, both parties must take action to establish or restore them. There are several means of communication. Each has its own capabilities, advantages, and disadvantages. If at all possible, there should be a backup means of communicating. The more common communication means available are radio, visual, sound, wire, and messenger.

12.4.1.7.1. **Radio Communication.** Radios are the most frequently used means of communication. They are particularly suited for use when you are on the move and need a means of maintaining command and control. Small hand-held of backpacked radios that communicate for short distances are ideal for small unit use. As the need grows to talk over longer distances and to more units, the size and complexity of radios are increased. To put radios to good use, you must first look at some of the things that affect radio communications.

12.4.1.7.1.1. To communicate with each other, radios must have a common frequency. They must also be able to transmit and receive the same type of signal. Most Prime BEEF radios are FM and will not communicate with AM units. Squelch settings on radios must also be set correctly.

12.4.1.7.1.2. Factors that affect the range of radio equipment are weather, terrain, antenna, power, and the location of the unit itself. Trying to communicate near man-made objects such as bridges and buildings may also affect radio transmissions. Interference in the form of static often occurs when you use radios near power lines or electrical generators. Interference may also come from other radio stations, bad weather, or enemy jamming. Many of the things that cause poor radio
communications can be corrected by using common sense. Such things as making sure that you are not trying to broadcast from under a steel bridge or near generators and power lines, using the best available antenna, and selecting the proper site will help ensure more reliable communications.

12.4.1.7.1.3. Communications security denies or delays unauthorized personnel from gaining information of value from telecommunications. Common communications security practices are shown in table 12.1.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use authentication to ensure the other communications station is a friendly one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use only approved codes to send information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designate periods when all radio equipment is to be turned off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict the use of radio transmitters (monitoring radio receivers/listening silence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforce net discipline and radio procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use proper site selection, minimum power, and minimum transmission times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use directional antennas when possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.4.1.7.2. Visual Communications. Recent radio jamming enhancement development is causing more emphasis to be placed on visual communication for command and control. Visual signals include arm and hand signals, pyrotechnics, smoke, flashing lights, and panel markers. Obviously, the effectiveness of any signal will depend upon a set of prearranged meanings. You assign prearranged meanings to visual signals to the individual sending the signal and the person seeing the signal so both have the same understanding of what that particular signal means. Generally, a listing of prearranged messages using these signals is included in a unit’s operating instructions. Visual signals, however, have some shortcomings that limit their use. For example, visual signals can be easily misunderstood. Some visual signals are restricted during poor visibility such as night or in dense terrain. And, at other times, they can be intercepted by the enemy who may, in turn, use similar visual signals to create confusion.

12.4.1.7.3. Sound Communications. Sound signals, like visual signals, depend upon a set of prearranged meanings. Sound signals include the use of the voice, whistles, horns, weapons, and other noise-making devices to transmit simple messages over short distances. Also, like visual signals, sound signals are vulnerable to enemy interception and use and susceptible to misinterpretation. Their best application is as command post warning alarms. The prearranged meanings for sound signals are usually established by local commanders, and are listed in the unit operating instructions.

12.4.1.7.4. Wire Communications. Wire communication will not often be used during a work party undertaking. However, since it does have an application with other Prime BEEF activities such as beddown, it will be briefly addressed here. Wire is another type of communication used during ground operations. Although installing a wire network takes more time than installing a radio, wire lines are usually more secure. And in general, it gives better communication because it is less subject to interference from weather, terrain, and man-made obstacles. Wire lines also protect you from enemy electronic warfare actions such as jamming. However, wire lines are subject to breakage by vehicular traffic or enemy offensive action—a major drawback.

12.4.1.7.5. Messenger Communications. Unlike other field communications, messengers are a means of transmitting large and bulky items such as maps and documents, as well as oral and written correspondence. Messengers are the most secure means of communications, but there are also negative aspects with using messengers. Specifically, they are subject to enemy action, require more time than radio or wire, communications, and do not afford “real time” writer-to-reader exchanges. If messengers are used routinely, don’t forget to vary their movement schedules and routes periodically.

12.4.1.8. Weapons Accountability. Firearms are prone to theft. Certain military unique types, because of their great casualty potential and their nonavailability in commercial markets, are particularly susceptible. Recognizing this, the Department of Defense has established precise and exacting standards for protecting firearms against pilferage.

12.4.1.8.1. Protection Philosophy. All commanders and supervisors must give continuing special attention and emphasis to protecting firearms. Weapons must only be removed from a designated storage area for as short a time as possible and in as small quantities as are needed to support specific missions or projects. Other requirements include:
12.4.1.8.1.1. Only government-owned facilities will be used to store government-owned firearms.
12.4.1.8.1.2. The Chief, Security Police provides staff supervision over the firearms protection program.
12.4.1.8.1.3. All firearms must be continuously attended or guarded when they are removed from approved storage areas. Persons issued or in the possession of arms, ammunition, and explosives are responsible for protecting these items while entrusted with their care. They must make sure that all items are under positive control at all times.
12.4.1.8.1.4. Mobility weapons in storage should be placed in containers configured and clearly identified by Prime BEEF team, to allow ease of issuance. Be sure proper numbers of supplementary items such as cleaning kits and holsters are appropriately packed with the weapons also. When weapons are in transit, stored in depots or warehouses, or held for contingencies, the containers must be banded or locked and sealed.

12.4.1.8.2. Protecting Firearms Off The Military Installation or Under Field Conditions. When deployed in the field for actual or exercise purposes, firearms must be under continuous positive control. Depending on the threat situation in the immediate area, commanders may elect to consolidate firearms in a central location to make surveillance easier. Weapons are never left unattended or unsecured. Personnel charged with custody of stored weapons should be armed and must have the capability to sound an alarm if a forceful theft is attempted. An armed response force must be established with the capability of responding within a reasonable time (normally 15 minutes). When traveling off base with weapons during deployments (ground transport in secure area) or when obtaining commercial air transportation, weapons must be placed in locked, banded, or sealed containers. Ammunition must not be placed in the same containers as weapons and the outside of the containers must not indicate contents.

12.4.1.9. Vehicle Hardening. Most civil engineer vehicles and heavy equipment do not differ substantially from commercially available assets, therefore are not considered to be hardened. To increase the protection of vehicles used by engineer forces in higher threat locations, two basic expedient techniques are available—sandbags and asphalt armor.
12.4.1.9.1. Sandbags. Sandbags offer a simple and quick means of adding some level of protection to our vehicles and people. For example, the floors of troop carrying vehicles can be covered with a double interlocking layer of bags. Cab floors of all vehicles can also be sandbagged with a double layer under the driver’s seat. As an additional precaution, a heavy rubber or fiber mat can be placed over the sandbags to reduce the danger from fragments such as sharpened stones, sand, and metal parts of the vehicle. Sandbags may also be placed on the gas tank, fenders, and hood. Fuel tanks can be further hardened by inserting steel plates between the tanks and the hanger straps.
12.4.1.9.2. Asphalt Armor. Asphalt armor panels are designed to stop small arms and fragments from indirect fire weapons exploding 30 feet away. Panels are normally 2 feet wide by 8 feet long and 2 inches thick. When made 4 inches thick, these panels give adequate protection from mortar shells which explode at a distance of 5 feet from the side of the vehicle. Figure 12.24 provides the construction details of asphalt armor.
12.4.2. **Convoy Operations.** Moving personnel and equipment from one place to another is a necessity in most peacetime and wartime military operations. Troops and goods must get to the right place, at the right time, and arrive in good condition. Frequently, road travel in the form of a convoy is the most desirable method of movement. As can be expected, a convoy is always organized for a specific purpose and according to a specific plan. But the general approach to convoy use during peace and war is somewhat different. During times of peace a convoy serves as an efficient way to control the movement of items in mass from one point to another. Logically, in this situation little regard is given to defensive tactics. Things such as keeping the convoy intact, under positive control, and on schedule are at the forefront of concern. During periods of conflict the convoy continues to be an efficient way to move items. Some more common Air Force applications include transporting items from bases to aeroports of embarkation and moving war reserve materiel from prepositioned sites within a theater to a base of intended use. Also, although hopefully a less common use, the convoy is the logical way to move resources and personnel as part of a base denial effort. However, because throughout history convoys have notoriously been targets of choice for enemy ambush, defensive tactics do become an item of keen concern. Admittedly, if dedicated air cover is available, the possibility of ambush is usually markedly reduced—but even then not entirely eliminated. Unfortunately, in normal circumstances the number of convoy requirements far outstrips air support capabilities. It’s during these all too frequent situations, when the convoy must fend for itself, that established defensive tactics are essential. They can well mean the difference between failure and success.

12.4.2.1. **Convoy Organizational Concepts.** A convoy is defined as a group of two or more vehicles organized for the purpose of control under a single commander. The convoy commander may be a senior officer, company grade officer, or
non-commissioned officer depending upon the size of the convoy. Overall, a convoy may be divided into serials and units. Basically, the convoy consists of all the vehicles involved in a single move over the same route. A serial is a subdivision of the convoy, and a unit is a subdivision of the serial. Small convoys, usually 20 vehicles or less, are not subdivided because this is a reasonable quantity that can be effectively controlled by a single commander.

12.4.2.2. Elements of a Convoy. All convoys, regardless of size, have three parts, each of which has a job to perform. These parts are a head, main body, and trail. At times, it may be necessary to use a fourth part, the detached party, which is sent out either ahead or after the column.

12.4.2.2.1. Head. The head is the first vehicle of the column. The pace setter rides in this vehicle and sets the pace according to the speed that can be maintained by the slowest vehicle in the convoy. The officer or NCO at the head ensures that the column is following the proper route and checks at scheduled check points.

12.4.2.2.2. Main Body. The main body of the column follows immediately after the pace setter. It consists primarily of vehicles carrying troops, equipment and/or supplies.

12.4.2.2.3. Trail. The trail is the last element of a convoy. The trail officer or NCO maintains discipline, prevent straggling, and check final clearance at designated check points.

12.4.2.2.4. Detached Party. Detached parties are not considered part of the main column. They are detailed to perform special duties such as reconnaissance. In some tactical situations, advance, flank, or rear guards may be required. Guides, escorts, and patrols may also be needed for heavily traveled roads and at busy intersections.

12.4.2.3. Types of Column Formations. Three basic types of column formations are commonly used—close column, open column, and infiltration. The difference in formation depends largely on vehicle spacing. Table 12.2 illustrates the key data relating to the three formations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMATION TYPE</th>
<th>WHEN USED</th>
<th>VEHICLE DENSITY / MILE</th>
<th>TYPICAL SPEED</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Night, Poorly Marked Routes, Congested Areas</td>
<td>21 +</td>
<td>10 MPH</td>
<td>Better Control, Fewer Guides and Markers Needed</td>
<td>Easy Detection, Quick Dispersal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult, Subject to Congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Daylight</td>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>15 MPH</td>
<td>Less Chance of Observation, Faster</td>
<td>Control More Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infiltration</td>
<td>Daylight, Congested Areas</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>High Speeds Possible</td>
<td>Fastest, Highest Security</td>
<td>Control Most Difficult, Requires Experienced Drivers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12.4.2.4. Convoy Command and Control. Control of convoys can be exercised in two basic ways. First, it can be exercised by the organization making the move. Second, it can be exercised by the commander of the area through which the convoy will be conducted. Both situations sometimes occur together. Most Air Force engineer convoys should not be affected by the second type of convoy control; all, however, will be governed by the first. Exercising organizational control simply means the supervisors and driver will follow speed limits and traffic laws, time and distance gaps, routing plans and schedules. Further organizational control can be exercised by designating personnel to perform various convoy support tasks. For example (remember, not all of these personnel may be necessary for every convoy movement; it is a case by case decision):

12.4.2.4.1. Convoy Commander. This individual, either an officer or NCO, is responsible for overall control and movement of the convoy.

12.4.2.4.2. Pace Setter. This individual rides at the head of the convoy establishing the rate of speed necessary to maintain the convoy’s schedule.

12.4.2.4.3. Trail Officer. The trail officer (normally a transportation type) is positioned at the rear of the column and is charged with correcting vehicle problems and ensuring any following traffic is properly warning when the column halts. Sometimes a vehicle maintenance technician accompanies the trail officer. If a convoy is deemed large enough to require dedicated transportation unit support, a support request should be submitted through channels (usually the survival recovery center).

12.4.2.4.4. Advance Officer. This individual precedes the column and reconnoiters the route. He selects detours or alternate routes if necessary to avoid bottlenecks or battle damage. In addition, the advance officer may post guides or markers for the convoy to follow and clear convoy movement with local authorities.

12.4.2.4.5. Advance Quartering Party. An advanced quartering party is sometimes used when a convoy is required to move into a bivouac en route or at its destination. The advance quartering party can be used to accomplish the following:
12.4.2.4.5.1. Clear and secure the site.
12.4.2.4.5.2. Determine defensive positions.
12.4.2.4.5.3. Layout key locations (parking areas, command post, storage sites, etc.).

12.4.2.5. Security Police Interface. The degree of security support necessary will, for the most part, be driven by the actual and anticipated threat in the area of travel. It is desirable that all engineer convoys to remote or off-base areas be accompanied by a security police or military police escort if a Level I threat or higher exists. During a conflict or after a base attack all convoy operations must be cleared through the base defense operations center (BDOC). Initial coordination may be arranged by the survival recovery center (SRC). Decisions regarding convoy support will come from the BDOC. The potential of receiving an armed escort will depend upon the overall security situation at the time and the availability of security forces. Due to the possibility that an escort may not always be provided, engineer forces must be prepared to take on this task themselves as part of their defensive training.

12.4.2.6. Convoy Planning. Normally the planning coordination involved in a convoy operation has to be accomplished quickly since the convoy commander has only a limited period to reconnoiter the route, brief personnel, coordinate with security forces, marshal and inspect equipment, and prepare logistics support. Obviously one of the first steps that must be taken is to select the route the convoy will follow. It is good practice to look for alternate routes as well to permit flexibility at the last moment and during the move. If the convoy is to travel a commonly used convoy route, gather information such as travel times from point to point, locations of halt/rest areas and refueling locations. Check with Security Police and Transportation personnel for data. Once a route is chosen, coordinate the convoy requirement with the BDOC. The BDOC, in turn, will determine whether an escort can be provided and inform other security organizations in the area of the convoy requirement. It is also a good idea to obtain the current intelligence estimate to verify threat conditions and identify types of potential enemy forces.

12.4.2.6.1. Route Reconnaissance. At a minimum the convoy commander should make a map reconnaissance which basically entails checking available maps for terrain features, towns, bridges, choke points and any other sites that could cause difficulties for convoy movement. If time permits, the convoy commander and selected supervisory personnel should conduct an actual ground reconnaissance of the route to see firsthand how these features might impact convoy progress. Not only will this ground run familiarize key personnel with the route, but it will also identify factors not apparent from a map, e.g., road conditions, vertical obstructions such as wires and signs, actual sizes and precise locations of servicing facilities, travel times, and potential ambush sites. If available maps are poor or scarce, “home-made” strip maps are often created. These simplified maps provide a total picture of the convoy route showing assembly areas, start and end points, halt/rest areas, major road intersections, natural landmarks, and danger areas. Usually each convoy driver receives such a map.

12.4.2.6.2. Food Service Support. If drivers and troops are expected to remain effective, they must have food and water. Your plans must consider this factor. It is unlikely that engineer forces will be at a remote work site where field bivouac procedures would have to be followed for an extended period. Most of our tasks would have a duration of less than a few days and it is probable that we would not be far enough away from an Air Force installation to preclude daily round trips. Plan on using ready-to-eat meals (MRE) for those occasions where messing must be provided during the convoy or at work sites. Also plan on having to haul water with you using either water trailers or large coolers.

12.4.2.6.3. Convoy Organization. After gathering route, security, and logistics information, the convoy commander should have enough data to enable preparation of a convoy organization plan. Local conditions will dictate the details; however, the following should be considered under most circumstances:

12.4.2.6.3.1. Vehicle Deployment. When assigning positions to vehicles within the column, special attention should be given to vehicles loaded with ammunition and POL supplies. Do not place vehicles loaded with critical cargo close together, disperse them throughout the convoy.

12.4.2.6.3.2. Control Vehicles. Control vehicles, especially the convoy commander’s, are priority targets for an ambush force. By taking these vehicles out of action at the onset of an attack, key leaders are eliminated. However, an ambush force can be placed at some disadvantage if there is no set pattern in the location of control vehicles. Further deception may come from using a cargo vehicle with radios installed as a command vehicle. Keep these factors in mind if repeated trips to a work site are planned over a few days.

12.4.2.6.3.3. Maintenance and Recovery Vehicles. These types of support vehicles probably will not be assigned to an convoy unless it is large, e.g., a base denial operation. Most engineer convoys will be less than 10 vehicles and therefore will have to fend for themselves in terms of vehicle recovery. Consider carrying tow bars, straps, chains, or ropes to tow disabled vehicles to the work site or back to base. Normally an entire convoy is not halted when one vehicle breaks down. A second vehicle is used as a recovery vehicle and the rest of the convoy moves on. While the disabled vehicle is being attached to the recovery vehicle, any passengers involved take up defensive positions around the vehicles.

12.4.2.6.3.4. Armed Escort Vehicles. The decision on the location of escort vehicles is usually made by the escort element (security police) leader. Normally one escort vehicle should be located near the head of the convoy so that heavy weapons fire can be brought on enemy personnel quickly. The remaining escort vehicles are located where they can provide maximum protection for all elements. Since it is easier for vehicles to move forward, some escort vehicles must be positioned in the rear of the element to which they are attached.
12.4.2.6.4. **Convoy Halts.** Halts are made for rest, personal comfort and relief, messing, refueling, maintenance and inspection of equipment, and schedule adjustment while allowing other traffic to pass. Short distance convoys probably won’t require any halts, whereas longer distances will make halts a necessity. The selection of halt locations should be made before the departure of the convoy. Short halts will normally last 10 minutes and take place about every two hours. Longer halts for dining, refueling, and bivouacking must always be a part of the road movement schedule. When the situation permits, dining and refueling halts should coincide. Normally, all elements of a convoy halt at the same time so that gaps between vehicles stay the same. During halts all personnel have certain responsibilities. Officers and NCOs check the welfare of the personnel, the security of loads, vehicle operation, and the performance of any required operator maintenance. The choice of halt locations requires special attention and this is why they are selected in advance. The following are some factors to consider when choosing halt locations:

12.4.2.6.4.1. Choose locations that are in a relatively secure place and, when possible, under the watchful eye of a security force.
12.4.2.6.4.2. Halt the convoy at points where you can see 200 yards from the head and tail of the column.
12.4.2.6.4.3. Avoid restrictions, curves or grades and pull vehicles as far off the road as possible.
12.4.2.6.4.4. Always maintain the prescribed vehicle distance.
12.4.2.6.4.5. Never stop in towns or cities without a specific purpose.
12.4.2.6.4.6. Avoid scheduling halts in areas where there is a lot of vehicular or pedestrian traffic.
12.4.2.6.4.7. Keep civilians away from the convoy.
12.4.2.6.4.8. Always post guards at the front and rear of the convoy and at any other point that may cause hazards to passing traffic.
12.4.2.6.4.9. Select halt areas that are defensible and provide cover and concealment.
12.4.2.6.4.10. Choose places with good drainage and a surface that will support the convoy’s vehicles.
12.4.2.6.4.11. Allow space for vehicle, equipment and personnel dispersal.
12.4.2.6.5. **Vehicle Spacing and Speed.** As a general guide vehicle spacing should be 50 meters (approximately 160 feet) in urban areas with heavy traffic and 100 meters (approximately 325 feet) on the open road. Convoy speed will depend on the condition of the road and traffic and on the speed of the slowest vehicle. Usually convoy speeds will be in the 15-30 miles per hour range. Whatever the established speed, it must be controlled throughout the term of the convoy by the pace setter (lead vehicle).
12.4.2.6.6. **Convoy Scheduling.** Once the start time, start and end points, routes, and planned halts have been determined, the next step is to schedule the move on a time line. Using the planned speeds over the various portions of the route and route distances, a schedule is developed which indicates when the convoy is to arrive at each key checkpoint/halt location and its final destination. This information should be placed on the strip maps provided to the drivers and to the BDOC so it will have an estimate of the convoy’s location at any point in time in case an armed escort is unavailable.
12.4.2.6.7. **Final Convoy Preparations.** With all planning and coordination completed, the convoy is almost ready to move. Final preparations include physically organizing the order of the convoy, briefing personnel, and inspecting individual equipment and vehicles. Although all elements in a convoy do not have to start from the same spot, this will normally be the case with engineer convoys. Organizing the convoy is a mechanical process of placing the head and trail vehicles properly, correctly interspersing critical vehicles within the column, and properly locating escort vehicles. Briefing of convoy personnel is extremely important. Personnel should be informed of convoy duration, number of halts planned, identification of key supervisory/command personnel, and potential security threats enroute. Lastly, equipment and vehicles are given a final check. Radio operation between vehicles and with the base station is verified. All vehicles are inspected for mechanical soundness and security of loads. If a vehicle with faulty operation is found, replace it--don’t take it on the move. As your convoy moves out, let both the damage control center and the BDOC know.
12.4.2.7. **Convoy Standard Operating Procedures.** If your unit finds itself having to perform convoy operations on a relatively routine basis, a set of standard operating procedures should be established. These procedures will act as a checklist and answer many of the questions that commonly arise during convoy planning sessions. The procedures should include information on the following and be modified as appropriate for local conditions:

12.4.2.7.1. Duties of convoy command and control personnel.
12.4.2.7.2. Standard convoy organization.
12.4.2.7.3. Weapons and ammunition to be carried.
12.4.2.7.4. Vehicle hardening actions and when to use them.
12.4.2.7.5. Protective equipment to be worn.
12.4.2.7.6. Actions during scheduled halts.
12.4.2.7.7. Maintenance and recovery of disabled vehicles.
12.4.2.7.8. Refueling and rest halts.
12.4.2.7.9. Communications procedures.
12.4.2.7.10. Convoy notification requirements.
12.4.2.7.11. Strip map development.
12.4.2.7.12. Route reconnaissance.
12.4.2.7.13. Preparation of convoy vehicles, e.g., loading, camouflaging, etc.
12.4.2.7.14. Counter-ambush operations.

12.4.2.8. Convoy Defensive Measures. In an Air Force convoy, security is the responsibility of the escort force. When a combat emergency arises, the escort commander/leader assumes operational control of the convoy until the crisis is over. Normally, the escort force will take all the necessary action to neutralize the ambush while the convoy escapes the immediate area. When the enemy has been dislodged, the road must be cleared and proper convoy movement resumed as soon as possible. When disabled vehicles cannot be towed, their cargo should be distributed among other vehicles if time permits. If such is not possible, it normally will be destroyed upon an order from the convoy commander. When possible, radios and other critical items will be recovered before the destruction. Lastly, remember engineer personnel act in a defensive role only; we are not trained to maneuver or engage an enemy force in an offensive mode. Leave that task to the escort or armed reaction force.

12.4.2.8.1. Ambush Defense--Road Not Blocked. Due to the extensive road space occupied by a normal convoy, and because security or lack of available forces usually limits the size of an ambushing force, this force is seldom able to contain an entire convoy in a single kill zone. More frequently, a part of a convoy, either the head, trail, or a portion of the main body, is ambushed. That part of a convoy which is in the kill zone and receiving fire must drive out of the ambush if the road to the front is open. Vehicles disabled by enemy fire are left behind or, if blocking the road, must be pushed out of the way by the following traffic. Vehicles which have not entered the kill zone must not attempt to do so. If an escort force is present with the convoy, it will normally attempt to defeat or drive off the ambush force. Engineer personnel in vehicles which have not entered the ambush area, will dismount (see figures 12.25 and 12.26 for typical dismount formations) and take up defensive positions. These personnel, however, will not fire without coordinating with the escort force first. If an escort force is not present with the column, vehicles which have not entered the ambush area should leave the area and proceed to a point of known security even if this means returning to home base. Regardless of whether an escort force is present or not, a call back to home base informing command personnel of the situation and requesting armed assistance is appropriate.
12.4.2.8.2. **Ambush Defense – Road Blocked.** When an element of a convoy is halted in the kill zone and is unable to proceed due to disabled vehicles, a damaged bridge or other obstacle, personnel caught in the kill zone should dismount, take cover, and return a maximum volume of fire on the enemy position. An immediate call for armed reaction force assistance
should be made back to home station. If an escort is present with the convoy, it will normally attempt to attack the flanks of the ambush position to dislodge enemy personnel. Engineer personnel in vehicles which have not entered the kill zone area should dismount and take cover, returning fire only under the direction of the escort force.

12.4.3. **Work Site Entry.** Arrival at a work site can cause a let down in security consciousness since travel has finally been completed. This should not be allowed to happen since an enemy force could be waiting at the work site area just for such a situation. If the work site is not familiar or is known to be in an area that could be frequented by enemy forces, a definitized plan should be followed for ensuring access to the area is relatively safe. One way of accomplishing this uses three fire teams from the convoy procession to perform an area sweep. The convoy stops short of the work site and the three fire teams approach the work site in file formation. The remainder of the convoy personnel dismount and establish a 360 degree security cordon around the convoy vehicles (figure 12.27). Fire team A secures the entry road on the left and fire team C secures the right side of the road. Fire team B enters the work site in wedge formation and walks (sweeps) the site to its forward edge (figure 12.28). When the sweep is completed, fire team A enters the work site and expands to the left. Fire team C then enters the site and expand to the right. Fire team B returns from the forward edge of the work site perimeter and joins with team A and C forming a 360 degree secure area. The remainder of the convoy personnel then remount their vehicles and quickly enter the work site (figure 12.29). From this point the commander/leader of the work party has two tasks to perform—establish work party security measures and accomplish the work task itself.

Figure 12.27. Work Site Approach.
Figure 12.28. Work Site Sweep.

Figure 12.29. Work Site Convoy Entry.
12.4.4. **Work Party Security.** In a Level I or II threat environment, work party security is provided by two or three individuals posted on the perimeter of the work area to provide early warning of any impending hostile action. If the work party is fired upon; these individuals will determine the direction of fire; estimate the type, size, and apparent intent of the hostile force; direct the work party to take defensive cover and call the security police for assistance (an armed reaction force). Defensive cover, as used in this context, means the occupation of either hasty or deliberate (prepared in advance) defensive positions that take maximum advantage of the terrain at or in the vicinity.

12.4.4.1. **Defense Sectors.** Upon arriving at a work site, establishing proper security requires more than just posting guards at arbitrarily selected locations. To best defend the entire work site, defense sectors should be established. This task requires several actions to be taken. The first action is to establish the exact boundary of the work site. Once this is done, the work party leader/commander and personnel who will be serving as sector commanders walk the perimeter of the work site and establish sector boundaries. Normally the number of sectors is kept between three and five and the sectors need not be all the same size. The size of the sector will depend on the terrain and what resources are within the sector. The important thing to be sure of when setting up sectors is that the boundaries between sectors are well defined. This allows personnel defending a sector to know exactly where their terrain defense responsibilities start and end. Once sector locations and boundaries are determined, sector commanders site fighting positions in locations that have clear lines of fire toward the work area perimeter. These positions should be at least the equivalent of a hasty fighting position. If the work site will be occupied continuously for several days or longer, consideration should be given to constructing deliberate positions. Manning of the sector fighting positions should be by pre-established fire teams if possible--this maintains team integrity and pre-identifies a leader “in the trenches”.

12.4.4.2. **Listening Posts.** The purpose of going to a work site is to accomplish an engineer construction task of some sort. Security, while obviously important, cannot be allowed to consume most of your resources all the time. Normally, a small number of troops are placed on security duty while the remainder perform the engineering task. These security troops will not be sufficient to man all the fighting positions; but a “trip wire” system of using listening posts can be used. These listening posts are positioned outside of the work site perimeter but close enough to allow individuals to quickly return (figure 12.30). If an enemy force is encountered, the troops manning the listening posts bring the information back to the work site, fighting positions are manned, and security police support is immediately requested.

**Figure 12.30. Sectors, Fighting Positions and Listening Posts.**

12.4.5. **Air Base Defense.** The security police have the primary responsibility for air base defense and many of the items discussed earlier are applicable in this task. In addition, engineers have a responsibility in air base defense both from a security aspect and a construction viewpoint.

12.4.5.1. **Fundamentals of Air Base Defense.** The concept for air base defense is to use security police, other selected Air Force personnel (e.g. Prime BEEF, augmentees, etc.), and other US Service and host nation forces to detect and engage enemy forces that threaten air operations. From a threat perspective Air Force personnel must be able to defeat Level I threats, defeat (or delay until assistance arrives) Level II threats, and delay Level III threats until major tactical combat units (e.g., US Army) can respond and assist. The area of operations encompassing air base defense does not necessarily end at the base perimeter. In most cases it will extend outward from the installation; distances are normally determined through agreements with off-base US and host nation forces.

12.4.5.2. **Air Base Defense Organization and Equipment.** When in a contingency or wartime posture, the basic security police defense team is the air base defense flight. This flight has a five-man headquarters element and three 13-man air base
defense squads (figure 12.31). Supplementing this flight are several teams with specialized capabilities such as 81 MM mortar operation, 50-caliber machine gun operation, 40 MM grenade launcher operation, fire direction, and military working dog handling. The basic security police flights and security police specialized teams form the backbone and most of the muscle of the on-base air base defense organization.

Figure 12.31. Air Base Defense Flight (Headquarters and Squad).

12.4.5.3. Air Base Defense Planning. There are many aspects of air base defense planning, but we will only address those that have a bearing on engineer operations. Two major air base defense planning items that involve engineer personnel are the air base vulnerability analysis and base sectorization.

12.4.5.3.1. Vulnerability Analysis. The security police conduct a vulnerability analysis of the air base as one of their first tasks of air base defense planning. This analysis identifies unit missions and mission critical resources, prioritizes these resources, and addresses protection options. Information from this analysis is used by the security police commander to allocate air base defense forces. As part of this analysis base units are asked to identify what parts of their operation are critical, what are the relative priorities of these parts, are there any single point failure nodes, how would they attack them and defend them, and how fast can the parts be replaced. Do your homework here--identify to the security police your base’s critical engineer related resources. These could include, but not be limited to, major utility nodes and plants, recovery material stockpiles, rapid runway repair equipage, and command and control centers. When all base critical resources have been identified and prioritized, methods of protection are determined. These methods could range from dispersal, camouflage, and area lighting to owner/user sentries, roving patrols, and manned fighting positions.

12.4.5.3.2. Sectorization. The security police will normally divide the base into sectors, each containing a generally equal share of the critical resources identified through the vulnerability analysis. Once sectors are established, air base defense flights are allocated. Usually these security police flights are assigned to critical resources first, then to the defense of the tactical perimeter of the base. Engineer personnel should plan on having to support the sectorization process by assisting in the construction of deliberate fighting positions, clearing fields of fire, and constructing and placing obstacles. See volume 2 of this pamphlet series for construction details.
12.5.4. Augmentation of the Air Base Defense Force. Air base defense doctrine, as outlined in AFI 31-301, Air Base Defense, calls for the employment of base units to augment the security police air base defense effort. The degree of participation is predetermined in a base defense plan (an outcome of the vulnerability analysis). Normally engineer forces will be assigned to protect an engineer resource (owner/user security) or augment in a specific sector. Augmentation timing will be determined by the base or wing commander and a “stop work” ordered issued, probably verbally. At this time engineer personnel will secure their equipment, gather weapons and take up security positions. When performing in the base defense mode, engineer personnel will normally be placed under the control of the security police commander. Detailed procedures for engineer units supporting an air base defense effort should be prepared and included in Annex C to the Civil Engineer Contingency Response Plan.

12.4.5.5. Owner/User Security. In plain terms, owner/user security involves using a unit’s own resources to protect its essential facilities and equipment assets. Good pre-planning and training are necessary to ensure engineer response to a threat to base security is timely and organized. Personnel should be informed of exactly where to report and what to do. An officer should be placed in charge engineer fire teams and maintain constant contact with security police representatives. Shifts should be established and checks should be made on all manned positions at least hourly by supervisory personnel. Plan on manning all defensive positions with two personnel each and provide all personnel manning these positions with the following minimum information.

12.4.5.5.1. Location of shift leader and how to make contact.
12.4.5.5.2. Expected/probable direction of enemy attack or infiltration.
12.4.5.5.3. Area of responsibility, i.e., what ground to watch over.
12.4.5.5.4. Location of adjacent posts.
12.4.5.5.5. Location of listening posts if forward of defensive position.
12.4.5.5.6. Location of friendly forces forward of defensive position if any.
12.4.5.5.7. Procedure for challenging (work closely with security police on rules of engagement and techniques).
12.4.5.5.8. Password and password change times (coordinate with security police on use of recognition codes).
12.4.5.5.9. Shift change times and procedures.

12.5. Antiterrorism Planning. Terrorism has become a tactic for projecting national power. The use of fear and terror to sway political opinions, to lower morale, or to attack a larger force has become commonplace throughout the world. Terrorist organizations that act in a peacetime environment use violence for effect, seeking to influence as large an audience as possible. These terrorists will use the attack to discredit a government and, at the same time, gain popular support. Most terrorist operate from a “cell” concept, a small secretive group supported by a portion of the local population. Such support from the civilian population is obtained either willingly or under pressure and is critical to the existence of the terrorist group. When a hostile nation uses terrorism as a tool of warfare, it generally considers terrorist acts as legitimate military operations. When a hostile nation uses terrorism as a tool of warfare, it generally considers terrorist acts as legitimate military operations.

12.5.1. Tactical Terrorism. Tactical terrorism adds a tremendous dimension to the battlefield and places an air base high on the list of potential targets. Several countries and groups hostile to U.S. national interests, still subscribe to the Cold War doctrine that terrorism is a viable means to obtain tactical, operational and strategic objectives. This doctrine prescribes the use of highly trained forces for bombings, assassinations, arson and other terrorist-type tactics to strike critical targets in our rear area. They will seek to attack when and where we least expect it or are least prepared. Their attacks will be irrelevant of the specific time any hostilities may be declared, but their objectives will support future military actions. The terrorist is a highly motivated, skilled individual, dedicated to his cause and may be willing to die for that cause. The terrorist is success-oriented. Before planning antiterrorism measures for an air base, let’s reverse roles and review the terrorist planning factors.

12.5.1.1. Mission. The mission will be against specific targets in the enemy’s area. The primary goal, unlike a military attack, is to generate fear and psychological instability. The attacks are designed to create an attitude of defeat through fear and the apparent “helplessness” of defending against such an attack. The target can be any individual, unit, facility, or an entire installation that may generate this terror.

12.5.1.2. Enemy. The enemy is anyone or anything connected directly to the allied or U.S. forces. The terrorist may attack lucrative civilian targets, or even noncombatants during evacuation. Military targets will include general officers, commanders, command posts, airfields, ports, railheads, and critical storage facilities. The terrorist’s tactical goal is the deterioration of morale and confidence among U.S. forces—“the more dead, the better the effect.” The more heinous the attack, the greater the impact of fear. The attacks may also cause our forces to commit resources to protect potential targets during a resource intense period.

12.5.1.3. Terrain. The terrorist will always try to use terrain to his best advantage. It will be the terrorist’s decision of where and how to attack, so he will carefully analyze the terrain and watch for the easiest access. Facilities with large military populations or equipment of strategic value are preferred as targets. Poor security and complacency will give the terrorist an opportunity for success.

12.5.1.4. Attackers. The most skilled terrorist will be selected for the attack. Their intelligence will be excellent and their procedures will be extremely well rehearsed. They will patiently train the individual terrorist or team to ensure success. Success at all costs.
12.5.1.5. **Time.** Time is the greatest ally of the terrorist. He will select his target and attack at the weakest moment. In most cases the mission would not be time dependent. If it is, the procedures would be developed using accurate intelligence by personnel constantly surveilling the target. He will always use time to his best advantage. Consider the timing in the attack against the U.S. Marines in Beirut, Lebanon. It took place on a Sunday. The terrorist logic was to use Sunday, a day of Christian worship and rest (when security may have been relaxed), as a psychological tool to gain shock action, fear, and success.

12.5.2. **Antiterrorism Measures.** Although vastly different in purpose, air bases share many of the terrorist risks experienced by the ill-fated Marine Corps installation in Lebanon. As with the Marines, air base operations are likely to take place in high risk overseas areas during periods of heightened regional, or even world tension. High value aircraft, command and control centers, storage facilities, and a large number of U.S. service personnel concentrated in a single location make an air base operation a key terrorist target. Aside from the physical damage inflicted, a successful act of terrorism against a USAF deployment site would gain the terrorist group and their cause worldwide publicity. The unpredictability of the terrorist threat calls for the preplanning of both passive and active countermeasures.

12.5.2.1. **Passive Countermeasures.** The dispersal of assets, hardening of critical facilities and utilities, and the construction of personnel protective shelters are addressed in detail in chapters 3, 4, and 5 of volume 2 of this pamphlet series.

12.5.2.2. **Active Countermeasures.** In addition to dispersal, hardening, and protective shelter construction, you should plan active countermeasures to reduce the terrorist threat potential. Recent acts of terrorism provide some valuable lessons. Although terrorists employ a variety of tactics, clearly the most favored is bombing. Almost 70 percent of all incidents recorded in the last 20 years involved explosives. As experience shows, the preferred delivery means appear to be the vehicle bomb; typically, a vehicle filled with hundreds of pounds of explosive which either is parked in the immediate vicinity of the target or rapidly driven into the target to achieve an element of surprise. However, if terrorists bent on a suicide mission while enroute to the objectives can be delayed (and if the delay is long enough), the terrorists can be killed or captured and their mission will fail.

12.5.2.2.1. **Obstacles.** Several types of obstacles can be built or emplaced to hinder terrorist movements and access to potential targets. Included in these types would be steel hedgehogs; concrete cylinders, cubes, and tetrahedrons; earth berms; concertina wire; and ditches. Details on obstacle construction and placement can be found in chapter 8 of volume 2 of this pamphlet series.

12.5.2.2.2. **Shielding.** Despite their proven effectiveness, obstacles by themselves will not completely defeat the terrorist threat at an air base. However, shielding a potential target from terrorist view will reduce the risk considerably. Terrorists want the “biggest bang for the buck”—in other words—they are reluctant to waste their effort on a target of uncertain value. Shielding valuable assets from terrorist view can take many forms ranging from concealment and camouflage to elaborate deception measures. For example, a sandbag wall of sufficient height will not only screen a critical facility from view, but also serve as protection from conventional munitions. Likewise, camouflage netting used to conceal air base assets from enemy aerial detection can be used very effectively to screen the view of a ground level terrorist reconnaissance observer. Check chapter 6 of volume 2 of this pamphlet series for other shielding methods.

12.5.2.3. **Other Basic Considerations.** Finally, there are some very basic guidelines for dealing with the terrorist menace:

12.5.2.3.1. Expect the unexpected.
12.5.2.3.2. Always assume an attack will occur. Weapons, helmets and flack vests should be readily available or worn, as required.
12.5.2.3.3. Don’t become predictable in your operation; change schedules and routines frequently.
12.5.2.3.4. Use an overwatch observer system for remote, exposed work sites and change work party travel routes frequently.
12.5.2.3.5. Above all, do not allow fear to dominate or reduce morale; use it as an advantage to instill a heightened sense of security awareness among the air base population.

12.6 **Summary.** This chapter has presented some basic facts and procedures relating to the engineer’s role in air base security. The threat level affecting U.S. Air Force bases was reviewed and the responses required by Air Force personnel to these threats was presented. Major aspects of personal security were addressed to include cover, camouflage and concealment techniques and individual movement procedures. These features were then expanded to discuss small group movement by fire teams, the construction of basic fighting positions, and communications. Convoy operations were then addressed to include organization, command and control, planning, and defensive techniques. The chapter then graduated to work party security methods with portions discussing area entrance procedures and development of sectors and listening posts. This topic was followed by an explanation of the engineer’s role in air base defense. Major emphasis was placed on the close coordination and cooperation required with the security police. Lastly, a brief discussion on the terrorist threat to air bases was presented and ways of hindering these activities were outlined.
Chapter 13

BASE DENIAL

13.1. Introduction. Denial operations always affect the conduct of war and, on occasion, may attain paramount importance. Historical examples include Sherman’s march to the sea through Georgia, the Union campaign to close the Mississippi during the Civil War, the Russian scorched earth policy, the allied strategic bombing campaign of German industry in World War II, and the destruction of Kuwait’s oil wells by Iraq during the Gulf War. However, the United States conducts combat operations in accordance with its law of war obligations. It takes all reasonable precautions to minimize incidental injury to uninvolved civilians and avoid unnecessary damage to civilian objects. The French diplomat Talleyrand explained this policy in a letter to Napoleon: “Nations ought to do to one another in peace the most good, in war the least possible evil”. The laws of war require that denial operations, particularly against civilian facilities and resources, be very carefully considered and that execution authority be maintained at the highest levels of command. Denial actions prevent or hinder enemy occupation of, or benefit from, areas, objects and resources having tactical or strategic use. Therefore, they vary widely in scope. At one extreme, an entire area is made useless to the enemy. At the other extreme, a specific area or facility, such as an air base is denied to the enemy. A recent example of this latter situation is the RED HORSE demolition activity during the 1991 Gulf War at two captured Iraqi air bases.

13.2. Overview. For the main operating base (MOB) civil engineer, a denial responsibility includes all militarily significant civil engineer supplies and equipment, base facilities and utilities, and the airfield pavement system. For BCEs at collocated operating bases (COBs) and bare bases, only USAF organic equipment is normally considered, since real property facilities and utility systems are a host nation responsibility. This chapter provides guidance on conventional denial procedures to be used at a deployed location. Non-explosive destruction methods are suggested for each of the basic civil engineer areas of responsibility. This chapter does not address denial operations at captured locations or specially identified targets--these types of missions are normally a RED HORSE task and will generally have a narrower scope of activity.

13.3. Base Denial Considerations. Because air bases have not normally been highly threatened in previous conflicts, denial of an air base to enemy forces is an undertaking largely unfamiliar to the U.S. military. However, modern warfare and the forward locations of many air bases now make the requirement for base denial a possibility. Engineer forces will play a major role in such activities since they control significant amounts of equipment and supplies useful to an enemy and are most familiar with the utility and facility aspects of any installation. Furthermore, the explosive demolition expertise resident within an engineer squadron makes the unit especially capable in base denial activities. Base denial actions are not haphazard events, however. They require considerable pre-planning and everyone’s support if they are to be carried out effectively and all personnel are to leave the air base in an orderly, safe manner.

13.3.1. The theater commander will describe the policy and extent to which denial operations are carried out. Denial of key installations and facilities is desirable in most situations. Selected denial targets are integrated into the overall strategic and tactical concepts of the theater operations plan and are executed in accordance with war objectives. Actual denial activities will not start until directed by the wing commander and only after consideration has been given to future use of the air base by U.S. forces and what the impacts might be of the use of the air base by enemy forces. Taking it with you when you leave (evacuation) is the preferred method of denial and should be used when conditions permit. That which must be abandoned must be denied to the enemy.

13.3.2. Targets for base denial can come in many forms and one must be selective in choosing which targets to address. Base denial carried to the extreme would remove or destroy everything that could aid the enemy in any way (figure 13.1). Attempting to destroy an entire air base, however, would be an extremely time consuming task and probably beyond the capability of the normal wartime complement of engineer forces at an air base anyway. Besides matching manpower and time constraints against the scope of the overall denial task, the means selected to deny the intended target should be reasonably available and produce the most damage possible. Targets for base denial could include heavy equipment, fuel supplies, key buildings, utility substations, airfield pavements and classified materials, to name a few. And, each of these could require a differing mode of destruction. In executing the base denial responsibilities, the BCE’s denial targets should meet the test of one of these criteria:
13.3.2.1. Require the enemy to divert significant engineer and operational efforts for repair, reconstruction, or rehabilitation to resume flying operations, or other priority missions.
13.3.2.2. Prevent the use of abandoned materials, supplies, and equipment to reinforce or augment the enemy’s combat capabilities.
13.3.3. Once base targets meeting the above criteria are chosen, they must be placed in a priority sequence for denial actions. This priority listing is important since time will probably be limited for base denial activities and it must be certain that the most crucial actions be accomplished initially, i.e., those actions which cause the greatest degree of resource denial should be performed first. The priority listing must also take into account the interface and timing between denial actions. If these are not considered, serious problems could result which could interrupt and hinder the entire base denial effort. For example, fuel stores could be destroyed before evacuation vehicles are fully serviced, traffic routes used by other denial teams could be blocked, or power could be cut off to those facilities being used to marshal and prepare equipment and supplies for evacuation.
13.3.4. As mentioned earlier, removal and evacuation of resources is the preferred method of base denial. The reasons for this are obvious—the resources are not harmed or damaged and they remain in U.S. Forces’ control rather than being lost for the remainder of a conflict. Because evacuation operations will always be constrained by time and many agencies could be potentially involved in the process, base denial must follow a thoroughly developed and well rehearsed plan that the BCE prepared in advance (see volume 1, chapter 3).

13.4. Conventional Base Denial Methods. There are four conventional ways of accomplishing base denial: item evacuation, selective component removal, destruction, and the use of obstacles. Each method can have a place in the overall base denial scenario. Because time to effect base denial will usually be short, attempt to use the procedure or procedures that will give the most rapid results with the least amount of effort.
13.4.1. Evacuation. Always give serious considerations to removal of assets as a primary means of denial. Convoying vehicles and heavy equipment to a safer location not only denies the equipment to the enemy but also keeps the resource as part of our inventory (figure 13.2). In addition, it provides transportation for personnel and a means of relocating more critical supplies away from the air base. Obviously, because of the logistics involved (fuelling, marshalling, loading, etc.), most evacuation efforts should be started early in the scheme of things and follow a preplanned schedule.
13.4.2. **Component Removal.** If evacuation of a key component is not possible, another excellent denial option is selective component removal. For example, by removing just the distributor cap on an engine you can render that item or equipment totally inoperative. Component removal can be a fast and easy means of denial; however, one word of caution is in order when using this technique. Be sure to remove the same item(s) on all like items of equipment; otherwise, a creative opponent may be able to cannibalize components from various different machines to make some operative again (figure 13.3). Lastly, do not forget to pick up any similar spares from bench stocks and supply points.

**Figure 13.3. Like Item Component Removal.**
13.4.3. **Destruction.** When using destruction as a means of denial, there are four primary methods employed: burning, soaking with water, mechanically damaging, and contamination. One non-conventional method of destruction commonly included in many denial plans entails the use of explosives. However, due to the obvious dangers associated with handling this material, its use is normally restricted to specific personnel, namely explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) personnel. Although these personnel are part of a base's civil engineer complement, they could be heavily tasked to support other base agencies and may only be able to provide limited help in the civil engineer portion of base denial efforts. The use of conventional, non-explosive methods of base denial will still remain the BCE's primary means of accomplishing the base denial mission.

13.4.3.1. **Fire.** Destruction by fire is a good destruction technique for a wide range of materials and equipment. Heat can often also be used in a selective fashion to deform or warp items that will not burn; bringing about dysfunction. Relatively thin gauge ferrous metals are often excellent candidates for this procedure. Even though fire seems from outward appearances to be an ideal way of destroying facilities, this is not always the case. Modern building codes have brought about the development of a large variety of building materials that are highly fire resistant. Some of these less combustible materials may need to be thoroughly saturated with fuel in order to ensure ignition. As a result, it is always a good approach to consult the fire department when destruction by fire is being considered. After all, they are the subject matter experts. A final possible negative point to consider when selecting fire as a destruction method is that the smoke normally generated from large burning activities can serve to announce withdrawal intentions to an enemy.

13.4.3.2. **Water Soaking.** Water can also be an effective means to damage many valuable assets. And, unlike burning, a great advantage of using water is that it can be done quietly without revealing telltale signs of withdrawal intentions to an enemy. It is an excellent way of destroying electrical components. However, extreme caution must be used to avoid electrocution when dealing with energized circuits. Water can also be used to contaminate a number of substances such as petroleum fuels. In addition, many dry construction materials such as portland cement can be easily ruined by simply drenching them with water (figure 13.4).

**Figure 13.4. Water Damage.**

13.4.3.3. **Mechanical Destruction.** This is another means which can be used to destroy assets without revealing withdrawal intentions to an enemy. Sledge hammers, axes, and wrecking bars are some of the more common tools of choice for this destruction technique.

13.4.3.3.1. More often than not, mechanical destruction is conducted in a very selective manner rather than on a random basis. Key components of an item of equipment such as control devices and gauges are usually where the emphasis is placed. A cutting torch can also be a useful tool when used judiciously. Properly trained personnel can use a torch to damage main support members of metal structures such as buildings and bridges, eliminating or greatly hindering their designed use by an enemy. Though less common, large scale mechanical destruction methods can at times prove to be highly effective as well.
This is particularly the case when large quantities of equipment or materials must be destroyed or damaged expediently. In such situations, heavy equipment can be used to crush items on a massive scale. In addition, burial can also prove to be an excellent way of denying a resource to an enemy yet still allow its recovery by friendly forces at a future time.

13.4.3.2. On the average MOB there are normally numerous systems and equipment that require lubricants or coolants for proper operation. Reciprocating engines can be made dysfunctional by simply draining these vital fluids and allowing them to run until they overheat and seize-up. Similarly, electrical distribution transformers can be quickly ruined by draining their cooling oil while the system is still energized. Lastly, the use of caustic substances such as sulfuric and nitric acid may provide yet another useful means of destruction denial, particularly when applied against electrical motors and electrical components (figure 13.5).

Figure 13.5. Caustic Fluid Destruction.

13.4.3.3. Contaminating or adulterating substances may also be used to make many industrial items unusable. However, since no one substance is universally applicable, a technical knowledge of the denial target is a must. For example, sugar can wreak havoc with most reciprocating engines when placed in the fuel system. And, as was mentioned earlier, water can also cause similar results when mixed with many petroleum based fuels.

13.4.4. Obstacles. In addition to evacuation, component removal, and destruction, obstacles may be employed to deny the use of certain facilities and resources to an enemy. Obstacles may be categorized as either natural or artificial. Due to the layout of most air bases, your primary concern will focus upon the construction of artificial obstacles such as those shown in figure 13.6. Barbed wire entanglements are also effective personnel obstacles (figure 13.7). They may not completely stop enemy ground movement but, when coupled with the appropriate antipersonnel devices can hinder and greatly slow down their forward progress. Check with the security police on your base concerning the placement and installation of antipersonnel devices; it is their responsibility to place these items. The use of more substantial obstacles, such as concrete and timber, can temporarily delay roadway access or even aircraft operations when applied to airfield surfaces. Depending upon your location, there may be numerous other natural objects that may be employed to delay or even deny an enemy’s access to your air base—as with many other Prime BEEF functions, creative thinking can be key to the success of your effort.
13.5. Base Denial Responsibilities and Techniques.

13.5.1. General Information. Ensuring that individuals know and understand the methods of base denial is only the first step in being able to perform this type of mission. Each individual must also know what his or her responsibilities might be and some of the more common techniques that can be used to physically accomplish the base denial task.

13.5.1.1. Normally, not everyone in an organization will play a role in base denial. In fact, the vast majority of the base population will usually be directed to evacuate before consequential denial actions commence. However, if time permits, base denial activities can be expanded to include a large percentage of the base population, but such situations would be the exception rather than the norm. Realistically, only a very limited number of personnel, those assigned and trained as members of the base denial team, will remain behind to perform this vital role.

13.5.1.2. The actual size and composition of the denial team will be dictated by a number of factors such as the amount of
resources identified for destruction, types of items to be destroyed, and the methods of destruction to be employed. Many base denial team assignments will be dictated by Air Force Specialties (AFS). For example, it only makes sense to have electrical personnel accomplish base denial actions on electrical systems since they are, as a matter of course, the ones that are intimately familiar with what type of action will best incapacitate the system. Likewise, the same parallel can be drawn between heating plants and HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning)/refrigeration personnel, airfield surfaces and pavements and construction equipment personnel, fuel systems and liquid fuels systems maintenance personnel, and fire protection personnel and burning requirements. A good rule of thumb to follow when determining denial target responsibilities is to use the same areas of responsibility that exist under peacetime operations. In other words, if you are required to maintain or operate it during peacetime, also expect to be the one responsible for denying it to an enemy during wartime.

13.5.2. **Base Denial--Pavement/Equipment Operations.**

13.5.2.1. Pavements and Construction Equipment personnel will be accountable for roadway, railway, drainage system, and airfield denial. Airfield pavements denial most often will be brought about through the use of a combination of obstacles and explosives. However, the method employed and the extent of damage inflicted will to a large degree be dictated by how soon and even if we can anticipate regaining physical control of the property. If it is not unreasonable to expect to lose control of the assets for only a short period and enemy use of the airfield during that time will be insignificant to the total battle effort, it may be counterproductive to extensively damage the airfield surfaces. The final decision to seriously deny use of airfield pavements will be made at senior command levels and the BCE must verify the scope of pavement denial requirements before issuing orders to commence denial operations.

13.5.2.2. Methods for performing denial of pavements, railways, drainage systems, and supporting equipment can take several forms. The following are examples of various techniques that can be applied, singularly or in combination, to effect denial actions.

13.5.2.2.1. Use destroyed vehicles and aircraft, concrete blocks, or any kind of material that is readily available to create obstacles on the runway.

13.5.2.2.2. Fill 55-gallon barrels with concrete and place them in the aircraft landing area of the airfield.

13.5.2.2.3. If the airfield has an asphalt overlay, saturate selected areas with fuel to severely damage the surface area.

13.5.2.2.4. Use heavy equipment such as bulldozers and pavement breakers to scar the surface of airfield pavements and damage pavements at intersections and choke points.

13.5.2.2.5. Place destroyed NAVAIDs, distance-to-go markers, and towers on the runway surface.

13.5.2.2.6. Block open drainage ditches with rubble, debris, and rapid runway repair (RRR) fill material to cause flooding conditions.

13.5.2.2.7. Use cement to block major drain areas and break primary drainage piping, particularly in those locations that would cause major airfield flooding.

13.5.2.2.8. Destroy fiberglass and metal RRR matting by driving over it with a bulldozer until severe deformity occurs. Place this damaged RRR matting on the airfield surfaces. Destroy any RRR component kits in the same manner.

13.5.2.2.9. Intertwine barbed tape or concertina wire around any obstacles placed on pavement surfaces.

13.5.2.2.10. Rip up railroad spurs with heavy equipment. Burn crossties and bend rails. Watch your timing on this item, however, since rail movement could be used as a means of personnel and equipment evacuation.

13.5.2.2.11. Destroy and abandon on airfield surfaces any equipment not being evacuated by draining the oil and running the equipment.

13.5.3. **Base Denial--Electrical.**

13.5.3.1. Personnel in the electrical systems AFS will be responsible for destruction of the base power grid and its associated support complexes. This will normally include primary and secondary distribution systems, major transformer substations, and airfield lighting systems. In addition, power production individuals will be responsible for denial activities involving prime power plants, portable generators, and aircraft arresting systems.

13.5.3.2. Methods for physically accomplishing denial of electrical systems are relatively straightforward. Use sledge hammers to destroy regulators, transformers, insulators, gauges, and shop equipment. Use chain saws to cut utility poles and barrier tapes. Vehicles and heavy equipment can be used to pull over towers (e.g., communications, radar, and GCA) and destroy arresting barrier facilities. Generators and arresting barrier units can be destroyed by draining engine oil as the units are running. Lastly, key items in bench stocks, special levels, and war reserve materiel can be destroyed using some of the same methods as above.

13.5.4. **Base Denial--Mechanical.**

13.5.4.1. HVAC/refrigeration personnel will be responsible for disabling all critical base mechanical systems. At some theater locations this may also include cold storage and ice plant facilities. Liquid fuels system maintenance personnel should take necessary steps to deny the use of both their system and product. The actual physical destruction of the pipeline itself may not be the easiest and most effective way of denying this crucial asset to an enemy. Instead, efforts should concentrate on contamination of bulk storage supplies and the destruction of key distribution system control components such as automatic valves and pumps.
13.6.1.5. Preplanned withdrawal routes and end point locations.
13.6.1.4. Personnel accountability procedures.
13.6.1.3. Convoy method (rail, vehicle, etc.).
13.6.1.1. Anticipated time available for base denial actions.

Completed. As a minimum, all personnel must be informed of the following items:

- Responsibilities and requirements with respect to withdrawal and evacuation once physical base denial missions have been completed.

At the onset of base denial efforts several key actions must be taken to ensure all personnel are aware of their responsibilities and requirements with respect to withdrawal and evacuation once physical base denial missions have been completed. As a minimum, all personnel must be informed of the following items:

- Anticipated time available for base denial actions.
- Assembly location(s) for departure convoys.
- Convoy method (rail, vehicle, etc.).
- Personnel accountability procedures.
- Preplanned withdrawal routes and end point locations.

The final phase of base denial involves withdrawal and evacuation of base denial team personnel and equipment. As explained in Volume 1, these activities were preplanned during the predisaster phase of the contingency.

At the onset of base denial efforts several key actions must be taken to ensure all personnel are aware of their responsibilities and requirements with respect to withdrawal and evacuation once physical base denial missions have been completed. As a minimum, all personnel must be informed of the following items:

- Anticipated time available for base denial actions.
- Assembly location(s) for departure convoys.
- Convoy method (rail, vehicle, etc.).
- Personnel accountability procedures.
- Preplanned withdrawal routes and end point locations.
13.6.1.6. Personal gear requirements.

13.6.2. While physical base denial actions are ongoing, another group of individuals must be designated to prepare the departure convoy for movement. In all likelihood this group will encompass personnel from several base organizations; however, you can plan on having many engineer personnel involved as well due to the unique nature of much of the engineer equipment that will be evacuated (e.g., fire vehicles, heavy equipment, etc.). These individuals are responsible for accomplishing the following tasks:

13.6.2.1. Gathering and loading supplies and materials to be evacuated on transport vehicles.
13.6.2.2. Setting up the convoy order of march.
13.6.2.3. Fueling and servicing of convoy vehicles.
13.6.2.4. Preparing route maps for convoy drivers.
13.6.2.5. Gathering and checking communications equipment.
13.6.2.6. Reconnoitering the route to be taken checking for obstacles, choke points, proper traffic signs, etc.
13.6.2.7. Coordinating with destination point personnel to ensure support for evacuating personnel.
13.6.2.8. Arranging for enroute security forces if necessary.

13.7. Summary. The execution of base denial may be forced by enemy action, or it may be a voluntary, preplanned event. In either case, base denial prevents or hinders enemy occupation and use of the airfield complex, its ancillary facilities, and residual resources. The destructive work associated with the execution of denial measures requires skill and resourcefulness. Employment of explosive demolition methods, a most effective means to ensure destruction of denial targets, may not be possible for a variety of reasons (shortage of EOD personnel or explosives, numerous taskings in too short a timeframe, requirements to conceal our intentions, etc.). Highly effective conventional, non-explosive denial methods can be used by each section within the base civil engineer organization. Once physical base denial actions have been accomplished, an orderly withdrawal and evacuation complete the base denial process.
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RSP Render-Safe Procedures
RURK Rapid Utility Repair Kit
SAR Search and Rescue
SCBA Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SP Security Police
SRC Survival Recovery Center
STANAG Standardization Agreement (NATO)
TACAN Tactical Air Navigation
TEMPER Tent Extendible Modular Personnel
TO Technical Order
TPFDD Time-Phased Force and Deployment Data
TPFDL Time-Phased Force and Deployment List
US United States (of America)
USAF United States Air Force
UTC Unit Type Code
UXO Unexploded Ordnance
WMP War Mobilization Plan
WOC Wing Operations Center
WRM War Reserve Materiel
WRSK War Readiness Spares Kit

Terms

**Air Base Defense** - Those measures taken to nullify or reduce the effectiveness of enemy attacks on, or sabotage of, air bases to ensure that the senior commander retains the capability to assure aircraft sortie generation.
Air Force Civil Engineer Support Agency (AFCESA) - A field operating agency (FOA) located at Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida. The Directorate of Contingency Support (HQ AFCESA/CEX) acts as the Air Force program manager for base civil engineer (BCE) contingency response planning.

Allowance Standard - Identifies the basis of issue for unit equipment. It was formerly called a table of allowance.

AM-2 Matting - Developed during the Vietnam conflict, the AM-2 mat was used as a surface for runways, taxiways, and aircraft parking aprons. The mat is created by laying the interlocking aluminum panels in an offset pattern, similar to that used in laying bricks. In smaller numbers, the AM-2 panels were used to make a rapid runway repair patch.

Aqueous Film-Forming Foam - A firefighting agent mixed under pressure with water to form a foam which is sprayed over a fire. It is most often used to control an exterior aircraft fire.

Area of Operations - An operational area defined by the joint force commander for land and naval forces. Areas of operation do not typically encompass the entire operational area of the joint force commander, but should be large enough for component commanders to accomplish their missions and protect their forces.

Arresting Sheave Span - The distance across the runway between sheaves of an aircraft arresting system.

Arresting System Reset Time - The time required to make the arresting system ready for another engagement from the beginning of reset.

B-1 Revetment - A galvanized metal revetment assembled using metal pins and filled with sand or similar material. B-1 revetments are often capped with concrete to prevent water from entering the fill material. They are primarily used to protect parked aircraft, however, they can also be used for facility hardening.

Bare Base - A base having minimum essential facilities to house, sustain, and support operations to include, if required, a stabilized runway, taxiways, and aircraft parking areas. A bare base must have a source of water that can be made potable. Other requirements to operate under bare base conditions form a necessary part of the force package deployed to the bare base.

Base Denial - The destruction or denial of vital air base resources so the enemy cannot use them against friendly forces or for his benefit.

Base Development - The acquisition, development, improvement, expansion and construction and/or replacement of the resources and facilities of an area or a location to support forces employed in military operations or deployed in accordance with strategic plans.

Base Recovery After Attack (BRAAT) - A theater concept of recovering a base after conventional attack where resumption of flying operations is the first priority. Other recovery activities may be conducted concurrently; however, these activities must not impede the resumption of flying operations.

Beddown - The act of providing facilities, utilities, services, construction, operations and maintenance support to a deployed force with the overall intent of establishing a basic mission capability.

Biological Operation - Employment of biological agents to produce casualties in personnel or animals and damage to plants or materiel; or defense against such employment.

Bitburg Revetment - A fork lift moveable revetment made of reinforced concrete usually used for facility hardening.

Blackout - The process of turning out or concealing sources of light from individuals, units, and entire bases in order to deny that source of identification to an enemy at night.

Camouflage, Concealment, and Deception - The use of concealment, disguise and decoys to minimize the possibility of detection or identification of troops, material, equipment and installations. It includes taking advantage of the natural environment as well as the application of natural and artificial materials.

Camouflet - The resulting cavity in a deep underground burst when there is no rupture of the surface.

Cannibalize - To remove serviceable parts from one item of equipment in order to install them on another item of equipment.
CE Control Center - The primary center for controlling CE forces responding to a crisis, emergency, or other contingency. Synonymous with Damage Control Center.

Chemical Defense - The methods, plans and procedures involved in establishing and executing defensive measures against attack utilizing chemical agents.

Chemical Warfare - All aspects of military operations involving the employment of lethal and incapacitating munitions/agents and the warning and protective measures associated with such offensive operations. Since riot control agents and herbicides are not considered to be chemical warfare agents, those two items will be referred to separately or under the broader term "chemical", which will be used to include all types of chemical munitions/agents collectively. The term "chemical warfare weapons" may be used when it is desired to reflect both lethal and incapacitating munitions/agents of either chemical or biological origin.

Collocated Operating Base (COB) - An active or Reserve allied airfield designated for joint or unilateral use by US Air Force wartime augmentation forces or for wartime relocation of US Air Force in-theater forces. COBs are not US bases.

Command and Control - The exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of the mission. Command and control functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel, equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures employed by a commander in planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and operations in the accomplishment of the mission.

Continental United States (CONUS) - United States territory, including the adjacent territorial waters, located within North America between Canada and Mexico.

Contingency - An emergency involving military forces caused by natural disasters, terrorists, subversives, or by required military operations. Due to the uncertainty of the situation, contingencies require plans, rapid response, and special procedures to ensure the safety and readiness of personnel, installations, and equipment.

Contingency Plan - A plan for major contingencies that can reasonably be anticipated in the principal geographic subareas of the command.

Contingency Response Plan - A base civil engineer plan of action developed in anticipation of all types of contingencies, emergencies, and disasters.

Conventional Weapons - A weapon which is neither nuclear, biological, nor chemical.

Convoy - A group of vehicles organized for the purpose of control and orderly movement with or without escort protection.

Counterterrorism - Offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism.

Crash Fire Rescue (CFR) - Firefighter operations to control fire and rescue aircrew members from crashed aircraft.

Damage Control Center - A command post for engineer forces at unit-level which controls the pre, trans and postattack activities of the engineer workforce.

Decontamination - The process of making any person, object, or area safe by absorbing, destroying, neutralizing, making harmless, or removing, chemical or biological agents, or by removing radioactive material clinging to or around it.

Defensive Fighting Positions - Fortifications constructed at various locations around an installation to assist in air base defense operations. These positions can vary from hastily built bunkers to elevated, hardened towers. Usually constructed to support security police requirements, fighting positions can also be built for work party security purposes or specific point defense needs.

Deploy - To relocate a unit, or an element thereof, to a desired area of operations or to a staging area. Deployment will be accomplished with all required personnel and equipment. Deployment begins when the first aircraft, personnel, or item of equipment leaves the home base. The force is deployed when the last component of the unit has arrived.

Deployment - The movement of forces within areas of operation; the positioning of forces into a formation for battle; the relocation of forces and material to desired areas of operations. Deployment encompasses all activities from origin or home
station through destination, specifically including intra-continental United States, intertheater, and intratheater movement legs, staging, and holding areas.

**Disaster Control** - Measures taken before, during or after hostile action or natural or man-made disasters to reduce the probability of damage, minimize its effects, and initiate recovery.

**Disaster Control Group** - Directed by the on-scene commander and comprised of representatives of different functional areas, the base disaster control group directs on-scene base response and recovery efforts resulting from natural disasters, major accidents, and other contingencies.

**Disaster Response Force (DRF)** - The organization used at Air Force bases to respond to major accidents, natural disasters, and other peacetime emergencies. Variations from the DRF are used during war.

**Dispersal** - Relocation of forces for the purpose of increasing survivability.

**Domestic Sewage** - The waste from toilets, lavatories, urinals, bath tubs, showers, laundries, and kitchens.

**Emergency Airfield Lighting Set (EALS)** - An extensive mobile airfield lighting package included in the Harvest Falcon system. Included are runway and taxiway, approach, strobe, distance marker and obstruction lights and a PAPI system. Also includes generator and regulator.

**Engineer Damage Assessment** - The process of identifying and locating damage and unexploded ordnance following an enemy attack. Damage assessment activities are generally separated into two categories - RRR and facility.

**Exercise** - A military maneuver or simulated wartime operation involving planning, preparation, and execution. It is carried out for the purpose of training and evaluation. It may be a combined, joint, or single-Service exercise, depending on participating organizations.

**Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)** - The detection, identification, on-site evaluation, rendering-safe, recovery and final disposal of unexploded explosive ordnance. It may also include explosive ordnance which has become hazardous by damage or deterioration.

**Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (EOR)** - Reconnaissance involving the investigation, detection, location, marking, initial identification and reporting of suspected unexploded explosive ordnance, by explosive ordnance reconnaissance agents, in order to determine further action.

**Facility** - A real property entity consisting of one or more of the following: a building, a structure, a utility system, pavement, and underlying land.

**Field Deployable Latrine** - A field hygiene equipment item included in the Harvest Eagle and Harvest Falcon sets consisting of three toilets and a urinal trough mounted above a water tank and a waste holding tank. The unit is normally placed inside a TEMPER tent.

**Field Laundry** - An air transportable washer and dryer system contained in the Harvest Falcon and Harvest Eagle sets capable of supporting 550 personnel.

**Field of Fire** - The area which a weapon or a group of weapons may cover effectively with fire from a given position.

**Force Beddown** - The provision of expedient facilities for troop support to provide a platform for the projection of force. These facilities may include modular or kit-type substitutes.

**Foreign Object Damage (FOD)** - Rags, pieces of paper, line, articles of clothing, nuts, bolts, or tools that, when misplaced or caught by air currents normally found around aircraft operations (jet blast, rotor or prop wash, engine intake), cause damage to aircraft systems or weapons or injury to personnel.

**Forward Operating Location** - An airfield used to support tactical operations without establishing full support facilities. The base may be used for an extended time period. Support by a main operating base will be required to provide backup support for a forward operating base.
**Giant Voice System** - A base-wide public address system used to broadcast changes in alert status and provide personnel warning.

**Halon** - An inert gas used as a firefighting agent.

**Hardening** - The process of providing protection against the effects of conventional weapons. It can also apply to protection against the side effects of a nuclear attack or against the effects of a chemical or biological attack.

**Harvest Eagle** - A nickname for an air transportable package of housekeeping equipment, spare parts, and supplies required for support of US Air Force general-purpose forces and personnel in bare base conditions. Examples of Harvest Eagle equipment are water purification units, tents, and showers. Each kit is designed to provide softwall housekeeping support for 1,100 personnel.

**Harvest Falcon** - Harvest Falcon is a nickname given to a selected package of mobile facility, utility and equipment assets required to support forces and aircraft under bare base conditions. These WRM assets are packaged in air transportable sets to include housekeeping, industrial, initial flightline and follow-on flightline. Harvest Falcon sets are designed to support increments of 1,100 personnel and squadron size aircraft deployments.

**High Threat Area** - An area which, because of its location or strategic targets, is highly susceptible to enemy attacks.

**Host Nation** - A nation which receives the forces and/or supplies of allied nations and/or NATO organizations and permits such forces and supplies to be located on, to operate in, or to transit through its territory.

**Host Nation Support** - Civil and/or military assistance rendered by a nation to foreign forces within its territory during peacetime, crises or emergencies, or war based on agreements mutually concluded between nations.

**Joint Support Plan (JSP)** - A plan for the reception and beddown of forces which is collectively developed by the host nation, the theater in-place sponsor, and the affected augmentation unit. The plan outlines all facets of operations at a collocated operating base to include personnel, facilities, and equipment.

**Key Terrain** - Any locality, or area, the seizure or retention of which affords a marked advantage to either combatant.

**Level of Threat** - The relative likelihood that a specific threat will occur and have an impact on a base or on friendly forces in a theater of operation. As the level of threat increases, military forces prepare for it, usually based on actions predetermined for each defined level of threat.

**Limited Base (LB)** - A base that is austerely manned and normally has no permanently assigned operational tactical forces, but may possess a small force for special operations (weather surveillance, alert aircraft, special purpose aircraft, etc.). With personnel augmentation, this base is capable of receiving deployed forces. It may have facilities for communications, air traffic control, navigational aids, maintenance, base supply, munitions, weather, medical services, billeting, messing, transportation, and operational support. It may or may not be supported in peacetime as a satellite of a main base. War reserve materiel, including petroleum, oils, and lubricants (POL), may be maintained in a state of readiness for use by the deploying force to initiate and sustain operations.

**Limiting Factor** - A factor or condition that, either temporarily or permanently, impedes mission accomplishment. Illustrative examples are transportation network deficiencies, lack of in-place facilities, and malpositioned forces or materiel, extreme climatic conditions, distance, transit or overflight rights, political conditions, etc.

**Main Operations Base (MOB)** - A base on which all essential buildings and facilities are erected. Total organizational and intermediate maintenance capability exists for assigned weapon systems. The intermediate maintenance capability may be expanded to support specific weapon systems deployed to the MOB.

**Major Regional Conflict** - A confrontation in a major specific area of the world involving substantial numbers of US forces.

**Minimum Operating Strip (MOS)** - A runway which meets the minimum requirements for operating assigned and/or allocated aircraft types on a particular airfield at maximum or combat gross weight.

**Mobile Aircraft Arresting System (MAAS)** - An airliftable, towable aircraft arresting barrier system capable of rapidly being installed on a minimum operating strip.
Mobility - A quality or capability of military forces which permits them to move from place to place while retaining the ability to fulfill their primary mission.

Mutual Support - That support which units render each other against any enemy, because of their assigned tasks, their position relative to each other and to the enemy, and their inherent capabilities.

NAVAIDS - A collective term encompassing aids to navigation such as TACAN, RAPCON, Middle Markers, mobile control tower, etc.

NBC Cell - A sub-element of the survival recovery center which directs NBC surveillance teams and provides technical guidance to unit shelter management teams.

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) Defense - The methods, plans, procedures and training required to establish defense measures against the effects of attack by nuclear weapons, chemical and biological agents.

Operation Plan - Any plan, except for the single integrated operation plan, for the conduct of military operations. Plans are prepared by combatant commanders in response to requirements established by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and by commanders of subordinate commands in response to requirements tasked by the establishing unified commander. Operation plans are prepared in either a complete format (OPLAN) or as a concept plan (CONPLAN). The CONPLAN can be published with or without a time-phased force and deployment data (TPFDD file). a. OPLAN--An operation plan for the conduct of joint operations that can be used as a basis for development of an operation order (OPORD). An OPLAN identifies the forces and supplies required to execute the CINC's strategic concept and a movement schedule of these resources to the theater of operations. The forces and supplies are identified in TPFDD files. OPLANS will include all phases of the planned operation. The plan is prepared with the appropriate annexes, appendices, and TPFDD files as described in the Joint Operation Planning and Execution System manuals containing planning policies, procedures, and formats. b. CONPLAN--An operation plan in an abbreviated format that would require considerable expansion or alteration to convert it into an OPLAN or OPORD. A CONPLAN contains the CINC's strategic concept and those annexes and appendices deemed necessary by the combatant commander to complete planning. Generally, detailed support requirements are not calculated and TPFDD files are not prepared. c. CONPLAN with TPFDD--A CONPLAN with TPFDD is the same as a CONPLAN except that it requires more detailed planning for phased deployment of forces.

Passive Defense - Measures taken to reduce the probability of and to minimize the effects of damage caused by hostile action, without the intention of taking the initiative.

Petroleum, Oils, and Lubricants (POL) - A broad term which includes all petroleum and associated products used by the Armed Forces.

Planning Factor - A multiplier used in planning to estimate the amount and type of effort involved in a contemplated operation. Planning factors are often expressed as rates, ratios, or lengths of time. From an engineering perspective, planning factors are often expressed as lump sums or on a per aircraft or per person basis.

Potable Water - Water which is safe for consumption.

Primary Circuit - An electrical circuit carrying greater than 600 volts.

Prime BEEF (Base Engineer Emergency Forces) - A Headquarters US Air Force, major command (MAJCOM), and base-level program that organizes civil engineer forces for worldwide direct and indirect combat support roles. It assigns civilian employees and military personnel to both peacetime real property maintenance and wartime engineering functions.

R-14 Unit - An air transportable hydrant refueling system containing a pumping unit and two fuel storage bladders.

R-Sets - The designation given to the three rapid runway repair heavy equipment packages.

Rapid Runway Repair (RRR) - The process of using construction equipment, tools, portable equipment, expendable supplies, and temporary surfaces materials to provide a minimum operating surface through expedient repair methods.

READY Program - Resource Augmentation Duty (READY) Program - a manpower pool program at unit level that provides a source of unskilled labor for augmentation support.

RED HORSE - Squadrons established to provide the Air Force with a highly mobile, self-sufficient, rapidly deployable civil engineering capability required in a potential theater of operations.
Retrograde Movement - Any movement of a command to the rear, or away from the enemy. It may be forced by the enemy or may be made voluntarily. Such movements may be classified as withdrawal, retirement, or delaying action.

Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit (ROWPU) - A water purification device which uses a series of membranes to eliminate impurities. The ROWPU is capable of removing dissolved minerals.

Sanitary Sewer - A sewage system which carries only domestic sewage.

Secondary Circuit - An electrical circuit carrying less than 600 volts.

Standardization Agreement (NATO) - The record of an agreement among several or all of the member nations to adopt like or similar military equipment, ammunition, supplies and stores; and operational, logistic, and administrative procedures. National acceptance of a NATO allied publication issued by the Military Agency for Standardization may be recorded as a Standardization Agreement (STANAG).

Standby Base (SB) - An austere base designated for wartime use having adequate airfield facilities to accept deployed aircraft. An SB is maintained in a caretaker status until it is fully augmented, at which time it is capable of receiving and employing assigned aircraft. To initiate and sustain operations, all supporting personnel, supplies, and equipment must be provided. Petroleum, oils, lubricants (POL), and munitions may be prepositioned in a state of readiness for use by the deploying forces.

Standoff - A steel or wood curtain erected approximately 10 feet in front of a protective structure to detonate shells and thereby reduce the penetrating effect.

Storm Sewage - The inflow of surface runoff during or immediately following a storm or heavy rain.

Subversion - Action designed to undermine the military, economic, psychological, morale, or political strength or morale of a regime.

Survivability - Capability of a system to accomplish its mission in the face of an unnatural (man-made) hostile, scenario-dependent environment. Survivability may be achieved by avoidance, hardness, proliferation, or reconstitution (or a combination).

Survival Recovery Center (SRC) - A supplemental command post that is collocated with, or immediately adjacent to the wing command post to ensure expeditious resumption of flying operations after attack. The combat support group commander directs operations of the SRC. The base civil engineer is a member of the SRC staff.

TEMPER Tent - A metal framed, fabric covered facility used primarily for billeting and administrative type functions. It is the most common facility in the Harvest Eagle and Harvest Falcon packages.

Time-Phased Force and Deployment List (TPFDL) - Appendix 1 to Annex A of the operation plan. It identifies types and/or actual units required to support the operation plan and indicates origin and ports of debarkation or ocean area. It may also be generated as a computer listing from the time-phased force and deployment data.

Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) - Ordnance which has been fused or armed and has been fired, dropped, launched, or placed and remains unexploded either by malfunction or design.

Unimproved Surface - A takeoff and landing (TOL) surface that has not been improved through paving with asphalt, concrete, or other durable substance. For example, a grass or dirt landing strip.

Unit Type Code (UTC) - A five-character alphanumeric code that uniquely identifies each type unit of the Armed Forces.

War and Mobilization Plan (WMP) - The Air Force supporting plan to the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan. The six volumes of the WMP extend through the Future Years Defense Program to provide continuity in short- and mid-range war and mobilization planning. It provides current planning cycle policies and planning factors for the conduct and support of wartime operations. It establishes requirements for development of mobilization and production planning programs to support sustained contingency operations of the programmed forces. The WMP encompasses all functions necessary to match facilities, manpower, and materiel with planned wartime activity.

War Damage Repair (WDR) - The repair of all facilities except airfield pavements.
War Reserve Materiel (WRM) - Materiel required in addition to primary operating stocks and mobility equipment to attain the operational objectives in the scenarios authorized for sustainability planning in the defense planning guidance. Broad categories are: consumables associated with sortie generation (to include munitions, aircraft external fuel tanks, racks, adapters, and pylons); vehicles; 463L systems; materiel handling equipment; aircraft engines; bare base assets; individual clothing and equipment; munitions and subsistence.

Wartime Construction Standards - Guidelines which determine the types of materials and construction techniques to be used at various stages of a contingency or wartime situation.
FIRE PROTECTION WARTIME
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Section A--Introduction

A2.1. Objective.
A2.1.1. The Fire Protection Wartime Concept of Operations (CONOPS) is intended to be used as a basis for USAF Fire protection operations at deployed locations. It outlines operational expectations based on existing plans and past experience. This attachment defines the doctrine and procedures used to guide commanders and fire protection personnel at all levels in protecting base assets during wartime and contingency operations. It provides decision makers with basic firefighting guidelines to support quick response launching, recovering, and sustaining combat air operations.
A2.1.2. The fire protection practices outlined herein should be integrated into local air base operability (ABO) wing/base plans and must be responsive to a commander’s primary requirement to launch sorties.

A2.2. References.
• Wartime AF Manpower Determinant for Fire Protection (Combat Theater), FAC W44EFB.
• War Mobilization Plan (WMP)-1, Annex S.
• Air Force Instruction (AFI) 10-210, Prime Base Engineer Emergency (BEEF) Program.
• Air Force Instruction (AFI) 10-211, Civil Engineer Contingency Response Planning.
• Air Force Pamphlet (AFPAM) 10-219, Volume 1, Contingency and Disaster Planning.

A2.3. Background.
A2.3.1. During wartime and contingency operations, firefighting forces are a primary ABO asset configured to protect personnel, aircraft, facilities, materials, and equipment from fire. It is generally accepted that extensive facility, utility, and runway and taxiway damage may occur. Under these circumstances, the wing commander will face many critical emergency situations and fire departments will be required to provide firefighting and rescue, as well as other mission support requirements.
A2.3.2. Commanders at all levels employ the resources to “fly and fight.” To this end, fire protection resources protect critical components needed for sortie generation, such as facilities and aircraft. To maintain this capability, risks to fire protection personnel, vehicles, materials, and equipment must be minimized.
A2.3.3. The rules for wartime fire protection operations differ radically from peacetime procedures. The presence of battle damage, chemical agents, munitions, and submunitions will complicate firefighting and rescue operations.

A2.4. Scope. This Wartime Concept of Operations provides general guidance for the planning, training, and development of policy for wartime and contingency operations. It must be adapted to threat, mission, and location by planners at all levels.

Section B--Fire Protection Wartime Mission, Limiting Factors, And Assumptions

A2.5. Fire Protection Mission. Our mission is to eliminate or reduce the fire threat to personnel, aircraft, and facilities before the attack; protect fire protection resources during an attack; and provide postattack suppression and rescue response to fire incidents that most seriously jeopardize the base’s combat sortie generation capability.

A2.6.1. The lack of chemical warfare defense equipment (CWDE) suitable for use in a firefighting operation limits capability during and immediately after attack. Existing CWDE limits capability because it is clumsy, difficult to wear with protective clothing, and may make injuries worse. Firefighting can be attempted from a distance, with limited effectiveness and wasted agent. While using the CWDE, firefighters shouldn’t attempt to accomplish firefighting and rescue unless there’s reasonable probability of successful life-saving efforts or preservation of mission-critical assets without injury or death to firefighters. When JFIRE chemical suit is fielded, this limiting factor will disappear.
A2.6.2. Lack of adequate water supply will severely limit firefighting and rescue operations.
A2.6.3. Fire vehicles are unarmored and susceptible to major damage during attacks.
A2.6.4. Limited supplies of firefighting agent (AFFF, dry chemical, etc.) will hinder attempts to extinguish very large fires, such as large-frame aircraft or petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL) tanks, which are totally involved.
A2.6.5. Extreme climatic conditions and the use of protective equipment will limit performance.
A2.6.6. Fire protection resources will be at risk until hardening measures are effected.

A2.7. Assumptions:
A2.7.1. Initially, adequate numbers of firefighters will be available to accomplish firefighting and rescue involving mission-critical facilities, aircraft, and personnel. Conflict is expected to follow progressively increasing tensions, during which time fire protection resources will be positioned or reinforced as needed. Fire protection resources are established in unit type codes (UTCs) and are prepositioned in theaters of operations or available for immediate assembly throughout the Air Force. These resources are identified in current war plans and vary for each area of responsibility (AOR).

A2.7.2. Fire protection personnel effectiveness will be diminished by physical and psychological stress as a result of sustained emergency response operations and attrition of firefighting personnel.

A2.7.3. MOBs have adequate in-place fire protection resources to provide needed protection during sudden conflict. These resources include a trained and capable firefighting and rescue force, an adequate number of firefighting equipment and vehicles, and chemical protective equipment to enable firefighters to survive a chemical attack.

A2.7.4. Adequate fire protection resources will be made available prior to attack at COBs, MOBs, FOLs, and BBs. 

A2.7.5. Enemy attacks may include chemical warfare (CW) agents.

A2.7.6. Reattack could occur.

A2.7.7. Base water distribution system(s) will be damaged during attack and will not be totally usable for firefighting purposes.

A2.7.8. Fire department response will be delayed by unexploded ordnance (UXO) and craters or debris in roads, taxiways, and runways. Firefighters will have to perform explosive ordnance reconnaissance (EOR), which will result in delayed arrival. When UXO is present, alternate routes will be required.

A2.7.9. Due to a delay in response necessitated by EOR, fires will have progressed beyond their incipient stages, will cause major damage, and will necessitate greater depletion of extinguishing agents.

A2.7.10. The fire department will not have the resources to attack and extinguish all structural fires, respond to all rescue situations, and support all aircraft incidents simultaneously.

A2.7.11. Fire department resources (personnel, vehicles and equipment) may be depleted by hostile activities, unless physical protection is provided.

Section C--Preattack

A2.8. Fire Protection System. Fire protection consists of many interdependent elements that contribute to the survivability and operability of the firefighting force. These elements include:


A2.8.2. Vehicles. Crash, structural, rescue, command and control, and support.

A2.8.3. Firefighters. Sufficient numbers, trained, and capable.

A2.8.4. Ancillary Equipment. Firefighters protective clothing, self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA), recharging apparatus for SCBA, CWDE, mobility gear, weapons.

A2.8.5. Consumable Materials. Agents (including water), breathing air, nitrogen.


A2.8.7. Communication. Base stations, mobile and portable radio units.


A2.8.9. Training. General military and contingency skills, priorities, tactics, strategies, and procedures.

A2.9. Planning, Training, And Critical Actions: The preattack period is a transitional period from a peacetime to a wartime mode of operation. This phase may begin months before actual hostilities occur but is not expected to be less than 20 days. However, a transition may be required at any time when in a threat area. Preparation is critical to a rapid transition and will include three distinct efforts: planning, training, and acting.

A2.9.1. Based on the projected postattack environment, the following conditions and situations can be expected.

A2.9.1.1. Critical fire department support resources must be protected. This includes war reserve spares kits (WRSK), war consumables distribution objectives (WCDO) levels, vehicle maintenance, food service, and personnel shelters.

A2.9.1.2. Specific fire suppression and rescue responses must be accomplished based on their priority relative to sortie generation.

A2.9.1.3. Greater dependence must be placed upon automatic fire suppression systems.

A2.9.1.4. Removal of hazardous materials from facilities must be attempted to reduce the postattack fire response and rescue workload.

A2.9.1.5. Facility occupants (especially critical sortie generation facilities) must be trained in first-aid firefighting so they can extinguish or contain fires in incipient stages.

A2.9.2. Planning is the key to successful transition. A comprehensive understanding of what is expected can be obtained through planning documents which are prepared by a variety of agencies at all levels of command. Preferably, plans developed prior to preattack will normally be available for MOBs and COBs. However, plans may not be available which address specific forward operating locations that may become operational. In this event, planning will have to be accomplished immediately after arrival. An example of a firefighting annex to the CE Contingency Response Plan is...
provided in figures A2.1 thru A2.11. Use plans developed by MAJCOM, local ABO, and fire protection organizations, when available.

A2.9.2.1. Survey water supplies for use during postattack, including both on-base and off-base sources (swimming pools, cooling towers, reservoirs, tanks, pumps, wells, storage bladders and supply points, Harvest Eagle/Falcon mobile water distribution systems, etc.). Construct expedient access routes to auxiliary water, as necessary. Establish a supply of pumps, hoses, and equipment for rapidly replenishing water where hydrants are not available. Consider installing dry hydrants at lakes, streams, and rivers to facilitate drafting.

A2.9.2.2. Survey the base terrain for naturally protected areas for fire vehicles, agents, equipment, and personnel. Use ditches, hillsides, and trenches for maximum protection. The use of natural features, combined with camouflage netting, provides effective concealment.

A2.9.2.3. If required, identify locations where expedient construction could be used to quickly provide splinter protection for fire vehicles, agents, and personnel. Determine the number of sandbags required to construct expedient protective facilities. Earth berms or bermed revetments are effective and are rapidly constructed.

A2.9.2.4. Coordinate with POL personnel to ensure enough fuel remains in floating roof tanks to keep the roof above the lower roof supports, thereby reducing the probability of fragments igniting above ground POL tanks. Provide drainage ditches and holding areas around POL areas to prevent spilled fuel from endangering other tanks. Survey possible fuel-holding or tank drainage diversion areas where spilled fuel could burn without endangering other critical fuel supplies. Identify fuel-holding tanks and receivers that can be used to receive fuel from burning tanks, and develop a plan for such operation.

A2.9.2.5. Identify all “safe” areas where munitions aren’t expected to impact. Disperse assets (such as fuel and spare parts and firefighting agents) into these areas. Identify the need for camouflage netting and concertina wire to aid in concealment and security.

A2.9.2.6. Perform an inventory of all agents and other critical equipment and supplies. If shortages exist, submit high-priority requests for additional agents and equipment expected to be required. Obtain stocks from local sources.

A2.9.2.7. Establish firefighting procedures for a CW environment.

A2.9.2.8. Review the facility priority listing. The facility priority system must identify those facilities most critical to sortie generation. In the event of multiple fires, firefighting and rescue response must be made on a priority basis based on the commander’s assessment and amount of firefighting equipment available.

A2.9.2.9. Coordinate with vehicle maintenance for the expedient and priority repair of fire vehicles. Ensure vehicle spare parts, including tires, are available and protected. Mechanics should be dedicated to fire vehicle maintenance and special levels established for spare parts.

A2.9.2.10. Inspect installed alarm systems not connected to the central fire department automatic fire alarm receiver to ensure the systems are in service. This is required to ensure fire detection and suppression systems function as designed. Inspect all automatic suppression systems to ensure valves are in the required position and function as designed. Restore any system shut down for repairs to service, if possible. If this is not possible, plug lines, bypass valves, etc., to partially return the system to service. Check operation on backup power (if installed and applicable), as well as normal power.

A2.9.2.11. Establish duty hours and crew change procedures. Determine the location where firefighters will be housed and establish feeding procedures, rest, relief, and processing areas. To reduce exposure of both firefighters and fire vehicles, firefighters should be housed in four or five separate areas, remote from each other. Consideration should be given to housing firefighters as near as possible to their dispersed location.

A2.9.2.12. Coordinate with the MAJCOM and local host nation fire officials for support.

A2.9.2.13. Preposition fire hose, nozzles, and equipment at critical, mission-essential facilities for first-aid firefighting by occupants. Provide training in the use of firefighting equipment, when required.

A2.9.2.14. Plan dispersal and physical protection. Locate dedicated, splinter-protected areas for fire vehicles, agents, and personnel. These areas include the following:
- Hardened aircraft shelters.
- Earth-bermed modular revetments.
- Earth berms, trenches, or bermed trenches.

A2.9.2.15. At dispersal locations, consider having at least the following items available:
- Listing of extinguishing agents (by location).
- Recall roster.
- List of emergency water sources.
- Log book.
- Priority list of facilities.
- Publications and forms.

A2.9.3. Training begins at home station. Training firefighters to adapt to wartime operation is essential for survival. Training base occupants in their fire protection responsibilities and providing necessary refresher training are necessary to protect base resources. Intense training is required after arriving at the base of operations.
A2.9.3.1. Conduct “fine tuning” training for fire crews, including “what if” and attrition of vehicles, personnel and materials situations.

A2.9.3.2. Conduct training in procedures required to conduct firefighting and rescue in a chemical warfare environment based on the type of equipment available. While wearing the chemical warfare defense ensemble, close-in firefighting should not be attempted except to save life or mission-critical assets. There must be reasonable probability of success without undue danger to firefighters before any firefighting or rescue are attempted.

A2.9.3.3. Train fire protection personnel in the tactics and strategy to be used during firefighting operations in a postattack environment, to include contamination avoidance.

A2.9.3.4. Conduct refresher training related to survival, such as explosive ordnance reconnaissance (EOR), chemical warfare (CW) defense, convoy security, defensive combat skills, base denial, camouflage concealment deception (CCD), hardening, etc.

A2.9.3.5. Establish cooperation with host nation to include joint operations, command and control, mutual training on firefighting equipment, and aircraft firefighting and rescue procedures on host and US mission aircraft.

A2.9.3.6. Conduct refresher, first-aid firefighter training for personnel whose duty locations are in critical facilities. Make sure occupants know what to do in case of fire, how to use available fire extinguishers, standpipes, installed systems, etc., and the risks and limitations involved in such operations.

A2.9.4. Certain critical actions must be accomplished prior to conflict to ensure a firefighting and rescue capability survives. Take actions based on condition as follows:

A2.9.4.1. All fire protection personnel that might be exposed to a CW environment must don chemical protective equipment. This is accomplished according to the condition (YELLOW, RED, BLACK) or mission-oriented, protective-posture level determined by the commander. In case of surprise attack (condition RED), donning of the complete CW ensemble is required immediately.

A2.9.4.2. Affix M-8 paper and M-9 tape to the exterior of each firefighting vehicle and fire station facility.

A2.9.4.3. Disperse personnel, vehicles, equipment, and agents to protected areas. Agent dispersal should include both fire department stock and special levels. Record the amounts and location of all dispersed equipment and materials. Disperse and locate agents in the same splinter protected areas as the fire vehicles.

A2.9.4.3.1. Locate agent in at least two separate locations.

A2.9.4.3.2. Locate firefighting vehicles as follows:
- Conceal vehicles with natural cover when possible.
- No more than one vehicle in one location.
- Position one vehicle to observe runways and aircraft parking areas, when possible.
- Keep vehicles at least 300 feet away from Priority 1 buildings (see para A2.9.2.8), aircraft, and other likely targets.
- Do not locate vehicles in a straight line where they can all be destroyed with one pass of an enemy aircraft.

A2.9.4.3.3. Make sure dispersed vehicles have first-aid kits, fresh water, and full fuel and agent tanks.

A2.9.4.3.4. Locate and disperse all vehicle spare parts and tires, WRSK, and other critical materials to splinter-protected areas.

A2.9.4.3.5. Use expedient construction, providing splinter protection and concealment for agents that can’t be moved.

A2.9.4.3.6. Provide splinter protection and concealment for the FACC, the fire/crash radio net base station, and repeater units. Consider line-of-sight requirement between radios and repeater units.

A2.9.4.3.7. Provide splinter protection and concealment for fire vehicle fuel supplies. Equip the tanks with hand pumps or other measures.

A2.9.4.4. Ensure POL dikes are intact and ground water drains are closed.

A2.9.4.5. Ensure the isolation of utilities and POL piping systems. The water distribution system shouldn’t be isolated or shut down unless coordinated with the SFO. However, plans should be coordinated with water plant operators to ensure that the system will be shut down when a line break is obvious, because of a loss of pressure or larger-than-expected water flow. Water must remain on during the attack to support deluge and sprinkler systems and for standpipes and hydrants essential for self-help firefighting.
Section D--Transattack

A2.10. Chemical Warfare Protective Equipment. All personnel must be protected with appropriate equipment according to the threat. These measures may have been initiated during preattack actions if advance attack warning was available. However, firefighters must be prepared to instantly cease operations and don their protective equipment in case of a surprise attack. During attack, survival takes priority over all other activities, including firefighting and rescue.

A2.11. Take Cover. Fire protection vehicles and personnel should remain dispersed and protected during attack and reattack. They shouldn’t perform firefighting or rescue operations except immediate-area buddy-care activities. Do not take cover:

A2.11.1. Inside or beneath a fire vehicle unless it’s located in a protected dispersal location.
A2.11.2. Within 300 feet of Priority 1 facilities (see section C, para A2.9.2.8) (except fire stations).
A2.11.3. Within 500 feet of aircraft.
A2.11.4. Within 1,000 feet of POL or munitions storage areas.

A2.12. General. During the transattack, fire department personnel will be dispersed throughout the base and can observe and report airfield attack status. If possible, they must note information for later relay to the FACC, such as the number and type of aircraft attacking base, attack intensity, and base areas receiving the most damage, fire starts, and other related information. Firefighters should be able to make general observations about the type of attack in progress (i.e., air attack with various types of conventional weapons, land attack with mortars or small arms, chemical weapons, etc.) and attack duration. Observation and reporting is incidental to the primary purpose of surviving and must not risk firefighters. Information should be relayed by runner or secure voice radio after the attack is over.

Section E--Postattack

A2.13. General. Bases are vulnerable to air, ground, and combined air and ground attacks, with a variety of ordnance. Fire department operations in the postattack environment are critical to ABO and to generating combat sorties as soon as possible.

A2.14. Transition to Air Base Operability (ABO). Senior fire officials must be constantly aware of the need to recover combat capability. It may not be possible to extinguish each fire or rescue every person in danger. The transition to ABO must begin immediately following the attack. As ABO operations progress through the various phases, significant attrition of firefighters, equipment, and agents can be expected. Fire protection personnel should be trained for their involvement in the preattack, transattack, postattack, and reattack phases of ABO. MAJCOMs and commanders at all levels should supplement this concept with guidance applicable to their missions and theaters of operations. ABO plans should provide a smooth transition to recovery operations following an attack. They should address the transition to ABO in environments where communications are intact, interrupted, or totally destroyed.

A2.15. Location of Fire Chief: The fire chief or SFO should be located where communications facilities are available to control fire protection resources and where physical security is in place. The fire chief directs the allocation of firefighting resources in concert with command priorities and concurrent ABO and base recovery operations. The chain of command is normally established locally, with the fire chief normally reporting to the base civil engineer or higher level commander.

A2.16. Expectations.

A2.16.1. After an attack, existing air base roadways and taxiways may be impassable because of denial munitions, bomb craters, wreckage, and other debris. Therefore, fire vehicles may have to operate fully loaded off hard surfaces, in sand, snow or mud, rocky soil, or boggy areas. Such conditions will make submunition detection more difficult, and fire crews must be cautious to avoid rendering fire vehicles incapable of supporting postattack activities.

A2.16.2. Firefighters will be faced with numerous fires, extensive damage, and injured personnel requiring emergency rescue and life-saving care. The task of getting to firefighting and rescue locations may be complicated by unexploded ordnance (UXO), craters, pavement damage and facility debris. Firefighting and rescue must be accomplished with limited numbers of people, equipment, and materials. Attrition can be expected to steadily decrease the availability of firefighters, fire vehicles, and agent levels. Commanders, in concert with fire chiefs, must decide which fires to fight and which to let burn, which people to rescue and which to leave to buddy care. These and other decisions will affect the launch and recovery of aircraft, response to returning battle damaged aircraft, and the operation of both fixed and mobile aircraft arresting systems (MAAS).

A2.16.3. General considerations during a conventional attack are:

A2.16.3.1. Fire Spread.

A2.16.3.1.1. Fire spread within an aircraft shelter complex is unlikely because of the distance between hardened shelters. Fire spread from one munitions storage facility to another is unlikely because of the distance when concrete igloo or earth-
covered construction is available. However, involvement of more than one storage igloo may result from a detonation of stored munitions. When facilities are not available (such as in bare base operations), greater separation and expedient earthe-
berming are needed to reduce fire spread.

A2.16.3.1.2. Fire spread from one base structure to another in the cantonment areas is possible, although less probable than in World War II. Modern facilities do not have the surface density of wood to support sustained fire spread or fire storms. When temporary construction (using wood) is used, conflagration is possible unless facilities are properly separated. For tent cities, proper occupant training by fire protection personnel on auxiliary firefighting procedures are expected to limit fires to one tent.

A2.16.3.1.3. When POL tanks are ignited, unburned fuel should be pumped or drained from the tank if the distribution system remains relatively intact and if a receiver for the fuel is available. Such action will reduce extinguishment time and result in a shorter burn time, if the tank is allowed to burn until self-extinguishment occurs. Draining the tank away from other storage tanks can reduce the risk of fire spread. Bladder tanks are less of a problem. They are located at ground level and are normally bermed to contain any spill. If properly planned, they should be separated sufficiently to prevent fire spread.

A2.16.3.1.4. Fire spread on open ramps with multiple aircraft will occur. Aircraft parked on an open ramp are susceptible to attack from the air and ground. The situation is complicated by the presence of munitions, fuel, and constant maintenance operations. Every effort should be made to park aircraft in revetments or in configurations where if one aircraft catches on fire, it doesn’t cause a chain reaction.

A2.16.3.2. Damaged Facility Fires.

A2.16.3.2.1. Success in stopping fire spread depends on the number of vehicles and personnel and their capabilities, and how rapidly firefighters engage the fires. Firefighting is impractical when burning buildings are exposed to neighboring fires from which heat is sufficiently intense to sustain the fire and reignite the building. When fires have spread through a major portion of a building, (including the spaces between the walls), the structure will probably burn completely and cease to be a further fire threat in less time than it would take to extinguish the fire.

A2.16.3.2.2. Blast-damage structures can be expected to burn in one-third to one-half the time required for undamaged structures. If a significant loss of compartment integrity occurs (damage to interior walls), the fire will spread faster than it would have in the undamaged structure. Blast damage will change the fire environment and provide easy routes for fire propagation to adjacent compartments. Fire spread in the damaged buildings will be rapid and simultaneous, in all directions, with large flame areas. Both the intensity of the fire and the need for fire suppression will be lessened by keeping the fire from penetrating into concealed spaces.

A2.16.3.2.3. Occupants of mission-essential, critical facilities, must be aggressive in first-aid firefighting as fire department response may be delayed. Peacetime workplace safety training prepares occupants for this task.

A2.16.3.3. Vehicle Operability.

A2.16.3.3.1. The wartime spare parts pipeline is expected to be in disarray, and on-hand bench stock and special levels will only be able to sustain the fleet for a short time.

A2.16.3.3.2. Major components or subsystems expected to fail must be identified, stocked, and protected at all MOBs. Spare parts to support COBs and bare bases normally come from MOBs. Vehicle maintenance damage repair must be available for immediate support for the firefighting fleet.

A2.16.3.3.3. During recovery operations, fire vehicle maintenance and repair must be accomplished as quickly as possible. Repairs should consist primarily of component removal and replacement, rather than lengthy troubleshooting and repair. Component repair should only be accomplished when time permits and vehicle down time can’t be improved by replacement.

A2.16.3.3.4. Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (EOR). Explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) personnel will not be immediately available to clear response routes from the dispersed location to fire and rescue sites. The level of EOR training provided in peacetime prepares firefighters to recognize ordnance. Firefighters must perform EOR during response.

A2.16.4. Decontamination must be accomplished if contamination occurs, as indicated by M-8 paper and M-9 tape placed on the exterior of fire stations and vehicles during preattack. Decontamination will not be conducted when it will cause a delay in response to critical firefighting and rescue operations. However, prior to decontamination, firefighters must remain fully protected with the appropriate CW defense ensemble.

A2.16.5. The use of firefighting resources may be required for personnel and gross area decontamination under extreme conditions. However, careful consideration must be given to the depletion of firefighting resources. Firefighting resources should only be used when all other sources have been exhausted.

A2.16.6. Contamination Avoidance. If attacks include chemical weapons, avoid driving or walking through suspected chemical agent puddles, mists, etc. Stay under a shelter, when possible. During operations, avoid leaving the vehicle except to make rescue or take cover during condition RED. Approach fires from upwind. If possible, identify and isolate contaminated areas. Avoid dispersing chemical agent puddles, mists, etc. These measures, at a minimum, will reduce unnecessary and lengthy decontamination procedures and allow quicker recovery after attack.

A2.17. Fire Department Operational Procedures.

A2.17.1. Fire department personnel will immediately assess and report damage in their vicinity, including the presence or lack of chemicals, submunitions, and other UXO. At the conclusion of the attack, fire crews will immediately report the
status of personnel, agents, and vehicles. CE plans must address accomplishing this task with both normal and interrupted or nonexistent radio communications.

A2.17.2. When radio communications are possible, the fire chief directs fire vehicles to firefighting or rescue operations. On-scene command and control is accomplished by the most capable individual, normally the assistant chief for operations. The fire chief provides the survival recovery center (SRC) staff with a situation assessment in terms of structural and aircraft fires, UXO risk, vehicle, personnel, agent status and attrition, water and agent availability, the presence or lack of chemicals, and pavement damage. The fire chief will receive SRC or commander direction and advise the commander on whether or not to commit fire equipment. The fire chief will then employ firefighting forces, as directed. In the event of communications outages and failure, the senior fire protection representative available at the scene will direct employment of fire protection resources based on information provided during preattack training. It must be emphasized, however, that firefighting resources should not be employed in futile attempts to save totally involved aircraft, facilities, or POL facilities. Such operations serve only to deplete firefighting resources with no hope of fire extinguishment.

A2.17.3. The employment of fire department assets will be based on the relative value of the response to sortie generation. Forces must be employed according to the priority listing--normally, aircraft and aircraft support facilities. Given the choice, the fire chief should respond to a critical, aircraft maintenance facility rather than a single, burning aircraft. The outcome of the maintenance shop fire will affect many sorties, whereas the outcome of the aircraft fire may not affect future sorties.

A2.17.4. UXO will require firefighters to proceed with extreme caution during response from the dispersed areas. If UXOs make travel by one route impossible, alternate routes must be taken. The objective is to take the shortest possible route with minimum UXO exposures.

A2.17.5. To ensure that fire department resources are expanded for maximum support of sortie generation, nonfire-related operations will be carried out only at the direction of the commander.

A2.17.6. After each attack, the facility priority listing should be revised to delete former priority facilities and disseminated to all concerned.

A2.17.7. Firefighters should fully support launch and recovery strips. These actions will include assisting power production personnel in barrier operations and coordinating with and assisting aircraft maintenance, civil engineer, and other ABO functions.

A2.17.8. The minimum operating strip (MOS) is the most crucial sortie generating facility on base. The firefighters’ role in aircraft arresting system operations is to reset the barrier. In a one-MOS, one-barrier situation, there will be insufficient time to recover, simultaneously returning aircraft that are low on fuel. Local commanders must account for this situation.

Section F--Reattack

A2.18. Short Notice. It’s assumed that the reattack will not be unexpected, and that fire protection personnel will have at least a 5-minute attack notice.

A2.19. Take Cover. Upon receipt of the reattack notice, firefighters will cease all firefighting actions and take cover. The lack of protection for fire department assets may result in loss of aircraft, facilities, and life. This doctrine must be clearly stated and understood at all levels of command. If time, distance, and UXO do not allow the return to splinter protection, crews should take advantage of the nearest available cover, and ride out the attack. During the reattack, firefighters should make the observations and reports previously addressed; however, observations are made without risk of injury. At the conclusion of the reattack, recovery actions are the same as addressed previously, except for previously safe routes and facility priority list.

Section G--Contingency Manning

A2.20. General. This section is intended to assist fire protection personnel in setting up and identifying manning short falls.

A2.20.1. A 24-person firefighter team is capable of providing around-the-clock support for 1 to 18 tactical aircraft and aircraft operations. However, this same force will only provide a single, 12-hour shift in support of strategic, wide-body, aircraft operations and must be augmented by another 24-person team for 24-hour operations.

A2.20.2. Aircraft rescue and firefighting (ARFF) vehicles and equipment should be available for the initial phase of a contingency or wartime operation. You must be ready to identify vehicle, equipment, and manpower shortfalls to your supporting agency. Shortfalls will take time to correct. Priority should be placed against assets that directly affect your capability. You have to use a P-20 command and control vehicle instead of a 4X4 carry all, which has no direct firefighting capability.

A2.21. Vehicle And Manpower Calculation.

A2.21.1. The following tables were extracted from the War Mobilization Plan, Volume 1, Annex S, to assist in calculation and manpower requirements.

Table A2.1. Aircraft Frame Size And Fuel Capacity Table.
### Most Common Type of Military and Commercial Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP 1</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT GROUPINGS</th>
<th>GROUP 2</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT GROUPINGS</th>
<th>GROUP 3</th>
<th>AIRCRAFT GROUPINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

NOTE: Aircraft groupings are categorized by aircraft fuel load to include tip and drop-off tanks.

### Table A2.2. Crash Fire Rescue Vehicle Decision Matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GROUP 1</th>
<th>GROUP 2</th>
<th>GROUP 3</th>
<th>Minimum Recommended Fire Vehicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Aircraft on the Ground</td>
<td>ARFF P-4/19</td>
<td>Command and Control</td>
<td>Rescue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 18</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 to 24</td>
<td>2 to 8 or 2</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 or more</td>
<td>9 or more 3</td>
<td>4*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fire protection requirements for any operations or combination of aircraft groupings not specified will be determined by the MAJCOM Fire Protection Representative
** Decisions of vehicle type substitutions will be made by the MAJCOM Fire Protection Representative.

**Note:** This vehicle matrix is used in the deliberate OPLAN process to give planners the number and types of fire crash vehicles recommended in support of an identified number and type of aircraft used during contingencies and regional conflicts. The actual number and types of vehicles deployed during real world contingencies or crisis will depend on the type of contingency, threat, availability of the vehicles and airlift, and acceptable risks that often drive planning decisions.
Table A2.3. Fire Suppression Vehicle Position Manning Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE VEHICLE</th>
<th>MANNING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Crash Firefighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-19</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-23</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-24</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-27</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Carrier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command and Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4 C/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Ton w/Lift</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp Patrol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-13/20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: This table reflects the minimum manning assigned per vehicle.
ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
FIRE PROTECTION

REFERENCES:

a. Base OPLAN 32-1, 25 Aug 95
b. List any other maps, charts, plans, publications, or documents needed to understand major accident response requirements. Include date and title.

TASK ORGANIZATION: List the CE flights and sections which are tasked.

1. SITUATION

   a. General. This annex establishes guidelines for the operation of the fire protection flight during contingency operations. It outlines the basic procedures and guidelines to be followed to ensure the survivability of fire fighting personnel, equipment, and resources during conflict.

   b. Supporting Forces. List units or organizations outside CE which support this annex taskings. Include their titles or unit designations. This includes other US military, civil authorities, and foreign military units.

   c. Assumptions. Include planning assumptions. Only assumptions which make the annex responses unworkable if not true and which are beyond the capability of the CE unit (or installation) to control should be included.

2. MISSION. Briefly state the mission of the CE fire protection flight.

3. EXECUTION.

   a. Concept of Operations. Include a brief concept of operations. Be sure to include the basis for manpower requirements in the concept. For example: “Manpower requirements should be based on two 12-hour shifts per day, 7 days per week for the first 30 days.”
b. Tasks. (Highlight the major taskings each flight or section must take to support a major accident response.)

(1) The planning period: This period is used to develop and update operational plans for wartime firefighting based on local conditions and review already existing procedures. During this period, dispersal positions are established and hardened, and splinter protection around the fire station and essential assets is constructed.

(2) The preattack phase.

(a) Recall personnel; when initiated all personnel will report to the fire station with C-1 gear and sign in. Inspect CWDE and firefighter protective clothing to ensure serviceability.

(b) Disperse support assets and implement camouflage actions to maximize survivability.

(c) Correct deficiencies on vehicles as a matter of the highest priority. This includes work-arounds that may not normally be acceptable but, that will enhance mission support. This does NOT mean using the enhanced stage of readiness to ignore safety considerations.

(d) Activate the FACO in the FACC and the AFACO in the DCC/SRC

(e) Initiate hardening, camouflage and concealment actions for facilities and equipment.

(f) Prepare and distribute authentication matrixes.

(g) Be prepared to arm personnel as appropriate to the threatcon in effect.

(h) SFO will complete (TAB D/E) rosters.

(3) Dispersal: (TAB D). All vehicles will disperse during as directed by the SFO based upon the local alarm condition.

(a) Vehicles will disperse in the predesignated areas shown in TAB D.

(b) Vehicles remain sheltered as much as possible with doors and windows closed. Vehicles may be relocated with the approval of the SFO. In addition, crew chiefs may move vehicles if they feel that the survival of the vehicle and crew are threatened.
(c) Every hour after dispersal and immediately following an attack, the FACC will conduct a radio check. During this check crews will provide their status and report any damage to their vehicle. UXO's and damage to other assets are also reported at this time. **KEEP LIGHTS OFF IN ALARM RED.**

(4) **Transattack.** Discretion and sound judgment should be used. Firefighting and rescue activities should be limited. Survivability is the first priority.

   (a) When notified an attack is imminent the FACC will alert all crews.

   (b) All personnel will take cover and don protective equipment IAW MOPP LEVEL and as described in AFMAN 32-4005.

(5) **Postattack.** Following an attack, perform an inspection of the area around the dispersal location and all facilities noting UXO locations and reporting damage and casualties.

   (a) **Responses.** The SFO exercises primary control of vehicle dispatch to emergencies. Normally the Assistant Chief will command the fireground, however on multiple incidents, crewchiefs may be assigned to command an incident by the SFO. The following considerations govern what response, if any, is dispatched to an incident.

   • Availability of equipment/agent
   • Alarm condition
   • Access to incident
   • Firefighter crew condition

   (b) Priority of resource is listed in the facility priority listing. This priority may change during or after attack due to realignment of functions in facilities. The DCC/SRC will advise of these changes.

   (c) All responses or orders will be validated by use of authentication matrixes provided (Tab F) to each vehicle before dispersal.

   (d) The Installation Commander through the BCE will approve responses before dispatch of equipment. Once responses are approved, crews will not deviate from their assignment to render assistance at other incidents along the way. They will report observations to the FACC. If damage exceeds fire fighting capabilities, advise the SRC.

   (e) Remain a minimum of 500 ft from any UXO's.

   (f) Do not fight interior fires in gas mask.

(6) **Communication Disruption/Outage.**
Figure A2.1. Sample Annex E--Fire Protection (Continued).

(a) Effective communications are vital. During attacks or threat conditions where terrorist forces are known to be operating, the potential for radio jamming and destruction or damage to radio and telephone equipment increases dramatically. If communications systems are out, the SFO must use an alternate method of obtaining information, dispatching vehicles, and relaying information.

(b) Cellular telephones, portable and mobile radios, direct lines and runners are options to combat a COMM OUT condition. Maintain a complete list of cellular phone numbers in the FACC and DCC/SRC and on SFO vehicles. Ensure portables are charged and extra batteries available at all times.

(c) If the fire/crash radio net is jammed and alternate frequencies are not available, runners must be used to relay information. It is possible that additional manpower may be obtained through the emergency manpower pool for use as runners. Initially however, firefighters must fill this gap themselves. If jamming is suspected, use the authentication matrix to confirm every radio message. Once an authentication code is used, cross it off the list. If the matrix becomes compromised, change it immediately.

(7) Chemical Decontamination.

(a) A vehicle decontamination area will be established by the BCE with input from the fire chief or SFO upon activation of TAB D of this plan and is subject to change with conditions at discretion of BCE.

(b) Vehicles to be decontaminated will be thoroughly soaped and rinsed. Verify cleanliness of the vehicles before releasing them back to service.

(c) Personnel decontamination will be as directed by the SFO.

4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS. Tell how the firefighters are to be supported and what support they must provide to themselves. In general terms, outline the sources for equipment and supplies and the support to be provided by others. Also list local support conditions which adversely affect plan implementation.

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL. Identify command relationship external and internal to the CE unit. List CE control centers to be used, and outline the succession of command. State methods of communications to be used.

a. Installation Commander. The Installation Commander exercises primary control of firefighting forces in wartime and provides direction through the BCE to the Fire Chief.

b. Base Civil Engineer (BCE). The BCE is the focal point for informing and approving fire fighting response in wartime. The BCE will continuously update the SFO in the DCC on wartime changes impacting the fire fighting forces, (e.g. known water source(s) damage; UXOs; status of base defense actions to include area(s) under attack; chemical warfare contaminated area(s); blocked road(s) or utility outages; base mission, resources and building priority changes; etc.)
c. The Fire Chief. The Fire Chief establishes a fire department based on mission requirements and available resources. The department’s size and configuration are based on the wartime manpower determinants as modified by availability of assets and mission. Shortfalls in mission support capability will be reported to the BCE and Installation Commander as well as the command fire protection representative. The Fire Chief will appraise the BCE and Installation Commander of the impact of these shortfalls on mission support and update them on the status of actions to eliminate the shortfalls as changes occur. The Fire Chief is responsible for ensuring survivability and effective employment of firefighting assets

d. Duty Hours And Organization.

   (1) A Senior Fire Officer Team will be formed from the top four ranking NCO’s. The Fire Chief and the Deputy Fire Chief will fill the SFO positions in the FACC and DCC once the potential for attack exists. The Assistant Chief will manage shift operations and control fireground operations and will be prepared to fill in for the Chief and Deputy if required.

   (2) The SFOs in the FACC and DCC will:
   - Confirm employment of firefighting forces prior to actual response.
   - Maintain overall firefighting, fire vehicle, and extinguishing agent status.
   - Coordinate requests for civil engineer assistance to fire crews through the BCE or the designated representative.
   - Take action to reverse any degradation to fire protection mission.

   (3) Department duty hours will be ________________________________ with roll calls at ____________.

   (4) Fire Alarm Communications Center (FACC): Operators will work twelve hour shifts. Two operators will work each shift, one in the primary FACC and one in the DCC. When the threat condition dictates that DCC activation is required, it will be manned and operationally ready to take over if the FACC is out of service or has to be relocated for any reason.

   (5) Duty hours for the FACC are __________  __________  __________  __________
Figure A2.1. Sample Annex E--Fire Protection (Continued).

Tabs:

A--Terms and Abbreviations
B--Preattack Checklist
C--Fire Alarm Control Center (FACC) Activation Checklist
D--Vehicle Dispersal Locations and Agent/Checklist
E--Emergency Water Sources
F--Authentication Matrix
G--Fire Safety Guide for Tent/Cantonment Areas
H--Fire Safety Guide for Munition Storage Areas
I--Fire Safety Guide for Fuel Storage Areas
J--Guide for Fire Protection Standby Requirements
REFERENCES: List needed maps, charts, plans, publications, or documents.

1. DEFINITIONS: The following terms and abbreviations are used throughout this annex.

   A. Terms Defined.

   • PREATTACK: The period during transition to wartime operations.
   
   • TRANSATTACK: That period during an airfield attack.
   
   • POSTATTACK: The period following an airfield attack when base recovery actions may be required.
   
   • SPLINTER PROTECTION: The preparation of structures through the use of sandbags, revetments, or earthen berms, to withstand the effects of nearby conventional weapons explosions thus providing protection for personnel and resources.
   
   • DISPERSAL: The relocation of resources to scattered locations over a wide area to reduce vulnerability and enhance survivability.
   
   • SHELTER: Any structure used to protect personnel from the effects of biological or chemical agents and/or conventional munitions.

   B. Abbreviations Used:

   AFACC - Alternate Fire Alarm Communication Center
   BCE - Base Civil Engineer
   CW - Chemical Warfare
Figure A2.2. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E (Continued).

CWD - Chemical Warfare Defense
CWDE: Chemical warfare Defense Ensemble
CDAH - Close Defense Area Headquarters
DCC - Damage Control Center
EWS - Emergency Water Source
ECF - Emergency Care Facility
EOD - Explosives Ordnance Disposal
FACC - Fire Alarm Communications Center
FACO - Fire Alarm Communication Operator
IC- Installation Commander
MRE - Meal Ready to Eat
OSC - On Scene Commander
RRR - Rapid Runway Repair
SCBA - Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
SCE - Senior Civil Engineering
SFO - Senior Fire Officer
SRC: Survival Recovery Center
SRCC - Supply Readiness Control Center
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
Figure A2.3. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E.

TAB B TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
PREATTACK CHECKLIST

1. Activate FACC and alternate FACC (DCC).

2. Personnel.
   (a) Confirm transition to wartime mode with the DCC.
   (b) Implement recall procedures.
   (c) Issue real world chemical warfare ensemble and nerve agent antidote.

3. Station and equipment.
   (a) Blackout all windows in assigned facilities.
   (b) Issue camouflage netting for concealment of vehicles and the FACC.
   (c) Disperse agent and equipment to predetermined positions.
   (d) Ensure station generator fuel tank is full and camouflaged.
   (e) Top off all crash/structural vehicles and powered equipment.
   (f) Secure all equipment and assigned facilities.
   (g) Issue T.O. 00-105E-9 and pre-fire plans to each vehicle.
   (h) Issue authentication codes or matrix cards to each vehicle. (SEE TAB F).
4. Firefighting Agent/Equipment.
   (a) Disperse to predetermined location and protect as much as possible.
   (b) Order additional firefighting agent as required.
   (c) Order additional firefighting clothing, equipment, and supplies as required.

5. Breathing Air Supply.
   (a) Service all self contained breathing apparatus cylinders.
   (b) Seal air purification system in plastic bags.
   (c) Seal inlets/discharges and filters on compressor with tape.
   (d) Affix chemical detection paper to the tops and sides of the compressor and the sealed air purification system.
   (e) Draw two additional sets of filters for the purification system from fire department supply and seal in plastic bag.
   (f) At Alarm Yellow, put on firefighter chemical suits under bunkers.
   (g) Ensure serviceability of 5000 psi air compressor.
   (h) Fill canteens and have two cases of water and MRE’s on each vehicle.
Figure A2.4. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E.

TAB C TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
FIRE ALARM COMMUNICATION CENTER (FACC)--ACTIVATION CHECKLIST

1. GENERAL: The Fire Alarm Communication Center (FACC) will serve as the command and control center for the deployed department.

2. EXECUTION: The FACC will implement the activation checklist in the preattack phase of the alert/exercise.

3. PROCEDURES:
   a. Check Radio Communications.
      (1) Base station mobile.
      (2) Remote station.
      (3) Portables.
      (4) All spare portable radio batteries charged.
   b. Check Direct Lines (numbers to be established upon deployment/FACC activation).
      (1) Survival Recovery Center (SRC).
      (2) Damage Control Center (DCC).
      (3) Close Defense Area Headquarters (CDAH).
      (4) Emergency Care Facility (ECF).
Figure A2.4. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E (Continued).

c. Check Fire/Crash Reporting Phones List.

d. Keep Status Boards Up-To-Date.
   (1) Vehicles.
   (2) Firefighting agents.
   (3) Alarm systems in shelter area.
   (4) Emergency Water Sources (EWS)/Hydrant systems.
   (5) On-duty firefighters.
   (6) Update Fire Chief’s status board.

e. Establish Chemical Code/Duress Words.
   (1) Status of Crew.
   (2) Duress Codes.
   (3) Chemical Code.

f. Recall Off Duty Firefighters, if needed.

g. Maps.
   (1) On base grid maps.
   (2) Utility maps.
   (3) Water distribution system/EWS locations.
   (4) Munitions/explosives area maps.
   (5) POL storage and distribution locations.

h. Base Priority Facility Listing.
Figure A2.4. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E (Continued).

i. Dispersal Locations.
   (1) Off-duty personnel.
   (2) Firefighting agents.
   (3) Equipment.

j. Administrative Supplies.
   (1) Paper.
   (2) Pen/pencils, grease pencils.
   (3) Log books/annotate date/time of FACC activation.
   (4) Telephone book.

k. Reference Material.
   (1) T.O. 00105E-9 (Rescue).
   (2) T.O. 11A-1-46.
   (3) Wartime Contingency Plan.
   (4) Pre-Fire Plans.
   (5) Operation Plans.

l. Alternate Firefighting Communication Center will be established by the SFO and will be used for command and control of firefighting operations if the primary fire station (FACC) is put of commission.
Figure A2.5. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Dispersal Point Location</th>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 745</td>
<td>P-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Station</td>
<td>P-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Turn Area</td>
<td>P-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 94</td>
<td>P-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West End Taxiway 4</td>
<td>P-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 1245</td>
<td>P-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 1142</td>
<td>P-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Farm 5</td>
<td>4x4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWS #4</td>
<td>P-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWS #1</td>
<td>P-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Once vehicles reach their dispersal points a crew status check is to be accomplished. When status of crews is reported, the FACC will update the DCC on the above information.
Figure A2.5. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment/Agent</th>
<th>Dispersal Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extinguishers</td>
<td>Bldg 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoselines</td>
<td>Bldg 1142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire/Maint Parts</td>
<td>Bldg 1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFF</td>
<td>EWS #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Chemical</td>
<td>Bldg 1142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunker Gear</td>
<td>Bldg 505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A2.6. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EWS Location</th>
<th>Size in Gallons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 19</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 1712</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 917</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Fred</td>
<td>700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg 75</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TAB E TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
EMERGENCY WATER SOURCES
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TAB F TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
SAMPLE AUTHENTICATION MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ETC.....

Reverse side will have sequential lettering O-Z, and Random numbering as above. Sides will be labeled alpha/bravo respectively. When an order or response is given the receiving crew will verify it by calling out "alpha" or "bravo" followed by a phonetic alphabet and a number. Orders will be authenticated by cross referencing and returning the correct code to the crew, who will then proceed as directed. Note: Matrix should be new and generated prior to deployment on a PC.
Figure A2.8. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E.
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TAB G TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN  
FIRE SAFETY GUIDE FOR TENT/CANTONMENT AREAS

1. Cantonment Layout
   a. Dispersed Configuration
      (1) 12 feet between tents in a row (6 - 7 tents per row)
      (2) 60 feet between tent rows (4 rows per group)
      (3) 150 feet between tent groups (25 - 27 tents per group)
   b. Non Dispersed
      (1) 12 feet between tents in a row (6 - 7 tents per row)
      (2) 30 feet between tent rows (4 rows per group)
      (3) 60 feet between tent groups (25 - 27 tents per group)
   c. Facility Group Areas. Refer to dispersal distance matrix (AFPAM 10-219, vol. 5)
   d. Marking Tents/Facilities. Ensure tents/facilities and rows are named, numbered, and placarded.
   e. Vehicle Parking. Vehicle parking should not be allowed within the cantonment area. Parking should be in designated areas only.
Figure A2.8. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E (Continued).

f. Separation Distances

   (1) Refer to Recommended distances between functional and individual facilities (AFPAM 10-219, vol 5)

2. Cantonment Fire Inspections

   a. Conduct Frequent Inspections
   b. Include Key Supervisors
   c. Include Ground Safety Personnel

3. General Inspection Items

   a. Electrical wiring, serviceability and installation
   b. Check for homemade extension cords or lighting
   c. Ensure only 60 watt or less light bulbs are used in tent lighting to prevent pyrolysis of tent material and possible fire.
   d. Ensure air conditioning/heating units, generators, and similar equipment are positioned as far from tents as possible.
   e. Electrical equipment is properly grounded.
   f. Proper aisle space inside tents.
   g. Ensure two means of exit are maintained in all tent facilities. Travel distance from any point in a structure to at least one exit shall not exceed 150 feet.
   h. Develop and post a written evacuation plan for cantonment occupants. Include assembly points, head count procedures, and emergency firefighting and notification procedures.
   i. Enforce "No Smoking" policy inside all tents.
   j. Ensure a proper and fully operational fire extinguisher is provided in each tent and hazardous operation area. Minimum rating, 2A:10 B, C.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k.</td>
<td>Ensure tent trash receptacles are emptied daily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l.</td>
<td>Identify/eliminate self help projects that create life safety/fire protection hazards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.</td>
<td>Ensure vegetation and trash around the cantonment area are controlled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.</td>
<td>During cold weather operations when oil/gas fired heaters are used, ensure heaters are properly serviced, fuel lines are not leaking, and combustibles kept at a safe distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o.</td>
<td>Recommend battery operated smoke detectors for each tent/facility used as sleeping areas. Detector should be mounted on center beam of tent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Open burning (i.e., bonfires, grills, etc.) within the cantonment area are discouraged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q.</td>
<td>Open burning of waste receptacles (latrines) should be monitored.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **Special Hazards Areas Unique to Bare Base Operations**

a. **Field Kitchens**

1. Burner refueling areas must be located 50 feet from tents/facilities and lighting/generator equipment. Ensure a fire extinguisher is readily available.

2. Watch for the accumulation of grease on tent surfaces.

3. Ensure disposal areas for grease are at least 8 feet from the tent.

4. Ensure as a minimum, 2 fire extinguishers with a rating of 2A: 40 BC are provided for cooking areas. Extinguishers should be located at the entrances to the cooking areas.

5. Ensure electrical distribution panel is located at least 6 feet from the kitchen tent and is of the protected connector type.

6. Ensure electrical generators are positioned at least 15 feet from tent walls. Fuel tanks should be positioned as remote as possible from generators and diked with fuel lines protected.

7. Portable hot water heaters must be set at least 20 feet from the dispensing area.

8. Ensure "No Smoking" is enforced inside the tent.

9. Ensure adequate aisles and exits are maintained.

A-20-G-3
b. Generators

(1) Ensure fuel bladders are located as far as practical from other facilities.

(2) Fuel bladders require earth berms to contain any spillage/leak. Earthen berms should be capable of containing 125% of tank capacity.

(3) Ensure all generators are properly grounded.

(4) Ensure an extinguisher with a minimum rating of 2A:10 B, C is available in the area.

(5) Ensure "No Smoking" signs are posted around fuel storage areas.

(6) Ensure vegetation control in generator and fuel storage areas is implemented.

c. Medical Facilities. In addition to general inspection areas, ensure there is a minimum of one 150 lb halon flightline fire extinguisher available for air evacuation/helipad operations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAB H TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRE SAFETY GUIDE FOR MUNITION STORAGE AREAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. General Layout
   a. Distances from other facilities outlined in AFPAM 10-219 and AFR 127-100.
   b. Minimum separation distances based upon storage.

2. General Storage Requirements
   a. Open Storage
      (1) Without any type of barricades, munition storage should be temporary only.
      (2) Ensure separation distances between stacks are maintained. (Refer to minimum distance separation guide AFPAM 10-219)
   b. Covered Storage
      (1) Normally accomplished by using igloo ammunition storage facilities or combat zone type steel arch or culvert igloos/covered igloos.
      (2) Net Explosive Weight (NEW) in nonstandard earth covered igloos is 250,000 pounds. Quantity-Distance criteria is outlined in AFPAM 10-219.

3. Fire Prevention Practices
   a. Ensure flame and spark producing devices are kept out of the area.
   b. Maintain proper separation distances and vegetation control.
Figure A2.9. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E (Continued).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Ensure refuse and packing material are not allowed to accumulate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>Ensure fire breaks are provided around each storage area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>Intentional/controlled burning will not be permitted within 200 feet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>Flammable liquids for cleaning will not be permitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>Flammable storage will be located at least 50 feet from explosive storage locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.</td>
<td>Vehicles other than those loading or unloading will not be parked closer than 25 feet to any storage facility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A2.10. Sample Tab to an Appendix in Annex E.

TAB I TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
FIRE SAFETY GUIDE FOR FUEL STORAGE AREAS

   a. Ensure dispersal distance from facility group areas is maintained in accordance with AFPAM 10-219.
   b. Ensure the bulk fuel storage area is situated so that any rupture of a bladder or destruction of dike will not allow fuel to flow into adjacent cantonment areas.
   c. Ensure fuel bladder is surrounded by earthen berm to contain 125% of tank capacity in case of rupture.
   d. Ensure fuel dispensing equipment is properly grounded.
   e. Ensure vegetation control is properly maintained.
   f. Implement "No Smoking" policy in and around fuel storage and dispensing area.
   g. As a minimum, one fire extinguisher with a rating of 2A:60 B,C will be located in each fuel storage area.
   h. Ensure all fuel drums are properly bonded and grounded.
   i. Limit vehicles in the area to those required to accomplish tasks.
   j. Vehicles will not be parked within 50 feet of the POL area.
TAB J TO ANNEX E TO CE CONTINGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
GUIDE FOR FIRE PROTECTION STANDBY REQUIREMENTS

1. Integrated Combat Turn (ICT). Simultaneous refueling, munitions loading/unloading, external fuel tank loading/unloading with all engines shutdown.
   a. Requires one 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher to be located in the fuel service safety zone.
   b. Requires a CFR vehicle standby. It should be positioned for optimum response.

2. Hot Refueling/Multiple Hot Refueling. The transfer of fuel into fuel tanks of an aircraft with one or more engines on the aircraft operating with or without munitions on board.
   a. Requires one 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher to be located between the refueling equipment and the refueling supervisor.
   b. Requires a CFR vehicle standby. It should be positioned for optimum response.

3. Hot Integrated Combat Turn. Simultaneous refueling, munitions loading/unloading, external fuel tank loading/unloading with engines operating.
   a. Requires one 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher to be located in the fuel service safety zone.
   b. Requires a CFR vehicle standby. It should be positioned for optimum response.

4. Abnormal Defuel. Defueling an aircraft that has a fuel leak, is damaged from a fire or impact, defueling into open containers or drums, defueling where safe distance criteria cannot be met, or static grounding points are not available.
   a. Requires one 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher for each aircraft.
   b. Requires a CFR vehicle standby. It should be positioned just outside the fuel servicing safety zone.
5. Aircraft Servicing Inside a Hardened Aircraft Shelter (HAS)
   a. Integrated Combat Turn in a HAS
      (1) Requires one 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher for each aircraft shelter.
      (2) Requires a CFR vehicle standby. It should be positioned within the aircraft shelter area.
   b. Hot Integrated Combat Turn and Hot Refueling in a HAS.
      (1) Requires two 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher for each aircraft shelter.
      (2) Requires a CFR vehicle standby. It should be positioned just outside the fuel servicing safety zone. The HAS aircraft entry door(s) must remain fully open.

   a. Requires one 150 lb halon flightline extinguisher for each aircraft.
   b. During contingency operations, safety dictates a CFR vehicle standby regardless of the type of fuel on the aircraft. It should be positioned for optimum response.
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